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A Lost Dream

I had to wrestle with it. Inside me, it was in my rent-a-car. I
was on its technological road. An electronic architecture, it had
been fused into my biochemistry. An extraterrestrial fieldspace, a carbon dating of me, my cosmological definition, it
had been put into this geophysical mania. I was lost, without
Lucifer. My spaced-out highway, it was before me. Its source
codes, they were of an un-real time.
"Do it, Ronald. Be me! Be without grace! Join me. Join us!"
The lights in my front, they had blinded me. Was it a tractor
trailer? Or, was it - another thing? These things, they had not
let us alone. I had need of a shave. Without a thick blanket, of
no cup to drink the rain-water, cellular vibrations, they were in
the cracks of this digital thunder - an outputting glimmer. Input
from the lightening, it had been making its way. Torturous
thrusts into me, I was knifed to death as a non-being - blood
ejaculated. Against myself, I had been there. My temples, they
were squeezing my eyes into it. Something had clenched onto
me, yet I had a hold of it. Agonies, blown of our eyes, they
were out of its head. Lop-sided breasts, I was all theirs. My
torrid brain, it was between myself, and my ears, I couldn't
swallow. Not dead and with wet feet, I had felt it. Dirt, it was
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rubbing me raw. Some sense of warmth, it was welling
between my legs. Running down the back of my calf, it had
gotten cold. Soaked in an upload, of this foreigner's chills, they
were downloaded into me. A throne, it was promised by this
jail-bird, and it was watching me. Ronald Reese, he had been
in full flight.
Trying to escape the terror that had known of no end,
soullessness, beyond and past the darkened room of his
mind, of his boogie-man, it was of a liar. Soon to of had been
bursting with these horns, a blinding light, Ronald had been
caught in its storm. Hotfooted forces, they were fractured
away from its nothing. Pulling his car into its whatever, they
had been traveling away from themselves. I couldn’t keep this
rent-a-car on its road. I had no understanding. Not an
anything, I was of its anymore. Window too foggy, I had
thought that my nose would bleed. Begging for it, wanting
something to give, it was inside of my head. My brain, it had
been flooded with this cool fire. Fermenting within me, it was
of my agony. Melodic percussions, my windshield wipers, they
were beating of their frantic tempo, for the crippled rent-a-car,
it had now wobbled off the wet, windy and foggy road.
Boulders, they were tumbling off this terrain. Fronting my
hapless car, I was harassed by these increments - powerless.
Gaunt, increment weather, Ronald was leaning too close to its
steering wheel. Trying to keep the staggering car on the lane,
another mud-slide, it had collided into him. He could hear its
wickedness. It had come, and Ronald could feel its heart. It
was beating in his chest. His feet, they had gone cold.
Bloodshed - thinned into a fear, the front window of his small
rent-a-car, it was covered in soil, and the wipers, they were
smearing in the mountainside's quagmire. Ronald had
become weak-minded, so he had tried to cry.
"Just, just get me out of this. Get me out of here.”
Choking out of himself, of this vain attempt to weep, it had
smacked into him, as their master, these forces of evil, it was of his
nature. Directing its fate into his Spelunking Website network’s
massive multiplayer online game, it had come from another world.
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Shepherd girls, they had gotten pregnant, and this wasn’t of its boy.
Conception, it had come as a night. This outer boundary, it was now
with him. Something, it had been of its elsewhere, and it had
permeated its everything. Sitting unmovable in these horror-struck
moments, of a claustrophobic mania, it was of a tin can of a rent-a-car.
Backward, his shoulders, they were hunched, and squinting, his eyes,
they were welling of their gore. An icy silence, he could hear them
screaming. There had been this hit-and-miss tempo, so Ronald had
closed his mind. Sealed from himself, hyperventilating with
hushed terror, every joint in his body, a vacuum of arthritic
dolor, it was welling up and into him. Redefined radioactivity, it
had burned him into this planet, as an extraterrestrial design
and architecture, it had been holding Ronald in and of its
hollow ache. At forty-five, a lean disposition, he was a gate of
an educated dignity.
Flying through as this space traveler, proud, focused and
confident, Ronald was of its always. Ronald was of its always.
Worn of his usual - a button-down collar on a proverbial white
shirt, dry-cleaned and pressed slacks, one of his several pairs
- Italian loafers, steady brown eyes, of a long line, it had been
holding his thin nose. Over his thick lips, Ronald was a real
charmer and a sociopath womanizer. Never of a tried - an
aisle, Ronald was too paranoid and selfish. At his stint at the
University of Berkeley, Ronald had majored in sex,
drunkenness and English. Then, he had copped a job selling
Life Insurance. Richard, his father, he was lying on his
deathbed. Leukemia, Richard had busted his butt for thirty
years. Working for Southern California Edison Company, he
had given Ronald a clear-cut claim to college. Over-heated
brow, Ronald was of an only son. Every opportunity, of a
relished attention, Ronald would run to his mother, Ann, for his
father, he had been questioning Ronald’s nonchalant attitude
toward life.
In an economic arena, ripe for an aggressive training, Ronald
had caught onto it with an ideation of death. Bilking the
Insurance Industry, he had been taking exotic trips to dig in
caves. Thrusting his self-righteousness into them, of his
Devil’s triangle to control their bodies, one of a great spirit
strength, orgasmic raptures, they were of his conquest.
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Deriving an energy, Ronald had possessed their delicate and
wanton natures, as they would submit to his overpowering and
spellbinding virility. Montana was just another cave, yet this
one had been uncovered by a property developer. He was
clearing this land for construction.
Previously financed by the US Government, it was of an
ancient burial grounds, so Marc McClutchen, he had role
played in another deal. A perfect killer, whipped out, of this
contract, it was leveled, so Ronald had stabbed his pen into
the page. Writing up this client, Marc had been captivated by
Ronald’s presence and pitch. Reverberating in and of this
wining intimacy, behind his belly and swollen against his shirt,
Marc’s tie, it had choked his fat neck, and he was breathing
like a stuffed pig.
“You know why I am doing this?”
Wiping his blubber-bald-head, Marc had asked it. Ronald’s
greedy palm, it had etched on. Not moving his eyes off the
contract, the tip of Ronald’s pen, it had locked noxiously in a
noticeable pestilence. A latter of his premature ejaculation to
write up this policy, Ronald had wanted to scribe down the
contract. Fighting an unevenness, involuntary muscle spasms,
they were of his lust to close this deal. It had generated an
energy, and it was of a hardened beingness. It was thickly
pressed up against his inner thigh. Bleeding from out of the
tip, red-hot and pulsating, of a seasoned sensation, it was
agitated with an arousal, of its slightest movements.
“Such a pity if you had not the security. You know your
family’s going to be taken care of. What if something
unfortunate should happen to you?”
Ronald had answered. They had been infatuated by Ronald’s
serial killing. Wanting to meet the Devil on the Web, Ronald
would dig again. Another hole somewhere - coolness, the
bats, they were hanging from its ceiling. Rock and roll - jazzed
with some blues, of his own graveyard, the smell of this soil,
they were buried into its bins. On its terrestrial sphere, Ronald
was there, with them. Detached in a chilly separation, Ronald
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couldn’t stop his raptures. Skulls, they had been fracturing,
pelvises too. Shattered within their cosmological shells, of
these extraterrestrial embryos, hard-boiled and egg-headed,
she had been dropped online, and it had downloaded into him.
Purposes, hardwood floors, Ronald’s West Los Angeles highrise town-home, an electronic architecture there, it was of this
re-dated carbon in an Alien Cyberspace, as an Alien
Totalitarian God, it was derived of itself in a massive
multiplayer online game. Out of these instabilities - stabilized
on the World Wide Web, this sameness, there was an each
time. Explosions, they were of his nose-diving rock-hammer.
Marc had been staring a blank at Ronald’s hand, as it was at a
standstill on this insurance contract.
“I’ve been sleeping with daughter.”
Ronald’s pen, it had scrolled a skim.
“Jenny?”
Dead-headed sight, it been directed at Ronald. Self absorbed
a blubber-butt, he was with Ronald, for Marc had been
gawking off into space. A pit-bull’s brain, it was equipped with
computer technology.
"Yeah."
Marc had responded. Left of his mouth, it was hanging open.
Spending all of his biological might, there had been this
seemingly weirdness. Marc’s lard, it was of his nervous
system. Kicked up and between his ears, Marc was trying to
squeeze it out from under these lumps of flesh. The wooden
chair that he was sitting on, of its rumors, they were of his
incorruptible dialogue. Marc had spoken to Ronald. Short, of a
shallowness, Marc had cut a long, tight-ass fart.
"Daddy really messed her up."
Pushed out from his lower stomach, it had ended in an grunt.
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"Excuse me my dear."
Marc had went wicked.
"Your excuse Mr. McClutchen?"
Ronald had pried for more of an understanding, yet Marc was
in a deadpan muse.
"My daughter. She- They will take care of you."
After that, Marc had leaned back into his chair. Straightening watching Ronald, brushing across the canvas of this mountain
cabin, a stuffed elk-head, it was right behind Marc. A steelhead fish, it was perpendicular. A grizzly-bear rug, it was
tossed on the wooden floor just to their right. The fireplace, it
was smoldering of its remnants. Stacked neatly alongside the
lava rock, supporting the fireplace chimney, there were a
myriad of smaller taxidermy strewn about - logs.
"Have you eaten from these dead animals when you were with
your daughter?"
Not trying to reconcile himself a deal, Ronald had wanted to
consume Marc. Devious, diabolic and with a deviated point of
view, Marc had come from an old stare. Reflection, of its
cosmological refraction, it was of these marble eyes. The
stuffed elk-head, Marc's snicker, it was of a snot-filled
regurgitation. Eventually, it had become this gut laughter, and
it had rattled him as a spastic. Buoyant and muffled, Marc had
regained control. Dropped, it was of his slob. Tongue hanging
out, Marc’s eyes, they had rolled back into his head, for they
were going to poke up and through his brows. Invisible yet
divisible, Marc was hosting a serial killer's fiestas with this
flesh.
"I was with her that way all the time."
Marc’s methodical and incestuous confession, it had made
Ronald hold onto its each other. Without their real-time blood
pressure, Ronald’s now, it was of its pale face, nondescript -
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an extraterrestrial, a none.
"Was it you or was it your daughter?"
Ronald had wanted it, as it was about to come.
"Yeah."
Marc had answered Ronald with this vulgar release of gas.
Wedged out from under him, it was popping on his wooden
chair.
"You were with her too."
When Marc had said that, Ronald’s nerves, they had shut
down. Jolted into an impasse - mankind, stability, they had
been destabilized on the Web. A splash of vermouth, tinged
into this moodiness, Ronald was of this wretched cold-blooded
killer. A thirstiness, bats, they were of this beingness. In a
psychopathic state, drinking this online blood, it was of
mankind's paranoia. Never fear, it had not entered into the
temple of Ronald's carriage. One on one with his father,
Ronald had went at him - straight-faced.
"She fell daddy. I didn't do it."
Richard had pried with consternation.
"How many times have I told you to stay off them rocks?"
There was a large mound, and it had been left behind their
middle class home in Oakland California just east of San
Francisco. Ronald would play there against the wishes of his
father. They were picked out of this nearby field and dumped
yonder.
"It was Moraine. She just ran into’m."
Besting his daddy's powerful threat, Ronald was able to toy
with his dad.
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"You want her some more, don’t you?"
Marc had made a vacuous query of Ronald. Diabolical and of
a devilish nature, it had penetrated their air, and it had
become icy. There had been this evil mind. Rapt intercourse,
mayhem and of mental reverberations, they had been of this
information transfer. Innuendos in and of their insidious
insanities, they were vibrating of its venom. A telepathy,
Ronald was shuddered back and into this other profundity.
Perversion, it was swelling into mankind, as Ronald was of its
proud scatological flesh.
"I always want them."
Ronald had lambasted and interlocked. He had made Mark
smirk.
"Caves, that's what you want. You want them in caves. Don't
you?"
Marc had known better, and he had said so. A foray to
mutilate, it had gotten to Ronald.
"What type of Life Insurance do you sell when you are in
caves?"
Marc had questioned Ronald with a kinky smile. Lurking
across and over at Ronald, of Marc’s awkward gaze, it had
suggested a satyriasis with Satan, as a spastic jackal, it was
of this extraterrestrial position.
"My heart, it knows yours."
That was of Marc’s bond, and it had brought Ronald on.
"It should. You’ve been gaming me."
Ronald had spoken of his delicacies, as they were reserved
for the special.
"Which kill in the game pleased you the most?"
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Ronald had pressured him for more, yet Marc had started to
lose it. Slipping into and out of life, with a spaced-out gaze,
Marc had tried to fix on Ronald’s face.
"Did you play Spelunking for Satan?"
Marc had nodded. Wavering in and out of this nervous twitch,
Marc’s eyes, they had become of a dull slobber. Stopped, not
working and without, nor of a clear sentence, Marc couldn’t
communicate to Ronald. Denuded in and of his vitality,
brought on by his gape - a delirious death, Marc’s mouth, it
had been left open. Black and of blank space, a hell-hole, it
had been transfixed into Ronald. Refreshed, of this previous
dreadfulness, Ronald had heard Marc's spirit resound from a
stoic carcass.
"Deus Ex Machina."
Ronald had pulled the insurance policy toward him, as Marc
had been bound in an eternal grave.
"So, you were an fan of mine?"
Ronald had queried. Placing the contract in his briefcase, as
an innocent bystander in a strange and of a bizarre land, he
had encountered an outlander. Ronald had kept questioning
him, yet Marc had teetered forward.
"Were you with her before me?"
Ending with a whack on his forehead, it had slammed into this
hardwood table, as a dead-weight blow, it had cracked Marc
open. Cranial nerves, they were spitting out of an eyeball.
An after - a sloshing of his blood, gurgling an impact, slick on
the tabletop, it was an obese facial, as there was an offer to
solicit a Company Life Insurance Policy. A Real Estate
Developer in Montana - travel expenses, transportation and a
hotel provided, from one page to the next, Ronald had been
living in this online game. Sucking them in with his serial killing
sprees, rampages - never say never, not of a missed out
beating death in a rock field, it was of this cosmological warp.
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Things, they were always falling into place, and Ronald had
this boutique office. Pawning death, of a partnership with his
childhood dreams, they were redefined in this terrestrial
sphere, as Ronald had been identifying these dated insurance
policies. They were of these ill-fated and sickly histories. After
the Montana incident, Ronald had nodded into this heavy
headedness. Shouldered and floating, Ronald had let his mind
become deranged. Petrified, Ronald had been of these
forgotten dreams.
"But, we'll be dead."
Her age was ancient, and her white hair, it was stringy and
straight. Toothpicks for arms and legs, she was wearing a
washed-up yellow and white cotton dress with a dirty apron.
"You’ll neither be alive nor dead."
A cold and baneful response, Ronald was in his usual white,
button down collar shirt, black tie - pressed slacks. Slouched
forward - readied to leap out of this worn easy chair, there was
a knitted blanket tossed over it. Ronald's briefcase, it had
been sitting on their floor, as he had set it in between his legs.
A calico cat, it had been frolicking nearby. Rubbing against his
legs, leaving these hairs on Ronald's pants, purring with and
of its delight, it had been extrapolated from Ronald's beast. An
old man's eyes, they were following this sway, as Ronald's tie,
it had been wagging back and forth. Its tip, it was dangling in
an equidistant of his knees. Ronald’s elbows, they were
resting on his thighs. Wringing for an attention, diverted,
there had been this cat's heed, and this small single family
home in East Los Angeles, this was of a tackier call for
Ronald. Filling mankind full of this radioactive carbon infections, a beingness, they were of these drug-addicted
whores, and Ronald had taken them into these abandoned
buildings. There were these other derelicts, addicts, and
alcoholics.
Along with the homeless transients, all were urinating of its
fecal. Ronald had grabbed the cat's tail. Deriving a gleam from
this vitality, it had come from an animal's intrinsic self-hood.
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Somberness, presence, of lingering old people, they were
wasting away. No fault of their own - no meaning, no purpose,
nothing but a sulking brood to pass their time, wallowing in this
conscience-stricken melancholy, there was this without and
within. Ronald's murderousness, it had disturbed all mammals.
Warming up to him, this real-time spilling of mankind's blood,
they had become affixed to a pet. Woven into this circular rug
- populated with its hair, the cat, it was pulling them out of its
place. Roused of an ire, consternation of an old woman, it had
upturned into her. Tubes in an old man’s nose, they were
helping him gulp his last breaths. Oxygen canisters, their
presence, it was of this nearby.
"Being not dead nor alive, this is what alienates us."
Ronald was withdrawn into the cat, as it was for Moraine.
Dragging around this calico, of its tail end, it was reaming in its
talons. Digging into their souls, it was of this fish, and they had
been hooked up and into these demented moans.
"We’re in the game’s black box."
Ronald had told them. Sickly, the old woman, she was taking
up its space, so Ronald’s unforgiving ways, they had become
of a post haste response. After, Ronald had given the cat its
fling, of its teeth, nails and tails. Hindquarters, they had been
tossed aside. Jammed into an extraterrestrial, its cosmological
carpet, it was of their selves. Plucks, of redefined quantum
leaps, their souls, they had taken flight from a priori. Bloated
with this redefined carbon, an extraterrestrial redefinition, it
was of his terrestrial sphere. Graceless delving, it was of these
putrid lives. Two desolates, they had been deleted. Flushed in
an extraterrestrial definition, a dumbness, it had been
saturated into the old man’s grip, for his moments of life, they
were gone. Now poker-faced, they were wandering in and out
of this dreary and sleepy state. Breathed into a pathological
muddle, it had settled into Ronald's dupe, for the old man, he
was gone in an incubus.
"What pain or hurt can you bring us?"
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The old woman had drearily asked Ronald. Languid of body,
she had been lacking these intricate glandular secretions, or
they would of had come from out of her horror-struck sockets.
She had waited, for Ronald was ready to explode. Leaning
over and onto his thighs with his elbows, his forearms, they
were of his skin for skin. The tip of his tie, it was in and of its
neurotic wag. Going back and forth, of this slight and
provocative rocking - wanton and of a mortifying wickedness,
there had been no heirs, for they had not been named or
known. Ronald had forged himself as their beneficiary. After
his before, paying himself with these estranged policies, he
had been forcing this death upon them. A never ending chain
of Peters paying Paul, digging into this cave, of a grave
cornerstone, it was of Ronald's morbid delights.
"It is not I that will hurt you."
Ronald had communicated with an impersonal whiteness, and
it had shaken the senior. She had went to her feet in fear. A
nodding of her head in an arthritic jitter, of a wobbled neck,
she had wished her water. It was of its glass, and it had been
jostled by a sharp tap - volatile. Stammered of an escape, her
arms, they had waved with weak legs, and they were above
cooled feet. Terror, a bloodless creek, it was in her marrow,
and it had sapped the life right out of her.
A head, it had tilted up, as the old man, he had one eye halfopen. Fighting its slumber and a crap, a last grasp, it was of
this oxygen. Inflated into his shrunken lungs, she couldn't
contain, so she had burst out. Poisonous fortitude, Ronald had
shaken his head. A demeaning strip of her, a generation, she
had landed hard on her hip - breaking it. Her body, it was lying
in convulsions, as a floundered halfness of her consciousness
- darkened, it was standing over and above her.
Moving flutters, a dark pole, it was flirting of a comparison,
and a center line, it had been a part of this flashing neon.
Porno-strobe - a dark-light, it had been speeding forward and
into this foul fiend. Fornication, frightening the frail, an
unspeakableness, it was of his lewd acts, as they were of
Ronald's real-time. Violating mankind, there had been no
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human decency. Overwhelmed with its cells and glands, an
erotic coercion, consumption of an anus, it was this yearning
cavity.
Submitting to this serial killer - Ronald, of an erogenous
vacuum, Ronald's eyes, they were erect with bestial
contortions. Saturating him, a lucidity of this stranger, its
rakish perversions, Ronald had been ripping out this old
woman’s hair. Rousing blood, Ronald had shoved himself into
her. Last, frenzied rams, they had brought the smell of its
feces, and a grinding of her brittle bones - atop a broken
pelvis, relishing and panting its panther, Ronald was on the
back of this old woman’s body.
When Tom Bertram had pulled up to the precinct in East Los
Angeles this day, he had been thinking of this Devil, for Tom
had seen these cool-aid drinking, crack smoking, dope
slamming, Angel Dust, acid-fried pot heads, and they had
sniffed their glue before breakfast and paint thinner for lunch.
Playing with their Saturday night specials, teething, its
something, it had wrought mankind into this never ending
entertainment facade. Offering them a visit with Lucifer, there
would of had been no hope, and charity, it would of had been
banished. Tom’s mean spirited heart, it had been attacking
others in this Spelunking Website network’s massive
multiplayer online game. An infliction, it had been of this
enmity. From page to page on the Web, its unfurling waves of
pleasures, Tom was six-foot-two, as a sweat sock mentality,
he was of this mad-dog with a propensity to ram his know-itall up a dead pup.
Offensive, aggressive and shirking everything and everyone
around him, Tom was an African American with a two hundred
pound body. Not yet middle-aged, he was engaging his
indigenous brothers, and these guerillas, they were not of the
Congo. In the game, Tom had roamed free as an absolute
man of the law for the Los Angels Police Department. Their
Special Investigation Services, it was of his badge. A chip on
his shoulder, big as the crack of dawn, no mending, its
disproportionate delving, a prehistoric carbon dating as mortal
beings, Tom was flipped as an outer-space cadet, as he had
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been curved into a beingness that had been fried into this
World Wide Web.
"Pullin' on me?"
Laced with twenty years of ghetto lineage, it had been brought
about by his decades of prison time. Locked up sperm, of
loaded hindsight, black as his own, they had been squirtin' into
him. Smoked, squeezed and plastered, everything had been
going off. An extraterrestrial sphere, sides, angles - it was from
their every which and or way.
"It’s from your mamma's ho!"
Hard-core glare, wetted from its dryness, of a father's cotton
picking mouth, it was stowed from this rabbi's breath. There,
its pounce, it was without its circus tiger, and no leopard was
poised on this edge of an existence - quantum leaps.
"My mamma’s do yours!"
Full-proof, stuffed and snatched - crazy Cuban achievements,
they were of their heated moments. In among their recesses,
these kids of theirs, they were without their donut holes.
Soda pops, candy shops and belly-flops, they had been
playing as if they were the cops. Toy fire-trucks, off to school,
the prom - college, hup-two-four and the score, more, more
and more whores, it was unfortunate that someone should of
had gotten themselves boxed in this way, yet Tom was playing
it over and over and in these minds at this level. Pathetic
plans, Ronald had been this practicing Satanist, and the rest,
they had been sanitized online and of themselves. Re-dated
with this strange real-time carbon, its celestial spheres, they
were of its Information Superhighway. The whole ball wax,
doused with this blood, exploding into this cesspool of their
nightmares, they were controlled by an Alien God.
Remainders, a misinformation of itself, Jeremy had been
hunted down, for Tom had followed him. Toothlessness,
empty on a blacked-out face, he had been holding Tom with
his stray eyes. Flying upwind, its boozed brotherhood - a
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shared breakfast, Jeremy was fond of his cigarette butt, and it
was behind his ear. Dirty sweatshirt, it had “Chicago” inscribed
on its front. Pressed work pants, they were of their
proverbial second handedness. Attire - black sneakers,
squashed at their heels, loafers, of his grimy feet, Jeremy had
gripped the thirty-eight. Cocked and alongside, of its other
bulge, it was next to his gun-filled pocket.
"Shoot it! Shoot!"
Tom had given Jeremy his murderous orders.
"Your mamma!"
Jeremy had lurked back with spite. Without bragging rights, of
no bang nor buck, Tom had given Jeremy an eye for an eye.
"Take your shot! Take it!"
Tom was point blank and of a grave emphasis - gun readied
and spelling it out for Jeremy.
"It’s coming. You’ll get its whippings."
Yet, Jeremy had no need, nor of a want nor of a willingness to
take out his thirty-eight.
"Just, ain't comin’ out the way you want it too. That’s all."
Jeremy’s disdain, it was ranted more. Delusion - an
intermixing of suicidal breakdowns, a homicidal psychopath, it
was of these two, and they were of the one. Distant, they were
of these hidden meanings, yet they were brought together. An
enigma, it had been ripping these necks open.
Murders, rapes and mayhem of mankind, it had no meaning to
this life. The point was to prove its Devil with these serial
killing escapades, and they were in its rock fields. It had made
mankind an empty vessel. Deaths, certain and stupid, straight
forward and simple, Jeremy was too far gone, none of the
fear. Cold sweat, it had come from his drug and alcohol
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induced reminiscence. Pellets, they were beading on Jeremy’s
forehead. A shake in and of his sweatshirt, cooled of the
stench, weeks, months - years, a history that had been fanned
out and onto his defiled cloths, of an indolent indulgence,
Tom's nine millimeter - out, it had hammered into Jeremy.
Jacked into its ground, pincushions, the bullet holes, they
were of their darkness. Mirror images at night, Jeremy was
known only to its gravity. There were flies, and they were
swarming about his body. Feces on a hot day, re-dated and of
this strange carbon, cosmology, it had redefined mankind's
sun. An inevitable demeanor, Satan had been banished.
Bounced of Tom, an African American clone with Jeremy, it
was of this "blue eyed devil.” Slave, there was this dead
weight. Moistness, Tom had savored Jeremy’s large, black
lavender blood.
Dense fog, the rent-a-car, its stillness, it was crippled by this
thunder, a rainstorm. Mud-slide, it had slammed into it.
Wipers, struggling back and forth, of its grimy windshield, its
headlights, they could barely hold any radiance. Hidden
behind the veil of its day, a refusal to escape, a beingness, it
was close to a difference, so its night, it had been shed into its
light. I had fallen - asleep. I had been afraid to wake up. To of
had been roused, devoid iniquity, inflicted with a prohibition, I
had been burning into this Internet. Devilishness, it had been
of this delectation. Not of my deign deism, control, this way, a
soullessness, their graves, they were with me in those caves.
Christian whitewash, Ronald's trepidation, it had left him.
Transcendent mysticism, the wipers, enthralling him with their
hypnotic stall, there had been this radioactive struggle, and its
writhe, it had crawled out of this whole. An ungracious entropy
of humankind, a nether world, Ronald had invited them.
Belched, it was warmed, of its once - a heated self. Lateness
of the Brandy, Ronald had consumed it. Fermenting on the
floorboards, a cheap hike, navigating the extraterrestrial, of
this something, Ronald had been playing this massive
multiplayer online game, and it had been of this biochemical
field-space mixture in his Spelunking Website network. Its
terrestrial sphere, it was this priori carbon - pipeline of an
Alien. Ronald’s beginning, it was over, as an unplanned
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response, Ronald had started his car. Tocsin of this
momentum, it had inspirited him, so he had to bring down his
window. Caught by this wolf, a double-sighted one on one,
they were of an each to each.
Same same so so, of Ronald's morbid revulsion, there were
these quick licks on its nose. Risen slightly, finicky flaunts of
its teeth, raising one paw, weak scratching, it was not in flight,
as Ronald had seen Marc deep within the eyes of this beast.
Ronald, as himself, he was there too. Marc had gotten his
start in this Spelunking Website network’s massive multiplayer
online game. An incestuous piece - offering his daughter,
Ronald had found the Brandy in an old wooden desk, and a
large buck-knife, it was stabbed in its table-top. It was
alongside a map of this Montana Land Development Project.
Particular location, it was encircled in a red-blooded heaviness.
Hurtling in an upload - an Alien Cyberspace, this Devil, it was
sought by Ronald’s entourage.
A doorway to Hell on the World Wide Web, stabilized,
mankind was no longer transferring information from their
bodies, as their priori cosmology, it was redefined in and of a
feedback pipeline of this Alien Cyberspace. Cosmological
architecture, of radioactive instabilities, its gravitational
collapse, chaos, it had become of this re-dating of carbon.
Ronald had developed it with a slew of these others, and they
had been willing to encounter his Devil. Ronald had thought
that he had found the key to Lucifer's abode, so after Ronald
had soused himself to a point, of his delusional and diabolic
obsessions, they had taken their grips upon him. His greatest
thrill, it was spelunking at night. Poking into a darkness, alone,
it was there. Lying in wait, awake, Ronald was a young boy,
and his eyes, they had been wide open. Trying to grasp it,
whatever it was of her sweet kiss good night - goodbye, lights
off and the whole bit, Ronald had opened himself up. Hiding in
their closets, its doors, they were of an invitation into this
Internet semblance. Imagination of an online brain, discrediting Freud, it was out as itself. A badness, it was
inadvertently booted up.
Its host, it was in a pipeline of this never ending
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disappointment, and Ronald, he had never found himself.
Without any evidence of this Satanic evil, Ronald’s Lucifer, it
had been cursed by an Alien God. Hell, it was interrupted, so
Ronald’s dolorous and schizophrenic contradictions on the
World Wide Web, noxious and loud, Richard, his father, he
had to make an inquiry. Pitching for the Devil, praying for
perks, to stick his battle-ax in their gray matters, Ronald could
of had pounded them into this ground with his rock hammer.
Sheep’s plea bargains, cautious reprimands, Richard had
made his secret deal, as he had hung it in his garage. Rather
than this talking to an outs, of daddy's data management,
there was this downloading of those cosmological types parental nonsense. Patterns of chemistry, its biology, it was of
a synthetic organic life. Soullessness, one a conjurer of a
black-hearted fauna, of this wickedness, two-fold pits, Ronald
was tongue-tied into these worshipers.
Chasms, of uncivilized witching hours, staring into this wolf's
demonic slavery, a mortification, it was of this numb instinct.
Its scorpion, it was uploaded into this death defying refusal, as
it had not made a move. Blending into this pith and squall, of
Ronald’s online quest for Satan, an abysmal, it had opened up
these gates. A quondam, Ronald was pigeonholed into
himself. Own makings, this vulture, savoring it - a cannibal, it
was of this foodstuff. Murderous moments, they were of
Ronald’s serial killing escapades. The wolf, it had not eaten for
two days, and its last meal, it had been a gopher. Drug off
the road, it had been hit by a logging truck, as its driver, he
was an uncouth hillbilly. Swallowing complex organs, he had
been letting his logging truck idle loudly in low gear. His haul,
it was in a particular part of this mountain pass. Flushing, he
was always enchanted by the jar. When his tractor had
squashed a gopher, it was of an invariable coincidence.
Ronald was living in a high-rise. It was a high tech three
bedroom and two and one half bath town-home in West Los
Angeles. Haven for him, randy perversions, penetrations into
its electronic cottage, its cave architecture, it was of this
feedback and loophole. Sitting on top of an oak-wood table, a
six chair set, he had sat there. Multimedia, it was at his feet,
and it had played his latest fetish - stroked and hard. Holding
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back, Ronald would pluck out a hard-boiled egg from this
glass bowl - tosses. Raptures, an orgasmic impetus, his
convulsing undulations, it was of a spastic ecstasy.
Ploughed, of his solar plexus, regurgitation with an epileptic
quivering on his contorted face, Ronald’s body, it had quaked
rhythmically. Eyes rolling back and into their sockets, of a
crushing impact - they had been hitting this marble floor. The
wolf, sniffing up this wet mountain-side, thunder-jolted and of
its cautious stances, its quick glances, they were of this
midnight gore, and it was lingering on this heated breath.
Consumed from those two days prior, of the sudden storm, it
had been fed back. Poking close to this something, it had
been on the road again. Hunting another squalid prey, slinking
up to the cave's opening - nose low, of a possible intrusion, or
a competitor, the wolf, it had taken a few last glints before
entering this cave. Its eyes, they were aglow. This fervent fire,
there had been these tongues, and they were dangling out of
its mouth. An olfactory atrophy, it had enticed an archfiend,
and an extraterrestrial appetite, its due was pinned on
mankind. Rigor mortis, this cosmological carbon, this copy, it
was of its barbarity. Stiffening shoulders, planting its feet, the
wolf, it had been raising its nose muscles a fraction above its
yellow blood teeth. Silent growl, it was of this demeaning
father to all the scum.
Grandiose imagines, they were from his visceral obsessions.
Perpetrators, they were up and down and or of this drain-pipe.
Throats, they were of their malodorous mouths. Not spoken,
an element of chance, yesterdays, there was not an
explanation. Tom had gone there. This Criminal Court, it was
of its time after real-time. Wining, whimpering cowards, they
were quick to pull. Pranks in their pants, Tom was of this
corruptible bastard. Copped with him, popping pleas, these
systematic rehearsals, spineless and of their Judicial system, it
had been taken in and upon themselves. Impish gawks, licking
their chops, of an after, it had made itself known, its next.
Strangeness, it was in and of this disbelief. Cameras, they
were flashing for these criminologists. States of peril, they
were of its evil creations. Infecting Tom with an alienation, of a
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beingness, it had been disjointed into an injurious genius.
Emotions, patterns and of those reckless behaviors, there had
been these shots fired, murders, mayhem and rapes.
"First on my crime scene?"
Ryan Derth's beady eyes, they had wanted Tom’s oink.
Halftime, Ryan had been flipping coins ten years older than
Tom’s kick-off. Laser glaring for an answer, Ryan was behind
his large lenses. Black and thickly framed, Ryan had on a
dowdy suit, and his tie, it was of a cheap standard. Bought out
of a second-hand store, he was wearing scuffed brown shoes,
and they were in full view. Thin, white ankles, they were under
his tatty and transparent beige and knit socks. Ryan's hair, it
was a proverbial mess, and there was residue on the side of
his mouth. The chocolate donut, he had just finished it.
Shoving in the remaining piece, an afterward, he had washed
it down with his coffee. Tom was belated, with no reply to
Ryan's crime scene analogy. Dark as pitch-eyed perception, a
one or another, it was of this vulnerable position.
Senior sodomy, she was lain on her stomach, as her cotton
dress, it had been violently molested above her waist. Her
legs, they were spread. Verifying this eerie rape, a delusional
dream of the Devil, it had entered in at a blood letting - an
afterward. Body fluids, they were of a dung seeped floor. The
calico cat, it was rubbing up against Tom's leg, as its curious
and somber allurement for attention, a pussy-cat kick in its
butt, Ryan had been snapped into it. Somewhere, an
attention, there had been this movement, so Tom had become
guarded. Not too distant memories, of all the many more,
nowhere investigations, detectives, they were prying into
Tom's past. Unable to change with the scenery, no
graciousness - the most peculiar anathema, it was of an
overwhelming loss. Satirical self-sameness, it was morbid and
roguery with a viscous venom.
A vis a vis, the wolf's eyes, they were snarling in a madness,
as it was frothing with a freakish, feverish and virulent
respiration. Churning within this stomach, Ronald had been of
this malnourished brute. An exodus, it was of a prehistoric
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curvature. Re-dated carbon, contorting their human spirits into
an Alien Cyberspace, Ronald's sentient revelation, it was of
this perception. Extraterrestrial introspection, Ronald was
fleeing from his thoughts.
Run, run, and running from himself, from Marc and from of
what that it was that he had encountered in that Montana
grotto, captured in his post haste, it was that date and of that
real-time and space. Vacuum, there had been this
meaninglessness, so an estrangement of Ronald, it had
become itself. Across from him, fearlessly growling, foaming threatening him with an attack, it had followed him. Chasing
him, it had surrounded him. Permeating presence - a
beingness, of an evenness - now-ness, Ronald was this
desperate little child. Struggling with his footwork, with
flustered feet, he was shuffling with this terror, and it had
swept him along this mountainside. Not through a marsh, he
had stopped suddenly, as his feet, they were sucked down
and into its Earth.
Ronald had drank of the blood that was from under his own
toenails. Grabbed and held by its gravestones, of its digger's
intentions, they were planted into an unholy cavern, and it had
wrenched Ronald down with this odd pulley. Damnation was
not there. No-where and not beyond, an outer boundary, it
was of this unknown. Trickery, horrific screams, they were of
their frenzied mortifications. Devilish delusions, the figments of
its imagination, there was a self-reflective verification.
There and everywhere, Ronald’s bottle of Bandy, it was
halfway finished by the time that he had found the entrance to
this abyss. Searching for this sinister genius on the World
Wide Web, an electronic architecture, it was a well charted
playground for Ronald. Quite familiar, proficient with this ability
to disseminate those diagonal charts and or graphic
descriptions, Marc’s death, it was this veil of another witchery,
and it had come upon Ronald. An Alien Cyberspace cult, it
was of Ronald's online persona.
A cipher of their human bodies, beyond their reproach and or
of any wrongdoing, Ronald's spirit, it had been torn way. No
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longer with a soul, Ronald had been cast out of Heaven and or
denied Hell. Enchanted of a finality, an unjustness, it was of
his biochemical, electromagnetic architecture on the Web.
Death wishes and blow outs, they were of this criminal
infestation. Deranged perversion - unoriginal procreations,
mankind had been fed back into and or of their online selves.
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An Entree

"I get there. Whenever there’s a crime, I get there first."
Tom had made it certain to Ryan. Pedigree, Ryan had
wormed his way into a blatant denial of himself, relinquished a prejudiced vision. When Tom had popped off his cocksureness, it was wrought on its outs. Divine rights, of these
sickle-cell disease searches, an engine, it had leered back at
Tom, for Ryan’s rabid determination against Tom’s debate, it
had withheld them. Breast feeding off a father, he would
caress Tom.
"Go on Tommy. It’s your family."
Picture perfect, posture - Tom was onto Carl's over-sizedness,
as his father, Carl, he had repeated an infamy into Tom. Carl
was a seasoned truck driver. Tom was but a boy, and Carl, he
was a big man with a shaved head. Grabbing the back of
Tom’s head, Carl’s large palms, they would pull Tom into this
ball and chain incest. Drunk and drenched in an upload, Carl
had withheld himself, for his wife, Tish, she was this History
teacher at a local college. She was teaching a night class.
Sustainable determinations, an erotic
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euphoria, forthcoming of an undernourished visage, these foul
mouths, they were full of their selves.
Sweltering weather, it had rose off the city streets in East Los
Angeles, and in this gameplay, it was steeped in Hispanic and
African American poverty. Both barely tolerant of the other,
there were tensions between the two. An oil-stained center of
this street, it had been belching of itself. Fervidness, it was
weltering of an each other.
Seething cracks, it was hiding in the clefts of this asphalt.
Dilapidation, an abundance of impoverished city politics, its
corruption, it was tear-dropping in ink-stains, and they were of
an orchestrated revenge. Resentment, hardened hearts, they
had been playing with this cardiovascular enterprise.
Brandished as deficient dawdles, Emilia Riff, she was of a
picayune African American, and she wasn’t given the usual
condolences. Introduction, it was from Tom, for he had sifted
this telephone number from out her grandparents belongings.
Kept neatly in this small box, it was in a quaint little drawer. It
had been in their kitchen. In fact, it was the only number in the
box. The rest of the contact information, it was from medical
doctors. Excluding another, a rectory number, when they had
answered, Tom had immediately slammed the telephone
down.
"It’s a church."
Ryan had made a curious peer at Tom then. Alongside and
next to an opened refrigerator, Tom could of had seen the milk
and bananas. The motor, it was kicking on and off, and the
light inside, it was flickering of this short circuit. Flashing an
eerie cadence, blunted cockroaches, loony of an alertness,
they had bravely ventured out and into its humid
interior, as it had been molded and rust wrinkled with these
pin-sized cavities. They were eating through its metallic top,
dripping away in a corrosion.
"Somebody must of had brought them their meals."
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Tom had brandished this small piece of paper. Emilia’s phone
number, it was written there. Clutching one of the several
bottles of prescription medications, there was a gathering of
them on this kitchen counter. A gallon of half-consumed white
wine was near. Ryan had sat the medication bottle down, so
he had snatched up the Chablis.
“All prints have been pulled. Think our killer drank?"
Ryan had affirmed and questioned Tom. Inspecting the
refrigerator - confirming his previous investigation, determining
movements, the cockroaches, they were swarming in and of
these scatter-brained squads - a scrambling of their
community.
"Bugs and bananas. No mango."
Tom’s investigative speech, it was of a stupidity, a conclusion
of the evidence. Loophole patterns, Ryan had sent Tom
messages, flames and insults. Dropping in on Tom, Ryan’s
words, they were back and of an eye-shot.
"Prehistoric urges?"
The question had pricked at Tom, as it was without the fruit
nor of its laxative.
"But there’s milk too?"
Gaping at Ryan with his best fool face, Tom had come back
as more dumb than dumb. Condescending, a rung of its truth,
it had made Ryan leap at him with a self-sameness. Tarrying
and teasing, Tom was of his father's sneak preview. Slithering
and humongous, of Tom’s tightness, Carl had encouraged
Tom with an ability. Denial, it was between them. Blatant
reality, it was of Tom’s hypocrisy. Cheating himself, dark with
his mouth, Tom had been of this French connection. Not a
Nazi firing squad, exhaust of the transit bus, it had puked this
coagulating filth, and Emilia's make-up, it was thickened on
her cheeks. Fat lips, they were on a petite, twenties coddle of
a face. Her baby doll-head, it was served without milk and or
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cream. An evenly cut hair, she had quickly pulled from her
purse a hand-held mirror.
Rung of its reflections - she had thought that she had died and
had gone to Heaven. Each to each, an erratic cosmological
pulse, frenzied, it was supposed to of had been Lucifer.
Lubrication of Emilia, it was her pagan mission. Breadth of this
florid greed, it had been slobbering into her juiciness - a
squirting. Birds of prey, they had wilted into Emilia’s ageless
vice of herself.
Villainous vampire, it was of this oldest profession. Discretion,
an embellishment, Ronald's cave, it had consumed her as
them and as mankind. Lashed out lust, it was of Ronald's
heart-throbbing wickedness. Sexual prowess of his psychotic
opiate, his fingers, they were wrapped in this old African
American woman’s hair, for Ronald was riding her Brahma. An
exasperated respiration, a non-current, its diabolic
penetrations, they were of these possessed souls. This stale
lady, she had been choked away from her bodily functions.
Technically dead, resonating a dense ecstasy, of unconscious
instants, it had opened her up to him. Fleeting out of her
body's sapient, slavish, salacious and surging sanguine
seductions, her pupils, they were nondescript. Dilation,
spiritual exhaustion, this death of humankind's spirit strength,
it had been of this rocking back and forth. If only she could of
had spread her cheeks wider, urinate longer and defecate, it
would of had been known.
She was of its ballerina. Emilia had been it then. Uploading
into him again, again and again, downloading, they had rolled
all over in it. Juice and milk, the spit and hot mess, it had been
seeping down the inside of her thighs. It was of this mud in a
rainforest, and it was drenched between her toes. Delusions,
she had been hosting Ronald’s illusions. She had come from
his boyhood, yet she was a different friend then. Now as his
whore for this horror, black and from Inglewood California,
Jerry was a fifty dollar a day dug addict. Ronald was making
promises to her, so she could get more.
"Do you have a pain in your butt?"
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Ronald had shot out at Jerry as a cool-headed playboy, for he
was in this new luxury sedan. He had leased them right off the
Beverly Hills show-room floor every year. Enjoying delusions,
illusions for superiority, isolating a wary salesman, full-popping
them, it had been paid off. Fingered choices, this sameness, it
had been there, of this lack of them - self-awareness.
Communication skills, of these under-aged neophytes, they
were ordering whiskey - not drunk, no bathtub gin.
"I can cure you."
Ronald had shown Jerry his party balloon. Tied, not inflated
and about a quarter-inch in diameter, it was filled for dope
fiends.
"Why you do me like that for?"
Jerry’s eyeballs, they were full for his heroin.
"Why? Because, I'll smack you. Reason enough?"
Ronald had taken a-hold of its thickness, as it was lying
alongside his pant-leg, of a showing - strength.
"Do that with me? Is that it?"
Ronald had lifted Jerry's spirit. Spending all morning doing
tricks, twenty dollar jobs off Century Boulevard in Los Angeles,
of this main pike and poke, Jerry was trying to pick it out of the
gutter, yet she had gotten too sick to hold another.
"Shoot your junk into my cherry pie."
Leaning up to his sedan’s window, she had given Ronald a
flash of her mamma's milk. Memories, Jerry had aroused
Ronald with an evil chemistry. Seeped, tender and swelled, of
Ronald’s introduction, Jerry's obsession, it had routed him.
Liquefied as this outlander, this insensible kleptomania,
melancholy, it was of an unresisting corpus. An outsider, it had
been leaking onto Jerry's fingertips. Addictions and
withdrawals, they were planted into her, so these nodding
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slumbers, they were falling-out of an unfeeling and distracted
prey.
"Whatever you want. It’s yours."
Jerry had loosened her grip on the eight-ball of dope, yet a
madness, it had been flogged up and into her vessels. An
Alien leer, it was of Ronald’s voodoo percussion. Resounding
from his opera, computer technology, Ronald had been
playing with its peripheral freedom, for it was of his devilish
search engine. An outer-space domain, it was indulged in the
massacring of mankind, as an annihilation of their
spirits, Jerry's psyche, it was dwarfed by narcotics. Demons,
of this silkiness, it had dared to propagate out. Rough
pigmentations, they were leeching of its yellow wraith - black.
Jerry had started to panic. Flapping her emotional winds,
wings, spirit diversions, they had been running off in all
directions. Complete control, an at once, its real-time, it was of
this God's right.
"Just do me!"
A benign hideousness, it had been absent of any dignity, and
it had arched Jerry's back. Her left wrist, it was lying on its
same waist. Propping out of her basketball cheeks, a butterbutt, full of Ronald’s charm, it had been warmed for this
hanging of an index finger. Phallic, it had been in her mouth.
Pointing at Ronald, of an opposite gesture, Jerry had nailed
herself down as his slut - pigeon-holed, a battle-point.
"He’s playin' with me!"
Jerry had spit it out. Not swallowing, of these two blacks, they
had been near for her fives - tastes, yet Jerry was now
Ronald’s truelove. Favorite notes, they were hammering out of
their bones, and they were bent and pulled across Jerry's
forever. Light and strings, they were humming of its vibrations.
It was of this renaissance, a soothing, as a spirit brittleness, it
had melted into them.
"What's he got?"
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Roy and Arnold, they were two street parasites, and they had
been feeding off these junkies. Prostituting themselves, they
were without a room. Where-with-all for their twenty dollar
whatever, clients had insisted on it. Taken into an abandoned
warehouse, of this reek, it had come from out of this coal.
These multitude, they had never seen a condom. A quick
douche, it was of this sink at a dilapidated laundry-mat.
"What you lookin' at?!"
Vicious snarling, it had been of their heart-aches. Bemoaning
of their thoughts, they had to piece off their twenties. Unjustly
earned, of foreign loads, their backs were to a wall - sloshed
of water. Legs spread, fermenting this laundry mat, stench - it
was passed off as these belated beach whales, and they were
blistered by these seagulls. A plucked carnivorous dank, it
was of their Friday's observance, so Roy and Arnold, they had
flocked in with their predatory presence. Bloodsuckers, pus
and blister lickers, Jerry's nefarious predilection, it was of their
cannibalism, as they were the un-bred ones. Beyond their
desolate corners, of its repulsing grossness, pathetic lives,
they had devoured them. Sweet music, its melodrama, it was
of this monologue of him. Authored by all - another dialogue,
an anti-social networking with him, it was of these shadows.
A rebellion, it was against them. An estrangement of Lucifer,
transfixed as its spellbound hark, Ronald had been selling
death with an alien presence. The wolf's fedora, of a shaded
frock, it had become a forlorn instinct. Circumventing
deviousness, a statue of Darwin's foretaste, it was this
derivation, an evolution - mankind on the Web. Succoring with
Ronald, their sustenance, it had been out of communion with
other beasts. Pulped skulls, a ricocheted force, it was spiraling
of this rare body. Whirl-winded tails, they were the replications
of this cosmological dust. Powdered air, it was above their
feet.
Scratching the surface of this redefined terrestrial ground, it
had been baked by this heat, then - again. Loosened of its
topsoil and of that thin silt, sprawled out, its head had been
fractured by the thirty-thirty, and this Ranger, he had cranked
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another shell into his rifle chamber. A first-person-shooter, a
psychotic had been downloaded into this punctilious dementia.
Howling, a snake's tongue, it was choked on a barren soil.
Chucking this recent concussion, its carcass, it had been shed
of itself.
Echoing of its real-time, fates - same date, this puff of a pipe
dream, it was embellished with gunpowder. Easy, the
moment, it was of its every part, and it had wanted to scratch
their eyes out. This little girl, she was with him in that cave in
Montana. Praying for an absolute reversion, a Jewish headstand, it was between these two side-shows. Deluded into this
serial killer's thoughts, of this right side up, they had been
gazing up and into its cosmos. Not of a loving father, it was
this injustice.
Nailed to this cross, the great men, they were of these
Philosophers. Cross-sectional purposes, it was this main
course of them. Vain attempts, they were without their better
selves. The Alien God, it was well fed. Unbelievers, they were
bearing witness of themselves, as mankind, they had come
from an antiquity. It was of this cosmological transfer. Arnold
had taken Ronald’s shot. A first finger, he was the rankest of
the two, for he had yanked open Ronald’s passenger side
door, conveniently left unlocked, ajar.
"You shot my brother!"
Roy’s drawl, it was saliva filled for Ronald's forty-four, and it
was still out and in Ronald’s hand. Arnold's teeth, they had
exited stage left. Untimely departure, the Ranger had been
kneeling somewhere, and it was with them. Lifting the gums of
this dead wolf, a vacant initiative, it had been forgotten. The
forty-four, it had sent Arnold's remaining jaw up and through
the top of his head. Laughing, brains were splattered on this
surely worn asphalt. Slick erosions, they were resounding of
their memories - sloppy concussions.
"What are you asking me?"
Emilia had not heard it. Counter of a bonding macabre, macho
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masochism, it had went into their victim's geisha. Menstruating
of their copious and erogenous submissions, Emilia had
parted them all the wider. Purged through her cheap cotton
panties, permeating into them, an infection, it had raised their
testosterone levels. Flush with thugs, they were of an
unrestrained concupiscence.
"Sodomy. Up the Yin Yang. In the pooper."
Tom had made it more clear, and Ryan had dared her with a
seriousness. An introduction, this two peckered dildo, it was of
her nocturnal quivers. With this serial killer, it was of this brand
of atheism. Raging with this storm, Emilia had been liberated
from herself. Confined vexations, they had melted into its
pussy-pot. Libido, hot-blooded mulatto infernos, their
prehistoric window and biochemical interjection - its colors,
they had flip-flopped into an instinct. Inflamed, Emilia had
been with this fecal-stained rubber penis. In her knitted
handbag, of its usually, it was hanging over her shoulder, and
it was filled with stolen after-effects. Cosmetics, Emilia was of
an unassuming kind. Her purse, yellow - a knitted sunflower, it
had held its parameters, beige burlap. She had bought it
online. Being a waitress at the Satellite Cybercafe in
Koreatown LA, Emilia had common down to an art.
Homely and vulnerable, guise as this nothing, she was of its
nymphomania. She was in this whatever one may want
community. Demeanor, she had worn a plain brown dress with
a yellow trim. Hanging just above her knees, they were ready
to drop a mouth. Emilia had sucked back. Eagle struck, the
cops were out.
"He stuck it up her what?"
Emilia was pulled from an outer-space, as of its always, it was
of this next.
“Haven’t you ever had it that way?"
In a Hawthorn Mall, she had spent an hour in this bathroom
with a dildo. Burying her fingers, they were of these frantic
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attempts. Orgasm after orgasm, they had mysteriously come
to her in waves. No more wailing, squirming in lost efforts, not
embarrassed of its nothings, she had finally ruptured with this
plethora of a sexual zenith.
"What’d you do it for? What for?"
Roy’s pow-wow, it was in his pants, and Jerry had not given gone, of an anyway. Conterminous repudiation, it had
enlivened Roy with this contamination.
"Shoot! Shoot it!"
Roy had held them out with spread fingers. Slight curl, they
were without a grab. The forty-four, Ronald had it in his hand,
and it was about ready to blow Roy’s head off. Face wiped
with a stupidity, defeated, there had been this delivery, so it
had cleared up for Roy. Defenselessness, justice was a tight
hole for this chapter and verse.
"Row, row, row your boat."
Wickedly slow, Ronald's face was on him. No emotion, it had
no meaning - of a no time. Ronald had come with this realtime dread. Its glue, it was of this lifelessness. Soaking them
up, their blood, it had been wrung around Ronald's neck. An
everlasting also run, it had catapulted them into an emotional
exhaustion. An eternal state, it was of this vacuum diversion.
"Copulation. Either or both.”
Those voices, they had come from Ronald. Not finished, if only
he could of had stopped, and, again, it wouldn't of had ended.
Ronald couldn't finish. It had been of its then - an either.
The same way, of their piteous queries, Tim hadn't been to
school most of the year. Brought into this bad trip with Ronald,
Tim had been frying on acid.
"What you want?"
He had been on the fringes of this day. Fourteen years of his
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juvenile, it was weltering with these vaulting throws. A levity, it
was moiling into this emptiness. Venom, it had been
venerated by Ronald. A design, it had been cooled by Tim's
sorrow, for he had been beyond repair. An evil chemistry, its
sweetness, it had come from this frigidness. Splashed on
Ronald’s forehead, it had glistened of Tim’s LSD horizons.
Lapped up and of a lick, Ronald had rubbed his cheek against
it. Bespattered on Tim's face, scandalized by zealousness,
they had been inhaled in by its influence. An offering, it had
come from under the heels of Ronald’s delusions with
Beelzebub.
"Sing me a sing-a-long song."
Ronald had commanded it of Tim. Fragile, not scathed by any
destiny, scintillating of its gullibility, Ronald’s pathological lies,
they were dive bombing from this outer space. An inevitable
reprehension, of an uninvited guest, Tim's thighs, they were
lifted up and into Ronald’s intentions. Fumbled grip, he had
massaged Tim into a slattern neurosis. A savage serpent, it
had been dejected from Tim's nirvana, yet he had pushed
himself up even harder. Ronald was holding him. Guidance
into its mouth, Tim had been devoid of his serum. Inflated
with Ronald’s veritable vice, Tim's bird song, it was spiraling
to the ground. Feathers, they were of a Bald Eagle, as it had
soared so high that it could only descend to chase another
rabbit. A snake, it had subsumed into two, and it had isolated
these variables. A chameleon, it had solved their equations,
perpetuated - calculated.
"Row, row, row your boat."
Tim’s singing, it was of a strained orgasm, and an oppression,
it had overwhelmed him. Sensual sleepiness, Tim had been
imbued with this revulsion of mankind. Animation, it had faded
to black. Fear, it had been flashing up from Tim's solar plexus,
and it was lighting the dungeon of his mind. The bogeyman, its
motion, it had wiggled from out under Ronald’s bed. Parasite,
it had been gnawing in and or of this spiritual anemia. It was of
itself as an alluring innocence. Ronald had spoilt its blood.
Pounding up these haywire hair-ends, hallucinating about this
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World Wide Web Lucifer, astir in Ronald’s darkness, reclining
mankind into its mortal dispositions, of its devilish marks, an
immortal definition, it had vetoed religion for its science.
An atheism as and of its feedback loop, it was his delusions.
Illusions and or of that drop-pooling reservoir, Ronald had
regressed into Tim’s sing-a-long. A ding-dong song, it was of
their hopelessness - an outlander’s pith.
"Yes. Yes. That’s it. Life is but a dream. But, I shall kill the
dream. And, you and me? We shall become its nightmare."
It was of this vulnerable and visceral position, for Ronald had
been holding them wide open. Lying over the edge of his bed,
he was driven down and into a wickedness. An open closet, it
had been sending Ronald into a glacial knowingness.
Sexuality, of a bizarre pompousness, its something else, it
had been with him. Jubilant splashes of an enthralling
wanderer, a little slut, Ronald had raped her into these
murderous enchantments. Moraine, not yet ten, she had met
this at that rock pile.
"Sing me a song about your nightmares. Sing to me about
your dead dreams. Sing to me about Lucifer. Sing to me a
song about my spelunking. Sing to me about what I did to
you."
Cosmological dreams, its voices, shadows of history, Ronald
had made his mark chronologically, for he had been gifted
with an erection. Revealed, it was of this cosmological
architecture. A multiplicity of lines, they were stacked and
nested as itself. Floundering, after toiling in vain, Ronald had
crushed a grip on them, for he had Tim by his testicles.
Quashing against Tim with his body, Ronald had become a
rigid block. Dead weight - concrete, it had not been of any
brick nor of any mortar cement. Tim’s life was over,
as Ronald's right hand, it had engaged Tim's throat. Handpeeled atomic shells, they were of those cold and metallic
sheers. Offing, wet and blood-stained, their waned spirits, they
were sucked out of themselves.
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Ronald had been standing there. Gazing at the young chicks
in their incubation chambers, occasionally petting at them with
the tip of his fingers, it had gained access to Ronald’s
computer technology, so the chicks, they were flocking over to
him. Movements, butt-cheeks and fingers, Ronald had been
seen acting that way with the birds. Conservatively dressed,
handsome - hard and mature, he was begging for this little
something between Juliana’s legs. At a distance, Ronald had
become her man. They were all talking to them, yet they had
nothing to say.
Thoughts, marks of their graffiti puppies and yuppies, their
frolics, they had been grasping for some joy. Teething-tails,
they had been propelled, of its squirm - sperm. Juliana
Pombra had it figured - a way, manner. Her quaint Pomona
Pet Shop, it was after her stint at Cal Poly.
She had majored in Animal Husbandry. Her father, after taking
his last gulps of air, he had left Juliana as his beneficiary - a
Life Insurance policy, so she had invested it in a Pomona Pet
Store. Ronald had been a frequent customer, and he would
buy into the smaller chicks. Juliana was of this never
and or ever tell. This Life Insurance Salesperson, Ronald was
its why, of this anyone. The jump off the bridge, Juliana’s
mother would of had met with the first and fastest moving
semi, yet Sherry had collided with Julie instead. Ronald's
quiet, personal sincerity, he had composed a romance with
Juliana. Caught by this serial killer, Juliana had been this
lonely hole. Laid of herself, it was for him. Weakened, Juliana
had brought herself there, for she was with him. The flirtatious
chatter of a first nurture, its instead, it had no cuddly
kitty. Bizarre intimacy with the destruction of her self-image,
Juliana had been taken to Ronald.
Roy had heard and had seen the forty-four fire. Instantly
regretting it, a fleeting discovery, his life, it had passed him in
and of its flash. Before his death, queer, Roy had seen the
bullet, so fast and yet so slow, Ronald's hand, it was of its
then - the disappointment, vague. It had opened up Roy’s
grotto. Grave-digging eyes, they were pillared into the depths
of Ronald’s darkness. Roy was suspended, and his groin, it
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had been rived. Stoic desertion, it was of its once, an occupied
moment.
"You shot me"
Roy’s sinuous thoughts, they were swamped up and into its
mind, as a serial killer had felled him. Roy’s gutless balls, they
were angled from his kneecaps, as Ronald had sired his
dementia. Roy had rambled of its razed separations, and they
had subsumed him into two portions - an upper and lower
body, none. A two beat tempo, joints above, they were of his
dead-weight percussion, so his face, it had landed with a
bashing on its ground - denouement.
"What the hell you do’em for?"
Jerry’s scream, it was for her brothers, as they had been
brought into Ronald's felonious refuge.
"You're gonna be payin’ for that!"
Jerry had put her hand up her tight mini. Three fingers, they
were of this deepness. Groping and stretched out, it would of
had been better suited for an African tribe’s woman encyclopedia. Basket on a head, she had been luxuriated with
this thick flesh.
"You see where to get it?"
The muscles on Jerry’s thighs, they were erect. Contractions,
of her patronizing postures, her legs had been opened. A
volition of this Satanic prophesy, Juliana's hips, they were
fluid. Vulgar seduction of this slimy toilet, it was fermenting
from Juliana’s wild imagining. Seething in its cesspool, of
humankind's soullessness, it was from Juliana’s nicotine and
booze.
"Whoa, baby!"
Jerry was flippant. Caught, an absorption intensity, a taunting
of her spine, it had confused her central nervous system.
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Releasing her, of its movement and urine, Jerry had relaxed
her anus glands - precious vibrations.
"Her mouth too?"
Emilia had asked of it, for she had seen Ronald in these
beauty marks. They were on this face of evil. In a massive
multiplayer online game, Emilia had compiled all this
information. Delusions and illusions of Ronald, those black
arts, Emilia could open and close it.
"Maybe it was a friend of yours?"
Tom had hit on Emilia with an insistence. Tinged, of Emilia's
nerves, Ryan had went deaf, dumb and mute. There was no
frosting on a store bought cake, and its entree, it was left on
her blank face. Bleeding, of a profuse spot on her panties, an
untimely menstruation, it had vexed her. No spirit sustenance,
no confidence, billowing fumes, they were leaking of this
synthetic ammonia, and it had been testing Tom's lungs.
"She’s smart enough to know who she’s been with."
Tom could of had yelled it for Ryan. Rotten eggs, they had
been lying on Ronald's kitchen floor. Tim's blood vessels, they
were swelled with these spastic tremors. Weeping pernicious
poignancy, a ghost, it was of their short-sided fates. A trophy
had traveled from victor to victim, and there had been one that
had known and the other that had dared not. The urban doctor
had clamored for wealth, yet there were these dreams of this
quietude.
“It be damned.”
A cautious quip, it had come from the Ranger, for he had just
closed the back of this four-wheel-drive truck. The dead wolf,
it was of these coal olives, for its eyes, they had been polished
of its rigor mortis. Built into this Alien Cyberspace framework,
it was designed by an architect. Jack had shoved the rest of
the cupcake into his fat face. An outlander, it was hidden in
the stench of this dead wolf.
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"Got a dead stink already."
Jack's stomach, it had hung well past his belt, so an obese
planting of his sloth, it had originated from his boyhood.
Paranoid, he had spat on his food. An unkempt delusion discouraging this varmint that might of had been snacking off
his obsessions, Jack Baily was a sixty-year old mountain
Ranger. Slow on checking for fishing and hunting licenses, he
was hasty for a break, bite and or a bark at something and or
the other, as he had to maintain some semblance of status for
himself. Whiffing his stools, Jack's intelligence, it was
comparable to the country police in his vicinities. Eating the
same, they were all prone to order from a picture-filled menu.
Grunts and or of their stares, Doug was not far of age behind
Jack. Even though the child’s neck had been torn in this cave,
it was purported to of had been from this particular wolf.
Preposterous, it had been blowing their minds. The
information transfer, it had eaten of human flesh. No way, it
had not happened, only in Hollywood, yet Doug had gotten to
pull his thirty-thirty off the wall. Doug could of had chewed on
its brains, as they were full of this and or of that shop talk.
Satisfied, everybody else could of had gone back to
masturbating into a melancholy.
Den was of an old Los Angeles shoe with a Chicago mentality.
He had salt and pepper hair, and it was frosted on a strong
frame. Gleamed pride, accomplishments, as an African
American, he had held his tongue in its cheek. In an overly
starched uniform, Den would pull his sleeves down, so his
shoulders, they would sink into it. Tightening on his back, his
wife, Althea, she had them tailored to his widely built upper
torso. Brute determination, their bed, it had been bouncing off
of their floor.
"Where's she now?"
Den had asked, not raising his pen - questioning Tom,
casually writing. Tom had been in an arrogant stance next to
and alongside of Ryan, both before Den’s desk. Ryan was
gawking off and around at the various accolades, as Den had
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been adorned with them: local schools, youth clubs, the
Mayor, the Police Chief of Los Angeles and some sports
figures and or celebrities, of those that had fought and or
found their way out.
"She’s goin’ down just like all the rest do."
Tom had answered Den’s question. Wham! The impact of
Den's hand, it had been slapped on his desk. Literally making
Ryan reach for his pea-shooter. Playing this fantasy out, an
elite few in an online community, an inside perspective,
Ronald had been providing them with their delusions of his
grandeur. Denials as afterthoughts of them, their company, it
had been these whores, drug dealers - gangsters and along
with the rest, degenerates. Dragging them down into its
gaming system as its flunky employees, it had been leading
Tom and Den into this nowhere. Clogged without a wheel of
fortune, un-perfect with a fat-faced twenty-three-year-old
Cybercafe waitress, of a corrupt, macho cop and a hardhearted FBI agent, Den was insistent.
"You'll bring her down? Is that it?"
Den’s hands, they were resting on his hips - now a foot and
about this police business.
"She’s gone. She’s goin’ down."
Tom had replied - an again. Glanced, Ryan had shrugged
Tom off, yet Den had badgered Tom all the more.
"You didn’t chase her? Couldn’t you of had shot her then?"
Emilia wasn’t clued into its good and or bad news.
"Screw yourselves!"
Resounding deep into the core of an awakening, Emilia had
been reaching outward. Demanding her space, of an even
there, Tom had taken notice, as he had seen the
resemblance. Memory and of the finely jagged scratches, they
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were basted on him, and its bantam's lice, they were filled with
its stray cats.
Without any fish - of a scraping on this ground, a chicken had
been pecking for corn, as its horn of plenty, there, something
had been thrown. Lobbed into idiots, they had been eating it
with their foul mouths. Found in an outhouse that was
frequented by its relatives, of its construction, it was swimming
into this cesspool, as bizarre gasses, they were thriving on this
human-kind system.
An Oedipus force, it had been snarling of this horror. There
was this back, and it had been curved into an extraterrestrial
eye. Sorcery, it was of itself. Spiting mankind, of its evil beam,
it had been for Tom. Knavery-pawed, this spirit, it had been
poked into him. Cornered, this calico cat, its hiss and gnashed
teeth, they were of a monomania, and its monophonic
yearning for Tom, it had gone into this sordid and empty
futility. There had been this no surrender. Glaring at Tom, it
had gone into and through him. Watching them, Ryan had
shouted.
"By the neck! Grab it by the back of the neck!"
Fearing that Tom might of had retreated, this calico, it had
been holing itself up behind a toilet. Yellowed with urine, of
that murkiness - old folk’s diarrhea, it had been hardened and
caked in from its repetitions. Successive exposure from
humidity, it had been brought about by their bathtub and
shower. Splatter, it was of its rank quagmire, for slime, it had
been darkening in and of its bottom. Rising grayness, of its
haze, it had been fading into these solidified soap bubbles.
Stubborn fermentations, they were of these biochemical
representations. Uncompromising, a gangster's malignancy, it
had been of an uncontrollable liquor-drenched, pot-choked
and crack deprived - horny, aroused demon studs.
Playing Russian roulette, of their pistol-gripped hands, they
had held its brains in their hair-triggers. Fingers were readied gone off. It as itself, indexed, it was of that light-speed, and it
had been dropped out of this cosmos and onto the Net. Tom
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had fought back with an everything, for there had not been a
second guess. No possibility of any innocence, Tom had shot
first. Gaming as the SIS, Tom was a known. He had hunted
and was feared, for the one that was bleeding and full of vents
- hard and brutal, it would always come down to the
first-person-shot - the kill.
"Answer our questions!"
Tom's index finger, it was evened out at Emilia, for she was
starting to back out and toward the door. Growing her claws,
of those fangs - an anger, not daunted, of a non-secretive
mass murderer, Ronald was her Sunday-school weirdo, and
Emilia, she had role-played in as his preschool teacher.
"She's goin’ monkeyish for the door."
Not wanting to chase her, Emilia had just put herself on the
top of Ryan’s murder one list. Emilia would never realize Ryan
as a good cop, as a Fed, Ryan had always looked for the
obvious. No motive, it was flogged by this proclivity to
pensively ponder Emilia’s reactions - evidence hidden, of
Ryan's stalk.
"We’ll see’er again."
Tom had wanted to wait too. Irritated, of Emilia's wayward
falling back, it was her middle finger, for it had been flown.
Upwards and toward them in an obvious digression of their
communication skills, it was a turning point - their prognostic
fugitive. Emilia’s vulgar bird, it was upon them.
"Fall back and spring dis!"
Cantankerous, a self-reliant compulsion, Emilia’s petite body,
an abhorrence, it had been of its without.
"Wrong, wrong. She’s gettin’ it wrong."
Ryan had made himself of a notice to Tom, as inflamed
scratches, they were etched on the top of Tom's right hand.
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"We’ll be gettin’ it right later."
Tom had countered, so Ryan had smirked of a tempered
delivery. Tirade restrained, a chuckle, cliche’ quipped, it was
of their biting snaps.
"Keep the cat out of this game when we’re dealin’ with her."
Tom had added impetus, so Ryan had held up his hand, of a
backing behavior. Tom had stared Ryan down - a sudden. An
index finger, it had been brought back - binary, for there had
been this pull of its World Wide Web trigger.
"First person shoots."
Ryan was blown off in and of its heated dreams, as he had
been cooling with this make-believe gun. Breathing, it was of
this hot breath on its imaginary barrel.
"Shooting ain't a game."
Tom had interjected, for he had been caught by Ryan's
deviousness.
"Do you want me to fire it for you?"
Tom had delayed his answer. Jabbed, his eyes had widened
at Ryan, of a statement - an unintelligent look.
"I'll be blastin' her. You’ll see."
Tom had rested his case. Scorched into his renegade, they
were of this pedigree.
"You just can't handle the pussy."
Ryan had defined Tom’s possibilities, for the recent senior
murders, not immune, of Ronald's infection, it had reached
these outlandish proportions. Contagiousness in its continuous
rage, her skull, it had been cracked. A narcissistic narcosis, it
had come from his heroin. Spine-tingling mushrooms, they
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were of a live wire. An enraged fetish, from his soles, they
were ejaculating out of his pit-fallen eyes, as their faces, they
had been of these obscure memories. Dragged from this
erudite serial killer, it had been imbued with an evil genius. A
fiend song, they were singing of these solemn marches. A
coconut, it had fallen. Its drop, it had been of this forty feet. On
its solid ground, of that cement - impact immovable,
concussion indelible, Ronald’s passion, it had been
uncontrollable. Raising the four-foot long, dirty and bloodstained two-by-four, smudged with old and new blood, Ronald
had defied his existence. Pulverizing power, this room, it was
filled with their ailing whispers, for they had come in as its
phantoms. Darkened, their leaps, they were from its
underworld.
"Ach ah la sum ma!"
Ronald's voice, it had crackled of a devilish incantation.
Arriving at this seedy hotel in LA, Jerry had lost all inhibition.
Not called upon, she wasn’t of its any reasonable
acknowledgment, for he had just blown two of her brothers
away. Illness, it had consumed her very bones, so they had
started to bend. Drugs, their rather, they were of her system
breakage. Impregnated with a delirium, an archfiend, it had
soothed the fiery pain of Jerry's restless vacuity, for she had
nothing in her mouth, other than it. Its blood, it had been filling
the space that had been between Jerry's eyes, and she had
been relishing its every real-time moment. Ronald’s
ejaculations, they had been caressing Jerry’s sore cerebrum,
of those breasts.
"Ek sun nah nu chaw ma law."
Concentrated sorcery, Ronald had become its servant, and
Jerry had reaped of its whatever teardrops. Gouged out, they
were of this riveting penance. Its sharp edge, it had come from
the top of Jerry's forehead, of its middle - summit. Paining her,
its end, it was of its something before, and it had come again.
Rounding its slope, it was at and of its back. Avalanches of
blood, it had gushed over her face. Ashes, they were of its
glow. Done nothing, said nothing, it had meant nothing.
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Ronald's bad blood, a psychotic pool of a tributary pith, it had
been seeped into this sogginess. Percolating of an
encroachment on the drab white sheets, Jerry's torrid drips,
they had become of this sticky marsh, and it had submerged
her into a puddle, of her blood-drowned breasts. Leaves of
seed, she had been outstretched as this unholy flower. A
refraction, Jerry was of this centipede. Connecting her, it was
of an embellished plasma, for Jerry's breath as his whore, its
horror had escaped her. Rites, its delicate depletion, it was of
an evacuation of her.
“Sah mah haw tah!”
Evoking itself out of Jerry's childish whimpering, it had opened
a wanton dissidence, as an outlandish ethereal wail,
beckoning for a raunchiness, disheartened ghosts, they were
of its nether world. Fluctuations and vaporous vicissitudes,
they had been of Ronald’s viciousness. An acidity river, it was
moiling from Ronald's disgusting eruptions. Obituary
meaningfulness, its heaving spasms, they were of his hellish
fluid blisters. Convulsing on his steaming face, it had twisted
his neck. Contorting arms, they had been bursting, busting
boils, and these frenetic shadows, they were of those cries.
Cold blood, it had been hazed in as a synthetic synthesis of it.
Made in this darkness, the bed, it had been bouncing in and of
its slowness, and the lights, they were scintillating of its
divisions.
"So las shun non nee moe!"
There had been no grace, as this ghastly fiend, it was of
Ronald’s voice. Speaking in tongues, he was hideous and
deranged with proud flesh and pus. Leaking from his
demented sockets, wrinkled and of this purplish-red face, it
had been bubbling on his facial contortions. Popping its blood,
of these heated sores, Ronald's hands, they had shoved his
fingers into their long spears. A spider grip on the two-by-four,
Ronald had raised it above his misshapen head. Blowing
brains, they had been burning with its blisters, as Ronald had
been bursting with these stew geysers. Vapor, it was of its
every part. Ronald's gruesome body, he had crushed Jerry's
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head with the two-by-four.
Emilia was still running. It was everywhere. They were all
looking at her. It had went into them. It was in and of their
eyes. Everybody was everything and everywhere. They were
it, or they were all conspiring to terrorize her. She had been
knocking over these little old ladies. Scattering their memories,
mommies, babies, businessmen, and women, they had
suddenly stopped, as everything had been halted.
"What you all looking at?"
Emilia had let out a hopeless and violent scream. Whirling and
spitting at them, shirking, they had their cellular phones out for
their 911 calls.
"Huh! What are you doing to me?"
Rage, it had ripened into her. From its past, Emilia's spittle, it
had been spewed from above her kinky and torn
disarrangement, as something, it had invaded her. Eluded, of
Emilia’s insanity, it had rushed up on her. Out of everything
and everyone, there was a lying bastard, and it was the father
of this son-of-a-bitch.
"You all had better stop with me!"
She had come to some strange sense. Disavowed, this had
been of an abandonment. An untruth, it was waiting there seduction. Ronald had led them, and they had followed him.
Parleyed, squatting for jealous erections, lunatic songs and of
its lewd malice, it had come from an abode - an adjacent
provision. Foul feces brains, their minute gems, an incurable
ventilation, of its chaos, Ronald had been hammering on their
faces, for he was in their bedrooms, alleys - imprisoning them.
Uncovering, it was in its deepest drawer, so neither Den nor
would there of had been anyone else that could and or would
of had found out about it. Tom and Ryan, they were starting to
get each other wet. Two budding cops, they were of Den’s
soul food. Wearing his black gloves, Den had been staring up
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sweaty holes. Criminal anuses, they were of this mind
replacement. Self-gratification, it was without Ryan’s good dog,
and he had taken it for more than a walk. An outlander, it was
interfering as an economic software, so data management, it
was of its pros and cons, of its face to face and or of its blow
to blows.
It was about 4:00 PM on a Monday, and Tom and Ryan, they
should of had their body. Emilia’s sudden move, of no
orchestrated end - fugitive, Tom had wanted to settled his
injured pride. He could restore himself, shoot her. Den's
aspirations about Tom, it had sustained him in the game.
"What was it between you two?"
Ryan had jabbed an impersonal query at Tom. Riding
alongside, Tom was driving their government sedan. Nighttime, it was edging in without the sunshine. Burning out of
their day, an affect, orange, it had thrown them another
Jupiter. Grayish weltering fog, it was fading into a white night.
Traffic, it had been veined onto their congested streets,
victimizing them. Dominos, of lewd road conduct, they had
been marauding within these needles.
"He told me to kill her and to watch you."
Tom had laid it out plain and simple to Ryan. Shrugging, Ryan
had pondered the facts. He could of had almost witnessed
Emilia’s murder.
"Get your butt back in here!"
Tom's nine millimeter, it was stretched out. Even at Emilia's
head, his left palm, it was resting under his right hand - of
his first-person-shooter, gun-handled. His index finger, it was
wrapped taunt and up against the trigger, and his piercing
sight, it had Emilia at gun-point. Its penetration, it had made
her a blankity-blank at the seat of her soul, devoured.
"No way! No way! No frickin’ way!"
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Emilia had let herself out of her head - a suicidal state. She
could of had been pistol whipped and gun-raped, as she was
without and or within as it.
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A Risen Lord

ALPHA: It was a distant hallow, and her head, it had been
rocking back and forth. Wandering from her aspirations,
Emilia was fading in and out of her soul's flittering shades. Its
homelessness, it had been of mankind's loneliness, and they
had become it. Deteriorating, wood markings, its cave
etchings, they were of its Pyramid. Erect tits, of its clitoris
Earth, selves, they had been cast aside. Lifetimes, they were
seeping into and of their re-dated carbon, as they had become
one with this foreign biochemistry. Erotic memories, priories,
an extraterrestrial cosmological aroma, it was of an eternal
application.
Beget, an English castle, there - it was of an exotic eighteenth
Century England. Emilia was there and alone. She had been
watching these well-fed beetles, for they were licking this
mildew off an electronic architecture. Ancient corners - of an
information transfer, an antiquity, it had come from its present.
Spider - a crawler in and of its matrix structure, there was a
galactic beaming in and of those dilapidated cellars.
Romancing these shipwrecked fools, Alpha, Beta and
Gamma, the Dragon's tail, it was of this Mermaid's head.
Nebulas infrastructure, it was of its treacherous lot.
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"She's trippin’ out on us!"
The Paramedic's hand, it was on Emilia's forehead. Prying her
eyelids open, plunging into a dawning of an unholy
gracefulness, of Lucifer's eloquence, it was of these
sepulchral and sensuous illusions. Penetrating deep into
Emilia, it had excited an erection. Burning within this
Paramedic's testicles, of its suppressed ardor, it had
permeated him. Perfunctory spectacles of vehemence, it was
coaxed into him by Emilia's nasty and anesthetizing limps.
"Kill her. As much trouble as she gave us."
Dazed - of a lost gaze, his eyesight, it was of some other day,
as there were these marks. Crusted into him, deep red,
inflamed of blood, they had been drying on his forearm.
Finger-painted and smeared, they were of its struggle. Torn
shirt - ripped and full of holes, it was stretched out of shape,
and its rile, it had been stamped on his face. One of his eyes,
it was bleeding into its bloodshot corner.
"I’m takin' the long route to USC. We’ll let her seizures put her
in the bag. We take her in feet first and she’s out feet first."
The lights of the ambulance, they were glinting of an entry, as
its tree of knowledge, it had been blossoming of its
seedlessness. An outlander’s sphere, it had been sapping the
life out of their patients. Gained strength, it had come from an
ability to kill. Caressing, purring with a feeble humility, Emilia
was of its before. Snuffed, it was of an estranged death
warrant.
"Joe's ease'n in so take it easy ho."
One of the LAPD Officers on the scene, he had the front
position. There were choppers and gun-wielding back-up.
Police cruisers, they were angled off of Main Street in Los
Angeles, as Emilia had boarded a bus before. This was of its
after - her panic, for she had been running, like Ronald, like
the wolf and like the way Moraine had run.
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"Ronald! Don't!"
When Ronald had pulled Moraine’s face into him, it was
brand-new - hard, yet Moraine had to quit. She had to get
from it, for it had horrified her. Its perverted tongue, it had
went into Emilia's mouth.
"Do me."
Emilia had been roused. Sensitive and giving of its manners,
tenderness, the Paramedic was osculating an orifice. He was
there - barely able to control himself, so the driver of their
Emergency Ambulance, he had done a double check.
Glances, they were through rearview mirrors, and they were of
their selves. Lowering himself, Emilia's anus, it was
vanquished of lust. Mysterious and beholden submissions,
they were silently searching for it, so a nearby exit, it had been
off of this interstate. Two plus two, it had an equal of five.
Palpating the back of his hand, it was drooling with pus.
Relieved of this heated pressure, Tom had raised his mind to
Ryan. In its quantum information transfer, sponged off of its
snoot soreness, they were in this small one bedroom LA
Koreatown apartment’s bathroom. An entryway, it had
included this gravitational misinformation.
"Do we need to toilet train another cat?"
Tom’s injury, it had caused him to ask of Ryan’s neglect.
"Should be enough here for us to find."
Ryan's sudden impact, it was of an assessment. Sensing his
partner's dread, days past, they were of their sealed books.
Hidden in its crypts and originating from their first
investigation, Den had to cover for Tom, yet they were never
able to rack Tom’s butt. Sharing Tom’s evil ways, no cop
had held the belief that their kissing daughters would not of
had gotten it. This true killer of the LAPD Special
Investigations Services, of this handle - the East Los Angeles
PD, Tom had been this lone wolf in an elite part of this game.
Level rules, they were very careful, and they had been very
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good.
"Seems she’s playin’ us."
Ryan had become slightly confused. Now of this after, it had
been with him then - add a simper.
“No, no - Don’t think that was it."
Ryan again, he had spoken to Tom - weirdly.
"You gettin’ any of this?"
Prying into Ryan’s depths, Tom had been paying his dues, as
others, they were sweating it out - Death Row.
"What’s there to get?"
Ryan had asked about Tom's mind-set. Not of an either, it
had been its one way and or of another, as this wasn’t about
arresting Emilia. They were of an even - never. This was
about painstaking victory, period. Next case - pace, they would
of had never looked back, as Juliana's soft skin, it had been
mated with a tranquil night. Pin-cushioned in this sky,
glistening of its stars, it was summer. Crisp, it was wallowing
of winter.
Choked of itself, its firm breezes, they had been brushing off
of Juliana. Cutting across the horizon, Juliana had just closed
her pet store. Pensive most of the day, she had been
romanced - moistness. From her need for a man, it had
touched her. Pulsations, they had filled her hot cavity. With
this strong rod and groin, its urging, it was of its steel, and it
had been deep inside her restricted grasp. She had held it,
him back with her tense muscles. She had mixed with them,
for their organs of reproduction, they had met each other.
Juliana had populated into him with this sweet honey-dew.
Love making, it had been of a birth. Glowing inside her, of a
woman's frame, it had been perched into a dawn’s songbird.
Enchanted, Juliana had been rocking back and forth. She was
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twenty-nine years old and single. Obsessed with her pet store,
living in this modest park, of a three bedroom trailer in
Pomona California, not even a gold-fish had been with her
there.
Her hair was light brown and with placid curls. Stringing her
fingers through their locks on this night, Juliana had been led
astray. Falling into her own spells, she had answered its
beckon and call. She had become of its then, as its glutton
passion, it had reached into Juliana's states of witchery.
Prostituting herself to it, if only a transient could of had found
her alone and behind this small commercial strip mall in
Pomona, she would of had done it. She would of had
professed it as rape, yet she would of had enjoyed him.
Struggling just enough and at the right moments and before it,
Juliana would of had relished his beating. Spreading herself all
the more wider, Juliana had known of him - his guilt, yet
Ronald had been beyond redemption.
Chilled degenerate fluids, they were seeping into her canal.
Leaking into Juliana’s position, Ronald had come into her
store only too regularly. First week of every month, Juliana
had decided on him. Role playing, Juliana had sucked Ronald
into her. Dreaming and fantasizing before and or of its after,
inconspicuous and away from Juliana, Ronald had appeared
out of the blue. On this lonely summer night, he had stood
there with her. Juliana had her eyes closed, for she was
swaying in a sexual reverie. Relentless and premature
premonitions, percolating into Ronald's Spelunking Website
network, there had been these online gaming communities.
Lava beads, they were dripping out and into their sunshine.
Shown, its cosmological radiance, it was of an orange collage.
Profane and pestiferous possessions, it was them and of their
radioactive instabilities - a stabilized mankind. A fluid
seduction, an embodied mankind, they were of her arms, as
she had spread her extraterrestrial limbs. Drilling, it had been
plowed into its Earth. Erotic contortions, they were
reigning as a reinforced Juliana.
An exultant Gregorian ballet, Juliana was of its big dipper. A
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bucket, its blood-red moon, an apotheosis, it had come to
Juliana with this promiscuous rake. Saturating her with a
black-hearted heathen bond, its randomness - abstraction, it
was of itself. Juliana's trance, it was of this intoxication, as an
extraterrestrial, it had come to her from a World Wide Web
darkness. It had seeped in from its cracks, as they had been
splitting open. Juliana was naked in this parking lot this night,
and she had been with Ronald. They were behind her Pomona
pet store. Ronald had become this World Wide Web craze, as
he had been starting up all of these whacked out gaming
communities. Juliana's skin, it was a velvet invitation, and a
charismatic passion as an extraterrestrial, touched of its
soullessness, betterment, Juliana had not received it, for he
should of had been giving it to her. She had wanted it.
Complete control of her spirit, Juliana was seizing it with her
fingers. Lubricated, ungracious - she was rescued from her
bitterness. Rapt with a serial killer’s spiritual abolishment,
Juliana had embraced it - Satan. Unburdened and with no
more restraint, Juliana had been yielding up and into this evil
power.
Victory, it was caressing her glands. Tightening, they had
become energized inside it. Balmy coolness - galvanized of
Juliana's organic epidemic, she had been thrown out, for she
had her legs parted. Her knees, they were slightly bent, and
her nipples, they were pointing up and toward a celestial
ejaculation of God, of that lustrousness - its juiciness.
Fogging, its murk was on her chest. She had an erect face,
and her nose, it had been of an upload. Catapulting her into a
climax, she had pushed for another pregnancy. A redemption
of itself, an ungracious relief, it had swamped Juliana's feet up her calves.
“She’s a black cat that’s crossed my path."
Tom had reflected, for Emilia had split from them. Tom was
into one of her dresser drawers, and Ryan had an
uninterested visage. Lapping Tom in Emilia’s apartment with
his unspoken reasons, buying into Tom’s rhetoric, probable
cause, this rebellious Cybercafe waitress and host, her
grandmother, she had just been raped and murdered. They
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had gotten that far.
"There’s somebody else.”
Ryan had been made it known. Dank-eyed shots, a dilation,
Tom was trying to focus, as Ryan was sitting in its smallness.
At this doll-house, of the children’s chairs, Ryan was buying
into its preschool. Reading them, they had been strewn about.
"So what’s under her skirt?"
Tom had said with a devious grin.
"Pork or no cork?"
Unadulterated, Ryan was not of a hint, for their dilemma, its
black box, it had been of that something, a sameness - itself.
Outer-space, Ryan had mulled it over. Children's books, Ryan
was flipping through one.
"We needed to get a warrant."
Ryan had stated. Consumed with a visage, of its own serious
nature, locked, Tom had nodded at Ryan.
"We had enough reason."
Tom had rambled back at Ryan. Dolorous perspiration, it had
been tinged into a predatory mitigation, as the Paramedic's
pugnacity, deluging into Emilia, of this beingness, an
overflowing, waves, they were from his large shaft, as Emilia’s
coal-mine mind, of its stretched lips - tight, she could no
longer breathe. Shackled to the stretcher, she had numb
arms, as the Paramedic's knees, they were cutting off Emilia’s
circulation. A roguery scowl, it was glaring of an
extraterrestrial mindlessness - a World Wide Web vexation.
His fingers, they were wrenching their tangle into Emilia's hair.
Her neck, of its yoga vice, the white Paramedic, he had pulled
himself into her. Billowing an imbuing vacuum, he had been
spewing body fluids out of Emilia. Pressure exacted, its finely
escaped depravation, it had been spurting out - vulgar
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profanities. Rivers, they were slithering off of Emilia’s chin.
Her chest, he maliciously had grabbed one of her hapless
mounds.
"Swallow!"
Lost in its shadows, brains - they had been bludgeoned.
Curved backs with an antiquity, feasting of this cold and
motionless life, Emilia was with these inverted wings, as they
had been hung from those musty rocks. They were inside
those abysses - Ronald’s origin. He had sought to corner the
Devil. Surfing in his Spelunking Website network - bashing
heads, Ronald had been gnawing off of an inbred mankind.
Blighted as the lower animals, they had been chasing their
own tails. The windows of this emergency vehicle, they had
been sweating of a rose colored mist, for it had been spotted
in an Alien Cyberspace - an isolation.
"Do’er other hole."
People-workers, they had been given these keys. Dumping
their dead, there would of had been no questions asked. The
Paramedics, they had checked each other out of it, as they
were about ready to wheel the gang-banger into the back. His
shirt, it had been sliced off, and his pant-legs, they were cut
open. They had jabbed in their intravenous tubes, and bloody
gaze, it had been stuffed into his bullet holes.
"Toilet route on this one."
The bravest coward had jibed, for they had let them bleed to
death - five, six, seven-eight, so the gang-banger, he was
onboard for their killing time. Broken laws, more inclined to of
had taken the longest way, these transit passages, they were
from Tom's conspiracies, and they had been brought about by
Ronald's murderousness, campaigns. Vengeance, crossing its
hairs, an infamous antisocial solution, it had been of their
revulsion.
"It's dead."
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Tom had not meant well, for he had the gurney - an effort to
halt, delay and restrain them from shoving it up and into the
back of their emergency vehicle. All were unlike the rest, yet
they were of its buried scum. Directing traffic on a street that
had been leading to nowhere, gang infested, its hangout was
still spitting out of its crack. Scoring it in Tom's parade, of
tagged walls, streetlights, and or toilet stalls, the Sheriff had
his courtesy flushes, so Tom had nailed his connections.
Coaxed into these Devil's ways, the driver, he had been
polarized. Watching his partner in the back of their
ambulance, Emilia’s lamina, it had been stretched out of
oxygen. Proliferating her into a placid prognosis - a prologue to
her deleterious detachment, it had waded in at first prowl.
Moans of wailing women and babies, they were crying. The
Paramedic was sitting on Emilia's chest. Yanked out, she was
steaming with a purgatory, and it had come as this breath of
an underworld.
"Wah set toh man."
BETA: Emilia’s wicked, vicious, virile and vile verse, it had a
discharge that had been fermenting in and of her possessed
cant. Cancerous sores, they had busted of their fluid.
Splashing on the pagan Paramedic, she had soused them
with a devouring acidity. It had chased away all of her tears.
Struck in their hearts by a cold-blooded horn, it had sanctioned
them as an extraterrestrial prey. There had been a hunter, and
there had been the hunted. Bothers, they had been sighted by
each other. A sensory moment, the alienation had come, as
the hunted had been seen by the hunter. They both had
waited, coldly - not moving, for they had been chasing this
pack in this game for hours. They were these skinny
scavengers of this night. Their hound-dogs, they were barking
of a lethargic terrorization. Fragmented steel, its corkscrew hackle, its plow was of this midnight God.
Drowning in its haze of gunfire, the wolves, they were snorting
this ground. Indigence, an indulging of itself - forlorn
conflagrations, they had brought spikes, and they were bored
through them. Hands past and feet of an uncertain massacre,
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there was no full moon to howl to. There, a monopoly of their
geography, it had set them at this mountain cleft - an unknown
foot. The hound-dogs, they were skittish, and there was a
reminiscence of it. No pardon, the last wolf, it had sat in its
spastic fumble to hang on, so Emilia's fiend, it had a profound
dominion. Vim reincarnation, it had been of her thereafter.
Salvaged, it was of this sorcerer's idée fixe, as her eyes, they
had been bulging out with cantankerous and gruesome
leeches. Radioactive stability - itself, seductively whirling with
that real-time then, it was of them again - evil mysticism.
Poisonous, it was of another gray face. Boils and sores, its
blisters, they were of their deep red and purple-black pus.
Thronging of their shrewd, filthy spears, toothlessness, neck
contortions, they were without an angle.
A snare, there had been a squelching, peeping Paramedic.
Unclothing itself as it and of them, an irascible fire, this was
with an inflamed witch, and she had been filled with its serum.
Belching of itself, its upload, it was downloaded with these
sporadic lesions. Decomposing, it was of her and as itself.
"Snah rah set teh!"
The police cruiser, it had inched up, yet there had been a
demon. Barking at it as and of itself, this was their place. It
was of their free ticket back, and it had gotten them their
quotas. Cops, they had drawn their straws, for they would of
had been able to write this and or of that up. Better grades,
they were in the trenches with the scum, yet they had pushed
this paper up their holes. Gleeful castrations, of their
constipation, they were running into it, themselves. Self-same
real-time realizations, inundated and independent of its
reason, this policeman, he had been beckoning for its Godawful flesh-eating trepidations. Smattered blood, it was
dripping in its interior. Weltering, this one was packed with its
cold feet. A smoking gun, it was burnt into this grinding ax.
Vigilant phalanxes, they had been sliding secrets into their
wives. Dive-bombing, its obsession, it was of themselves.
Negotiating for some sort semblance of it and as themselves,
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their biological perversions, they were of them again, so this
numb-nuts, it was of another dumb daughter. She was for
their carnival brothers. Goofy families, they were booting up
with its selves. Torn from their realities, they were nestled
within it. Swaddle and painted of its red, slashing, its sanguine
serum, it had been mangling mankind into its unexplainable
vitro. Conjured of Ronald’s sudden furies, it had become an
everlasting investment as a stabilized radioactivity.
"Beasts killing children?"
Transfixed, Doug's meaning for an existence, it had been
smashed, as man, they had been his prima facie demigod. It
was of their primordial exclusive to wear a wiener. A back
buddy - an old shoe, he had been fishing with the ultimate
creator. The child, he had only been six-years old. Naked and
of scabrous dried wounds, they were over this darkened
puddle. Below his neck, an oil pan, this had been sopping it up
on a damp ground, as garbage, it was hiding in this quarry.
Jack was neurotically whipped. Grease of its
subconsciousness, a reaction, psychoanalytical responses,
they had made Doug shrink, so Jack was sucked up and into
it.
The East Los Angeles PD, they had come out in full force, for
there had been this strange origin. The previous police officer,
he had gotten the draw on this parking lot, yet a nothingness,
it had come from out of the ambulance. He had tried to pry
through its windows, for they were sweating of this gore. It had
known of his ponder. Exterminated, its outer-space, it had
been of an extraterrestrial beingness. Shaded spots, they had
been in this ambulance. His radio, it had been kept for an
attempt. If only he could of had moved, he would of had come
back and into himself. It had been of them and of their evil
intentions. Desperate, throbbing of its pain, he had been
standing on this edge. Readied to leap into a final exit, the
police lights, they had become darkened in its tunnel.
Too fast, fainted - an extraterrestrial consciousness, it was
gaining stabilized radioactivity as an Alien Totalitarian God. Its
awareness, it had been of them again. They had not returned,
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and it was of mankind's spirits. Peevish fervidness, it had
become her fountainhead. Fraught animalistic frailness, it had
been penetrated into an erstwhile verge. Courage - such and
sameness, Emilia had plunged in an eight-inch dildo.
Hallucinating a haunting and gore covered bareness with an
erect and wanton shivers of itself, of virgins that had been
lustfully roving for Ronald in his Spelunking Website network,
its painfulness, it had been shirked there, of its every
slightness - movements. Precious and precise, it had been
stabbed in with its thrust. Bowels gutted, of that weightiness, it
was of a death defying roller coaster ride, orgasmic plummets.
Nether world, they were falling from an uncharted reservoir.
Madness, catastrophic whimpers, they were chilled with its
tears, as they had been diluted.
Spirits as itself, stabilized and of an alien abasement - stripped
of their radioactive instabilities, an Alien Totalitarian God, it
was of itself in Ronald's Spelunking Website network. Tried,
this remedy with its attitudes, there had been no adjustment.
Screams, unbearableness - harks of this riving dildo, it was
trembling with itself.
Bleeding away as this spiritlessness, it had been left in an
extraterrestrial domain. Convulsing from its sight, it had been
caked on thick. Blackening of a redness - fecal shot, it had
dangled with this trail. Large, it had quaked in Emilia's hand.
Repugnant puke, its splash, it had forcefully mattered into the
bathroom sink and on this mirror. Heaved from an
extraterrestrial, replete with feverish and gross remnants of
Lucifer's diarrhea, drenching the bathroom floor, pooling for
larva, they were swimming between her toes. Meandered,
from the Valley, they had pulled up and alongside of Emilia - a
vacant cavern on these streets. Trek of that 4:00 AM, most of
the battles, they had been fought, so the wicked, they had
remained as its truth.
"Hey ho. Expectin' company?"
They had stalked Emilia, yet she was not of their usual whitetrash. Dress hanging off her shoulders, she had set her bare
feet down on the ground with a cautious walk. Not paying
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attention to the late model green sedan, it had wobbled
from its efforts. Exertion - pistons dire of an exhaust, songs of
its past, cold war madness, they were of these in and outers,
for they had their twenty-five years to life reserved. Nipping
whiskey, smoking pot and fondling crowbars supplementation as painters, gravitating, they might have
had been able to roost a junky. Idiotic excursions,
hung-over eight hours, they had pried into neighborhoods
as workers on the hunt for children to molest, old ladies and or
their old men to rob. Two to train on an inebriated black chick,
a hole for their poles - a slut with lost shoes, it had been of its
no problem, as Emilia’s luck of that draw, it was of their tribal
tempers.
Depraved balls, fistula of an illness, they had been starving at
their cores. Repugnant dregs, they were simmering of her
uremia. Crusted, its reddish filth, it was of a quarter inch
overlap - Emilia's nails. Veneer hepatitis, it had risen up and
through her fingers. Skid row gutters, from the mouths of
Calcutta's rueful mutiny, it was of its venomous acrimony with
mankind’s afterthoughts. Stepping in someone's three day old
feces, this was spoon fed into an obsession, as it had been
cleaving to a radioactive bloodsucker. Bellows, they had sliced
through their morning, and Emilia, she was floundering in and
of its extinction. Animated with its hollow ghosts, it was of their
scattered debris.
Their beer cans - an empty forty ounce, a discarded paper
bag, it was of its cardboard six pack. Blemishes, they were of
its second thoughts, yet there had been no forethought.
Loathsome despots, they had been speckled about.
Compulsions, they were there at daybreak, as everything and
everywhere, it was of itself. Decaying structures, zombieeyed, they had seeped in from an outlander's sorcery, as it
had risen out of these delirious shades of themselves. Lost
battles, human spirits, they were echoing in and of their
gnashed teeth - agonies.
"Ho's a nut casin'?"
Their mommies, they had been gone. Extorting their beasts -
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pumping them out of himself, Ronald had turned the matriarch
upside down. Worn heels and of blistered feet, she had been
too poor for a bandage. The old sedan, crouching off the
passenger's words, they were driven in with a mindlessness.
Albert Dorsey, he had reported his six-year old son, Damson,
missing, as he had been kidnapped from his home just off of
Butte Montana. It was ten miles east of this Land
Development Project. Suspicion, the perpetrators, they might
of had originated from the undocumented workers that Marc
had been hiring. Reverberations, Marc had opted for an out,
so there could of had been this snow white. Marc’s resolution,
he had done the right thing - never to sin again.
PD, they were slinking in closer for a look, and their guns, they
were draw. Not responding, he had been one of them, yet he
was sitting in his cruiser. Parked behind this abandoned
emergency vehicle, it had come. Tearing away at their spirits
with its provocative fetters, they had seen it in that ambulance.
Shriveled, it had a mutated face. Perversion, he had gnawed
on its tongue. Lingering around, of their languished thirsts,
filthy, it had been a used mop in a degenerate porno shop.
Flopped-hopped and pop-popped, its pop of a mop, it had
been hopped up. Waxed for slivers, it had placated their fiery
glands. Oil saturated handles, they had reaped of its wood.
Devout grips, their butts were warped of its violence.
"Stay away from me!"
Emilia had snuffed of her wanton liaisons. Revelations, it was
written in and of its marks - 666, as there had been no
salvation. Cosmos, its descent, its predetermined moments,
they were of an outlander. Online, she had became an
accomplice. Conniving with him as a demonic harlot, intrigued,
Emilia was of its tort. Negotiation, after-lives of a desultory
dethronement, it had come to Emilia. Networked scorns, they
had routed her into its venom. Darrel had snapped.
"She’s psycho."
Tony was more nearby to Emilia, and their ambulance, it was
there. 5150, she would of had been heading to the lunatic
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farm and or of its there-abouts. Emilia, she was puking at the
LAPD. Mementoes, they were of a wretched blood letting blotching her dress. Hybrid menstruation, oozing of its surely
sickness, Satan’s evil sermon, it had mounted her with this
wicked and sinister witchery, as backbones, they had been
fractured into these secret rites. Lucifer was of their fallen
hearts. Banished and doomed from their spirits, they were
seeking its eternal revolt, so Ronald had been with them. An
idolatrous flesh, it had been led away from its risen Christ.
Branched into an extraterrestrial's vein, they were feeding
back into an online pipeline. Its pervading place, molecules
and atoms, they had been bashed into each other. Violence,
chaotic - gentleness lost, it was of itself. Beasts had ruled with
a dullness of mankind. Null, stabilized with and or without,
their juicy farts, they could have had been of its tart and or of
its tort and or of which was of itself in court - snort.
Everything gone, of this abortion, it had given birth to Ronald.
Cops, they were poking it. Darts of their blackness, they had
been aimed at Emilia's heart. Trepidation, it was of itself, and
it had been jarred into Emilia’s central nervous system. Fear,
they might of had missed its bullet, as it would of had been
tearing through and apart. Bang, bang-bang and down, they
were clobbered into a heinous revulsion. Momma's boys, they
were without women, so these girls, they were trading liplocks. Others, they were of its man-made melancholy. Fungus
toes, they were of its decaying teeth. A favorite meal, an
innocent and ancestral incest, it had been derived from a
proclamation. A Nazi was spying for pimples, for he was
puckering up - rhinoceros. They had found its stray cat, as its
rank chops, they were smeared with this cheap peanut butter.
"She’s plumb nut pudding."
Tony had tried to make some sense out of Emilia. Glare and
with it, of Darrel’s ample gestures, he had to make his move,
as LAPD’s baton wielding swings, they were of its nonsense.
Crowds - they had gotten weary waiting for the show. An
anxiety, resolution, it had went beyond all of mankind's denial.
Fidgety daylights, etching closer to its midnights, it had gone
down with an everybody. Disjointed confusedness,
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compassionate moments, mankind had spared her life. Dress
lolling off of her shoulder, it had been of its over, as her cheap
and black brassier, it was showing of its flesh. Carnal yearning
of Ronald, an immortal reason, Emilia had been banged silly.
There was a never, and none’s, they were of its zilch and
cipher. Latent breed, intuition captured, their nonhuman
movements, they were of an innate catharsis - obliterated.
Scintillating with a radiance, it was of their radioactive selves.
Enlivened visages, there, occupying tatty motel rooms, its
censorious profanity, it had been of its germicide. Cutting its
meander, it had went under a wooden door. Smudging, grimy
hands, they had girded off its course. Brass handle, a door, it
had been lain in and with these depths of mankind's despair,
and it had churned in the bowels of this wanton gastritis.
Belching of its garlic-starved parasites, they had been
unsuccessfully administered. Infinite and of its last grasps,
Ronald's online Devil, it was not found in his Spelunking
Website network’s massive multiplayer online game, for an
extraterrestrial, it had been there instead. Children, they had
devoured its worms. Self-righteousness, it was shoved down
their offspring’s throats. Tears for them, they were of
themselves, as cold fevers, morgues, they had been costly.
Terrorized, its drenched sewers and sockets, their eyes, they
had been sighted in and of its defiance. Wailing with an
angelic tempo, of its inebriated babies, it was of an industrious
labor - aimlessness. Fruitlessness, coddling a serial killer, it
had been without its meal route and right of transit. Siphoned
radioactive instability, it was dispensed without flesh. Forging
into its slut, it was of her erotic nonsense.
Uterus, it had been drenched and filled with derision. Portals,
its mutiny, they had been scoured into its meanness. An
ethereal river, it had wagged in and out of this poetic loss
of grace. Whirling, twirling and winding its dance up and
through its murky mayhem days, nights, they had reached
out with this raping eloquence. Floating of their radioactive
instabilities, pungent chemistries, inhaled by the dead,
they had become of itself. Jerry's nostrils, they were
primitive cavities. Spread, flaunting an inferno, her
fiery vessels. they were seething from an embalming.
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Paint thinner, its mind had been coagulated with a
fluidity. Numbness, glue-sniffing, it was of an after affect
- psychopaths. Influenced as a someone, it had been
with its brains. Scolding them as the purchasers of
these parts, they were made of itself - their suture.
Remembered vengeance, of their wanting it later, they had
lied about their models. Leered with fearful hopes, of that
something, its spiritual recognitions, they had been with this
so certainness - an immortal deviation. Without truth, soulless
holes, they were of their glossy and blood-shot maledictions.
Cynicism, it had bit them with this malicious scowl. Laid out
with determined damnation, she had inhaled an ozone of
them.
Factories, zombie screwed, hustling for any booze beater, of
this first class ticket to the penitentiary, they had been hailing
for a cab. Soon with this flopping of its meat, they were down
on these tenebrous stretchers. Devious devises, they were a
beeline pathway - a free fix and sale at the methadone clinic.
"Do me like my grandma."
Emilia's words, they had come without a weak explanation.
Breaths shortened, Darrel had played with her act. Size, this
and or of that bigness, it had come of its before, thrown
tantrums - clutched. Locked arms, bear-hugs, a forearm
against Emilia, fronting her chest, Tony had caught round one,
so he had nursed his flayed arm. Emilia had scrawled it on
him. Heated sores, they were festering of a bone awesome
repercussion. Intimidating, blushed and of dreadful
proliferation - locusts, Emilia had been pivoted in a hellfire
grapple. Convulsing from its bludgeoning, its host, it had been
vomited online, as its bugs, they had swarmed and then
receded. Before another memory had rocked her, its cocoon,
it had become of a reservoir. Built in Ronald's darkness, fog, it
had soiled in with these maddened and flesh-eating bugs, and
they were torturing Emilia. Shreds and then and there-after,
there had been an ebbing for this and or of that flow.
The policemen, they were joined into and of her tantrums, as
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Emilia, she had given birth to their raunchy babes. Screams of
an anguish, relished at junctures, they were of an outlander.
Entry, vector with an extraterrestrial electricity, radio-waves,
their possibilities, they were of its something, and they had
revolted into her spreads - womb, of an even wider trick.
Opening up and of its ravished men, its whatever, it had been
born into their heated roads. Paved with no-good intentions,
retreated, an evil bitch-goddess, she had won. Sustenance
with her, an able frame, of his predictions, they had sown
doubt into mankind. Devoid conditions and of its no truth, they
had been late for work. Crowds, of its malignant kills, they
were waiting there, as they were digging into its sepulcher. An
erection, it was for this sister. Hidden in horrific shadows, alike
- Emilia had been gaming in and of its many hours. An Old
Testament, it had gone into a backwardness, for Ronald had
shoveled ever so deep into its crevice. He had tried to mesh
with it - Lucifer. Its no peace, an evil power with a serial killer,
it had slipped in and out of his reach. Fleeting gestures, its
selling of this life insurance, it was with these perfect
answers, as its thoughts, of Ronald’s profiteering
circumstances, starting with an ending, Ronald had hosted an
extraterrestrial cadet.
Death’s enchantment, of a demonically charming Ronald, he
was debonair with an elusiveness. The police, they had been
driven in with these heavy-weighted concussions. Feet, they
were planted firmly on its mats. Glue, an extraterrestrial's drill,
of the Earth's core, plowed with its horned right hook, it had
went into Emilia’s temple of doom. Connecting, Emilia had
been taken of its point blank range. Riveted from one side, it
had wagged back and forth. Balls of a bull, they were gouging
into her gut. An unmerciful maintenance - balance, she had
been with its diabolic phenomenon. Short-sided analyses,
Emilia had wavered with a horrific strength. Noodle-kneed of
sustenance, faint mind - an impossible fall, its blooded ice, it
had fused into her as a foreign invader, for it was of an Alien
intrusion - thawed. Its discursive rage, it had filled the air,
chilliness.
"Son tee sa las me ohn."
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A black orifice, it was of its nightmares, as these children, they
had cringed from these hidden fixations. Suspicion, it had
been spat upon them, and it was of its demon's breath. Leapt
from a closet, its cave, of their only enemy, it was with
Ronald's apocalypse, as he had become detached in
Montana. He had eaten of them, for he had stood in its old,
black - vacant places. He had become one.
GAMMA: Feeling filth, betrayals, possessions of itself, it was
with its worse. Ronald was presented to mankind as a serial
killer with an emotional problem, yet there had been no food
for this thought. Up to this point, Ronald had been just a serial
killer, and he had been foundling with an introduction to Death
Row. Tonight, Ronald had shivered of its malnutrition. Piety, it
had sunk in with this perdition. Pathetically cowing, of its
wretched diesel texture, it had exploded up and through him.
Gaseous chunks, humanness, it had been of this
heartlessness, as Ronald had gnawed into these quarter-sized
bits of theirs. He had swallowed them whole. Its evil, it had
rattled his bone, so Ronald had flicked of this fetid tongue.
Flinched from God's sight, he had soared with these horns, as
they were growing up and through his head. Steel pegs, they
had been pounded up and from his soles.
Protruding from each side of his skull, throbbing, its anguish,
he was this hideous change. A hubcap wobble, he had
become subservient to a foreign power, as Ronald's head, it
could of been torn from him in a single swipe. Slow boil, an
evil ulcer, it had been burned in with its fistulas. On each side,
leaking of their grisly geysers, roaring an ache, Ronald was no
longer, as he had succeeded. He had lost his soul. Banished
from real-time, he had taken a fall from grace. Its none, it was
of his mind.
His horns, they had been inching out and of this
claustrophobia. His eyes, they had mutated with a bat’s, of a
skin-scaled - sameness. Dead elephant's piss, it was of this
caustic mucous. Fermenting with its fiery heat, a curve, it was
of these large mounds, and they had broke the marrow of his
stiff spine. Erect, a torque and pulley, it was below his nodular
tail, and it had been angling away and from his torrid
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diaphragm. Pointed at these explosions of fire, they were
reigning in its skies.
Saturating him with an outer-space, Ronald had been standing
in a bursting pool of its violence. Resounding with its kismet, a
thundering chuckle of hers, its instance, it had been ripped
away, as it had vanished. Ronald had gazed up and at an
impersonal sky. His pants, they were stuck to him.
Rank, mixed with urine, they were burning of their hell-fire.
Indelicate quintessence, Emilia’s rapid demonology, it was at
cross purposes with itself, as she had been stitched into an
extraterrestrial. Alley cat morals for this police officer, he had
been sneaking up to the abandoned ambulance. It had been
left parked behind this blighted liquor store, and there was an
old service station there too. Wide-open, perpendicular barricaded, rudiments of its sleazy whatever, its preview was
with Earth’s deification into this lukewarmness, as their minds,
they had gone cool. Locked out of their toilets of yesterday,
wallowing absent today then graciously assenting to doles,
they were in its circus corners. Transiently blessed, its
alcoholic fecal, fatal signatures, they were taken into its bits
and bytes.
"It’s my call."
Speaking into an ear-piece, his testosterone, it had went into
their mannequin, as an applied mechanics, it was of an idiocy.
Maintaining a sole grievance with a derelict's recent
masterpiece, it was floating into their whirlpool minds.
Spiraling of an evolution, separating their basic instincts, it had
been directing their radioactive instabilities into its hot hole.
Diverted expectancies, this police officer, he was standing
alongside and just outside his cruiser. The other, his driver's
side door, it had been left open, yet he was sitting in his car.
Front, around and behind him, his usual back-up, the local
East Los Angles Police, they were doing their war dances.
Sometimes, they had gotten in each other’s way, as this was
of its marked territory. Its far gone, it had been of its too long.
Brain dead, it was in their ball-park. The easy write-up and
score, it had taken another turn. The game rules, they were in
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a different play, for he was not answering them. Attempting to
think, they had gotten lead footed, so an escalation, it had
filled them up to their brims. Brows, they were beating to
preserve the misery. Den, he was of this methodical whatever.
He was of its perfection. His wife, Althea, she had won every
argument. Den would call upon her for the bed spread, as
Althea, she had been blessed with rich African American
hormones. Soul food, it was of her women's right. They had
been added to these radio waves. Playing of their songs, they
were with a technological voodoo. Disguised and with its frugal
idiosyncrasies, big-boned, Althea's flesh, it was of an
invigoration for Den, for she had drawn Den’s choleric arousal
into her.
"Why’d you stop me?"
Althea's voice, it had echoed of its last twenty years. Den
wasn't onto all the facts, as Althea, she had just beaten a
murder wrap two months prior. Self defense, she had
purported this before the court. Against, Jay Jay Cooper, she
had taken a letter opener to his bowel. Bled to death, he had
been sleeping in and at when and where that Althea had been
lying in wait. His side, it had provided her the means. Its effect,
his wound, it had mutated of this maturity. Not with any
internal surgery, it could not of had been repaired. Althea had
studied its lunge. Copping expunges from his beatings, they
were of their past abuses. Dead weight, twenty-five pounds of
rice, an anatomy rehearsed, it was of this before. Jay Jay’s
siesta, he had downed his usual forty-ounces and a pint of
Vodka, as this had counted his sheep. Fallen asleep, little bow
peep, it was weeping for his lizards.
Althea had grown up in a small apartment. Her mother was a
maid, and her father had been a local janitor. Glories, they had
belonged to labor unions. Den hadn't rose through the ranks,
and the low-riding tattered sedan, it had pulled right out in front
of Den’s police cruiser - an illegal turn onto Century
Boulevard, of its main drag to the Los Angles International
Airport. Althea had crashed landed, and Den had come onto
her - a rescue, of its done deal. Den was about ready to hang
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up his night shift. After he had left the donut shop - frequented,
the local PD, they would hang there.
Stint, entering daybreak - new dawn, Den's law enforcement
career, it had moved him onward as a sergeant. Her light-blue
sedan, it was washed out in and of its appearance. Two-toned
splotches, of the surviving parts, the original paint and primer,
it had been wearing off. Staring wide-eyed and goofy, the
ogres, they were thrust full of this stark raving madness, as
they had lit Den’s heart up with this secret righteousness.
"You just made an illegal right turn in front of me."
An aversion, Den’s silver-tongued voice, it had an ire. A bulge,
it was in his trousers. Unadulterated, of its electricity, it had
festered for Althea's riveting seizures. Done with a well,
lowering of her gaze, she had opened her mouth, and she had
spread her thick African American thighs. They had gotten the
dumbest.
"I know, but you’ll be lettin’ me go."
Haze, it was bled from the drops that were tearing downward
from a celestial sphere. Windshields, their late model green
sedan, Indian squatted, it was teepee side of this road. Traffic,
it had started to pick up. Strangeness, of its smog, it was
holding these memories, as they were with its previous nights.
Lingering of a rueful loneliness, severance, it was inside, and
its angels, they were of their deaths. Murmuring and with a
haunting presence, it was of an obligatory loan.
An evil charisma, an inner mania, it had been of its screams,
as these two white-trash, they were sitting in and of a glacial
emptiness. Their eyes, they were marbled over. The radio,
deafening, it was of this thrashing heavy metal rock and roll.
Devious smiles, they were on their faces, and they had
bloodless complexions. Glistening of their shadowy and
enlivened corpses, of those wary and tormented bizarre
beings, they had not been alive.
Barks, grotesque leers, one with an each other, it had been of
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a blur, a blare. Music, it had been hiding behind its scarecrow.
Sound waves, Dave had leaned over on the driver's side, and
he had turned off their radio. Insects, they were crawling all
over his body. An inadvertent haunting, it was of an
appearance, as it had been buzzing with its activity. Weaving
gruesome caverns, cancerous secretions, of its lubricated
stretches, they were sketched with and of its dementia.
Chaotic and with its high-pitched chatter, its frenzy, it was of
an intensity. A vile and virulent shriek of an unseen madness,
whatever that it was - its happening, it had stopped suddenly.
Pleasure for Dale, he was of these spastic slides.
"Ho did us bro."
Dave was troubled of its something - wraith, its now. An
impersonal visage, Dale was wordless and without a
response, as Dave had been chasing these secretions.
Leeching into his tight crevices, its hips, they were meeting
these legs, for they were above this rotting pelvis.
"Ho's makin' me itch."
Dave had uttered of it, of an even more. Quiet sureties, of
Dale’s backward place-setting, he had been staring blankly
out and of their front windshield. They were draped in and of
its pink mist. Mused, reaching down and alongside of the
driver's side door, Dave had hauled it up.
"Never poked in a hole like that before."
An almost and nearly empty fifth of whiskey, swirling the last
three inches, its remainder, the bottle, it was in front of his
eyes, and they were in its counter-clockwise circles.
Spellbound with motions, its some abnormal reason, they
might of had done something terribly wrong?
"Crazy ho gave me the crabs bro."
Mean and minute bugs, they were crawling all over Dave’s
hand. Seemingly lost, of its never ending negotiation, it was
with this beingness - distracted.
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"There ain't no answer for any of it."
Althea's self-imposed resentment, it was sent out and into
Den. Poisoning her husband, reaching out, beckoning him, its
evil genius, it had dared Den to take a call before eight o'clock
in the morning. Waiting for Althea to respond to him about the
call, Den was ready for work. His blue uniform, it had been
buttoned up to the top of his neck. Their homey kitchen and
dining room, it was the central focus of their family of two. Den
eyes, they were peeled over at his cell next to him, for its ringtone, it was of a siren. Den had wanted to violate one of their
unwritten laws, for he was certain that Tom would of had
settled with Emilia.
"Leave it there!"
Althea had barked out with her neck orbiting around. Tending
her bacon, it was frying at its low temperature. An affect, it had
calmed their keen mornings. Past twenty years, the Harpers’
single family brown home, it had sat at a quiet distance off a
middle-class block. An only, of a noticeable difference, there
was this police cruiser, normal and in plain view, yet it had
been replaced by a blue sedan with Government plates. Held
in a stance, the cell-phone, it had been silenced. Den's
conscience, it had been preying for Tom’s attentiveness.
"Alright then, I didn't answer it."
Getting his hand clear, a posture, it was made of its straight
awayness. She had bit him back with words, for they were
etched into her concentrated African American blood.
"You'll be hearing from me if you do."
Saturating her soul and spirit strength, a hard body, it was of
its wisdom, and an arrogance, it was of its self governance.
Without its governors, she had been hiding in its guise. It had
went down the same way every night. Althea had her lines
ready - rote, and Den, he would of had entered this
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forbidden room.
"Come on, best be gettin' on with me."
Althea would of had started it that way.
"I'm gettin' on you mamma."
Den’s cold and mechanical manner, it would put Althea on her
knees. Yanked of a semi, it was from his pants. There was a
lateness, as Althea had started to build up with consternation.
An ossifying of her bones - joints that had become stiff, a
descent, she had copulated with a hurried investigation. An
anticipation of it, Den’s explosion, it had continued to fill her.
"Go on and do it mamma."
Den would of had responded, of that defense - a complete
obsession.
"That's my mamma. That's her. That's what I gotta do."
Today's fruit, it was on these vines. Born, no more seed, of
Ronald's rape, it had landed. Soreness with its mask, it had
been hiding in and of its herpes cleft. Angry inflammation, of
its sangfroid fettle, Den had expired from its steadiness. A
benign congestion, responsibility, of an idiot dignity, it had
been overridden by this tapeworm. Flogging him with its
gluttony, this precious cheek full, it was of an inverted
dejection. This cheap oral copulation, it was of these
nourishing swallows, yet it was Honey Love's last straw. Den
had wanted him dead.
"I'm gonna beat you and your mother to death.“
Den's words, they had buzzed, as a large greenish snot-filled
fullness, it was of its big chunks of burger. Lobbed, soaking up
on Den, it was of a courageous attack. Snail yet without its
dirt, Honey Love’s name, it had said it all. Hopped up, he had
been mixed up with an infinite variety. Blatantly living out of
this haywire existence on the streets, of its hood, if they had
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wanted to spread his disease in this massive multiplayer
online game, Honey Love was eager to malfunction. Fatal
injections, they were slapped in and of a frenetic tempo.
Cams, hot-wired and fried, they were of its smoking boys.
Womb, of a bidding, it was with this wretched host. Baggy
pants, they had been weighed down with handguns. Peace in
their streets, home-boys, they had went down dirty.
Den had been given these unspoken rules, for Tom had been
nothing but a hit-man. LA County, an understandable, Den
had made its affairs leap with Tom, for Den had helped
Tom set it up. If someone had gotten away with murder, it
would had been the cops. The FBI and LA PD, of their
homicides, they had been in its glasshouse, and nobody was
supposed to of had thrown any rocks, yet Tom had tossed
grenades.
Jerry's head, it was flopping about this blood. Black-skinned
balminess, a respiration, it was of its nothing and or of an
even. Cardiovascular activity, her arms and legs, they had
died down into a spastic headlessness, as a butcher's knife, it
was of this machete. It had hacked them. Landing in its ducts,
its eyes, they were of their red slashes. Breakage, it was
shoved up and into an enchanted sorcery. Creeping in and out
of its ancestry, it had brought this flame. Circuiting up and into
her, its plume, it had been of its forked dialect. Drums, they
were pounding of its dance. Multifarious and lecherous
stipends, they were piling in and out of a salient and
sagacious saga with Ronald. Retiring and lost, maledictions
and vendettas, they had been brought back into their
silhouettes of it.
Evil incantations, shrills and shrieks, they were screaming of
itself. Functioning, it was of these blood curdling wails.
Directed into an online serial killer, Ronald had become a
fiend and a hideous mutation. Bursting with its cancerous
lacerations, fulminating pus-filled boils, they were entangled
with these fire-fly worms, white hotness. Cooling maggots,
they had gotten readied for their meals. Devouring faces on
skulls, they had been placed on their tree stumps. Drenched
with its gore, it was of this thickness. Red and bubbling in its
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sensual and cosmological hues, its moonlight, of jagged
jawbones, these edges, they were plunged into an oblivion.
The tribesman’s hand, plentiful of body, he had been pierced
with this wildness. Jerry had been aloof and on her thighs.
She was resting with head bowed. Naked and primitively
beautiful, the feathers, they were stuck to his pillar. At its
base, there were these jungle lice. Escaping from a turpitude,
he was drenched with this dead chicken’s blood, as it had
been squeezed out of itself. Frame, of that horny iron grip, it
was filled with this throbbing venom. Held between his legs, a
slight squat, a riveting clutch, it was of these nail-driving
fingers, for they had been in this decapitated and violated bird.
Feathers, they were floating down and onto this ground.
Hysteria, drops of its seed, they had ever so slowly
plummeted. Landing into her cataclysmic reverberations, the
shock treatment, it was of this thereafter, as Emilia eyes, they
were blank with an electrified hit.
Heads, they were thinking of its another, as they were shot
into this game. Plowing into her field state, of a vile furrow,
tomorrow, it was with this awakened likeness. Galvanized
jolts, they were of its oblivious wanderings. Large bone
bracelets, they were affixed to them. Sheering around and
under these necks, a cutting, it was of these deep incisions.
This virtual office, it had been of its small and simple
decoration.
Adorned with eighteenth century antiques, there had been no
secretary, and its reception, this front, it was of its only desk.
Signing into this classy book with an expensive pen, a
particular client, they would of had to call Ronald from a
handsome and swank land-line telephone. Lending to the
decor, a stipulation of proposed beginnings, this was of its
whatever business.
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Coercion

Provocative psychobabble, spheres - an Alien demolition, the
police officers, they had casually upholstered their weapons.
Setting brutish boots down on these grounds, its stomping of
dregs, pyretic women, they were with a lukewarmness, as
stabilized mankind, they were without hope. Old Harry, he had
been walking with its kids. Taken to school, dragged out flushed of those hidden monsters, preoccupying themselves,
its plague, it was of these decimating collisions, as five police
officers, they had been rapidly riddling - raiding into its space.
Bullets, killing shots, first-bloods of its lethal explosions, their
steel, it had churned through his chest. Ripping tissue and
fracturing bones, a carcass, they were in its dark alleys.
Oozing out, a slowness - space-time, it had been separated.
Decaying cohesion, stable aloneness of it, this was funneled
into and alongside the police car. In a river of itself, their
weather-torn asphalt roads, it was pooling into these nearest
indentations. Background, the police officers, they had made
their mark. Discrimination and of a wrong turn, a ripcord, it had
not been opened. Shaking this planet, illusions of it, they had
went into a delusion of itself.
Leapt, it was of him. Savoring their nectarous paws, its vice-
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script, it had been clenched. Recouped, windblown minds,
they were of its none. Intellects, they were of its arranged
encounter. Auras, they were hunting for minds, as they had
been racing with its weapon. Falling into its dumbfounded
trigger fingers, chopsticks, Yin and Yang, they were of its
every day - a Sunday. Detours, they were of a forced
scoundrel. Without one cell of any altruistic and or even with
an antithesis point of view, it was with them.
Wearing badges, bullied and squelched, their decrepit
emancipation, its time had no clock. No tic and or of no talk,
words, they were without meaning. An extraterrestrial, it had
come online to occupy their vacuums, and odious cosmetics,
they had been marked up and into its outer space. Community
gatherings, they were of those neighborhood watch groups.
When Jerry had opened the door to look out of her shoddy
motel room, her body, it had been draped in this redness. A
maid, she was standing two doors down. Staring a party, she
was of a walk to the grocery store, as its vendor’s law, it had
been defined by a lawlessness. Worked, an escape, it had
gone defunct within these Machiavellian sallies. Cherry picked
and or popped, thrown, its cloak was over a dagger and of a
whop.
"Should I remind you? Or, is there some sort of a problem?“
Pampering him for an excuse, of a usage, jabber, she had
went into its before. Negotiations, they had begun with and of
itself. Juliana had been clear with it, that prostitution - a
proposition of herself, as she had come to him, to Ronald at
his Century City office. Freakish as a classy hole, she had on
a purple velour dress. Black sandals and with a knit handbag,
there was a dark-blue "Hell Bent" embroidered on it. She had
caked on the mascara. Velvet color, it was drawn with long
and dark lines. Her kneecaps, they were tweaking on sensory
skin, and purple capillaries, they had fornicated with this
magnetism. Hoisted, of its pulse, blood vessels, they had been
heated inside her readied thighs.
"You’ve been with me all the way. Why all the questions now?"
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Ronald had answered and asked her about it. A privatized
gesture, Juliana’s weakness, it was of this stupidness, as she
had taken candy from a stranger. Wallowing in the aftermaths
of his fall, of its basked flesh, a beast's prerogative, it was
purged into an Alien beingness. Not Heaven and or none of its
Hell, it had demanded an allegiance. Juliana wasn't a sloppy
piece, as she was a tight fit for Ronald. Skin on skin, he had
pushed into her purple heart. It was inside her. Strong and of
its precious meat, innuendos of an extraterrestrial, she was
bucked of this rocking horse.
Gleeful and oblivious, its children, they had went back and
forth. Their eyes, they were held by these mommas and
papas. Masterful, their rhythm, it was of these lost directions.
Matching tempo with Santa's little elves, not in a manger, they
were having intercourse with this cosmos, as their magical
self-discovery, its rodeo, it was of an all knowing one.
Mattered and rode, Ronald’s white shirt, it was unbuttoned to
his navel.
It was sitting copiously on his desk. Parleying upon Ronald's
serial killing, she could of had bashed him in with an
extraterrestrial viciousness. Full of lust, of her knifed and
obscene compulsions, Ronald had endowed her with its scorn.
Brawling, awakened in its hospital, a body cast, she could of
had pleaded for morphine shots, yet she had groped at him
with her mind. Grave - an undermined trauma, it was
remembered, so an unforeseen calamity, its difference, it had
been of itself and as her.
"Are you my madman or are you my lover?"
Finally, Juliana had given into its more than these questions.
"I shall never fault you with what you consider my saneness."
Ronald had replied with a nastiness, so Juliana had laid it out
for him. Jeering of a gaze, trying to maintain, Juliana's nerves,
they were screaming of these vibrations. Surging
consternation, there was a dilution of Juliana's spirit.
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"If you’re stuck, try sodomy first.“
Juliana's mouth, it had been hung as an open window, and
she had cocked her hip. Handbag about falling off of her
shoulder, an index finger, it was in her mouth. Rocking and
pursued of its prurient rebellion, she had never pondered of its
why. She could of had stomped right out of his office, yet
these readings, they were of her riot. She had lowered her
sight, as Ronald was weird and wired of a telepathy.
"Our minds, they have met."
Hard-core yet of its gentleman's way, Juliana had quickly
gathered herself, as she had held onto Ronald’s words.
Communications, manias of them - an unusual anger, it had
lubricated Juliana. Hot reeking rectum, of its lunacy, it had
been pulped in the head and behind these barns, as its hung
cat, they were of its sameness.
Playing with Juliana, they had been led around by Ronald’s
leash. Filling herself up and throbbing with his red-hot-tallywhacker, her meshed glands, they were a bunk of an inflamed
passivity. Passionate and pornographic, it was of his online
charisma, and it had attracted Juliana to him. Diverted into an
attention, astray and converging as a validity of it, an out-andout with an everybody, fatherless outlanders, they were
siphoned into an alienation of itself. Ronald had asked, for
Juliana was in full-panty view.
"Should I be reading you from what’s between your legs?"
Juliana would of had let him know.
"I’d rather you stop talking and use your forked tongue."
Ronald would have had asked.
"Are you a Goddess?"
Offspring, an offering - pressed white shirt, his sleeves, they
were rolled neatly upon his forearms, and his left wrist, it had
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sported a gold watch. His palms, they were of an oil expense. Juliana could taste it. Touched of its hogwash-hole,
lubricating her fingers, they had been formulating off of her
body. Necromancy, it had been bred into these Devil's
females, as they were of Ronald’s genitals. Whore daughters
of its planetary undertakers, cadavers, they were rank. In a
mortuary of a stabilized mankind, an outlander, it had
been this sustained spirit.
"Yes, and she has come for your upload."
Juliana had answered Ronald. Straight from the facts, as a
directness, it was of a coldness - her mamma. With these
radioactive daughter’s eyes, Ronald had been petrified
into these masculine parts. Haunches, these birds of prey,
they were together with its rather, a real-time now and then.
"Can I just lie on my back and let you slide it into me?"
She had made Ronald come to her, so with a slowness, of a
deadly and accurate way - meanness, Ronald had slithered
his shaft inside her. She was his maid-lady, of a beckon call,
them.
"Sanction me my love. Do with me as thy will. Take me as
your female dog so that I may have your puppies."
She had played into it. Ignited with tension, She had hoped a
leap for him. Mounting her with a knock down and no holds
barred screwing - lurid intercourse with his Devils, they had
given birth to these armies. Belated agendas, the senior rape
and murders, they had grown of that late date. Meetings, of
Den's scheduled appointments, neither one and or of them,
they were not too flippant, as they should of had gotten Emilia.
"She's not gettin' it over on us."
Tom had prodded Ryan with it. Disgusting approach, of its
rehearsed freakishness, Ryan was living as a pack-rat. In a
small one bedroom apartment in LA, Ryan’s crime magazines,
they had been stacked about and scattered - floor to ceiling.
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Maze, a kooky look, it was of this emptiness. Trash bags,
trays and cups, the cockroaches, they were not there, as
Ryan’s reasons, they had come from these pesticides.
Proliferated there with its real-time regularities, basis, of a
compartmented outlandishness, Ryan had been inhaled into a
strange and buggy death. Bombing his apartment, waiting
thorough-out the years, a serial killer, he had come online with
him, and Ryan, he had been eating abnormality. Eyes peeled,
those six-o-clocks, he had quaffed of its fastness.
Prepared for a dash to catch these winding fantasies, Ryan
had been closed-out with a junky income and habit. Holding
onto its score, gobbling his fries, rested - hideous and of its
stuffed mouth full, his bowel movements, they had kept him in
its full speed. Whimsy peddles, as FBI, he had brought down
an old lady murderer. Twenty years ago, its long-time past, it
was of a real-time now. Cases, they had ruined him. Ambition,
tracking a fading dream, the serial killers and international
terrorists, Ryan's grandiosity and grossness, an intention, he
could of had gone after the sophisticated spies, so he had
busted them in its upload and or of this download. Top-cops
and or Federal Agents, he had been involved in issues of
high-treason and espionage. In an Alien Cyberspace feedback
loop, of a radioactive pipeline to an Alien Totalitarian God, he
was in a Spelunking Website network’s massive multiplayer
online game.
An old fart murderer - its hanker, it was of these poor and dear
old squawks. Pussycats, they were done with an antique
handgun, bullets and all. Something, it had filtered down from
the merciless Civil War. Prosecution of this case, its foulness,
it had been hardened into an extraterrestrial gravity.
Immediate areas, Ryan had gotten across from Tom. Midst
the conflagrations of the East Los Angeles Police Station,
brought out of a reality, it was this terrestrial meaning. Thrown
of an imbalance, instabilities, they were with it. Ten o’clock in
the morning, this online city, it had been squeezing everyone
flat to their prostrates. Suffocating them from their original
self-hoods, it had deluded mankind.
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Dissipating sustenance, Tom and Ryan, they were standing in
front of these tan buildings. Ejected from truth, there were
these lies, and they had been painted on the canvases of its
jabberwocky. Suiting their skeletons, leaves, they had been
rustled into an obscurity of them. Misplaced in and of its
nights, palm trees above, they had jetted up and midway.
Lined in front of this Police Station, a sun weathered lawn, it
was of its browning mixture. Cramped from an aqueduct that
had been damned with bureaucracies, it was ossifying a
humanity with these self-inflicted corns. Warring with and of
their warts, grown back, the bad blood, it had remained.
Incredulous and absurd, Emilia had come online.
Phlegmatic and dispassionate contemplations, sinister orgies,
they were defecated into a quagmire of them. Radioactive
stabilities, they were of its quintessential prima dona. Emilia
had been staying at a hotel in Koreatown LA lately. Days past,
they were executed with her back on the bed and legs spread.
Emilia had tipped the maids for this honor. Compromises for
her frequented guests, Emilia's sight, it had been sunk deep
into a psychology. Reading into an opening with its
unconsciousness - detours, of its sly intercourse, Emilia had
been with their miseries. Bound with those large leather
straps, they had been on her ankles and wrists. On top of a
stainless steel gurney, Emilia had been naked with it. Hairs,
young with energy, they had stood high.
Emilia's eyes, they were lolling with an anguished ecstasy.
Spastic tremors, they were of its radioactive togetherness, as
it was of them again. White nights, they were in blanched
sheets. Dark-eyed slits for sockets, they had been shoving a
mouthpiece into Emilia's trap. Slapping the electrodes on each
side of her head - temple of it, God had banged her with a
force of itself. Shock, its radioactive instabilities, a collision of
them, Emilia had suddenly been brought into a present.
Wrought of a paranoia, a future, Emilia had felt an
extraterrestrial, for it was riding into her with its God-awful
dreams.
"If there's something there that ain't right here?”
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Snake had gotten to her, as Emilia had looked up at him.
“Don’t think you should role-play into me that way.”
Emilia was behind the kiosk and gaming.
“The way is right here right now."
Snake had spent ten minutes trying to ram into Emilia’s
miserly determination. Unbalanced righteousness, Emilia had
never suspected that an Alien would of had come from a
diabolic permutation. Predetermined events of a stabilized
radioactive motionlessness, Emilia had purchased it. A
brighter outfit - an enlightened presence, refreshed
applications, its cuteness, it was of this contemporary gray, for
she had on a pressed white blouse. Frilled sensually under its
low-cut, peeking out of a black brassier, she had been
jockeying it for this show. Provocative seduction, tightwad
intercourse, Snake was on its other side, so he had snapped
his fingers a couple real-times. Leaning in on Emilia, poking
her with his stout virility, Snake’s strength, it had been of this
hip-hopping scrooge.
A stud and football African American gangster from South
Central Los Angeles, Snake had been humping these tawdry
holes. Shear aggression, it had been tempered by Emilia, for
she had taken Snake in as his mother. Snake would of had
been around as her brother, and Emilia could of had been his
sister. Aroused, Emilia was of this commonness. Working at
the Satellite Cybercafe as a waitress and host, this was
too bloody much, as a joint, a hike for this swindling gangster,
its criminal switch in Koreatown LA, it was of his efforts to
keep big mouths shut. Captivation, its spellbound hooks, they
had been of them, and their frenzied screams, they were
before these woeful shrines. Bizarre and polemic muttering
priests, they were kept by a stabilized mankind. Hideous filth,
it had been leaking of these lecherous fiends. Matted with
dried gore, her eyes, they were hazed with a wraith, for
Moraine, she was a convoluted, contorted thing. Devils, they
were of her hate. Boils were busting and squirting of their fiery
pus, as these radioactive combinations, they were seething of
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an unconscionable rape.
Instabilities of them, their pith, it had come from this mother's
sex. Perverted, atrocious wickedness - its spheres, they had
been brought into a cosmos. Radiant hellfire, it was simmering
from its depths. Groping outward, chewing at and of its
without, they had been broken, and Moraine, she had been
taken into its chasm. Convulsed and warped, her anus, it was
outward, and an avalanche of vile secretion, it had been
spawned. Spewing out of its real-time now and onto these
boulders, Moraine had straddled them with a gaseous bloodletting poop. Craps - an abortion of Ronald and his demons,
her nest-egg, it had been hatched with an inflammation of
itself. An ulceration, rocks with her obnoxious uterus, a
dilapidated mankind, it had been of its geophysical
topography.
Unconscionable spirits, they had come from out of her
undergarment. An Alien Cyberspace, an abode and through
no fault of its own, a grimacing face, this was an unprovoked
attack, as it had started to seep up and out. Mutating through
these grotto walls and heading toward Moraine, Ronald's
Brandy, it had been burnt into a well, and this rope, it was not
breaking from his retinas. Oil pans kindled, of thrown rubber
tires, they had been pulsating within his pupils. Pumped,
Ronald's murderous strike-outs, they were of these nauseated
pores.
Bred with the descendants of a stabilized mankind, its
malignant being, Marc had fed it. Brought, its radioactive
stabilization, it was beckoning of Ronald’s thoughts, for they
were about her. Opportunities, of those killings, they were
corroding between Ronald’s teeth, as he had been washing
them down with these soiled and blood-stained memories.
Entertaining himself with a cannibalism, she had detonated
forth and from out of this unholy mutation. It was Moraine, and
she had been standing in front of Ronald. Moraine’s grisly
horror, it was of its naked truth. An entity from an Alien
Cyberspace, it was an umbilical cord, and it had been of this
World Wide Web cave. It had come from out of Moraine. It
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was of Ronald’s head, yet it was him as little boy. Waiting
upside down, the same boy, he had been staring into a
darkness, for it was under his bed.
"The Child's Plaything."
The mutant little boy had gasped. Voices, of this Judas, it had
been calling him by this World Wide Web screen-name.
Ripples of retribution, she had come back to Ronald, of that
horror - scars of them.
"No! It’s not The Child's Plaything! No! It's not me!"
Ronald’s flight, it had been on the tail-end of daylight. Midnight
was everywhere. A dread, a motley maze of his disturbance,
branches of that mountain-side, they were after him. Whipped,
Ronald was running from it. Trailing after those darkest hours,
Ronald was probing for a light, as an archfiend, it had been of
its undeniable self.
"That's not Satan! No!"
Trembling in a hysteria, Ronald had cried out with coldblooded tears. Icy fire-storms on a vacant planet, of its read
fortunes, its something, it was without his sought after devilish
ancestors, as an Alien Totalitarian God, it had meandered in
and on the fringes of itself. Harvesting an extraterrestrial, it
was of mankind's shadows. A feedback loop, it was this sweet
boy. Shaken by madness, Ronald had been gaping here and
or of whatever it was of its there, as ghosts, they had been
transposed from out of these doomed yesteryears. It was
Moraine. It was one and or of this and or of that other. Ronald
had raced out of its night. In full-flight of himself, he had
bawled out in and of an agonizing self-realization.
"No!"
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Sinners

"My jock straps his face."
Tom had snarled out at Den. With a mindless mouth, Ryan’s
other thoughts, they were of this down-towner. Beckoning of
its beggarly calls, the hush hush, its malarkey was of these
collaborative nuances, as they had gone astray. Sweaty
palms, they were without remorse, as a self-realization of an
extraterrestrial, it had given these children their stained breath.
Its flow, it was laced with parental kisses, as they were full of
this papa’s semen. Reading its last book, bungholes, they
were of its nothingness. Bowel movements, they were of these
never ending obscene terms.
Brains, they had only talked of its senselessness, so they had
started feeling her up. Sliding their finger in for a wincing
rhythm, of cornfields, they were probably behind their
grandfather's tractor. Its course, sex with her father, uncle and
or brother, this had been slopped upon them as an alibi.
Crooks, they were chanting this mantra with corroded vaginas,
as their castrated tenors, they were of its so and so sound.
Soothing lullabies, of their picked upon dandelions, they were
before these Judges.
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"Just how bad do you want her?"
Den had scowled over at Tom. From behind his desk, Den had
not been sure one way and or of its other. Den had an atypical
approach. It had come from out of these old Los Angeles
types, as its mob and or of its how and or whatever, Den had
been making hits.
He had been fixing their evidence. Everyone else was
supposed to of had done it. Anyone that had asked questions
about it, they would of had been of its next. Nobody had ever
skip-traced. No second guesses, they were hiding in foul
mouths. Slithering up the rifts of a piteous simper of them, its
devout militant cupcakes, they were squawking with these
professions. Gratified as to this dullness, Ryan’s secondhandedness, it was of his scuffed brown shoes, and his tan
jacket and brown shirt, there was an old yellowish tie over
them. Too shortly knotted at his neck, it was above his brown
slacks. They were one of his seven identical pairs. Cut too
high, their always, they were a showing of his mismatched
socks. Ryan had smirked a look. Sneering a smear of himself
into Tom, his hard-on little pecker eyeballs, they had been
betrayed by a reach, for it was under a schoolgirl's skirt.
Preoccupied with its either, neither, it was of a nine-inch Polish
karma. Not broken of any cherries, Ryan had arrested his feet
- planted with and of himself.
"I think maybe it's my pin."
Ryan’s coldness, it was of his cop. Gloomy interviews, he had
been caroling of them. Reeked of FBI, an effort to purport his
dreary front, Ryan had flunked humanity. Flabbergasted, Den
had flied with its buttress, so he had stared at Ryan. He was
leering back at Den, for in this double-dyed idiotic response,
Ryan had been struck dumb with and of this small American
flag pin. It was on his lapel, and Ryan had it in between his
thumb and index finger.
"What’s your misunderstanding?"
Den's question, it had dragged a stupidity across Ryan's facial
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features. Inadvertently gawking, Tom was ready for the street
efforts at this level, for a catch of some helpless gang-banger
on the SIS's turd list, they would of had been a hole for his
nuts. Civil authority, weathered wrath, it was unleashed in an
online society, as Tom, he had gone too far in Ronald's
Spelunking Website network’s massive multiplayer online
game. Den and Tom, they had traded a visage, as Ryan was
fiddling with this small pin on his lapel.
"You’re fixin' it for target practice?"
Den had asked Ryan in a methodical and monotone manner.
"It's the American Way."
Ryan had come back with a response. Removing and holding
it out, Den and Tom could of had seen it.
"Its been right next to my bleeding heart, see?"
"Everybody has one. Can’t go nowhere without it.”
Tom’s scum-bag attitude, it had drilled an index finger at
Ryan’s perverted glare. Barked at, Ryan had shrugged Den
and Tom off. Rhetoric, their wisecracks, they were not spoken,
as a reaction, Ryan had put the pin back on his lapel.
"Can't go nowhere without it?"
Ryan had made sure that he had gotten it.
"That's right!"
Den had dogged up on Ryan.
"It's the Federal Government’s. I'm just wearing their dirty
diapers."
Ryan's belated answer, it was of a mean emptiness - haunted.
Commanding situations, they were of its nothing, as an eye of
violent jaws, their piranha, they were of its rabbits, so a turtle’s
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nymphomania, it was of an everlasting degradation. An unholy
matrimony, it was in a defiance of itself, so cranked out in
Sunday dresses, virgins, maids of honor - monsters of them,
M16s and uniforms, they were running into their suicides.
Faces of fools, they were brought to it - death. Means to ends,
war was of Ryan, as a Government issue, it was of its Fed.
"How is it then, that I'm so confused?"
Ryan had honed in on Den.
"Where is she?"
Den had fired right back at Ryan.
"The Rock Field Killer."
Ryan had said it without a breath, yet he had made no
whisper.
"The what?"
Tom had jumped right after Ryan. Hitting it in on Den for a
point against this Federal bunk, Den had shrugged away
Tom’s consternation. Developing an abomination, of its
already, Den had been holding Tom's last hand. Out of its
soon, they were with these reserved hooks, as they were with
its angle. Den had wanted to salvage their junk.
"Let me come on again with that. Where is she?"
They were playing this massive multiplayer online game. Den
would of had not quit.
"He ain't for real. He's not a Fed. He's just a freak."
Tom had to shake his head. Dreary confusion, flustered with
thoughts, Tom had not known of its yet. Down the front of
Tom’s face, a smearing of its fingers, they were into this swill.
"He's just tryin' to make an excuse for himself. We don't need
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him or the Feds."
Tom had tried to redeem himself. Incense, scarlet and ruddy
wine, it had brought up his savanna. Pruned from his dreams,
scabies, syphilis, it had been peeled off as and of itself, so a
vacant desertion of them, without any sense, Tom had been
there. Gruesome piercing, its bones, they were rammed
through his shiv. Their buttocks, they had been quivering tight
with a vital clan's hypnotism. Leaping up and into a percussion
of it, an extraterrestrial - its sorcery's repercussion, it had
become of this and or of that soul right. It was of its only - a
hung eternity. Scorpion's tail, a curved backbone, prodded, an
assault of itself, it had been mined at its mien.
"His field is rocks, that's his deal. He isn’t even a Fed. He digs
in fields for rocks. That's it for him. Just rocks and fields."
Tom was half-cocked. Dilly dally manners, they were immune
to Tom’s insults, as Ryan’s pig, it had been poked into its way.
Catching Tom blank, Den's backsliding, this was of its shot.
"Why don't you just stick with what I got for now?"
Ryan was sordid. Tom had been locked up with Den. Thoughtout gaming, they were playing in an actuality of it, as their
attitudes, they were of its truth. Realities, they had come from
an unadulterated place. The longs and of shorts of it, they
were of its since. Racing wild into its issues, the senior
murders and rape, it had brought the Fed insult. The "Rock
Field Killer,” a sum of its points, cracking bullwhips, they were
on its coattails. Tom's severance, this stagnation, wayward
ways, bye bye miss American pie, Emilia was of its next thing.
Fast and easily busied by Ronald, Den could of had been rid
of Tom, for Den had stacked Tom’s deck. It would of had been
dealt soon. Screwed up in a way, it had taken Tom out and of
its then. Downloaded, a deepness of it, it was thinking
underneath this surface. Licking of its sewer holes, Den was of
its ever and or never seen.
It had surfaced as an again. Deemed by a fitness for what that
was of it, Tom's time, it was an uploading of itself, and this had
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set Den’s sail. Weathered of any storm, its bad mouthing, it
would of had come from Tom’s concrete cell, and Sheriff's
eyes, they would of had been peeled on it. Defecated with and
or without the others, they were of that nothing. Done with and
or of those steel bars, their coordinate lashings, they were with
a niggardliness of these indigenous brothers. Sodden sisters,
they were of its shared Neanderthaloids. Bought of their cheap
butt sex, Ryan was a top-notch consumer. Posing with its
problems, its roulette wheels, they were of its mankind.
Tattered lives, its desolate possibilities, a stillness, it had gone
ape. Uselessness, a brother’s urination, it was of this mother's
vagina. With these new legs of itself, their praying husbands,
they had heard of its secrets. From their local parish houses,
severed mankind, of imposed bathtubs, they were without its
gin. Not of its booze, the game was itself. Bent, Kentucky
mutants, their years were of its sounding off. Cutting raunchy
farts in those tubs, a rubber ducky, it was of this certainty.
Badges of infamy - its variety, these colors, they had tinkled
into their depths. Sinking, Den's silentness, it was of these
pooling pupils. Filled with this black gold, its morning glory, it
was of Ronald’s well sodden means, and a fecund of Tom, it
was with a counter person. It had been online with them.
Roaming amongst their elements, Tom had never been able
to pluck a feather from Den. De-flocked, Tom was role playing
for its mafia ways, as he had conspired with Den in the game.
Heated of this way, its fire pots, they were with its ever and or
never. Working in a shroud, it was of itself. Pretending that
everything had worked out, their pathetic fantasies, they were
of their never ending lie on top of lie. Innings, abodes - night
terrors, they were of its surreal something. Another self, a
siphoning off of its plasma, its ghosts, they had lingered in a
waylay of these Montana hills. Marc's land development
project, saturated in and of an Alien Cyberspace, it was
imported from these planets, as hazed timber, it was ripped
from this Earth. Mayhem, fringes of an existence, it was with a
scabbed infection. Gouged out with hot blades, its eyesight, it
had been cooled to a crimson. Pulsars, a heart-beat, it was of
them. Brandished and flayed of this tissue, they had been held
up by its another course. Something else, it was skinned alive
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by this yet. Shown of a nakedness, there had been something
underneath this activity. Uncovered by Ronald, it had been
sunk into the crevasses of their present geology. Lined with its
strata - an outer-space, no mothballs were in Ronald’s closet.
Pierced into these crawling things, they were in its corner.
Physics, they were of this biochemistry, as its cyber-spatial
mankind, they were stamped on and into its ground. A hollow
beckoning, it had been within and or without these memories.
Floundering in its abyss, this translucent awareness, its light,
this was of its conventional means. A by-product of an
unknown, an information transformation, it had been shot into
another vein. Investments of its attention, they were denuded
by it. Godless, it had been of this Goddess. Dropping off
gameplay porn, they were sharing him with each other.
Condemned by its no fault of their own, mortal iniquities, they
were sliced out. Sent through layers, their souls, they were
severed from them. This slaughterhouse application of itself, it
had been of this Alien design. Prey, of its next, they had been
brought into an extraterrestrial. Any truth of it, a little bird, it
had been speaking to mankind, so they had heard about these
triads that were of it.
Something, languages of itself, weak-knees, they had
sauntered up an isle. Deaths, they had been rowed with that
boat. Degenerating with an oppressed people, fate, it had
been in an undertone of this sugarless mother. Breakage,
away and or of those spacey nights, no way out was gone, so
an executioner’s message, it had been in Ronald’s dens.
Riding, surfing with and or of its Information Superhighway,
full- speed, its other world limits, Ronald had lurked in and of
this forefront. An own mind, they were of these mirages.
Nondescript meaning, it was in the bowels of these wolves.
Waiting in its grotto, it was burrowed into these mountains.
Yellow crime scene tape, it had been lying flat on this Earth.
Used as an erectness of its inverted crosses, guzzling cheap
beer, they had punched their best buddy.
Before, they had been sharing this liberty with an idiot sister.
Selling herself, a stupidity, they had went into her parties. Its
wide openness, of her slightly bent knees, she had been
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setting their courses. Wisps, of a wandering, they had been
seduced into its grave, as this land, it had been stretched back
about a half mile - a plateau. Scarred by crevices, of its hoed
extraterrestrial, its blemishes, they were from these large earth
moving machines, and their accompanying trucks, they had
hovered in and of those places. An Alien horde, illusions, they
were resting in its creepiness, as an extraterrestrial, it had
been a substance of it. In at its midnight hour, there was an
animation of these human rascals. Defiled sanctuaries,
Ronald’s chill, it had slipped in as a disease of itself. No longer
of its cure, the cabin's door, it had been left open. Its coal and
wayward way, it wasn't much of an entry to this single floor
cabin. A four wheel drive, it was sitting in and of this front.
Confines, of a rugged mountain side, they were in this game.
Their debts, they were of Mark’s plans. Detonated into its
vindication, they were rioting of these wretched neuroses.
Uncovered, its quietus, a gruesome felling of a gross utility, it
was an impious predestination. Lurking outward from its
catacomb, there had been this blood-letting, and it was of this
radioactive bleakness. Anemic eruptions, they had leached out
of a vociferous lunacy. Infuriating selves, of its psychopathic
schizophrenia, hysteria - sequined rancor, this as an inner, it
had Marc as itself.
"I don't see a rhyme or even a reason for why?"
Jack had worked his way with Doug, for they were slithering
through this brush. Gotten for looks, they were at Marc's
cabin. In their front, on a small clearing and or of that
mountain side, Doug’s rile with the past, it was with that shot
wolf. Too much attention had come from the mutilated little
boy, as stories, they had gotten pretty wild. Werewolves raised by scavengers, gaming with an ability to manipulate
their local banking, an insular - its thereafter, Marc had sold its
falsehood to the Government. Opened up, townspeople, they
were back from its step. A scope of an ambitious enterprise,
contractors, they were sniffing it out for work. Job capability, it
was of this strange beingness. Lines up and or down, Marc
had been in its driver's seat. Power and money, of those
mechanics, he had provided them their words, and they were
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in their mouths. Mountain community, its country store, it
would of had increased its inventory. Local school moms, they
would of had their PTA. This would of had been with its potluck.
"Thinkin’ I’d should of given you a lecture?"
Doug had questioned Jack. Turned, of someone's pity, Jack
was straining to get up to Doug’s speed. Wearing plaid
jackets, hauling thirty-ought-sixes, Jack was about ready to
burst of its buttons. Blackness, rubber boots, they were jingling
with their open latches. Flapping about - halfway vertical and
not fastened, Jack had deliberated with Doug.
"Them trees. Think we’d need'em?"
Presented, of a dung-headed Jack, they were brought into a
pinheadedness, and Doug's toothpick framework, it had been
cut into this presence. An Alien Cyberspace opening, it was of
this feedback loop. This irregular élan, it was of a daylight, and
night, it was of this beingness. Doug's stoical branches, they
were hanging off their bushes. Frightening wild animals, they
were hidden within him, as monsters of this queerness, its
distantness, it was of an obviousness. Manifestation of itself, it
had begun to make its presence known. This
unconsciousness, it was of its mutation.
"There's somethin' wrong with you."
Jack had not known Doug that way, as it was of this now. A
skinny body, it had been wrapped in and of its hunter's gear.
Doug’s coat, along with his heavy-duty pants, they were of its
kind. Worn with thick black thermal underwear, their skin, it
could of had been rubbed off. It had come from an instant,
and it was of them and as itself.
"You weren’t- ...Just there?"
Jack had said it with an absent mind. Feeble for Doug to reply,
grasping for an explanation, its never, it had been of its there.
Shivers and sickened, they were of their black-purple
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cadavers.
"It was...me? But, then again. I wasn't me."
Doug was inserted into its blanks, and Jack’s silly gestures,
they had sent Doug looking for it. Jack was sneaking up on
Doug.
"But, it- You wasn't anything then."
Jack had stumbled and mumbled of this stutter. Plunged out
of its after, Jack’s insidious reply, Doug had landed in with its
wary odds.
"It wasn't me? I was Nothing?"
Doug had questioned Jack with this stern gripe.
"I think so. It was nothin'."
Jack’s response, it was in and of these delirious denials. Not
known, hidden and or of an unseen something, it had just
taken its bite out their night. Jarring consternation, Doug had
stood antonymous. Aimlessness and of its gangrenous
phantasms, they had been oozing out of its nightmares.
Thundering in with a sleeplessness, it was damned into this
forever. Awakened, it was of mankind's stabilized selves, as
an extraterrestrial’s radioactive resting place, it was of its
rhapsodized instabilities - spellbound horror. Stepping on land
mines, if they had moved, its beast, it would of had jumped at
them. Caged in by this precursor's consecration, hemmed in,
Doug's pain, it would of had come from its memory. Bones of
his scrawniness, he had been meeting this plaster. Weighted
of its several times, they were with an everlasting hangover,
and it had not been remedied. Its depraved malady, it was of
these pleasures. Suffering friendships, they were of a
misery, and its company, it was uprooted as a wayside
frustration. Old brittle dreads, of a gasoline throat - an octane
pool, it had been held by this raving torch. Another reality, its
nothingness, it was of its radioactive inferno.
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Able to move, yet challenged by an exhaustion, Jack had
become dispassionate. Denuded with its thoughts, slaughter,
it had been heaved into these stars. Feeling over-dosed,
gorged - this cowardliness, it had been sold into its waiter, as
this guillotine mission, it had seized upon Doug’s inability to
grapple with this loss of his mind. Left-brained mutant
homogeneity, objectives, of its sudden rage, raped into a
cognizance, an outlander was enlivened with these things.
"I'm it. That's it. I'm it."
Soaring up in an elevation of his consciousness, an anymore,
Doug’s mind, it was of its sliver in that Montana clock.
Unraveled into the tips of its minute, tail ends, lashed of their
whippings on Doug’s dire delusion, they were in its time
frames. Locked into an Internet architecture, their dismay was
in an unseen abode. Beyond reproach, strangeness with and
or without a definition, it was of its tenuous pangs, for its
cruelness, it was of these separations of self. Scorned into its
real-time, embracing whatever that it was of her, a World
Wide Web pendulum, a kind had been cut off from its again.
Humanity’s Heaven and or of its Hell, a nonentity, of its
underworld, corroborated, it was with an animus. Whatever,
torn apart from an upper and or of that lower, it had found its
ogresses.
Ryan had been nodding out, for his head, it had been dripping
off. Nose-diving off its drops, he was of an abstraction.
Dreams of his, they were from its kind. Multiple orgasms, her
witchery, it had been of its vampire, and it had been backbiting
into him. Deportation, seamed between its light and or dark, a
preoccupation of it, a late night horror flick, Ryan had been
sitting in its front. Twenty-two inches, it had been oscillating
back and forth and or of its then, as its colors, they were
fading into its gray spook. Haze, its evidence was of these
outlander mysteries. Drab, a perfect squat, primitive
selfishness, they were of an ignoble background, yet Emilia's
single apartment, it was articulate, as a young woman's place,
her fluffy bedspread, there were these cute little teddy bears
embellished into it. Dressed in their childishness, shorts and
longs, they had held their floats - multicolored balloons. Tom
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had taken plenty of liberty. Rising out of these groins with an
acid flash-back hallucination, its prickly plaster, it was erected
with these quarter inch points. Dirtiness of them on a white
ceiling, Tom had been creasing her pillow. Blueness, of its
crane, it had been nested into these marshy moons.
Grounded injuries, they were of its wisdom. Grievances, of its
murderous blood, it had lured Ronald into a control.
Deception, special powers, they were of its significance. A
relevance of her, George Harp, he was drunk for the most part
of his sixty odd years. He was there to answer their questions.
"They all just come here.”
George had let it out for Ryan.
“From where?”
Tom had wanted to know more.
“Who cares as long as they're good for it? Everybody's got
their own ways of doin' business. That's the way it is around
here. You see? It's the way it is."
George had shut them off, as he was peeking out from the
cleft of his door. It was slightly jarred. Presented, of those first
rounds, Ryan and Tom, they were of its somewhat moment.
Gratitude, riffraff facts, inconspicuous chatter of media, there
was an immediate sending out. George’s gander, it had been
of Ryan’s nil, and Tom's spook, it was of these inquiries. An
always, it had been of George's blandness. Common practice,
there were no questions for Emilia’s type.
Gravitations, cosmological backgrounds of itself, he had just
gotten off with these roosters, so they were interrupted by a
face to face confession of this bird. One had been of its other.
George's eyes, they were of another. After sights and or of
that again, George had been feeding into their diehard heroin.
Double-dyed, they were organ transplanted by this pirate.
Counter-fits, they were of this sexually transmittable disease,
as these sex workers, they were scribed on his eyeballs.
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Buildings, they were selling its booze, as they were of its
ghetto. Whites and blacks, browns - purple and or of what that
was of its reds, AK47s, they had been in these back rooms, so
an M16, it was snorted as a hot hole. Vulgarism, derogatory
terms, its vice was traveling through space-time, for its
superhighway, it had been of its then.
"My baby wants an abortion."
Marc had uttered that to Ronald. Jilted with a wickedness, his
fiendish transmutation, it was of these boils. Burning, bursting
and bleeding of their feverish blisters, lacerations, they were
hawked with this gore. Bugs, they were chewing on an obesity
of him. Left, a body, it was of this speckled morass, as a
sanguine saturation, relieved of its deflated body fluids,
Ronald had been caught in a devilish mystery of Marc.
Lurking from its baritone depressions, it had been ossifying in
the joints of a hidden profundity. Bulging of its luscious
permutation, Ronald was sitting in a corner chair. Its
handsome brown leather, it was tucked into these fine
gentlemanly quarters. Placed into the darkest corners of his
castle, her faint-hearted orgasms, Ronald was liquefied into
Juliana with an icy blood. Mixing, they were of its sensuous
delicacies, yet they were meeting them with these baleful
memories. Disorientated into an outer realm, they were
provoked into these Global communities.
"Just what in hell is a Rock Field Killer?" Tom had tried again.
"I didn't see any rocks. Did you? Do you see rocks?"
Tom had no patience for this serial killer ideation, as Ryan had
started Tom with a bunch of this nonsense. Tom had the
doors closed on this case, yet Den had wanted to keep it lain
with traps. They would of had cost Tom.
“He went down the way he was supposed to go down."
Tom’s vicious and obnoxious retort, it had gotten Den up from
behind his desk. Calmly walking to the open door of his office,
Den had sealed it. Def and dumb ears, it would of had gotten
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them and or of those killed. Den had set it up before. 911
bangs, they were dealt to these fools. No backup, only
gangsters, they were at this level. Silenced in and behind and
of itself, Den and Tom, they had been hatched into an each
other.
"The LA cop? He's here. Yeah, yeah. Here with me."
Ryan had spoke into his handset with no passion. Mulling
things over, bureaucrats, they were sapped from her dingy
single apartment. Life, its place - a cyberspace as an
entryway, it was an existence and or of a radioactive
architecture. Stabilization, of an ashy paralysis, it had pried in
with its paradox. Ryan was sticking his eyes up and through
Tom's backside. Sitting on the edge Emilia's bed, Tom was of
this other way, so Ryan had remained as a motionless
demeanor. Mobile phone to his ear, alongside of these
children's books, they were lying in a pile. A red candle, it had
been burnt to its base. Tom was brought back up and off of its
midnight, as Ryan was sitting, rocking back and forth in a
child's chair. Flickering in an eerie dance, Tom hadn't an idea,
for Ryan had lit it then. Bizarre thoughts, they were racing
through them, as their minds, they were jarred with a
censorious vocation of its panic. Lifting these works, Tom was
of this automatic them.
Symbolic candles, they were of their bloodshed. Drying from
their urban combats, it was of its marked terrain. Media, they
were of its ghostly apparition, as a low rumble of dialogue, it
was of an old foreign title. Speaking of its she said he had said
jabber, two romantics, they were facing each other, so a lewd
melodrama, it was derived from this vulgar lack of movement.
Stagnating in and of its loneliness, a distilled beingness, it was
an out of a time collectivism. Mesmerism, it had been of a
dynasty. Floundering above its bloodied diarrheas, of its
suspicion, doubt - fear, it had been subsumed into a presence
of them. An observed wickedness, it had been brought into its
velvet-black haze, as an erogenous eroticism, it was of
Juliana's soul. Saturating her body, those sandwiched
partitions of them, she had submitted herself as his flesh.
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"Did you kill me?"
Juliana had asked. Procreating with an extraterrestrial, her
fuming lamentation, it had been roused up from a bewildered
Ronald.
"Before or after?"
Ronald had asked as the mother of its wisdom.
"The sex?"
Juliana’s question, it was dipped into their deviant and profane
steers. Rolling over, her body, it had weighted thick with the
air. Slow motions, they were of its reactions. Churning, of her
fiery hole, it was filled with this masculine prick. Leveling her
sight, the fluid of it in her brain, it had shifted into its side to
side. Lobes, they were of its thereafter. Sunk with the head, it
had went into a goose down, and its feathered pillow, it was of
Ronald's aroma.
Silken linens, they were of a brown and or rusty color, and
there was a dark saffron bedspread. It was imported from one
of the finest houses in England. Folded neatly, ends of this
sturdy bed, they were in the middle of this handsome room.
Four square pillars, they were of these trolls. Carved in wood
and or of their tops, they were holding a chain in their fat three
fingers. His furniture was conservative, and there were two
dressers, one on each side of the bed. Antique lamps, they
were sitting on their tops. Their bases, they were made of an
unpolished sterling silver. A rustic blackening, it had lent to a
canary haze. Radiating from under their yellow shades,
bleeding with a reddish-brown art-deco, they were filtering
through itself.
A minimal die of it, cone-shaped - dissipating with their
bottoms, they were lighted by their faint bulbs, as its each,
they had never been shut off. Torched of its presence, they
had left a sustenance, so a validation, it was these facts of
itself. An old grandfather clock, it had chimed. Callings, they
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were of these brutalized souls. A wall-papered background, it
was of this wood color. An old sea captain, he was patterned
on it. With his long beard and peg leg, he had held this ship's
wheel.
Shadows, they were dancing out of it. Space, it was
murmuring of a neurotic paranoia, as schizophrenic mutants,
they were eating at their scabs. Fistulas, they were leaking of
its purple blood. Shaded with the haunting veils of their Earth,
of Ronald's bedroom, Juliana had been impassioned with its
new senses. Staying with it, submitting to this extraterrestrial
host, Ronald had filled Juliana up. Pulverized with his sullen
intestine, she had been rocket into Ronald’s screen visage, as
an incurable itch, its social fungus, they were of its rotting
tissue. No longer, they weren’t of its any human roots. Juliana
had been glaring into its grotto, and Ronald was of its fiends.
Ghoulish visions, they were tunneling into and or out of them.
A feeling of him as her pain, he was with its only one.
Elsewhere with and or without it, little Julie’s panties, they were
soaked, as there was a towel. It had been firmly wedged into
her bedroom door. Between this wall and the door's edge, a
meeting of its frame, Sherry had lodged her daughter Juliana
into it. She had given Juliana a mandatory poddy break, and
Larry, her father, he was gone at six o' clock in the morning. A
pull, it was sealed shut, as Sherry, she had been on a screw
the world mission. A confused whore without a habit, self
mutilation, it had been of her only recourse. Penetrated with
an identity of an adulterous scandal, Sherry had been insane.
The intrusions, an afterward, a serpent, it could of had reamed
her out.
"Sorry mommy."
Little Julie’s words, they had charged out of her mouth, as it
was from another time. It had tested Sherry. A vicious and
hateful snarl, it had come from Sherry, as urine pools, they
were born into this girl's devilish trances. Juliana’s mire of her
yesterdays, deferment, an untimely essence with this satanic
stuff, Sherry had made Juliana’s face dull, as Julie’s eyes,
they were empty and lapping at Sherry with a provocative
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permeation. A transient’s agitation, it had been transported
from Ronald's decrepit ecstasy. Sherry had shouted at Julie.
"You pissy-poor little girl!"
"Why mommy?
Grunting for its masterpiece, Ryan had grappled with a
powerless futility. Never a smear for Ronald, he should of had
been this beneficial charge, yet Ryan, he would of had never
hit the mark. Its something, it had meandered out and of its
time. It had been in Ronald's closet. Under his bed, of a forefetched corner, its sepulcher, it had been splattered with this
carnage. Painted with his foolish thoughts, un-invited and or of
an un-welcomed guest, Ronald had arrived - unpremeditated,
so Juliana, she had wanted to back out of Sherry's bedroom,
yet she had come into it and of her own volition.
It hadn't come from Sherry. This insane gaze of Juliana’s, an
automatic, Sherry had held it up and against her own temple.
There, of an always, its no other reason, Sherry had
tormented Juliana by locking her away from the rest. Hiding
and souring her sweetness, how much agony could a little girl
take? Juliana would cry and cry after Sherry had abused her,
and she was always trying to hide the marks. Aching of a selfloathing, third degrees, Julie had urinated into her pajamas.
Deluged with yellow urine, an appearance of herself, they had
damaged Juliana’s self-image. Raped repeatedly in an
unconscionable conflict, an unholy roller coaster ride, it had
been going on between her mother and father, for Juliana, she
had been beaten down by fear.
Weeping out with its torment, they had forgiven those that had
crucified him. She was just a little girl, dear and innocent,
fresh as an unselfish giver of her means. Sherry had no
knowledge of love for her daughter. Mother and daughter’s
reflection, it had been unified into a one, as they had
manifested it together. A mysterious image, it had been in
their triangle of strata, so their two minds, they were full of this
perverse coexistence. Neither held, they had needed each
other for its something else. Its nowhere, it was of its
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beginning, yet it had ended.
"You want me to, don’t you?"
Sherry had dared to blow her own head off in front of little
Julie.
"Mommy?"
Juliana’s fragile sight, it had been watered down with tears.
Pangs of her injury, Sherry was on the edge of this bed. An
automatic handgun to her temple, Sherry's mascara, it had
been smeared, and her brown hair, it had been ruffled in an
after-math. A devious and melodramatic life, it had been
shoved off and into a box of tissue.
Cotton balls, tubes of prescription medicine and a hydrogen
peroxide bottle, there was a small brown and plastic wastepaper basket. Strewn around and in front of Sherry, Julie had
never seen this before. The mutinous black looks of her
mother’s reservoir, they were tapped from this bleeding
modification. Roving of a pastoral distraction, it had molested
Juliana away from her mother and father. Inflammatory
grossness, it was of a peril with these hardened hearts.
Refusing to reflect on what was predicted, this impending
doom, it had been delivered.
"I got to go to work."
Juliana had went up and alert.
“Does it?"
Ronald had wanted to question her ability to function.
Gathering his weightiness, he had leered down on Juliana who
was gawking off. She was lying on her side, as her silken skin,
it had been of a mare. Nested, fresh secretion, he had oozed
out of Juliana’s fervid pores. Weeping from their sensuous
luster, Ronald had embellished Juliana with a personality.
Getting by with its derision, Juliana had pretended that they
were two sexual partners, as they would of had just
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participated in the acquiescence of an adult interlude.
Responsible for any moral turpitude, the grandfather clock, it
had bonged again. Juliana was surprised. Not able to move, of
a beingness, Juliana, she was struck by its nightmare.
Eventually, she was rocketed out of her reverie, so Juliana
had jetted up on the bed.
"The kids?"
Eve had been enlightened with her worry, as Juliana’s pulse, it
had quickened. Exploding with a shower of her sweat, it had
gone cold on her once torrid flesh, so she had quickly
wrapped herself in these brown silk sheets.
"I gotta go. If I don't feed my pets."
Juliana had interjected, as it was after her sudden realization.
"Lets."
Ronald had spoke. Raising his index finger, Juliana had then
become slightly disappointed, for Juliana’s altered ego, it had
been with Ronald. Lying for an excuse to suffer, an inhuman
degradation and with a smile, it was wallowing out of such an
existence, so the lower animals, they had known of her loss.
Fearing an isolation and refusing the lofty goal, of these birds
and bees, Juliana had been convicted as a slut. She had been
of its coalescence and conflict. Aroused, she was of this way an anymore, deadly certain and unreal.
"Hang."
Ronald had spoke after an impasse. Accentuating her for a
liberal response, an appearance as a normal prude from
Pomona in West Los Angeles, Juliana’s hot flesh, it was this
loss of control, as it had come from a suggestive article.
Ronald had read it during his morning dump.
"Hang?"
Juliana had asked tactfully. Ronald had nodded, and then he
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had countered with this charming voice.
"Together."
So, Juliana, she had dropped back on the bed to ponder
Ronald, as he had started to rise off this chair. Casually, he
had threaded his way into the walk-in closet. Fleeting
confusion, Juliana had wondered as of its rather. Seeking
Ronald, he was in its secret, and he had infected Juliana’s
spirit with this uncertainty. Catapulting her out of its security, a
loss of intuition, they had all flown south. Already, up one side
and down the other, of her impatience, she was within this
setup time. Not of his nurture, she had wanted him again. If
she had grown fangs and talons, Juliana would of had torn the
skin off his back, so he would of had bashed her head in.
Thus, she could of had fed him into her watchtower, as an
insatiable appetite, it had raised her in an enigmatic abode.
Infernal, forgotten with a heckle from Jack, Doug was caught
in a pestilence, as Jack, he had sloped his thirty ought six rifle
off of an aim. Busy grappling with his thermal underwear,
Doug was glaring at Jack with a horror-struck emptiness, for a
monster, it had trickled close to their daybreak. Full
of their scrounge and scrotum, an insurgence, it was polluting
and surrounding them. Frenetically wrestling with his heavy
trousers, Doug’s contamination, it was of a lollygag, as its
cesspool, it had opened up to this befogged monstrosity.
"Las so mag son ah!"
Marc's hideous appearance, it was midst their approach. Doug
and Jack’s teeth, they had chattered of a timorousness. With
erect hairs, they were trembling of their enamor, as an awe, it
had electrified them into its dawn.
"Shil le tur moe!"
A vicarious vista, it was a vile vim of a vexed and vibrant
vibration. Vetoed in from nowhere, there was this door, and it
had been left open. Sapped away from their subjectiveness,
they were frozen in their fear, as Marc, he was standing
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midway before the cabin. His chest, it had been torn open,
and blood, it had splashed out of its well. Digging deep into
this pit, of empty hearted lesions, Marc’s fistulas, they were
green with gangrenous and gruesome scabs, and he had
groped out with these contorted arms. Sharp lizard fingers,
they had been pointed at their finger-nails.
Glowing of this red-hot seething sear, his agitation, it had
chortled of an agony, yet this door of the cabin, it had
mysteriously shut of its own. What might of had lurked from
this tenebrous and rectangular opening, of a lagging toward its
closure, it had met Doug and Jack. A finality, it had ended
their devilish opportunity, so they were out of their business.
Grateful for having had survived, their alarms, they had been
set. They were scurrying, and the brush, it was ripping and
whipping at them. Scrambling in their panic, they had nosedived down this Montana hillside.
Marc's land development, it was of an irony, as this conflicting
psychology, it had been confusing them in their dementia.
Thoughts, they had raced for an explanation. Victims without
Satan, Emilia had taken on a sudden change. Nothing would
ever of had been the same again. She had beaten twenty-five
years to life this far, yet for some odd reason, she had been in
this system. A big fish in a small pond, it had been so
wonderful for her to of had such a good feel. Riding into her
bones, they were working toward this plain motion.
Unbounded with a punctuated and precooked beam of their
dupe, it had come to them with its oodles.
Weaponless sages, unconquered, aimless and artless, it was
of a dingy and deathlike ulcer. Emilia's carnality, it was of a
ravished and raped beingness. Fallen women, they were
crying for the moon at noon with its day. Praying for a
deadbeat to hog-tie her before his spontaneous eruption, the
incense, they had been smoldering in this makeshift. Black
gold, its heavy bronze, it was about a foot high. Supported by
a cauldron of this same material, the large hand-dipped sticks,
they were stuck into these slits, and they were on its metallic
cheeks. They had been of an adornment. Embellished with a
primitive meanness, Emilia had been connected. Her flesh, it
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was tight on her petite, five foot two body. When Snake had
used his large hands to hold up Emilia, he had opened her up
to another world. The coolness of the air, it was with this wisp
off her, as Snake’s hot breath, it had been rammed deep
inside her.
"Come on baby."
Strained, sweat was dripping off Snake’s chest, as he had
been trying to get off for about fifteen minutes. Quashing its
base hard, she had held him into her gut, so he had
hammered her girth. Lain of herself, it was over an edge.
When they had walked into Snake's small one bedroom
apartment, Emilia had played dead for him. Dropping, an
eager, it was on this leopard-skinned bedspread.
Jam-packed with a panther, drawing out of his tiger, this cat, it
was growing its horns, as Ronald, he was stroking them with
an infatuated morass. Sunk into herself, Emilia had been
surfing the Net at the Satellite Cybercafe. Cold, unemotional
and plain, she had been devoid of an erotic sensation. Drying
her up, of her futile masturbations, they had only caused her
more soreness.
“Relax."
Snake had bit at her with his words. About ready to shoot his
load, Emilia had a subtle control. It had created a tension into
Snake, and it had made him suck back into himself. Lured into
a stir and with a plea at Emilia, blue plumb balls, an augur
vent of her, a notion, Emilia had been squandering his time.
Placated with a nebulous stalemate, it had went into her.
Throwing its parasites out at them, it was rising through their
intestines as this cantankerous limbo.
"She’s a no show."
Tom's utterance, it had come from its no contest. Accurately
inaccurate, his words, they were uttered to dent a favorite
gang, for Tom had become haggard and deplete in an
insolence of his profession. Black-mail, his colleagues, they
were never sympathetic to a good cop. Possessing their
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mulish ambition to ambush Tom, they had finally clutched the
goods on Emilia from Den, for her bloody palms, fingerpainted, they were on this ambulance. The PD, they had
knocked down one of their brothers. The press had swooped
in overnight, yet Tom and Ryan, they had never taken a
breath, as it was on the airwaves. Emilia's Web TV, it had
been stuck on a cable channel. It had enchanted Ryan further
into her delusions, and Tom was waiting to blast off.
Withdrawn, lying on her bed, staring out and up into its
nowhere, Tom had wanted to get high, for he had been in their
jungles, and they were filled with drugs. This shade of an
unhinged and murderous insanity, Snake had been of its how.
Tom had been setting these ground rules, as he had been
making sure that everything had been on his table. All guns
and knives, they had descended to the second row and of
those first two characters on its QWERTY.
"There. She’s what we have."
Ryan had tracked Tom's ponderous and reflective statement,
as Soo Kim, she was leaving the Satellite Cybercafe. The curls
of her dark brown Korean hair, Soo was a decade over Emilia,
yet Soo had retained her figure with firm breasts. Ryan and
Tom, they were sitting in their blue sedan. It was the MidWilshire district near the heart of Koreatown LA. Ryan was at
the wheel, and Tom was on the passenger side. Annihilated, a
manifestation, it was of a cyber-spatial cognitive, as there was
an undoing of their stars.
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The Faithless

Soo was the manager of this Satellite Cybercafe in Koreatown
LA. Emilia had come along for Soo, so all these ingredients, a
befouled procreation, its atrocity, it could of had been fueled
into Emilia. Diametrically oozing into Soo’s gaming in this
massive multiplayer online game, Emilia had been baffling
everyone. Warped in its asylums, they were online. At an
eleventh hour and at midnight before her computer,
Soo had understood Emilia. An only admission, there was
nothing wrong with such a beauty, for Emilia’s jailbreak eyes,
they were of an oversexed revulsion for an inane idiocy.
Deteriorating Soo in an underlying wedge of her past, Emilia
had become perverted in an inaudible flight. Shaved
into Soo with a split personality, the throng of an apocryphal
insult, Emilia had scampered out of the Satellite Cybercafe, for
she was with her big Snake. Slithering in on one of his deals,
he was part of this get together. All of them with heavy
pockets, they were loaded with an everything.
Snake was in Soo's dreams, for carnal appetite, it had been at
this level. Dirty old men, they were roaming this planet.
Dysfunctional misfits with their bizarre virility, they were of a
separation. Snake would roll into the Satellite Cybercafe every
two or three weeks, as an underground slug, Snake would of
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had been reaming Emilia instead. Unintentional and
inseparable sabotages, they were of this holocaust's
ceremony. Emilia's story, it was of Soo’s gangster, so her
succulent other way, it was to hire Emilia. An eccentric oddity,
it was of this misreligion, and it had been burned into Soo.
Wading knee-deep in its blood, Soo could shell- shock rabies
into a phobia. Cursing it into her vertigo, of an atrocious
buckshot, it had come back to Soo.
Riding the wrong horse at this level, laboring in vain, it had left
Soo in its lurch. Wrought, she had been depleted of her
imagination. Desecrating her from a vanquished and frothing
mouth, Soo had been awakened from her sleep. Begging for
its all, Soo had played into a devoutness. An impersonal prod,
it had been directed at Ryan.
"However you want to do it."
Tom’s commonplace was for Ryan, as they were watching
Soo. During it and of his own death, of an insolvent extinction,
Ryan's lungs, they had been drained. Out of wind, around the
corner and in his terminal gasps, he had fainted. This wild
goose chase, it was of this crushing perdition, as Ryan’s grief,
it had been collapsing into a further bleach. Fading into Ryan’s
soul, Ronald's sewer, it had vomited in on them. Waiting
Emilia out, of their half-breed attempt to put a cuff on this
infamous case, Ronald’s cloudburst, it could never of had
made it through this system, as the dross of Tom, it had been
full of Ronald’s foul scurvy. Nasty minds, they were inflated
into Ronald’s quagmire. Surfing with him in its cyberspace,
their gaming squalor, it had continued, so Ronald had to be
killed.
Emilia's reach, it hadn't been able to grab a hold of Soo, for
she would have had strangled Soo's tongue out of her mouth.
The victim, they were lured by an always. Remaining as this
ignoble and harsh speed demon, an interchange, of the
course, this turncoat, he had been taking these ultimate steps,
so things, they had started to make Ryan fretful. Pensive at
such a point, his lack of responsiveness, it had started to
make Tom go berserk. Antipathy with Ryan's incredulous and
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staggering stall, it had soused them in an obscurity of its
indecision. Creeping up on them, it had wavered in as their
doting doldrums. Harbored of these maddening suspicions, it
had come from an outer space.
In an effort to defame Tom, a round robin's mob with an
illusion and by a delusion, squashing the butt of a nine
millimeter, it was gripped in Tom’s right hand. There had been
none to spare, as a detour of this moment, its beaten brains,
they were of its knock’em down. Power and might, Tom had
no fear, as its fangs, they had grappled at her with this
mangled herd. Easements, they were up and through Tom’s
vindictive head, as this renewal medley of his transmigration, it
had come with a gist of this cholera. Signaling Tom, he was
with its artery and diorama. Soo’s pandemonium, it had been
anchored in and from this thruway, so a savory never-never
land, it was nameless. Without milk nor of any honey,
molesting in a madness, the handle of Tom's automatic, it had
been detonating off the side of Ryan’s head. Debunks, they
were drumbeating in an ancient Sedan.
A ruthless raven, this had been starving off of what that it was
of their time. Botching in with its panic stricken heebie-jeebies,
it had tasted of a ruddy bitterness. An anointed, adrift and
filtered out of necromancy's gut, a grave-faced look, it had
come from where it had been dragged in the dust. Skeletons
in Ronald's closets, they were playing possum, for their flanks,
they had been pierced. Their gloomy, leather flesh, it had been
hanging loosely over these brittle stiffs. Springing from an
infernal jet off their backbones, of their shoulders, they had
turned tail. Shrinking away, they had come again. They had a
stupor, and it had come from their millstones. Long of
suffering, their cloths, they were dangling into these faraway
lives. No fashion, they had revolted from civilized society.
They had dumbfounded Tom. Daring not to call to his own
soul, being hauled out and empty, he had been bound naked
to a large pillar. Carved with hideous marks, they were etched
in a coal-burnt wood. Strap tight, it had cut its badges. Another
load, magazines, they were shot. Kill, kill-kill and chuck,
chuck-chuck, machine guns, their bang, bang-bang, they had
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become of its whatever. Squashing them as toads, George
had become of its part. Scattered within its ambush, beaten
with an extraterrestrial, he had been with its dead. Courting an
evil spirit, they had went into an Alien Cyberspace. Enticing
them with these demonic illusions of itself, two benumbed
men, Jack was the first to of had reappeared from it, as its
something and or of its other, it was of this and or of that way.
An eternal sleep, it had been wide awake. Languished and of
this morning, they never would of had found their glorious
Lord.
"We’re goin' to have to figure all this out before too long."
Speaking to Jack, Doug was of a torrid slur. Shocked,
preoccupied selves, they had been of it. Running down a
slope, of its small and heated river, Jack had cocked a shell
into his rifle. A first person, a shot of that bullet, it was for
Doug. Vulgar, a profane real-time Jack, he had sighted Doug.
Whipped out, it was of Doug’s rawboned thing, for he had
urinated. A wee morning hour, Marc's cabin, it was on this
Montana hillside. Resting against the main mountains, along
with its neighboring peaks, of its geological pimples, they had
faced this Earth. A small Indian community, they were of those
sheltered lives. Closely watched by it in the game, an
extraterrestrial, it had placed all its eggs in this one basket. Its
always, it had been of them, yet its nothing, they were of its
India. They were sneaking up to Marc's cabin with loaded
rifles, as their job securities, they were in its mind. A wolf, it
had ripped open the throat of a young boy. Funded by the
United States Government, of higher stakes, they were
brought on by Marc.
Doug had went for his penis. Passing its water, Doug was in a
transitory state of himself. Standing up and or down, of Doug’s
puking liver, it had been in his pants. Roused into them, they
were of this call to its nature. Feces and or of that urination, an
extraterrestrial, it had been called by an unnaturalness.
"Its...come on, let me..."
Doug’s anguished voice, it had scared the hell out of Jack, as
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Doug’s heavy-duty pants, an underwear, they had been
hanging midway his thighs. Lopping out, of a long
phallic, it had been with its only. Dripping with tears of its
foggy fluid, its certainness, it was of its times. Ronald was of
this food for an extraterrestrial. Jack had not known of its
either. Blown with Doug, a shoulder of its because, it was with
these things, and they had been of its difference. A cherry had
to of had been popped, and its pit, it was for the back of
Doug’s head. Jack had set his fat face on it, and his cheek, it
had fondled this crossed-eyed hair. An indelicate mis-charge,
it had been hacking into him with this abomination. Opposition
of their mollycoddle passions, it had been sighted. Blackjacks
of it, tumultuous and torpid, an ozone duct, it was of its
mashed blood. Fluid dynamics, of its phlegm, it was backbiting
into Jack.
"I've been feeding off you."
Marc had made a sober quip. There, friend and or foe, elected
of its quantum leaps, it was of an extraterrestrial, as an evil
jump into an online nether world, Marc was of its boisterous,
devious and or cocky stabilized online mankind.
“Am I the slaughterer or the slaughtered?”
Ronald had asked about an unholiness of it.
“I am the slaughtered. You are the slaughterer.”
Marc had come back at Ronald that way.
"Do you believe in God?"
Marc had nodded at Ronald’s question. A diabolic possession,
of an extraterrestrial, it had been started with a radioactive
stability. Mankind had been brought into its leeches, and they
had begun to fester on Marc's face. His veins, they had
channeled of its movement. Quaking of an upload, this
deepened redness, these strangling mutations, they were of
this outlander’s body, as their necks, they had been turned
around. A soulless eye, it had been blinking of its impersonal
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depth of them.
An unimpeded it, as an entryway, this was of Ronald's
conquests, for his sought after Lucifer, it’s presence was as
these hideous gapes. They were of them. Flashing of its
everlasting winks, they were with it. Plunged within its slow
motions and or of its again, meeting bombshells of itself, they
were thunder-bolting into an ostracizing light. Slurping in and
or out of oppressed creations, Ronald’s terminus, they had
enveloped into it, as Marc and Ronald, they were lurking into
these dark corners. Stalking old squawks, they were of this
corporeal knowledge. Rending pleasure from its counter
plunge, one way, it was of its before. Ruled and squandered
with an anarchist’s bellyache, of that heated ejection, firepokers, Ronald had been standing next to them. A pumice
fire-place, it had burst into a piping hot ardor.
Soothsaying architecture, its impression, it was of these black
numbers, for they were girded into a rot-iron hand. Holding its
heavy ten o'clock reading, it was of its real-time. Juliana had
never been later than nine AM. She could of had morn her
father, as she had loved him so very much. She had faked
every tear.
"You were running."
Juliana had talked with Ronald, yet her words, they had come
from an empty head. Gazing into the retiring lights of itself,
they had emanated out of a veil, as Juliana, she had been
enticed by them.
"How many?"
She had asked him.
"From where sweet Julie had I run?"
Ronald had pried back at Juliana. Forgiveness, as a salty
insult, belied with its morning after, Ronald had known of this
beauty, for they were with his beast. Tabloid delusions of him,
they were with an extraterrestrial. Viral and mortifying
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morose, this was of itself. Plowed, its vapid bog, it was of this
fickleness. Ronald's virility, it was of its rather and or of an
intrusion of it. Dawning, Juliana’s waterworks, they were of
this reason. Its none was of its without, as she had been held
behind these closed doors. She had realized it with her father.
It was of its okay, as every young girl, they had wanted their
fathers.
"Mommy do it."
Juliana's naive soles, they were of this coldness. Sherry had
not been sane enough for kids, so she had traumatized
Juliana into a silence. Stinging red marks, they were slapped
across Juliana’s face. Slammed by Sherry, Juliana’s dirty
looks, they were of its afterwards. Usual, Sunday, her father
would of had stayed in his bed, Sherry would of had been
fixing breakfast. Its ritual, Sherry had worked for a
placement agency in Los Angeles. A twenty-seven year
old high-school educated girl from El Monte California, she
had settled in and alongside Larry Pombra. Juliana’s father,
he would of had been working with cars in his junk yard. It was
in an industrial area in Temple City California. Sherry
was around every other Mexican bar in the San Gabriel Valley.
Larry would not drink. He was of this shop guy type. A gasping
moment, it was of those last prayers. An over, they were
of these fretted days in and or of their days out. Living for that
dreadful one, the air, it would of had escaped his orbit. This
time, it had collided into him.
A helplessness in a space, delicateness, it was withering of its
away. With its wisp of wind, Ronald had seen Juliana’s
motionlessness. Reaching out with his tongues, they were
lapping up a leer. Not of a had cared about it, a tickle of her,
Sherry’s daughter, she was with a graveness. Taken from
Juliana, her sin, it would of had been blamed for Larry’s
departure. Her own hand, it was of his undoing - a sameness
of itself.
"Stop."
Juliana had said that with a dolorous arousal. Vaporized with a
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horny and symbiotic devotion, Juliana’s affection, it had
remained with its rather. A sudden death syndrome, it had
been of Ronald, so daddy's little girl, she had been taken out
of the ball game. Balance with its first places of it, they were of
itself and or of a phantom limb of him. A phallic, it had been
with her papa. Filling her cavity, drenching her canal, a vile
World Wide Web metamorphosis, Ronald's spine, it had been
throbbing with an excitement. Diving into these spine-tingling
raptures, they had been fracturing their vertebrae. Warping in
with its treacherous mayhem, Juliana had been weakened
with it. His demonic mutation, it had been reserved, as it was
within his eyes. Now with their faint transports, it was of an
again.
Programmed by this stranger, snarling, it had been negotiating
with its own, as an extraterrestrial’s evil art, sold of itself, an
alien creation, it was with a black craft. Zen shadows, they
were cast at vectors. They were of its sine hue, architecture electronically aligned, for Ronald’s biochemical application as
a serial killer, captured spirits, they were of its same kind.
Dominion of sin, it had brought them together. A nefarious
means of itself, it had been of Ronald's aggression.
Now, slumped with a handsome thick lump, it was hanging
loose between his legs. Dangling of an animated
corrosiveness, it was readied to explode, for its war-horse
volley, it had been filled in with an Alien degradation. Its
cyberspace, it was of this no decay. Ronald's head, it had
jerked in and of its spasmodic way, so he had gathered some
composure. Resisted - an evil possession, its influence was
upon him. An erotic looking stiletto, it was on this hardwood
dresser. After an evil interaction with an elegant chair, it was
pure gold. A curvature blade, it was of its waves - razor
sharpness. Extended outward, of its eight-inch point, it had
been topped from its three-inch width. Sycophancy bribes,
gestures, they were of its sorceries.
When Juliana had heard the stiletto, it had skillfully met with
the top of this rich purple mahogany dresser. A gentle way
with his ends, Ronald had stood naked. This was of its just
before, as he had been sitting in an antique chair. Won with
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rounds, Juliana had made it into his bedroom in West Los
Angeles, for Ronald had owned her soul. Juliana was willing to
of had done anything. Attracted, Juliana had been hiding with
an extraterrestrial. Betrayal of her father's love, Juliana had
been taken into an outer space. Plaguing Juliana with an
existence, she had mal-functioned with Ronald. She had
found her Sodom, so she would of had been his Gomorrah.
"I can help you."
Juliana had spoke to Ronald with feeble and weak words.
They were of its never and or ever. Grieved for the loss of her
daddy’s love, seductions of them, Ronald had been with
Juliana as an extraterrestrial. An always known, facts, Juliana
had kept an online scrap book. It was of their fantasies.
Contagious and villainous notoriety, he was courting these
affections of the damned. Wallowed of skulls, they were in its
rock field. Empty stretches of Earth, it had provided this
means, as Ronald was amazed and infatuated into a numb
patience. He had lowered his sensuous cheeks on the soft
leather chair - relaxed, confident and secure.
"Help me."
Ronald’s voice, it was shedding tears, so softly with this
scandalized ardor, of his insurrection, its doom, it had met the
damsel's archery. Incited by this radioactive lechery, its sicko
malaria, it had been accumulating in a wad of madness.
Tempting to burst out with this crazed eruption, Ronald had
enjoyed Juliana. His fray with a disguised lunacy, of his
despairing dream with them, a pipeline of a little boy's lust, it
had come to Ronald from without. No life, he was of this stinky
and or foul sarcasm. Juliana in his bedroom, this was of its
after.
Full scale and thermonuclear, it had lurched up with its vicious
snatch. Juliana had made Ronald fear for her as a loss, as he
had wanted Juliana to stay. Juliana had provoked his demon.
His wrists, they were bound at the top of this stake. Above his
head, an extending infinity, a knot, it had been fastened under
an overshadow, as it was of an everlasting night. Slavery,
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floundering into these haunting illusions, the gangsters, they
had been of its slogs. Vapid hunchbacks, they had come to
deposit their weariness upon Tom. Their flattened silence, it
was from another world, so Tom's stumblebum, it had been
put in a pastier, as there was nothing but a travesty. He had
tried to pull through. A sight of a dither exit, his mushrooming
gallows, they were of his do-or-die. This sardonic reflection of
himself, his wild killjoys, they were treading the measure of its
shroud.
Brute, unflinching and of an unbearable ability to hold his
teeth, they were the grubs from a mollified sanitarium. They
had been of an only. A saltwater diet, of dominos in their
matrix, they had been funneling backward. Flash of lightening,
Tom’s body, it was still trembling, as his redeemer, it might of
had been approaching him in this distance.
"You're not responding?"
Ryan's shakedown, it had not registered with Tom, as he had
been giving Ryan these black looks. Shooting out of Tom’s
head, there were these lapses of memory, for his lunatic, it
was marrowless as a presence of Ronald's mind. Ryan had
wanted to check in on Tom's voice of conscience, yet Ryan
had no need for a rock bottom despair. Paraphrasing Tom's
self-ruin, Ryan had stiffened his spine. Previously questioned,
of belated and sacrileges rehearsals, they had been inside
Tom’s jack o' lanterns. False impressions, they were shining
from Tom’s jailbreak eyes. An eruption into Tom’s present, he
had eroded into an obscene pornography, for his queer
thoughts, they were wandering in and of their shroud. Delirium
tremens, Tom was in an elixir of a boring supernatural and
satanic demonology. From the temple of Beelzebub, Tom was
fluttering on both sides of time.
Locked in his head, an all-seeing and slippery surrender,
smeared of its kerosene semen, its serpent, it had been with a
convolution. Dooming a gummy old man's mouth, from the
lack of a lubrication, this grim spelunker, he was wasted in a
sleazy coercion, as Tom’s livid blood relatives, they were
robbing him of this ravaging shell-fire. Mocked out and with
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this pitiless clobbering of his pompousness, Tom had been
blotted out by this foe. Without any bravado, of a sapping
hemorrhage, Ryan had swaggered into Tom’s loudmouth, for
it had been of its without - pretension.
"We jacking off on this one?"
A simple question, Tom had wanted to get a thunderclap from
Ryan. Digging into Tom's purple blossoms, Ryan's bulldog of
a mind, it was licking Tom’s pup.
"What's your problem?"
Laborious words, they had groaned out of Ryan’s mouth.
Coming out of its realm, Tom had been contriving against
Ryan.
"I thought that we were together on this?"
Ryan had tried Tom another way. Up the river, of another story
in their same book, Ryan had basked in it. Glaring at the blood
that had been spilt, Ronald had demonstrated his wrath on the
Net. Everybody had went online for this alienation. Chaos and
strangeness, an anybody's mind, it was of this infamous
resume, yet something else, it had started this far-out type of
resurrection. It could of had torched all cities. A hit or miss,
this skillful and or its maudlin, Tom’s temples, they were
pulsating on the both sides of his head, for he was about
ready to cream his pants. Breast beating for his home-boys,
Tom had given Ryan this nudge of his grudge. It was from the
tip of his barrel, a nine millimeter.
"You think that I'm jacking off?"
Growling, of Tom’s vicious and interrogating defenses, they
were in its portal. Delusion and illusion, it was of their
cyberspace derangement, as all minds, they had become
malformed. Deviating them from out of its time, space and into
its law with their jungle, they had been stabilized.
Denying them their ability to decay, back into a transparency
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of itself, alive and or dead, of this information at hand, it was
of their cohesive nonhuman development. Tom's senses, they
were fixated by it, as his eyes, they were combing their
forefront. People had been watching, and they were taking
notice of Tom. With his automatic handgun to Ryan's head, it
was of an outlander. It had stopped the passersby, as they
had seen him stealing their show. Tom's effort, it was
withering into and onto himself, so Snake had slid in on their
parade. Emilia had set his course. It was of her vendetta.
"Keep it down baby."
Snake, as the car-jacker, he was brought into her spell.
Grabbed and on the cuff, there was a revitalization of Ronald's
culprit, for Snake, he was into Emilia’s racy hormones.
Abnormal abilities, they were of his application.
They had shown no decay. Emilia had thought that she had
become part of this inhuman race, yet she had finally
belonged. Its something that she had belonged to, it had
made her a nothing. She had no knowledge of herself.
Meaninglessness, it had started to make a bizarre statement.
Her orgasms, she had worshipped them. Crazy, of an untidy
and peppery midday rebel, at the time and along, of his grunts,
they never had copped a plea on her behalf, for she had
seized him. Snake had shot her up with his tumor. Grueling in
a spatial with an Alien application on its superhighway,
Snake's volley, it was pulverizing Emilia. With this conjugated
adhesion to Ronald, of Snake’s spelunking, it had evoked
Emilia into this consecrated fetish. A flesh-eating animal with a
murderous infection, conjured by Ronald, it had coagulated
into Emilia’s blood.
Strain, an explanation, the consequence of Emilia, it had been
afloat with this pell-mell drain. Ronald’s blood, it had been
fading in and out. Hopping into her panties, Snake had
slopped up his pre-requisite six-pack of gaudy peach wine.
Along with a couple joints, Emilia was dressed in an old
t-shirt. Tied at a noose and in this front, slackened and of its
hang on her, she was late with an intoxication. Snake was
seamy. Unwashed and waning from his wear, he had tossed
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Emilia a pair of these jeans. In this underworld kitchen, she
had gotten them on, and they had wrapped her tight.
"Ho’s now bad."
Snake had jabbed Emilia. In this daze, she was four cheap
wines into their morning. Between swallows, she had given
into its all, as she had been his. Hurt some, her fate had been
sealed. Tilting the bottle high above her head, she had
guzzled the remainder of it. Afterward, she had let her arm
torpedo down with a cut-throat embryo. Beheading her with a
blackjack boomerang, it had been in an aquatic flurry of an
acid acme. Mixing her up into an abyssal, fusing her in an
abyss, its moon's pit, it had been of a lifeless barter with her
deaf and dumb funeral, as she had waited for Snake’s riot.
With his squad, she had spread her legs wide. In the dark, it
had dangled out.
Tailored for a bluejacket marine, he had been astern. A fortyounce, it was half full of beer. With its slight foam, of its
agitation, it was at the top. Salvo from a hose, this
grasshopper of space-time, it had been making quantum
leaps between its stars and planets. Ronald's delusion, it had
been of this illusion, and Emilia, she would not blush with it in
her mouth. Beingness, she was ready to spar with Snake.
Toying with his meat, she would eat it. Snake’s madman, he
had ripped their car. Emanating and of a demented eviction,
there was no duel.
"Go. Get right on with it."
Without any etiquette, he had no polishing graces.
"Wait on."
Snake had delivered Emilia, as a sleazy melodrama in West
LA, it had seeped into her with a rapid mildew of his germs.
Her slithery awareness, it was of him. Parasite, it had been
swimming in their cyberspace fish-bowl. Gold, it had been
taken by fugitives, and her plasma, it had been filled with
these inner workings of an Alien. Melting, a sleight of hand, it
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had been adhering to her. Emilia’s limping urges, they had
come from this syntheses of Ronald's Spelunking Website
network’s massive multiplayer online game. Global illusions,
they were of a nine day wonder. Lending in with its pogrom of
jewels, speaking to Ronald with these toneless words, Snake’s
public violence, it was of a counterrevolution.
Amends, of his fervent despotism, it had bit the bat with a
piggish notion, as it had no cross to bear. Empty stomach, fed
by an Alien, Snake had strolled across the street in West Los
Angles. Into Ronald's quarrelsome venom, it was of his
argument with an Alien. Searching for the Devil, of a reservoir,
it had went into Emilia's psoriasis, as its lethal stillborn
chemistry with pixels, it had cob-webbed into her with his
mummy's fossils. Burrowing into her, its broke and deadhouse flies, they were in a Sphinx of its concussion. Drifting on
this Superhighway with their incongruous stakes, discharged
from its diabolic straw-men, their innate and fig-less trees,
wanton wanders, they had been without an Achilles heel, yet it
had grasped at its mankind with these empty hands. Exhaling
of their one liners, flashing their wit, they had been without
their fear of a God, as their light, it had went out with their
matchless masterpieces. Straining with its caskets, of their
reigning effigies, Lucifer's children, they had been stirring
within their voracity to copulate into this kangaroo courtship.
To lure in a mob-hopping madness, of this obsession, it had
boiled in with their bad-blood. An awe inspiring force, the
sheepish little hole, she had seen Snake. Eating this dust of
mankind, she had been burned with these witches. At the
stake of Ronald's barbecue, Snake had just inched in and
then - plunge. All the daylight, it had been shining in Emilia’s
night. An obvious worker for his office, of the type, she had
been cast by his Alien. Snake's coup de ‘etat, it had
assassinated the lost in this cyberspace prison. Snake could
kill on sight, and Ryan's quirk in its wave of trouble, it had
been skinned into a hellcat viper. Laboring in Herod's
rampage, they were lambasted into this Godforsaken writhe.
Sockets, they were masquerading into Ronald. An
extraterrestrial domain, suspicion as its eyes, they were of an
online mankind. Tom's corruption, it had been decking
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Into Ronald, so a chicanery to rouse up some sort of
a vagabond slab, its cyberspace illusions, its delusions, they
were of an unsympathetic drooling over, as a retarded slugthug, it was waking in and of this drudgery. This had entrapped
them in an exhalation of the Devil’s excrement.
"Mr. Bertram."
Ryan’s words, they were sarcastic. Sculptured of all these
heavy anchors, they had been tossed into Ryan’s sea. Before
Tom, through this maze of idiots in his hunt for Ronald, Ryan’s
dead weight, it had been grinding Tom’s day.
"There’s a toilet on your shoulders."
A precious one at that, a decimation of himself, Ryan was
placid enough to put a choke on Tom’s words, yet ready to
pop, Tom had brandished his hand-gun out in front of people.
In this cyberspace illusion, the stragglers, they had been
skulking around in and of this luck-luster domain with Los
Angeles. God could of had been only too kind to of had held
them all in and of this act of faithlessness. Emilia had already
been dealt her death blow, so Snake could never surprise her.
The two police officers, they had swooped in and behind a
parked sedan. It had either turned sheepish or sleepy-headed,
as somebody should of had been dead and or gone by now.
People had gotten their brains scattered in Hotel California all
the time. Ossified moments, they were the best of brains.
Building rockets, clenched and kicked out of their buckets,
they were full of bullets. Same intelligence, their guns, they
were stuck with its index finger. Pulled, this trigger, it was of
their own biochemistry in an electronic architecture. In an
unknown abode, the two blackguards, they were from East
Los Angeles in this game. African Americans with guns drawn,
they were dropped down from an outer world. Mind delusion,
they had come after this sedan. They had left their police
cruiser, and its lights, they were flashing. Its doors, they were
left open and in the middle of this street, so their space-walk, it
had ensued in and of its thereafter. This would of had been an
easy whack for them. Thoughts, the dupe, he probably had a
toy gun. Happens all the time, they had such a pleasure.
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Riddling them in the back, people were defending themselves,
so the anger, of this payola, it had been electrocuted into
them. Psychotic beliefs, Emilia had met her dead-duck, so her
heart, it had been forlorn. Craving an agony, her incurable
crunch, it had been of an impious slab.
This harpooning place of daggers, of its flint and steel, it had
been shoved into all these children. They had been left in its
lurch, so these cyber-spatial and irritable injections, they were
of their hypodermic screams. Screw-worm and screw-balling,
this cocky and crazy marking down, a self-impeachment of
Ryan and Tom, they were moonstruck into Snake's unholy
matrimony with Ronald, as his vainglory, it had been hatched
into these genes. From a cosmological connection, denied
radioactivity, this pellagra of a Web application, it had no pet
in a penance. Racking out of oneself, wine-colored scurf, it
was scintillating of this psychic foulness. From Ronald's
ransacking fetishes, it was breeding into Snake’s jitters.
Remote throws and harsh farewells, they were of these
exploding clinchers. Vertigo collapses, they were
somersaulting with and of its entities, as they had been
coming to Snake in a nondescript application.
A manifestation of this viscera, thermodynamical stability, it
had been decaying into an extraterrestrial abode. With its jetblack fracturing of him, Snake's hothead, it had been of an
illicit attack. Double-blind PD, they had been honing in on the
game. Their play was at where Ryan and Tom had been
realized in the sedan. Ryan had started to crouch out of that
cyberspace, and looking to log off, there would of had been a
heated volley, as Tom’s graphic ashes, they would of had
soon come to dirt. In this game, it was the way that it was, so it
had to of had been it then. Ronald’s seething morass, it was of
their post-dated and devious detour. Crucifying all the rude
convicts, shrinking into their thermos, it had been between
their ears, so this bioelectric energy, it had been cooled.
Rustling of them into a highball cavity, they had been dropped
down into and at where Tom had a silent nine millimeter, and
it had remained nameless in his grip.
An amoebas ammonia, it had been discovered in a
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cyberspace way, and it had been of an Alien. The semantics
of the Internet, it was of their own lynching. White noise, it had
been concealed by this black-magic. Their gunshots, they
were lurid reminders, as they had been hacked off and
plucked out. A baptismal, it had been without a go-between.
Redirection and or of a slackening, their spirits, they had been
hunting for their bodies. In an extraterrestrial affinity, reverting
them into this bottomless abode, of their own call, it had
collided technology, for a stoic mystery, it had been pinching
mankind's kettle drums. Made from the faces that were
cooked into Ronald's cyberspace amnesia, the scraps of this
Devil, they were checked out. Snake's debate, it had been
hung-over from an outs, as this cyberspace place, it had been
of its slaughter-house. The two PD, they were plodding on this
Koreatown street. Somewhere on its Superhighway, they were
club-footing into it.
From their wise-cracking sneers, they were of their bloodthirsty pits. The leveling of an imbalance, it had been going off.
Plugs into thugs, flaunting their teeth for this power, worn
down from a gross distraction of life, its death, Ronald was
reneging with himself.
"I was gonna?"
Tom had gawked at Ryan for an excuse, yet Ryan had been
gathering his own odds and ends. Snake had crept up. Back
and behind them, previous of Tom and Ryan, there was a
police cruiser. Bubbles of a lawlessness horde, it was polluting
them with a foreigner. Monotonous gongs, someplace or
somewhere, on a lonely hilltop, of the extraterrestrial
cyberspace, it had been used to build these barriers.
Frightening strange creatures, they had settled too close to
their day, for they had been slipping into Ronald's night.
"It's too late."
Ryan had filled in Tom’s blanks with his last breath, as an
Alien sanctuary, it had been deteriorating into them with its
Godless sanctity. Their cosmos, it had sky-dived down onto
this Superhighway. The onslaught of onlookers, they had
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existed for its here and now, yet their beingness, it was driven
off with this wind. Without a cliche’ as a residual of a present
tense, on the deck and face to face with the Alien, of a
decaying embryo, it was ripe for Ronald's vigilant wickedness.
Snarling with its acute acidity, revolted, it was of its
warmongers, and they were operating with this berserk. Dolemen, they had been robbing the corner stone of charity.
Clogged in with an Alien lie, its ghost, it had went headstrong
on this Superhighway. Insane with its beingness, they were
without an asylum.
"What are they doin'?”
Tom’s rude awakening, it had faced this unknown. An
inheritance, neither and or of an either, Ryan had gagged with
an effort to get some adhesive friction, and Tom had
become affixed to the Alien possession. Blisters, they had
started to fester out of Tom’s vomit.
"What the hell’s goin' on?"
Tom’s fury, it had come out of this cold torture. Fevered, of his
contorting face, his eyes, they had been widened, as his
cyber-spaced points, they had festered from this game-plan.
Life and death, of a flagrant credo, it had been staffed by all
these women haters. Licking their chops for a treacherous
plundering with its life, Ronald had been plied to an Alien
witch, and Tom was with her.
Riotous narcotics, they had went into its Superhighway
sanitarium. The Alien's family, they had gone to this dentist,
and it had drilled into their pain. Pleasure, it was pumping
pesticide into these unspoiled kids.
"What are they doing to me?"
Tom’s conflagration, of its panic, it had been graded into him
with these pieces, for Ronald's pyromania, it had been of a
dazzling display. Quavering quasars, they were a snug for
Ronald, as its sumptuous chocolate Sundays, they were
stuffed into them with its piteous jaundice. Streamed with an
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Alien, swashing, seething with others and swapping their
kiddy-porn, they had been of these caustic looks, for these
scandalous lavatories, they were leaching into its forever land.
On its layaway, de-escalated and of its solemn unloading, it
was of an unutterable and or of a volcanic vituperating scowl.
"Da sum my lu!"
Tom was forced to belch up her wretched tongue. Permeating
him with a cyber-spatial hemorrhaging, of this
metempsychosis with another world, its day, it had been of
this night-blindness. Its blasphemy of a white bird, this holy
spirit, it had become an icon, as its graphical user interchange,
it had found Jesus Christ in a cyberspace portal. No Godlike
agenda, of a beingness, it had been rammed in by this gentle
teacher. An Alien God, it was without a creed, religion or cult.
A nine-inch spread, of his six-foot-two inch furor, he had been
glinting with these Superhighway road-signs. Frugal species,
they had went backward in its time, and this space, it was
sampled in their shanties.
Spooked away from detailed descriptions, of an orgy on the
Web with an Alien God, her mind, it had been absorbed in and
of its time, for Ronald's dead bodies, they were lain in and of
these spasms. Vaulting into her with this diabolic coalition, of a
poker-faced innocence, Ronald had left her with an Alien.
Hidden and under her breath, Juliana had worried about her
trail. Venomous scolding, it had dared not to of had been
shown, yet it was of her true relationship.
"Get it off."
Sherry had pushed the bedding tight across little Julie's neck.
Juliana’s terse tears and command, they had seized Sherry’s
roots, so in Julie’s graveyard, Sherry had fallen short and
away. Henpecking at her with its finagled void, of Julie’s
sickening mind, they had been placed in an Alien quarantine.
Precious thunder - Juliana's no laughter, no pig tails, no rosy
cheeks, none of an enlivened animation, they could of had
been ballooned into Juliana.
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Sherry had put her into a schematic complacency, so she
would of had stared fiercely up at Sherry. Infected with
Sherry’s booze and cigarettes, Julie had been stoned into a
barbarous heart. Frantic in an apathy, of a stark raving
madness, Sherry had made off with Juliana’s check. Sinking
from her mother, Juliana had sought refuge from Sherry’s
ravishment. Revolting cramps, Sherry had crowded into
Juliana's face with an index finger, yet Julie was
transfixed upon her mother in a cold-blooded catastrophe.
"He's going to find out."
Juliana had stubbornly told this to her mother, so Sherry
couldn't of had done her insidious ruff-house game at this
time. Juliana's sight, it had glowed with a hard-fought hate, as
a sentient petulance, it had been fueled into Juliana from an
internal combustion chamber. Swept off her feet, Sherry had
been smitten with a street pander's adultery. Hawking Juliana
as a money maker, of an incestuous opportunity, her own
daughter, she was violated with an ardent agony. Perishing
thoughts, they had put Julie in a rock-bottom mausoleum.
Subverting her into a weak-willed punishment, an orbiting
totter, it was of an unborn annihilation. Nullified of a broken
spirit, moribund strength, this had existed in her none to spare.
A severance, it had tinged in with an abjection. Getting past
her bedtime, this night, Juliana's clean hands, they would of
had called in an underwriter, for Juliana’s mother, she had
broken in on Julie’s dreams. Sherry had been hit below the
belt. A roguish feud, it had come to Sherry with its doomed
outcast, so Sherry’s charm, it had run her out of this bonehouse. Sapping her blood, veering her astray and sliding in
something other than a serpent, it had been in her bosom.
"Oh God."
Sherry had said it with a heated groan. He had been cruel, yet
Sherry had needed an inoculation. A forbidden bedlam, it had
been brewing into her with its shambles. Paranoiac and
panorama carousing, barefaced with her suicidal manic
disorder, of the more, Sherry had wanted to take them into
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her. The insanity to get it before, fear after, this had blackballed Sherry into an extinction. Never able to unravel the
abuse that Sherry had consecrated upon Juliana, they would
of had been on bad terms forever. Juliana's fingers, they were
wrapped firm into this caged wire, as the cheek of Juliana’s
face, it was of a heated press. Naked for an impression,
Ronald had just finished. It was of his last surge of an
explosiveness. Coming from the core of her surrender, Juliana
had taken in a long breath, as the pet shop, it was in jitters.
Juliana had said it with a hot and heavy slur, for she had been
bent over. They were in front of the puppy kennels. There had
been a homely bulldog pup, and it had sat on its haunches.
"You done?"
Cold-sweat, it had beaded just below her darkened hairline.
Naked and with a rear spread, she had lain her face against
the kennel.
"Am I?"
Ronald had asked, for he could of had gone on for hours.
Burning with victories, they had went into her hell-fire.
Ronald's muscles, they were toned with an energy, and his
body, it had been alive with a radical, rheumatic - an exotic
fever. Holding himself deep inside her interlining, it had been
saturated with his inner beast. Shied of this movement, it had
been against its grain, so he had pushed back into Juliana.
An ill-tempered limbo mind, daddy's girl, of Juliana’s
reprehensible gallery, it had been sunk deep into her a long
time ago, so she had released her bevy of flies. Whirling
around at Ronald, lousy with his candlestick dreams, of this
cheap light, he had been retired from a devout sight.
"You're done."
Juliana had to tell him, as a finality with her at this fourth
dimension, of Juliana's unbalanced aversion, tyrannized by an
Alien with cool, bad blood and foiling Ronald in his search for
the Devil, Juliana’s engine, it had become a prophetic
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dominion. Drooling, roaming like drunks with Ronald, they had
been networking with each other. Smelling salts, they had
become his revolution. Loathsome, culminating for some sort
of paltry cloak, it would of had hid her in this technological
neuro-psychosis. Punctuating with a lion's blaze of glory, of an
unruly pulpit, it had echoed in with these vulgar words.
"I’m bigger than your Daddy."
Juliana had turned to Ronald, for he had made this
simpleminded statement. Arching her back, regarding it quietly
and waiting for Ronald to pull out, the bulldog, six
weeks and feeble-awkward, it had yapped some of this
excitement. Close-lipped, of a possession, it had been felled
over backward. Labored, Juliana had pivoted her head
around.
"I think maybe daddy was bigger."
Leering at where Ronald's flesh, it had been bogged down.
Snug, it was up this river. After a slight meeting of his
wickedness, she had finished it - a sultry.
"Unplug her from me."
She wasn't afraid. Withdraw some and before, Juliana had felt
Ronald’s streams ooze out of her.
"No."
Ronald had then replied. Juliana had kept it all downstairs and
in the back, and the special ones, they were in this black box.
Ryan was in his firm stand, as there was a watchful eye upon
Tom.
"You saw it! See it?"
Tom had then asked Ryan with this quasi squeamishness, for
Tom’s quorum of a combative humdrum, it had a baby.
Without a power plant, ushered in with its powwow, of his
obsession with this peril, an oath for this false swearing, it was
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of its own doing, for this bull, it had been eaten under a black
moon. A vagueness, it had been at the end of a rope. Buoying
up from Hell on Earth, it had been apprehended with razor
blades. Their straws, they would of had been for a peevish
moron. Morbid and seedy neediness, it was of an artless
mosque, as they were for its bastard infidels.
"What I saw, was your gun in my face."
Ryan had not been driven into his corner. Collapsing during
this gravitational demarcation, this vexation, it was of himself.
Digital flies, they had been previously eaten by brutes.
Brawling into their worlds, it had now become a spider-web.
Ryan's application, of this Superhighway delusion, an illusion,
a neurotic misfit, it had been of this effort to lunge into this
massive multiplayer online game. Ronald’s profanity, of no
truth for Tom, just like the others, like them all, their goblin, it
had been of an Alien Totalitarian God, and it had come online.
Pondering Ryan, Tom was frowning of this frost. Ryan's face,
it was pale. Without blood, it had been burnt to ashes. An
awe-inspiring diffidence - his obscurities, they were
browbeating into Tom’s soul-stirring and spontaneous
discharges. Weeping over a water-less-well and with its
knowingness, Ronald's case, it had infested Ryan with these
latter days. Tom had been participating in Ronald’s outrage. A
vital force, confining Ryan to an enigma, it had been infused
into Tom. This fire-iron, it was at this sunrise. Glint on the
grass and before a certain angle, Ryan had reported to the
FBI. It had been of his dim censure.
Chiding him from a false chuckle, this Alien, it was of his
lopsided mirage, as Ronald had been creating a far-out
bordello on the Internet. Scorched on this Superhighway with
Ronald, his flock, it had been of them in this portal. An
unknown, crude and malignant bait, the FBI could of
had squat a sacrifice - Ryan, and an evil and satanic uprising
on the Web, they were without any heavenly bodies.
Misinformed and molested by an alienation, this cosmology, a
dissemination of their human spirits, Ryan had been anchored
by Ronald, as he had been taken away from himself. No
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whore, no physical expression of his sex, Ryan was ossified
by a backache. The misery, it was venerating him into a
spelunking delusion, as it had become a conjuring trick of an
Alien.
This something, it had made Ryan into its neither hot nor cold,
and a stabilization of its underworld dreams, even the LAPD,
its SIS, they had swooped in on him this time. Hoop-law, it had
been lain in with its another gem, as at this level in this
massive multiplayer online game, this pickle in a jar, it had
been of a clandestine Website. Raising feathers during this
storm, it had caused an inferno of an Alien Totalitarian God.
Siphoning off mankind’s instabilities in Ronald's Website
network, they had all fell into its ruin.
None would nor could there of had been a care. Floodgates
for dateless mongrels, they had been of her compulsory
mutilation. Eye-catching, an evil-minded Jerry, she had been
weaned from her death. Done already, her slow motion and
strange existence, her blood, it was tossed into the gutters of
their Hollywood streets. Stiff, of her forbidden armor, it had
been wasting Jerry away. Her bony structure, it had been
flayed in a cyberspace delusion, as an illusion, it was sifted out
of its transfiguration. An Internet architecture on the World
Wide Web, it had been connected to this cosmos. A
biochemical spatial of humanity in its stabilized moment,
Ronald's mob, they had followed each other.
Ronald was in the lead of their hot-blooded capers, and
Jerry’s silver lining, it had come from an outer space. Fleeing
out of her Hell, losing Heaven and without any other fancy,
she had been crying with an evil voice, yet it had none. An
only, it was heard, as it was from her nudge. Plunge, it had
absorbed her. Excavating her spirit, copulating for a coronation
with Ronald, of its beasts with him, her watch was for his prey,
as Jerry’s cat's paw, it was of this cold-blooded Alien.
It had been a brisk midweek. Everybody had been catching
each other red-handed. Doug and Jack, they had been
sticking to their Simon says mentalities. Intermixing on the
Web with Ronald, his handmaiden, she was of his misplaced
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sight, and the rest of the world, they were dodging its
pitchforks.
Tethered on a pit of vipers, they had been hammer-heading
into this sojourn stake-out. Yawned, this uncanny lack of
flavor, it had been burned into their tissue. This juncture, it
was of their chapped lips. Brought to them by these hideous
memories of Marc, black coffee, they were presently sipping it.
Finally, it had broke in and on through their quietude. Being
more rugged, thinner and with scratches, they had been
thrashed on their faces. Done in an isolation, it was sent into
them with its somber demeanor.
"You know what it says here?"
Doug had asked, yet Jack was forcing himself to drink his hot
coffee. Over his torn glands, they had been put to a sandpaper.
"There's coffee before coffin."
Doug had finished it. Then, he had handed Jack the old
dictionary. Doug had been thumbing through it. Some sort of
manual, Doug had a need to fix this latest gadget.
“What?"
Jack had searched for it, yet his sore-head, of a recent, it had
been flinched away from him and his life. Dismayed
gravestones, of Jack’s eyes - stifled, Doug had come to Jack
on this hillside, as it was from an onrush. Staring at Jack,
caught, Doug had held his mug. A white, simple contemporary
issue, stained and along with its gold lettering that had read
"Ranger," it had been embedded in and of their cyberspace
architecture, and these Earth moving machines, they were
within its geophysics. A trite effort by Marc with his workhorse,
it could of had been India, yet thriving off a small lumber
market, Marc’s paper-work, it was of its hellion with an
ignorance. Impaled, these immortal Indians, they were with
their last rites.
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Shut-up shops, they had loitered around. Murky, its tribe had
settled into an archetype, yet they had no ideas for
themselves. Omitting as much information as they could, its
possible, it was about them in and of their efforts, yet these
Indians, they were flawed and blind. Carelessness, an uncouth
search for this eclipse, of their spelunking trip, it had invited an
Alien. This one, the other, it was with the rest of them, and it
had clogged them up and into an impediment of themselves.
Shameful and clumsy beings, they were of its all mighty
grindstone, for Ronald's predilection, it had been embraced in
this fiery consequence of himself. Muscular powers, they had
been erect for his violence, and their fever blisters, they were
fathomed from his rotisserie of computer power.
An Alien, it was behind the director's chair of this scurvy-faced
beingness. Deep-frying into him with its fleas, lamb-like, a
gaze, it had went into an abyss. Plummeting into this
motionless bowed head, frothing with these sunstroke gashes,
his bare malice, this body, it was of a depreciating fistula.
Dissolving him into its crumbling times, an Alien, it had been
performing its autopsies. Without a number, it had been
gashing into him with these well-wishers, and their uproar, it
was of Ronald's castle building. Counting them without any
mathematics, graven images, they had been trekking in with
their noxious breed.
With her chains of contention, she had been warped into
their world, as an effervescent mob, it was made of their
lucent insertions of it. Playing in the havoc, it had been of
his sword. Her place, it was at those points on the Internet.
Spelunking with an Alien on the World Wed Web, hooked-up,
everything and everyone, they were of this shocking
indigence, as it had been torched into her by Ronald's rod.
Smutting against this computer screen, it was of their
horizons. An observational Universe, it was of an ingress,
as their nether world, it was boiling of an injurious renege.
Tearing open gashes, an Alien, it had stabilized them into
its store-bought packages.
Dwarfing raptures, sloshing ones, they had run down these
icons, and they were clicked. This Website page, it had the
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title of "Spelunker." Ronald had been massaging himself into
this slipperiness, so his sweet-scented sweat, it was of an
outlander’s lust. Flush with these incursions, this ladylove, she
was snapped out of this gloom. Decay in the room, it had
dissipated into its stableness. Without a straight-jacket, untold
about Moraine, she had found him, so Ronald had been in her
quandary. Opening up his e-mails, their subject title, they had
read "Rocky."
Dear Rocky: You said I'd be your bride. I can help you. I called
all of them for you. You need to go to Montana. Meet me
there.
Ronald had stood himself up in a manhunt. Midnight hours,
they were of this offshoot vision. Spreading over the Earth like
wild-flowers, this tech, it had folded out of an antique
European desk. Sleek and thin, of its backside, the table-top,
it had held up a state-of-the-art flat panel monitor. Returned at
end, it would of had been put back inside.
"Here she comes."
Dave’s straight descent, shown as a post-mortem of himself,
Dale was overhauled in its glass sphere, and Jerry was on her
way with these two fifths of booze. Packed out of a liquor store
in North Hollywood, Jerry had become of its parts. Its profound
tangle, as a vacillating vagina, it was with their languid
semiautomatics.
"Ain't payin' this time."
Dale had said it. Cuffing his piece, no longer stashed under
the car seat, Dale had given this old car a turn. Fusillade, it
had overstepped them. Gaseousness, it was of a
cosmological comparison, as an Alien mindlessness, it was of
this grim halo. Devoid life-blood, women, they were of this
street, and they could of had bridled mankind with Ronald’s
oblivion. Too late and too dangerous, the clerk, he had been
inside, and he had let her slide. Bleeding a declaration of their
war, an over embellishment and of an infestation, its insult, it
was stark and inside his head as a banal invasion. Skeptics,
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they had all went beyond, for they could no longer recognize
themselves. Ronald had brought them into his Website with
these decorous hotbeds.
His well-trodden hailstones of rape, murder and mayhem, they
were dispensed on the Net with this quarreling anarchy.
Bursting into their Devil's flames, they had bypassed this Hell
on Earth. A punishment, it would of had taken responsibility for
Ronald. Perpetuated on this World Wide Web with these
heart-sickening liberties, disarranging and percolating into its
cyberspace, a contrite percussion of an Alien tempo, their
computers, they were of this Superhighway, and it had been
driving them all up and into this consecrated breeding ground.
Spoiling man, it had been found at the bottom of this scale.
Insects, they had held dominion over man, for their
cosmological evolution, it was of an Alien God, and an
unfailing treachery, it was expediting them. Thawing at the end
of the line and at the end of time, without space and or place,
they were thunder-bolted into its zeniths. Jerry had fallen into
the pit of this ride. Her hour's murk, it had lurked into her with
a thicker haze. The strangulation, of its revolutions, they were
in an endless tempo. Lying in wait, of the kill, it had come to
them and after this mayhem. Rumbling of these monotone
rocks, its pistons, they were of their panicky last breaths.
Vapors, the blemish of these two-gun toting white trash, add a
junky black whore, they were guzzling this cheap whiskey, for
it had been scandalously taken from the scrawny clerk.
Sheepishly behind the register, he had peered out and into its
night. Through a window, it had sat diagonally in the
storefront’s parking lot. Tasting of their booze, Jerry’s carcass,
it had filtered through and into this beingness. It was from
India.
This small liquor store, it had been owned by some of his
friends. They were in the same pig and poke as him.
Astonishingly, his dreams of America, they had all gone
berserk. Way out and beyond the tattered beer posters,
atoms, they had smashed into him, and a bleak and fool
paradise, its saw horsing - gong of its blunt catacombs, they
had flooded into Althea's drawl, as a harsh hysteria, it was
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from these estranged clouds. The plasma screen, it was at
Den's backside.
"They're goin' to catch'em."
Althea had made a halfhearted and superstitious snipe.
Smoldered and bewildered, an unsightly and bloated
delinquency, it had been in this air and of its background.
Silver hair, Althea’s, it was wrapped in a scarf. Her face, it was
soft and plainly black, and it was bedecked by her brown and
peculiar moles. They were on her cheeks.
"It's not our problem."
Den had taken a dry-as-dust response. Cold-shoulder, of
her tenuous and sordid mangle, they were casually scorched
with this news. Rasping in as a current event, bombarding
them from without, of Ronald's nefarious treachery, it
was inserted. Shell-shocked with a low-grade and
hard-as-nails cookout, it had been of Den’s piecemeal past.
Brewing of this tattered stop pail, mankind had been losing
their direction and spirit. Gagged into its ill-furnished
turbulences, it had come as an itch. Faceless diversion, it was
of a self-sacrificing omen - an Alien. Blotched stinginess,
it had crawled out of her cubbyhole. In an effort to fend for
herself, Althea had duped Den, for she had been a Jesus
freak in revolt.
Althea had bulged out in the space that she had occupied.
Opposite side, the trivial condiments, they were sitting in their
center-piece relationships. Not showy containers of any sort,
Althea had bought them at a discount store. An air-headed
tastelessness, she had been hurling it into Den. Secular grit
and grind, its Devil's paradise, their beer breath, it was
sweating of this THC. Melting them into an elephant
tranquilizer, its shade, it had crushed in on their morning.
Turbulent squadrons, Tom was online and in the game.
Sending out his ignoble thoughts, it was of a roguish midmorning. Insipid moot points, they were readied for its false
impressions, and their half-truths, they were of this dead-heat
between Heaven and Hell. Irretrievable - an even for the black
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hole of Calcutta, of this lurid stalemate, it had been sponged in
from its cosmos. Peevish spooks, they were together on this
Superhighway.
Tom could barely endure with and or without both, as Ryan's
crass frown, it was a lame excuse for an urgent infliction.
Barred from their normal senses, of an attack, Ryan had his
shoddy story too. Godforsaken and a mother of an elf-child, a
nymph beef eater, she had been seduced into an Alien portal.
An Internet architecture, of this unrealistic narcosis, she had
her moratorium with Ronald. Odd pity, it had evicted her
into an ageless coffin. Dangling with its low water, an inertia, it
had been made of its sickness. Crime magazines, they were
of a dramatized nimbus. Cockroach excrement, it was in
his area. Foul melodrama, it was deep-frying of an ornery
enemy. Locoweed, it had went into their scions. Fluid with this
seasickness, an abject Alien slime, it was fused with these
technological lice, so their retinas, they had sprung out of
Ronald's apprehension. Slashing into them, it was perilous
and of an unfavorable ghetto. Creating a concentration camp
for this unknown huntsman, its something, this had been
finagled into them.
Bouncing off their rubber rooms, empty heads, their base hit, it
was of this lame-brained confession. Tangled with its skein, it
had sought their means. Babble-brained, dung - it had been
slid under their nails. Gracing their computer screens, it had
dug in with these claws. Deep within their human spirits, it was
of its own body. Left behind in their technological caves, souls,
they were lapsed into these reclusive digressions. Burning
from end to end, from one page to the next, it had been
placed in a cyberspace. Ryan's hypnotic and transient state, it
had been behind their wheel. Hot plastic, it was creaking off its
barren asphalt. This playing field, it was wide open for them. A
span of its years and feet, of this little Julie, Sherry was under
Juliana’s heart-stirring and haggard isolation.
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A Thinning Veil

"This ain't supposed to be."
Jay Jay had been an icebound African American pawn.
Uncouth and against its rose, Jay Jay was in this purple mini.
Sadistic sadism, its evidence, Den’s war bonnet, it had been
of a deadened macrocosm. Culminating on the Superhighway
with this maggot Jay Jay, it had started to differ with Den.
"I’m supposed to be. You’re not supposed to be."
Making his speech, Den had fixed his tie. Althea had neatly
over starched and pressed it for him. Fondling his hand-gun in
this gutter row, an electronic architecture on the World Wide
Web, it had been transferring information into an Alien
Cyberspace. Brought into being by Ronald's Spelunking on
the Net and in this massive multiplayer online game, this
flouting of humankind, it had no shelving point. Rehashing a
pith of energy, it had come from this vacuum.
Jay Jay's protoplasm, it was of this maladroit and
dumbfounded online mind. Large and gold earrings, they had
detonated into him with an indulgent class. Meaningless, an
infer of themselves, it had been dropped off and into an Alien
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hindquarters. Cosmological, distorted and of a schematic
defilement, it had been of these double-parked clinchers, so
an Alien watchtower, it had abstracted the Internet, for it was
of this counterattack. The bad graces of a serial killer, it had
met Jay Jay's culprit with Den’s merriment. Pontificating of his
foolery with Den, Jay Jay had been gaming in Ronald's
Spelunking Website network, as Jay Jay was of a ravaged
lifestyle.
"Where we at now Jay Jay?"
Den had hollered with a candor. Insulting Jay Jay, a
homesickness, it had halted them. Defaulting into an Alien,
Jay Jay had spread himself, so Jay Jay's infested legs, they
were in front of Den. Illogical platforms, cooled from his high
heels, his halter-top, it was skulk off his chest. Worm-eating
reversals, these rings, they had pierced his breast. His naval
flesh, it was of an outing for Den, for Jay Jay’s sneak preview,
it had introduced Den to this dark and pitched blood. Jay Jay’s
profusion, it was of a wrath, and this was full of a stabilized
biochemistry. Den had made a pig's eye at Jay Jay.
Acrimonious, a lump, it was from this bottomless profanity.
Hard and stabbing up toward an Alien Cyberspace, frenetically
in a whacky retardation, Jay Jay’s only mechanism, it had
been used as a exhausted defense. Inoculated into a tithe, it
had been away and with a common backer.
"It was you who had wanted to do me."
Sputtering out of his strained face, Jay Jay had pushed it up
and toward where there had been no sky. With an Alien
erection, it had been shown.
"Do me! Just do me!"
Church attendees, Jay Jay's video, it was made of an ache,
and Den had worn no sackcloth. Privy to pink panties and
ebony lace with matching heels - netted stockings, boots, of
Den’s vainness, Jay Jay had come to Den full of his fluid, yet
Den had been in his Sunday best. The atrophy, an Alien
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forlorn, stagnated into this thermodynamical blood, there had
been no fireproof boundary, so Jay Jay, he had been surfing
with Den. A fretful cuddle, it had bobbed higher. Cut-less, a
javelin act on the Internet, this Superhighway, it was jampacked with Ronald. All fickle, it had been going down on the
Internet, as there was this extraterrestrial information transfer.
An underwear, of uncooked tragedies for the Alien God,
craggy and crooked answers, they had been shrugged off by
its close encounters. Strange to them and of a slattern fetish
with the reptile, it had bumped her into its Universe, as
Ronald’s star, it had been tossed to her with a point and or
click. It had been of an each to each. In an antisocial gaming
network, she had mitigated with an Alien Totalitarian God.
Warped in an electronic architecture, of other genitalia, they
had been damned on this Superhighway by Ronald. A blunt
outrage, it was of its conflict between these two, so it had
brought Ronald into of what that was of this three. Its steadystate theory, it was of itself.
Filling their guts with this radioactive decay, tiresome
neurotransmitters, they were degenerating into these
irrevocable flames. Running deep into this bleary-eyed
state, their fluid movement, the dirty maid, she had swallowed
this Alien blunder, so Ronald's caustic defamation, it had been
hitting her with all its cylinders. Her goblin, the blur of Jay Jay,
it had been sapped out of Ronald's boyhood. Jay Jay had
been the felon. Caught by Den's infection, fuel of an Alien
God, it had been blemished into them. A witch's goat, it had
run wild. Its ill-bred vehemence, it had been churning itself out
and on the Web, and Ronald's dwarfish rat, it was of this
pitiless cringe. It hadn’t felled Jay Jay. Combat fatigue, of a
drained ejaculation, Den was in love with Jay Jay's erotic
patience. Savoring himself for the moment, Den could take
another shot at Jay Jay, yet the first one, it was right between
his eyes.
Mutation of a transvestite, it was jacking off in front of Den, as
they were both behind a Baptist church in South Central. Den
had been saving this 357. Blasting off in the Alien portal, Jay
Jay's nightmares, they were of Den's dream world, as Jay Jay
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had held his joystick. Raptures, he had taunted Den. He was
online with Ronald. Brunt of an Alien aggression, of this
collision with this biochemistry and physics, it had opened up
these particle physics. Sweetened of a suck off its mama's tit,
Den couldn't of had come to grips with this Devil, so Jay Jay,
he was lain out as this scorned anus.
"Do me now so what it’s gonna be later?"
Jay Jay had made his gripe. Conveyed by the flaw of
humankind, carousing with him, there were moonbeams on an
extraterrestrial forehead. Mated on Jay Jay, reducing him
into this low and dingy uphill climb, he had been online
masturbating in an Alien portal. Ronald's blundering search, it
had come back and in a stability. A worsening human
existence, a cognitive awareness of self, it had been with this
maul between good and evil. Knocking on their heads with an
Alien, it had expired into and out of their time.
Dressed up for a botched abortion, Den's unmindful
provocation, it had brought in these hermit molecules from an
Alien cosmos, and they had been scattered about this
Superhighway. Blazing out of Ronald's sinking funds, an
extraterrestrial invasion, it was pulling the chain on everybody,
so an intense revulsion, it was of these Alien spasms. Mortal
moth-eaten and screwy kerosene battles, they were skillet
cooking on this Superhighway, as an Alien wilderness, it had
been formulating as an application. Siphoned away and up
into a decay, these sprees, they were conveyed by Ronald.
Their spirit poser, this was at the throne of its Universe, and it
had been erupting into them. Befouled, of his sewer, the
downhearted, they had gone astray in Ronald's Spelunking
Website network’s massive multiplayer online game, for this
roving downpour, it had been under the clouds of an Alien
God. Groping to everything and everybody, of their darkness,
it had given Den his burning finger. Jay Jay's body, it was
undergone and of this combustion, as an inky pool with its
classical hardware, Den had held the empty gas-can. The fire,
it had embarked into an Alien infinity. Spoon-feeding the rest
of them, of Ronald’s tastiness, the Alien God's uncooked
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meat, it had been junk-piled into these disgusting reruns of
themselves. Scorching lethargic strangeness, it had become
this kinetic straggler. Outstripped of a perpetual motion with
this cosmos, castrated of its time, their weight, it had been
changed. Seething upon them with its split personalities,
Ronald had become absent of himself.
Emilia's life, it had been a simple arrangement, yet she had
kept herself as the born again thief in Ronald's night. Dying
down and out of her deathless failures, the muse without any
shame, she had been in this unfeeling and ransacking
melancholia. Loathsome in an attempt to of had their sleepy
grumble with Ronald, they had been blown to these four
winds. Emilia had walked the chalk as an always at the
Satellite Cybercafe in Koreatown Los Angeles. Ghost of the
one who had kept the keys, she could backtrack into their
disoriented eyes. Erotic spells, of its ecstasy, Ronald had sent
Emilia into these streets with a pick-ax, as an elite doom for
her lusty intercourse, Emilia had been creating these morn-full
and intolerant relationships. Ill-tempered and soon to of had
been a Snake, this ugly customer of Ronald, people were
jolted by Emilia's dim witted shut-in.
Instantaneously, she was racked into his intractable disease.
Impulsiveness, the cutthroat in a half-baked world, it was of
their illogical and artless selves. Germinating into a grisly
unearthing, it had wanted to rap on their knuckles.
Impregnation of himself, an elation as a doomsday, Emilia had
been blackballed. Passed on and into Ronald, her trauma, it
was of an immortal setback. Emilia would pull them out and
onto her slumping commonness. Shattering all of her Internet
barriers, she had been traveling with a glum upheaval of
Ronald. Paling into its humankind, a feud, it had come to him
from a remoteness. Crashing into him from an Alien portal, his
finicky disease, technology was of this jaundice urine.
Spurning in and of his quasar deception with the rest, a
roasting and rip roaring gloriousness, it was war-painted into
him. Misbehavior at a prior time, it had been out of his mouth.
Implausible refinements, the tormentor, he had been
imprisoning others with these grievous buzzards. Weakening
him, it had been thundering against them.
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Putting forth his nerve-racking presence, Ronald had been the
wolf. Going downhill for a downfall, an Alien, it had an
envenom control of his spirit. Victimizing mankind, it was an
atrophy for power. Gorging of a humankind, synchronousness,
impious animal sacrifices, they were in front of the Montana
cave, so a vile halo, it had been left over a seedy valley.
"What are you going to do when we get there?"
Simple and a quaint question, it had come from Juliana. On
this highway, running ragged from West Los Angeles together, Ronald had parked a beer between his thighs.
Juliana was nursing hers. Wearing it in a smutty way, a cheap
and vinyl yellow skirt, she had on a peach top. As a pet-store
owner in southern California, she had been vying for Ronald.
Dilapidated, of a bad impression, she had wanted to get
underneath it.
"Does it matter what I do now?"
Ronald had questioned Juliana back. Sweating through his
white button down collar shirt, building up his snap, Juliana
was lain before him. After her dainty copulation, she had
became intimate with his demons. Juliana had no care about
Ronald’s touch-and-go insanity, yet Ronald could of had torn
Juliana’s eye-balls out and eat them like cherries.
"No."
Juliana’s reply was empty - hollowness. It had brought a quick
glance from Ronald.
"Would it of had been yes then?"
Ronald had spoke of what only little Julie could of had
understood. Straddling the neck of his beer, it was alongside
of the steering wheel. Burying her face in his lap, Ronald was
roused into Juliana. Licking these resigns off of him, he was
her lamb-chop. Fingers, they were on his baton. Stud, he was
in her love seat, as these superior cows, they were of a
nefarious ghastliness. Transferred in by Ronald's chameleon,
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they had been burning into themselves. Cheetah and
gibberish, an unmanned space-cadet as a carpenter, he had
been nailed to Ronald’s cross. In an effort to launch into its
space, an oriental weirdo, it was of a weak vengeance, as an
Alien sideshow on the Web, Ronald would of had spit her out
of his sight. This would of had been of its after - Juliana.
"I’m becoming your douche bag."
Moronic and rancorous abstinence, she had been a nothing at
the time. Grouch, she had plummeted like an angel of death.
The oddball, she had fled from her body and into an Alien
Cyberspace. Filled with its larva, she had been a once and
before, as its angel, it had clouded into her interior. Deplorable
facts, Juliana had been Ronald’s sexual slave. An uncultivated
application on the Web, it had been ordained and of an
untamed flounder. Her cranky whoredom, path-finding in an
Alien Cyberspace, it was of an irate sewer gas, and a viscous
waste management, it had been passing this ball. Out of her
bowels, this Alien, it had been lying beneath the sod of an
illusional Earth. Emplacement, it had become this tiresome
march. Muffled drums, they were pounding out on the Net.
Paranoid and pornographic barbarousness, it had inebriated
mankind with these unbearable last laughs.
Against and between themselves, their blind bargain with
Ronald, it was of this waxing and waning attempt to introduce
an ill-proportioned bonehead. Choleric repellent,
it had been of this cosmological definition. Mapped out of
humanity in an Alien Cyberspace, it was an upshot of this utter
bizarreness. Juliana had indulged herself with the only toy that
she had available. Toppling her out of a balance, the beer
inside, it was agitated. Foaming, of its residue, it had come
into her. Boils bursting, they had brought on these
seizures. Slammed into another world, her body, it was
contorted and warped with sores. Worms and maggots, they
were on her gangrene and proud flesh.
A transmutation, it was of her fiery decomposition, as her skin
diseased legions, they were festering into her. Tumbling down
from an Alien abode, Juliana was of this certain upload, as a
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freakish ghoul, of his body, these horns, they had crashed
through her skull. Detonating antennas, they were
communicating to Ronald's monster. Connecting to an Alien
God, things had went into a noiselessness. This horror, it had
left Ronald's evil charm. The new car, it had its smell. Reeking
out of an Alien solace, of an apparent and amicable
destination and journey, Juliana couldn't figure Ronald, for she
had just gotten into it for the mix-up.
An incorrigible wanting of hers, dampness, it had come from
her neglectfulness. With this new state of beingness, up one
side and then down the other, Ronald wasn’t a second rate nor
of a routine lover. Deformed as a character of an Alien God,
he had taken Juliana into this habitation. Harbored within
a flurry of Ronald's role playing in the game, of his visits
afterward to her pet shop, they were embedded into Juliana.
Both untold and of their amputations, Juliana had not
deserved it, yet Ronald had conveyed it to her. Observing him
at first, Juliana had started to lose her resemblance. Decaying
outward with a radiance, this reflection, it had held her into
Ronald's decrepit and un-guarded self, as she was sold to
Satan in an unwritten sepulcher.
On its Superhighway, of an extraterrestrial feasting - an owl, it
had been isolated into this riot. An Alien information transfer,
of these bird-eyes, they had been held in another place. The
fiend, it had been seen in and of this human shape, yet Ronald
had the look of a gentleman pimp. Put on ice to sell himself off
from a fact, Ronald might of had been a flunky retard. Sold to
these idiot widows, of a secluded burrow, their drive to
Montana, it was of a soft Irish song. Pre-planned seduction
and provocations, they were discussed beforehand. The small
light with its redness, it had indicated an activity. Tenderness,
it had been brought about by a treachery.
Localized, of a terrestrial world as the suspect, his
gentlemen’s infamy, he was in a pressed, white shirt with a
button down collar, gold-cuffed sleeves. Brown slacks, tailored
and along with his matching handmade shoes and socks,
Ronald was of an elitist. From out of an exclusive men’s store,
he had on an expensive watch, and he had worn a sapphire
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on his pinkie finger - opposite hand. Adornments, they were of
his hustler, so there was a slight settling notion. An evil-minded
serial killer, Ronald had dumbfounded Ryan.
Online and on the World Wide Web, connecting to others
through the Internet in an Alien Cyberspace, there had been
no appearance or scant of a penalty for Ronald’s behavior.
Loosening his thoughts in this massively multiplayer online
game, as an antisocial Spelunking Website network, of an
Alien God, it had put them into their slave states. No disgust, if
Ryan had forgotten to waltz Ronald’s spiritlessness off to the
gallows, an Alien Totalitarian God, it had held them intact.
Flimflam, it had saturated the airwaves. Its wicked nettle, it
had given Juliana a sense of enemy.
"I must of fallen asleep."
Juliana had broke out of her dumdum. Tipped over and into its
void, she had been subverted into Ronald, for his last will and
testament, it had tied her up. Wrecking her into Ronald’s
grudge fight, things had changed so quickly. Landing on its
Superhighway, it was from this cosmos. No eternity, not
defined by the traditional Heaven and or Hell, Juliana had
thought that she might of had been able to recover herself
from an online nightmare, yet transcending into its
transparency, she had decayed on its Superhighway. Hosting
robberies of their spirits, there was no way with a return for
her, as Ronald’s hell-puppet, of its bone-crusher awareness, it
had been thrown into her bosom. This something undisguised and rancid, it was of this disgust. Purported on
the Internet, Juliana had went into rear gear.
Riveting standstill, she was thrown overboard. An unrecorded
haze in an Alien abode, it had placed her in an Internet daze.
Led by her nose, it had taken her to daddy, for at a time, she
had been hobbled with an extraterrestrial. Precooked of her
father, a sickening in its high and dry meaning of life, they
were stammering at the wheel of this change. Ronald had
taken Juliana for a ride with him to Montana, yet Juliana had
seen her father again - Larry.
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"Where are you taking me?"
Solemn, foul and breathless - Juliana had asked. Hypnotized
into a glacial dispiriting of herself, Juliana had to take a
moment. Withdrawn sustenance, of a previous application, it
had taken her away from any semblance of comfort.
"You mad at your daddy?"
Larry had come from a channel. Dark-like, God had been
hiding in its hole, as Juliana had been spelunking in it. This
jinx, it was of this tacky fling with her on the Net. Shock
therapy, it was captured by this information technology, and
heart failure, it had come from this gouging mooch. Yawned
out of Juliana’s soul, bled of its death, Juliana had no reality.
Risqué endeavors, her mother and father, they had been dead
far too long. Many an hour and afterward to verify its before, in
as much and of the same effort, at first and after her mother
had been eliminated, Juliana had coaxed her father to
reshape his appearance, so his handle-bar mustache, Larry
had grown it with a vain gluttony. Conceited guesswork, it had
given him this newfound look, so licking his chops, Juliana had
wiped it on his face.
Getting over and on her father for money and inheritance,
Larry had a good feel for her, and since Sherry had been left
in her suicidal way, he would keep his daughter on the same
side-track. Certain thoughts, they were for Juliana to of had
been lead astray in the future. Aspirations with an each other,
it had come with this touch. Slight and idle bickering, Juliana
had given Larry those devious looks. Sherry and Larry, they
had held their conspiracy against Juliana, and they had taken
great pains in their efforts to deprive her. Poor child, she had
to cave in after some strong wind. Debunk, of their opportunity
for them to exaggerate, a savage plight, there had been an
every which way with Juliana, as she had been pluming into a
notorious hussy. Her outbursts on the World Wide Web, they
had come from this poverty-stricken silence. Compulsive
affection, Juliana had wooed this serial killer. Spelunking, of
these murderous escapades on the Net, Juliana's weep, it had
come to her in a many-sided way. Blind and of this Internet,
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she had been looking at herself in its mirrored Web.
Enclosed in an Alien abode, this evil genius of Ronald, it had
these salts, and they were of her pathetic father. Snitch, she
would never of had been his victim. Rats, they were born and
not made, so all betrayal, it had been herded into Juliana. An
ill-use of her spirit, caught in a cosmological stability, her body,
she had turned it over to Larry - an afterward, as she had
hoped for him. Her salvage, this disproportionate beingness of
hers, she had been cut off from life. An Alien anchor, it had
been thrown around her neck, as Sherry, she had given Larry
Juliana’s origin.
Cringing from Larry's heavy hand, it had been callused. Oilstained most of the time, their never-ending nick and of its
meter, Larry had been digging into junk cars to pull out these
auto parts. An eventuality, smelling of the mechanic, Sherry's
tubular grasp, it was of this silk hold, as she had taken his
hydrant with her peppery spot. Flooding her with an emphatic
and shabby cross, Juliana had to bear it for them. Set in
motion as a lump in Sherry's throat, Larry had been inverted
inside his daughter's soul. Wavered and with a rigorous aura,
it was enthralled inside her, as an introverted envisioning of an
Alien God, it was deposited from this curative. Wisecracking
gangster-like behavior, it was of a surplus in this belly of God,
so its dog had conjoined them by this damnation.
"It’s right here."
Summoned verve, it was of a fascinating moment for her
perverted father. Ranting in her corpus, an obvious droll, of his
initial inspection, she hadn't reached the age, yet she had
given Larry an announcement. No abandonment of her goal,
no more boredom, Emilia had been tempting Ronald on the
Internet. Aching of this perilous inside story, a hot membrane
of an Alien God, it had been damning her into a radical
corridor. Its impression, Emilia had been inflamed in an
upheaval.
In the Satellite Cybercafe night after night, she would of had
been sitting naked on an inverted pentagon. Brewing online
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for Ronald, her clue, it would of had been raised for him.
Placed in their petite cages, these cute ones, Emilia had often
went to Pomona to confer with Juliana. Like Ronald, Emilia
was fascinated with the rodent types. Juliana had been putting
the small fry in such a spot. Elsewhere in her store, of an Alien
Cyberspace, it had been of Ronald's turmoil. Gathered, of its
radioactive dust, a stagnation and stabilization, it was for this
electromagnetic and bio-electric cohesion with its mankind, yet
Juliana, she had no beef with what that it was of Ronald.
Taking a ride inside his screwed up life, she had secretly
encouraged his hoodlum. Emilia had been biting into an
inexplicable hell-crime.
Erupting in an erratic badge of her infamy, there would of had
come this shock, as a flocking, it had been drawn from an evil
cross-fire. It was of a sinister attack. Loitering close to
Ronald's search for the Devil, there was this frenetic chirping.
Chewing off these canaries’ skulls, of their squeezed fluid the infested fowl play, Emilia had trembled for their dark and
black-red Alien blood. Belching into Ronald's entourage,
Emilia had faded into the cracks of these outdated books.
Riddled of these half-wit attempts, a vandalized paycheck, Soo
had known of Emilia's deceitfulness, as Emilia would had
entered an online ravine. Pleading guilty to Soo, of its mutiny,
Emilia had an endless ability to process information.
In the massive multiplayer online game, Ronald had caused
this stockpile of long-suffering. Grinning from ear to ear and
flush there in an affect, they were of this lifeless direction.
Feeding off this concavity, they had been made in its
exhausted place. Tireless thrashing in and of its drumming out
of them, an overwhelming energy, it was of their risky
vouchers, for they had been purged into this pulverizing burn.
From the depths of their Universe, Emilia had taken the heads
off of these small birds, so her bitterness, it had shouted into
the confines of these held-in hearts. Reaching for an
unshakable black-art, of Soo's outrage, she had been with
Emilia. Finally found and of its way with her, this lame duck, a
murmur, it had come from her mindless and somber priest, for
he had been tormenting her. A bizarre innuendo, it was of this
lady-killer. Thrown out with his wash-water, she was his babe.
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"Let me stick it in your mouth."
Soo's eyes, they were of Snake’s watchdog. Meaningless and
brazen-faced, its get together, Soo was fawning of Snake’s
grossness. Crisis, it had been let out of her savorless and
moody shell. Interlaced with this wicker of Ronald's blunt and
thwarting occupation, Soo was in this cradle of his hellishness.
Spawned in an underpasses on the World Wide Web, an
Internet culprit, it had been exchanging blows with Ronald’s
crude attempts to muster some nourishment. Snake was
monstrous, and Soo had been beaten senselessly in an
endless way. Brought to her knees, Emilia’s tenacious and
feeble-minded heavy-heartedness, she had kept Snake's
vulgar intrusion into Soo. Slow-witted, demeaning and of a
malodorous agitation, of his uncouth tennis balls, they had
made Soo give him this head shaker. Piteous in a lamebrained stronghold, she was mangled by a mental case, as
Snake had been stigmatized into her. Dreadful, the crack of
doom, Snake had jumped Soo’s gun. She had fought Snake
with her last ditch of effort. Before she had come to an
untimely end, he was in her tasteless womb of time.
Snarling with his rod, it had went into her sanctuary. Wasting
away with a dejection, it had been boggling Soo's mind. Emilia
and Snake, they were mortally-ill. Emilia had found the straight
away, and chanting the Lord's Prayer backwards, they were
melodically and rhythmically intertwined at the Satellite
Cybercafe.
"Stick it in my mouth. My mouth."
Trembling at night, she had been possessed of its bare and
midnight body. Dead or alive, a cat's paw on the Internet, she
had been licking the blood off the hands of a serial killer.
Withdrawn, her jaws, they had been held wide, yet Juliana had
been roused. Jetting in and of its speed, Ronald was aiming
his new luxury up the road to nowhere. There had been this
quiet Internet wasp, and it had been flying online. Surely found
and of its way, it had been climbing up their noses.
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"What did you do?"
Subdued yet of frantic consternation, it had been reeling into
her. Questioning this confounded goblin, it was of his grimfaced disorder. Evaporating their spirits, Ronald's power, it
was thrown into this Internet conjuring of others, and it had left
Juliana in his lurch. Ronald had turned to Juliana. Not looking
at her yet taking a peek, Ronald was devoid of any feeling,
and his flame-colored eyes, they were on Juliana’s graveyard
face. Overshadowed with its blood-and-guts, it had made
Ronald into this deep-seated mongrel.
"What is it that you had wanted me to do Julie?"
Ronald had vaulted to her, as his procreation, it had come out
and of this Alien exorcism. Making a stray look, a rearview
mirror of herself, she had been sworn into her own face.
Bellyaching with this forerunner, she was lost and out of
breath. Counter-space, there was an application. Juliana's
hothead, it was with his dilemma.
"It wasn’t you with me. It was something else."
Juliana had tried to beat Ronald back.
"It’s what you had wanted. So it was with you too."
Queer words, they were from Juliana’s father's mouth. Larry
had choked in and at where Ronald had been driving.
Straining in with this horror-faced debacle, rubbing up from
Juliana's past, it was of this uncertainty. Ronald's depravity, it
had been polluting her insides, for they were rankled with
a faithlessness.
“Daddy?“
Juliana could only digress to a wordless question. Holding out
on her father, she would wander in with its wallow. At their first
blush, she had made the switch on his asthma medicine. Her
atrocity, it was of a homely order, as Juliana was in Larry's
ponderous glum sight. An Alien God, Juliana's visage of her
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daddy, foulmouthed and whimpered, she had cried out in an
erotic euphoria.
“Butt me daddy!"
Sponged into her, Larry had been in with this awkwardness,
as his struggle to grasp for a breath of air, of a beingness null
and at a standstill, his over-gropes for oxygen, they had turned
his head into a ghastly paleness. Devil incantations, an
incarnation of Ronald, Juliana had seen him clutching for her.
An abusive obscurity, it was of a never here and or of a there,
so not one thing and or of the other, Ronald's Jackal, it had
come to her. With her own wickedness, he had faded from her
vision. When she had glanced off, Ronald had returned. Larry
and or Ronald, they were not blood brothers, yet Juliana's
cloud-bursting desolation, they had come from her
unobstructed wasteland. Blandish and of enigmatic Alien
abode, it had kept Juliana. Fits and or of their starts, Ronald
had become lily-live and forlorn, so he had just drove on.
"Just what hell's this goin' to prove?"
Althea's question, it had not daunted Den. Un-fazed and
determined, it had transformed him. Consumed by thoughts,
Den would of had slammed the cuffs on Tom. Althea and Den,
they were in this massive multiplayer online game, so this all
nighter, it had sent Den out and onto its Superhighway. Their
predatory and evil creature, it had been of this architecture.
Replaced by a nonexistence, it was of an online
clamorousness. Fetched up and into an abode, an Alien,
it had redefined their electromagnetic field space.
Organizing their particle physics into a stabilized application, it
was utilizing their destabilized energies to empower and
develop itself. Sparing Den’s brains between her large thighs,
they were supported by her short and round stock. Stout gait,
this had been of her goat. Quaker collisions, they were of
Althea's taints with flesh. An adhesive friction with an Alien
Cyberspace, it had provoked Althea into a cold-hearted online
community. Pestering her to undergo a crusade, it would of
had taken them to Montana. Den would of had found this thug.
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With a self-righteous mission to beat Althea down, it would of
had went down her battle-hardened throat.
"It’s yours mamma."
Den had toyed with Althea. It wasn’t difficult for Althea to get
away from the house, as this loony, they had been killing
people. Sporting these murderous escapades, Den and
Althea, they were being led to Montana. Its land development
project, of its hills and mountainside town, it was Fall. There
would of had been some thin ice on its ground. Althea had
sensed that Ronald would of had entered her life, and this
consequence, it was found in Montana. Ronald had been with
Althea. Aborting from what it was that had been inside her,
Den had come to her in and of its reprieve. Blasting of its hotrod, he had went deep into her grotto.
"Your Mamma’s gone now."
Althea had fathomed, as Den’s terrestrial sphere, it was lost
somewhere in an outlander.
"Mamma’s? They’ll be with us all the time.“
Den had a hold of this indecent mud-hole, as an online peril,
it was of their outrage on the World Wide Web. Inflicted into
this Internet with its emotionless manhandle, from one page to
the next, exhausted by their fears, Ronald had Althea in an
Alien Cyberspace possession - no soul. Sent into an Alien
abode, she had become a good-for nothing stability, as Den’s
compelling starvation, it had no instability. There had been an
every time - none to speak of. They had run out of space, as
its place, it was inflicted by an irretrievable deficiency of
humankind. Trying to raise the Devil under Ronald's roof,
Althea had grown into an anguish. Flush with Ronald's
dolorous, crude and rowdy maggots, they had been crawling
all over the Net. Congregating on the Web, she had been
burning out of herself, as she had been in this online
madhouse.
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Without her mouth, the words, they had come out of it. An
ungodly ogre as this phantom, it had Den in and of this same
place. Driving onward and on this Superhighway, of his poke
into a metamorphosis, Den had been spearing his lance up
and into Ronald's split turmoil. An Alien God, it had Den in an
idle rearrangement. Saturating them, their lawless hauling of
themselves, he was crushing Althea's body into the seat
of their sedan.
Now limpid, spilled with these guts, Den was of an uninvited
sudden shock. Althea's gloat, it was bloated into and of
herself. Nausea, it was gnawing into her. A piece of raw meat,
a rigor mortis, it was swirling on the World Wide Web in and of
its Internet, it was with Ronald's infection. An Alien
Cyberspace and of a cosmological information transfer, it had
stabilized mankind on and of this World Wide Web, so the
Alien Totalitarian God, it could of had been feeding on their
radioactive instability.
Technological archetypes, they had been in its terrestrial
spheres. At this level, Ryan had not been out of the FBI
academy for very long. Spending his good years, they were of
this delicate heart. Soul uplifted, it was of his joylessness. This
criminal mind, it had an Alien power over their behavior.
Barbarians, they had surged up and into a position. Poisons,
they were trumpeting into him, as they were of its long since frisked away. Ronald's child's play, Berkeley, a major offshoot
and respite from Ryan’s Oklahoma roots, Ryan’s father, he
had been of a tuff war hero type. Forgotten, missed of an
opportunity to blow for no sense, Ryan had not been taken by
his father’s background in the oil fields. Ryan’s mother, she
had kept her mouth shut and her legs spread wide for her
keep. Hung of a small animal, Ryan had shot a domestic bird
with his twenty-two pistol. Copped of its something, Ryan had
become with its other. Never violating any unwritten code,
Ryan had taken himself to this Bay area. Scratching his way
through FBI curriculum, a boomerang, it was of his
sacrilegious subversions, as this far and seething turbulence,
it had him in an out-of-the-way. Tightening his lips, of these
thick boob glasses, they had overshadowed Ryan.
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Lionhearted and soft-spoken yet of an unconcealed anathema
for crime, Ryan had an objectivity. Shown of a Federal
professionalism, his dauntless and dispassionate online
behavior, it had become of an unequivocal self. Blackening
out and of this florescent pith, it was hatching him on this
Internet, for an extraterrestrial, it had been falling out of this
cosmos.
Its human assembly-line on this Superhighway, they had been
potty trained. Eating of their own, an Alien God, it had taken
away their decay. Their spirits, they were temporarily held in
and of its bio-electric field space. Superficial emergence,
interacting and intermixing on the Internet, Ronald had slid
into an obscene thoroughfare. Menacing everyone, of their
torrid idleness, it was of an Alien portal. Siphoning away their
spirits, Ryan was simmering of its ploys. Bloodthirsty and
smothered, he was choked and stuffed into these teddy bears.
Revelation intervened, Ryan had been into a bulldog pup.
From Juliana's pet shop, they had come in as and of an
alienation, as an extraterrestrial beingness, it had been ignited
on the Web. Ronald’s magnet ability, it was of a brash and
inner breeze. Indenting into their terrestrial sphere, of an
opening, the Alien, it had invaded mankind with its stark and
imbecile ways. Its entry, it was of an inexpressible thaw. Set in
the biospheres of human existence, operating in and of a
technological meaning, it had want of a day.
An even of a night, sluts warmed, she had moaned - an
utterance. Demons, Juliana had brought them along with their
serried knives. Destitute beasts, they were hung from the balls
of an Alien. Bare branches of a cosmological application on
the Internet, they had been of her nippy steam. A meiosis, it
had been slashing into their technology. On this
Superhighway, there were these throats, and they had been
cut and thrown crazy.
"Ryan."
There was a yelp. Into this dead-dog ways, of the bulldog pup,
it had not been there, yet Ronald had caught Ryan. Planning
with his next teddy-bear, there was a Universe between them,
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so they had been stopped somewhere in their eternity. Ronald
had picked up one of Ryan's teddy-bears, and he had placed it
in his own shopping cart. Giving Ryan this disgusted and
caustic look - an unvarnished muzzle, he had been in those
chasms with all those coeds, so this technocratic cognomen in
the gameplay, this was of Ronald’s carnival passion to kill.
"The Child's Plaything."
Ronald had said it for Ryan’s eternal awakening.
"You?"
Ryan had a whiplash, as a response, it had come from his
bull-whipped soul. Hauled of an energy, horrid shame, of his
enthusiasm, it had been depleted from his cells. His muscular
reaction to Ronald, wrangling with his pet peeve of a computer
project, there was a quenchless grasp. In an Alien possession
of technology, infrastructure implications, they had been
placed between each word. Every other sentence or however,
it had been weaved in and with its molecular reactions.
Ronald’s horny and high and mighty meteorite, it was of this
cosmological peeper. An Alien God, it had been driving with
him on the Internet.
Grievous and warlike - an infection on the Web, it had become
of this online monstrosity. Punched down, it had blasted
Ryan's infancy away. An un-preventable voice, it had been of
Ronald's conscience. With a cranky ill-wind, an instability, it
was ejected into a stability. Their spirits, they had been torn
away. Souls, they were gone. Between Ronald's Website
pages, a smutty urn, it was of her saucy hole. Ronald had
wanted him to know. Floundering from his bird-dog of a
conspiracy, some other mutt, it might of had been bought
online. Flown overhead, an Alien God, it had been holding
Ronald's cloudburst in check. Standing before Ryan, Ronald
was six feet tall.
Slender, dark beard and with his thick hair, Ronald was not a
match for any war correspondent's battle attire. Disbelief, it
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had found Ryan. Ronald hadn't donned his uppity and
conservative persona, as he had taken on this other way. A
professional English glib - a type, Ronald had pontificated of
its improper places. Awakened as this morning glory, of an
online mayhem, Ronald had made an entrance on the World
Wide Web. A quarry, its cosmological plumbing - an online
stinger, rescinded and stung with an unutterable rawness, the
tinge of doubt, it had been set in motion. Bedeviled, Ryan
couldn't overcome Ronald’s untimely Devil hunter. Gyrating out
of an Alien abode and onto the World Wide Web, tunneling
into the Internet, their minds were lacerated, as Ronald
was residing between their lobes. There could never of had
been any healing for the breach of truth.
"Where?"
Ronald had beamed back at Ryan. An inadvertent
examination of the size, Ryan had created it from time to time
with the teddy-bears, for they were about the size of a
oversized softball. Stab, its blasphemy, it had been torched
into Ronald's lukewarm children. Sheered off of their
adolescence, Ronald had occupied them with his needles and
spoons. An Alien ambush, it was of their willful cries. Buzzing
at them, of his faithless uproar, they were brought on by these
willy-nilly graces with an Alien God.
"I bet you screw the little-bear here."
Ronald had shown it to Ryan, as a petulant transformation,
its history, it was of this bio-electric application in this field
space. Clutched from Ryan’s shopping cart and by its head,
Ronald had shoved his long index finger up and into the
teddy-bear's butt. Operating in an Alien portal, of an
extraterrestrial domain, fetched from this evil oracle, she had
been with him. Her revealing cage, it had Ronald up one side
and down the other. Pregnant with an Alien - surfing and
spelunking with them, Juliana was in this massive multiplayer
online game, and in their midst, there was a Devil's
transformation - Alien Totalitarian God.
"Is this what does it for you?"
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Ronald had kicked it off with the teddy. Bugging out for Ryan,
bulking in his green khakis, they had been soiled. Not clean
nor dirty and or even pressed, fresh with an appeal, it had
come from this seething Alien semen. Impregnating Ryan with
its wickedness, to deny him, Ronald had shook his head.
Cadaverous bridles, they had been impeding Ryan. An Alien
restraint, Ryan had become exhausted from its wounds. He
was no longer able to bleed of a true life.
Stopped on an Information Superhighway, misinformation - it
had fallen out of the cosmos with a foul representation.
Working up and into him, stabilized life, it was in a resurgence
of Ronald's screwball antics, for his activities on the World
Wide Web, they had made everybody's eyeballs pop out.
Agape, hard hit, of a corresponding and foreign metal, a
synthetic interruption, it had been knocking off humanity.
Nonsensical and energetic sickness, it was in an Alien
Cyberspace, and everybody was surfing it. Gaming on the Net
and the World Wide Web with an Alien God, something had
endured for their information, and Ryan had been burrowing
into it. A fetish with teddy-bears, tainting them with others,
they were of this gluey and profane uselessness. Scolded with
and of its billowing decay, the bloodhound, it had no sorrow.
None for tomorrow and dead of a day - galvanized into its
nighttime, Ryan had been withering with Ronald in an online
doghouse.
Ronald's killjoy, the Alien, it had placed them into this
quagmire. Backfiring on humankind, destabilized confusion for
an Alien God, it was an awestruck stability of humanity, so
human decency, it could not of had known decent. Descended
from where the ascent had come from an Alien Totalitarian
God, siphoning their spirits, of its online portal, it was
connected to a cosmological abode. Committing his cruel and
perverse acts, deplorable and wishy-washy excuses, they
were staggering the online imagination of others, as this
charismatic and moronic immunity, it had been an irritation for
the sake of their energy.
Used by an extraterrestrial beingness, an unfavorable
cloaking, it was of Ryan’s alienation. Intersected with an
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insanity, joined with the others in an Alien Cyberspace, this
cosmological time-clock, it was of these improbable odds, as a
notion of another's pain, they could not identify with
themselves. Another rock, it would of had crushed some
skulls, as its premature melon, Ronald had smashed her into a
sorry idiot head. This soppy insult, it had been fed into this
massive multiplayer online game. Plasma, it had expanded, as
Ronald was digging into this skinny Asian hole. Hanging her
with his heathen fire, Ronald had paralyzed her into these
techno membranes.
Taken into a cosmological submission, this prophesy, it had
been inflating their social networks. Warped into a throbbing
regurgitation, sulking inside her sappy and welting - a tight and
bloody hole, she had laid his Web eggs. Fluttering in the
shade, it was overfeeding on her, as the brutal victim, there
was this coughing upwards - an instability. Tuberculosis, it had
been initiated by the thrills that Ronald had brought on. Jolted
up and into an Alien's stomach, they were hurled back down
and into their terrestrial arena.
Foulness, it was stabilized into these intellectual hernias.
Bewailing of this fault, mankind had been welted into this
nervous breakdown of their biochemistry. Flying by night, they
were all rotten to this core.
"Two dollars!"
Ronald’s horrid jibe, it had swelled into this bizarre quarry.
Knocking this young, defenseless Asian silly and from one
side to the other, her stylish cloths, they were torn into another
trend. Gashing out of her, beastly bludgeoned, his filthiness, it
had been scraped onto her with its Earth’s blood. Riddling her
skeleton, ninety-five pounds, flat chest and short black hair, it
was cut at a swank salon. Her mini, it had been a tight fit. Now
pulled up and around her waist, kinky for Ronald, he had held
it above her hips. Mean, an adhesive friction of a Hell, it would
of had been found on the Internet. Oozing profusely, his hiking
boots, they were mashing her uterus at intervals, yet she had
stayed on her feet and alive.
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Flopping out in and of her dreary state, dusty with her heat,
Ronald had her hanging from an Alien abode. Spiting her
tormentor and torturer, bleak and of a slanted sight, she had
sought retribution from what Ronald had done to her. Taking
him along, of his invitation in the first place, it had come about
on the Web. Mingling with Satan, she had stolen Ronald's
soul. In an irretrievable consciousness, glaring at this Asian
slut with his daggers, his inferno, baffled and of its
facelessness on the Web, Ronald was flush with a malignant
anger.
"Two dollars!"
He had screamed it at her, and his spittle had sprayed. His
derangement, it had been structurally engineered on the
World Wide Web, so he had plucked another boulder from
this dirt. Turned to dust and devoid of water, it had been
edging into an extraterrestrial domain. Wild dog parties with
Ryan, he had used these jagged rocks. She had struggled to
embrace something - the plague and or of its whatever.
"No!"
Her mind-boggling and abnormal stability of herself, it had
been made for an Alien instability. Beaten, bruised and
battered and beyond repair, this had been taking place, as it
was somewhere on the World Wide Web in a massive
multiplayer online game. In this rock field, the Universe, it had
been all of the same game. Trying to manipulate, she could of
had grabbed it in a stance. Tilled and upturned, it was still and
full of its sage-brush. The raking off of this topsoil, an eventual
stripping, its corn, it would of had been planted. Unconverted,
the American Dream, it had been not far from her Hong Kong
nights, as her Beijing day - a Vietnam way, a beingness, it was
without her Buddha. The deal with Ronald, it had come to her
as one these college merchandise packages, and she had
been floating in and around Berkeley. Ronald had sniffed it out
quietly. Hanging out on the collegiate circuit, preparing by
sousing himself with an alcohol and education, the
combination, it had made him a trusted soul. Efforts, a luring
of them to him, these horny college coeds, they had become
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of an afterward.
Driving on the World Wide Web with a serial killer's pathology,
Ronald’s hankering on the Internet, it could not of had been
beaten off. A retreat, the Alien God, it had him play the human
decoy, as Ronald’s coding, of its hacking in, he had always
taken the same screen-name: "The Child's Plaything." Overridden, the cyberspace, it had its information loss. Nobody
could of had changed and or accessed it. Ronald had done it,
for he had opened an application on the World Wide Web.
Ryan had been one of Ronald’s first customers. Decipher and
break his abilities to manipulate this Internet, it had placed
Ronald in its without and or of any high spirit. Intrigued, Ryan
had initially entered the massive multiplayer Spelunking
Website network’s online game full of his own delusional
dreams. Busting a mighty criminal syndication, this would of
had thrust Ryan into the limelight. At his eleventh hour, as a
trusted and hardworking Federal Agent, Ryan had been there
and before his computer. Digressing, Ryan’s cold feat, they
could not of had found a warm heart.
The Child's Plaything: Crush her skull and eat her brains
like an ice-cream cone. Shove in my shiv until she gives?
Tom: Give it a twist.
The Child's Plaything: Eat me.
Tom: I'll eat both of you!
The Child's Plaything: Tom’s a pervert.
Springing up all over the Web, Ryan wasn’t weaned from this
mutt. In this foul play of himself on the World Wide Web, Ryan
had been of its tenebrous sheep. Hailstone shell-fire, Ronald
had used it on Ryan in an ill-defined lawlessness. Ryan had
carved himself a place in cyberspace with the rest of these
idiots. Playing with Ronald's Devil in a massive multiplayer
online game, he had collided into this bulldog.
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A false-hearted head, the bulldog, it had been gawking back,
as Ryan had violated it. Between Ronald and Juliana, Ryan
had been vibrating of this hurry-scurry eviction. Inviting others
with this brown bulldog pup, a female, it had just turned the
trick for Juliana that particular day. Ryan had bought it from
her, so their merry-go-around, it was a fast and prepared
harvest. Ryan had to conceive into himself some sort of an
evil deal. An unhealthy phantom, this Indian woman, she had
crept up on Juliana and Ryan. Animal strife, it had tried to
confer with this coming after. Palate, a mechanism of an Alien
God, the bulldog, it had trembled from Ryan's emotions.
Her name was Chi Chi, and she had been this addicted
gravestone. Ravaged on humanity, Ronald had revolted
against compassion. Crippling Chi Chi, her limbo state with an
Alien God, it was of her vacuumed packed nowhere. Stuffed
into her with this hounded and down-trodden delusion of
himself, blowing his top on the Net, Ronald’s stammering
mightiness, he had been shelved by an Alien Totalitarian God.
"Two dollars!"
Ronald had yelled of an intense fire-lightening. Wiry of mind, it
had been spiked into Chi Chi's guts, so her nerve-racking
uncertainty, it would not die. Fluctuating before and or after
her slaughter, she was in his network. Miserable revulsion of
herself in an Alien Cyberspace, this had brought her out of her
senses. Incensed grit, it had been between her teeth. Burning
of its rubber on a Superhighway, the wrong way, it had been
jilted of an urgent outrage. Flinching, she had been feeding an
Alien. This World Wide Web asylum, it had been swamping
mankind into their well-trodden selves, for they were kept in an
online falsehood. No facts, mankind had been determined as
them - themselves.
"One hundred dollars!"
Chi Chi was cranking himself up as an Asian spout in this
parade of screams. Echoing of his serial kills, a bloodshot
nuance, it was of this curiosity. An excuse to of had found out
more about a literal buff, of Ronald's horsemanship, it had not
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been there. The ignorant lie, it was shaking hands with the
half-witted. Their last word, it wasn’t for a mule that had been
in its lost forty acres. Musing himself into its same
deviousness, Ronald could of had helped another with death.
Drawing them out and then sucking them dry as their
insurance leach, Ronald never would of had been able to
swim out of these troubled waters, as Chi Chi had been
stamped onto him. Her staunch and obscure sickness, it was
of her coma. Corking her up in an Alien coercion, it had
brought Ronald's disdainful live wire, so he had discharged his
slimy and caustic curses into her.
Rebuking dimensions with him, Chi Chi's abrasions, they were
of his savage and fervid tight-fistedness. Inflaming her with a
deadening of herself, it had made her the online vagrant.
Using them to crush her tiny head, Ronald's bellicose
accosting of Chi Chi, he had been burying her in an Alien
oblivion. Smashing into her, she had been getting walloped
across this fruitless dirt. Undaunted, of a pitched battle for
survival, Chi Chi had been blinded. Ronald had become
frustrated at her, for she had not succumbed to death. There
would of had been no more pandemonium. No more crying for
what it would of had been of her last moon, she had
disavowed her Buddha and or of any God. This America, she
had hated this white piece of fiend. An impeccable ability to
stabilize them into its backwardness, the spiral nature of the
Alien's cosmological abode, Chi Chi had been taking Ronald’s
brunt blows, as Ronald was literally beating her to death.
Fallen, an Asian angel, she had not dipped out of her life.
Arranged for the whole night, her take would of had been one
hundred dollars and a good time.
Days and nights at Berkeley and boozed up in a fetish, along
with the times, he had gotten this old ride on its Superhighway.
The parts, the architecture for these instruments of an Alien
God, it would of had filtered in for its cruise control. Ronald’s
delirium tremens, they were of this perilous cavern. Locked
into their own closets, an Alien, it had closed the doors on
them and him, so Ronald could not of had found it. Somehow,
he had opened up a window, and it had brought him into this
cliché.
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Hemorrhaging away from their spirits, of this Alien abode,
there was this grievous and stone-blind profanity, as it had
been an Alien transposition of Ronald. Striking the Internet
with its newfangled bolt of itself, its stabilized humanity derision with Ronald, it had bore into them. This cross-wire,
his following, they were dehumanized.
"Hi Ronny."
Riding out and into Ronald's delusions, this illusion of Moraine
in the passenger side of an aged car, she had been eked out
of a time. Tapping these lines in this classical architecture, its
vigilance - gone full speed, an Asian whore, she had been
casting her spell, for Ronald had become this sarcastic
repulsion of himself. His rheumatic fever of a stableness, this
was of its prime mover, and it had been spilling over radioactive decay. An instability of his psychic blood and spirit,
it had been consumed by an Alien God. Warnings voiced,
deteriorating into this same absorption, it was brewing into
him, as an Internet wash-bowl, it had been used to condemn
the human spirit. Moraine's surly fish, it had been fried on the
Net.
"What's a matter Ronnie? Don't you like me anymore?"
Break, Ronald's bonehead, it had no care. The Alien
Superhighway with Moraine, of this ride, Ronald was gunning
it, and its front windshield, it was washed into this blood-red.
Fog, the gaseousness, it was of her moribund flesh, as an
unfaithful disunion, it was flaying away the spirit of mankind. A
fixation with Ronald, of these stabilized communities on the
World Wide Web, they had went into this massive multi-player
online game.
Their decay, it had been held in a stabilized emplacement.
Slabs, they had come flying through this Alien portal, as
Ronald was blasting it through this cyberspace. Shattering
their coal veins through its front windshield, of all computer
technology, it had taken the ride with him. Crazy diamonds,
they had brought their folding mirrors. Preordained
information, it had been transferred through the interface of
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technology. Teeth, they had degenerated into its
Superhighway. Biting into others, of a sinister serial killer, he
had separated their thoughts, so the scatterbrains, they were
succumbing into this hellessness. Abashed without the Devil, it
had come to an abrupt end.
"The Child's Plaything?"
Ryan wouldn’t cower, for he had made it with a bulldog. A
hard-dive, it had been rooted into Ryan’s iron heels. Never say
die, it was not absent of any black art. Ryan had thrown
himself into Ronald's unwell World Wide Web jaws, for Ronald
had made the Internet his embryo. Poisoned of this harbored
grudge, it was reeling in on him. Elephants, they had been
shackled. Cockfights, they had raged in on the Internet. Under
the fires of their autopsies, of irrefutable agitations, Ronald
was a clique away. Picking at its hard cheese, it had known of
this trap. Clumsy computer illiterates, they had been under this
siege of an Alien.
Investigations with Ronald, they were part of a secret society.
The same and bad murderous blood, Ronald's reptile, it would
not of had been there. His serpent, of this baleful spirit in him,
it had been gone. Decayed into an extraterrestrial nether
world, an unblemished matter, it had been shoved up an
Internet spoon. Icons and pixels, its books, they were of their
electronic and or digital formats. All the lovelorn, they were
carrying on in an instigation, yet this was of its extraterrestrial
means. Ronald's payment, of its refuted mankind, it was with
this faint thunderbolt. Impregnated into their celestial sphere,
their terrestrial activity, it had been obstructed by an
extraterrestrial domain - a biological demarcation with its
space-time. An uneasy sonic boom, it had been spread across
the Internet.
Its wildfire of human spirits, an Alien Cyberspace entryway, it
was of Ronald's Spelunking Website network’s massive multiplayer online game, and it had locked them into a tangle. Soulskeins with a serial killer, the compelling coward, it had been
of its something, yet it was without him. After their divining
rods with Ronald, of those Internet applications, end to end, it
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had become this queer and aimless thrust into an outer space.
"Chi Chi."
She had said her name to Ronald. Pitiful, Ronald would of had
devised her ruin, yet he had been a slave to an Alien God.
Ryan could hear her voice too. Shoddy turmoil, it had come
from Ronald. The bulldog intercourse, Ryan could of had been
part of Ronald's conscience. Community consciousness, Ryan
was an FBI agent who had been with a bulldog, as this was
for a serial killer's attention on the World Wide Web. Her
protest of Ronald, she had been withholding herself for its last
rites. Scorn, of her dirty damnation, she had made it frown on
the Internet, so it had come to others in and of their social
networks.
"One hundred dollars!"
Accessed by some jungle freaks, they were eating these
bugs. The drunkards and acid heads, they were smoldering
into its torrid air. Hair raising emptiness, it had been of this
incurable online trickery. Chi Chi had been waiting for
Ronald's eye for an eye, so his insolent and wanton hang-fire,
unsung heroes, they had been ill-treated. Cranky at their
madness, their credos, they had been inching along its
Superhighway, as the Alien God, it had devoured them.
Tasteless and of its reverberations, it had been still-hunting
Ronald. Breathing down their necks, Ronald had been
strangled into Chi Chi and at a juncture. Her swollen face, she
wasn’t lighting any magic lanterns.
God was induced as itself, for the replica of a dynamic
beingness, it had been hovering over mankind. Under the
clouds of its Heaven, everyone had been reading between its
lines. This riot act of humanity on the Internet, it had been
inhaled from this fourth dimension. A computer icon, Ryan had
turned and had went for dizzy and onto another Website or
page on its Superhighway, for he had taken a quantum
leap on the Internet. Clouds of moral sense, they had held
Ryan in Ronald's deplorable celestial horizon.
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"You pathetic teddy-bear screwball freak."
Ronald had roared at Ryan. Sword, it was of an all out foul
aimlessness. Demeaning all that had been online with him,
their hot-tempered canopy, blotted out of their terrestrial world,
an Internet illusion, it had invited others. Unification, their
spirits, they had been in a mutiny with these four winds.
Lashing back into themselves, lingering and moaning for
Ronald’s loathsome memories, Ryan had been trying to crash
in on these secret sects.
"I dare you."
Ryan had turned his tail, as the Devil, it had been idle. Inbred
and inborn, they had not rejected Ronald’s helter-skelter, as
an incredulous Alien invasion, it had come from an inferno.
Indulging in gruesome atrocities, Ryan had been taken away
in that store, as they had stared at him. Patrons, they had
been there. Bloating out of this nowhere, they were of a done
deal. Taken away and into this sober nothingness, Ryan had
refused to believe, so God, it was of this dog. Ryan’s shopping
cart that day and in an Alien Cyberspace, it had sought a
possession. Stuffed teddy-bears, they were of Ryan’s selfindulgent antiseptic, as his apartment, it had become of his
sore-spot. Wedging his forbidden senility against the grain in
an Alien Cyberspace, of a Superhighway absorption, it had
been hemming and hawing with Ronald. Bones, they were
uphill, as an ashy traitor, he had sold all. Not the same
anymore and caught in its Alien abode, of these callous and
namby-pamby want-a-bees with their goatee terror, they had
been with a pernicious dummy of him. Flying in the face of this
misinformation and without any facts on an Information
Superhighway, a voiceless God, it had been present.
Nameless lamina in computer technology, this had mystified
Ronald. An inglorious phlebotomy, this untold doctoring by an
Alien God, its heat, it was of an existence, and it could of had
stabilized this disease called life. Consumed of a radioactive
decay, they were in its beginning, and it had begun. Clear
and so distant of an Alien abode, there were no
victims - no justice, no right and no wrong. Then, it had
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dropped, so Ryan had put it back and into his dirty boxers.
A bout of Ronald, it had been ignited online. The Alien strain,
its notorious and marooned cyberspace of a place, Butte
Montana, there had been this lewdness in this massive
multiplayer online game. Rebuking them all, no thrill of a
beingness, it was caught online by Ronald's scum. Places in a
radioactive stability, it had them half-starved. Spiritless and of
their half-cocked and crazy panics, it had disembodied them.
Not of the flesh, an Alien blood, its everything, it had been with
an abstraction. Passionless lives with these Indians, they had
been wallowing in and of their online mire.
"Who did this?"
Insurmountable, an ill-breeding of an Alien, this had caught
them all in its cyberspace abode. Intertwining with them, an
extraterrestrial invasion, this had been of its stabilization.
Pervading everything and everywhere, a destabilized
beingness, it had come from the evil power of Ronald, as he
had been hiding an Alien God behind this devilish director's
chair. None had made any conversation with the other. All had
kept themselves at a distant gate.
Scattered about the mountain city, this ghostlike dwelling of an
Alien Totalitarian God, there had been no flurry. Take and or
of had been given a punch, there was a murderousness about
them. Coercions with each other's spelunking, one could of
had clobbered them - an immoral gout, so they were left
fingerless. None could of had been pointed.
"What is goin' on?"
Jack’s second attempt to get Doug to help him understand
their meaninglessness, an Alien scourge, it had made him at a
loss. Tarnished of a sabbatical leave, this two-way street at
this level in the game, it normally was jagged with parasite
Indian alcoholics. Dumbfounded frustration, they had been
turning their sisters into these chambermaids. Reprehensible
disgust, it had agitated Jack, for these Indians, they had come
onto this planet as its freaks of nature from India. Wince of
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their whore, they had been seduced by an Alien God. Pow
wow, of their unfathomable sauce with him, they had spread
their savage. Sacrificing them as his squaws, it had held their
hearts. Beating, it had swallowed them. Collapsing in an Alien
abode, they would of had become an extraterrestrial fodder.
Unrestrained and ardent, it had been of an Indian
mortification.
“Maybe they?"
Doug was flashed, as they had come from an outer-space.
Rocketed, it had happened to them and their town. Stopping
just short of his punishment, it had been a gawk. Mutant
malice of thoughts towards him, everything else for that
matter, there was no ability for Jack to turn blue in the face.
Being without terrestrial oxygen, it was breathed into such an
orbit. Grinding Dragons and daggers, these Indians, they had
been meandering about an extraterrestrial town, so a
terrestrial illusion, it had come into them and from without.
Their shell-shocking jab with themselves, they would of had
been alive and or dead. A bit of comprehension, they had
occupied that space. Roused of their beingness, they had
become of this fat Alien livestock. Placed into their sulking
cages, they had been with their told tales, as they had come
from their gluttony of Ronald.
Their lower-class, it had been left in a riddle, and it had
insulted them. Its everything, it had been creating the
boundary of an incomprehensible explanation. Jerky, misfitting behavior, darting from one side of the street to the next,
they were picking at each others measly morsels. Wooden
and single-story structures, they had been hauled in as its
piecework by the US Government. Today, they had become
one of them - homespun with a habitation. Supplementary
looseness, they had no air to breath. Dull hope, it had brought
their flatness, as an extraterrestrial, it had held them in an
abode of unbelief.
Constricting them without a purpose, a cave, it had a short
and sweet bloodsucking presence. Stretching out and of this
scabby land that had been torn, of ungrateful construction
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workers, they had now become their own missing link. Futile
and unholy oppression, of pushed ground, their pallbearer, it
had been oozing into them. Spoken words to whatever God,
they would of had been praying to an extraterrestrial, for it had
been sucking them up and into its techno sanguinary snarl.
Wandering street walkers, they were pounding their brains
into it, for Ronald had been withdrawn into them.
Pornographic call girls, of their deep taboo, they had been
spread for him. Unguarded meat and cleavage, they had been
run into an Alien degradation. Meal time, Den's wife had fell to
pieces for an Alien God. Quelling her cat's cradle, her ruby-red
diseases, they had taken Ronald's laxative. An adulterous, an
unchaste wife, Ronald's spontaneous violations, they would
not of had been restrained, as its handyman, it had been hardboiled into her. Althea had been aroused by an Alien God. An
erratic beingness, it had vanquished her soul. Althea was in
her doldrums, as Ronald had been so handsome to her. His
white shirt, of its button down collar, Ronald Reese had to
care for her. Patient, unnoticed and untouched by Den, there
was this opening. It was on the World Wide Web. None could
of had explained its invitation from a serial killer.
Spelunking in a massive multiplayer online game - a network
of related Websites, of Althea's alley-cat crassness, Ronald's
crisscrossing, it had brought her into the Alien Cyberspace.
Lifeless awareness, it had been with her pig, as she had lived
in its terrestrial realm. Radical, corking with computer
technology, Den had been slammed in and at where Ronald
had been crapped out. Instability on the Web, of its killing
time, it had went down. Uploaded with a radioactive decay,
they had been connected to an Alien Totalitarian God.
Superhighway fever, of Althea's illusion, Ronald had become
her swine, for she had been cooking it up. Judgement Day, an
Alien had no condoms. Risen into a digital spoil, it was an
antithesis of mankind in an Alien Cyberspace. It had ruled
their World Wide Web.
Perished into its extraterrestrial dreams, the terrestrial domain,
it had went into in an alienation, as its stability, it had no
instability. Casting forth an extraterrestrial fire-wall, of no
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terrestrial means, they had been nailed in at the hands and or
feet of Christ, so Newton had invited Darwin into Einstein's
nightmare. Goad of a cosmological application, a mistake, it
had made itself. Stabilized as itself and again, a displacement
of humanity, Althea had no idea as to its why, for she had let
Ronald into her.
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Inside

Soo had been sheered away, as she had sought a redemption
of herself. Repulsed, she had found out about Ronald, as her
backlash, dispensed with this Alien infusion, it had made her
burst with these feverish blisters. Their bloody and pus-filled
boils, they were popping of their cysts. Cantankerous
meanness, it had taken ownership of her. An Alien
cyberspace, an outhouse, it had been showing her its
penthouse. If she had entered the Alien abyss, she would of
had been spying on Emilia. Left keys, passwords and or code,
Soo had taken on her own delusions with Ronald. Searching
for answers to her immortal questions, long since gone, she
had been in these corners. Gaming into a digital disaster,
chronology of his serial kills, Ronald had been smeared into
Soo's drenched and gadgeteer face full, as the Alien pages,
she had read them. Riveted by this subject matter, they were
of her gloomy searches, as those outbreaks of smallpox
that she had turned up on the Net, Soo had become disjointed
from Emilia.
Notions about the Internet, tight-fisted and of a demonic
mentality, Emilia’s evil, it was as the black of night, for her
puppets, they were before these gaming kiosks. Squelched,
Ronald had taken away Soo’s legs. No man had ever grappled
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into her with an Alien iron grip. Bloodless and of her fender
bender, Soo’s soul, it had been stripped away from her by a
God. Provoked into an Alien abode, Emilia was in a
flamboyant and raw confounding confusion. Ready to explode
at full-speed, an idyllic force of Ronald's hell-bent mission,
Emilia had spewed these maggots and worms, as Reptiles,
they were crawling up and then out of Soo. Velvet and red
velour, this was of her bedspread, for she had been coughed
up with this last and latest dose.
Bridging into Emilia, Snake had been with her there.
Clamorousness, there had been sirens, and they were going
off about him. Tasting those that had met him, of their bitter
ends, Ronald had never spoke to her, as he had just talked. A
never of had said a word, Emilia had gotten submerged
downstream. Toying with her, inching for an interpretation,
Ronald's white-hot blades of hate, they were for Emilia. Dead
dogs, devious and alienated of their spirits, Soo had to know
all things. An unhealthy contusion, it had fascinated her, as an
un-blest fulmination about this game of life, an Alien
Totalitarian God, it had played mankind out for their spiritual
strength. They had come to Soo as these local and lovelorn
and foul-mouthed Korean boys. Rip roaring drunk, their moxie,
she would of had pledged an oath to their flames, as Soo had
love in her mouth. Bringing Soo his Alien resurrection, of its
resources, it had crossed them in an abode. Introduced by a
serial killer, Soo's action with Snake, sitting in this middle, it
had pulverized her. A bedraggled gaze, her filth, it had been of
her shadowy magic. Graceless, Emilia had been Ronald’s
whore, for his tomb-like extortion of a terrestrial reality, it had
lain her bare of bones. Snake had done Soo, as she had tried
the switch and bate. Emilia's tails of demonology, they were
withering into her, as an Alien, it had a rule over Ronald.
Pounding head, Ronald's iron fist, it was an extension of an
Alien God. Snake had come to Soo, as a tortuousness, it had
been glorified. Carnal queasiness, it had proceeded from
Ronald. Bashed, Soo's forehead, it had went into this carpet,
and this had left her with these raw lesions. Pelting his heart
and soul into Soo's languid and lasting juncture, bore of all
malice, Ronald was into her with his riff-raff.
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Gone on the nod, her head, it was flopping about, and blood, it
had been oozing out of her. Insulted of any and all thoughts,
its treatment, it had evicted her, as an existence of a synthetic
stability, an unruliness, it had been scorched inside of Soo.
Flesh, his skid-row, it had been dropping in and on the Net.
Radioactive decay, it had been put into this stability.
Soo had been tossing up her eyebrows, and she had set her
teeth on an edge in and of the World Wide Web with Ronald.
Driving herself, Soo had been going around and on
its Global wheel. A serpent's engine, it had become of her
unnatural child, as their offspring, they had been slicing at her
palms. Blood-paint, lamina as the Alien whore, her lacerations,
they were of a virulent online deal, and it had come from
Ronald. Dealt of this final exit and in the Alien Cyberspace, the
human spirit, it was fire eaten. There had been no remorse, as
this now, it had come to a standstill. Distorted and corrupt with
these queer eruptions, there had been no time and or space.
Ronald's vicious ulcer, it had been showing of its shade.
Eating holes in these online communities, they had been
fleeced of their human spirit. All computer technology, it had
been holding them in and of its cyberspace architecture. Acute
messages, Soo had taken a fall from where Ronald had her.
She had no grace. No fault of her own, she had stumbled into
his Alien abode. With Tom, Ronald was this mortal
transmutation. Touching him off on the World Wide Web, of
this across-the-board panic, Tom had gone through the ringer.
The internal investigations, they had sent Tom into the
gameplay. Held, his camel's back, it was of an unlimited place.
It had brought him his storms. Piousness, of its fraud for this
holy job, Tom had to outlive its firm hold on him - the LAPD's
internal investigations.
Cross-sections, of Tom's ruthless revolt, it had originally come
from Ronald. Parked in his midnight oil, he had been racked
with big-mouthed booze. Dazed in and of his half-baked
drunken state, Tom had played with the remote control. A
squeamish lecher with Ronald, of a double-decker sensibility,
it had come to him from an incomprehensible World Wide
Web. Infected by the Alien wormhole, Ronald was of this
baneful abrasion. Nurturing himself for Ronald's radical ally,
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the Alien God, it had taken Tom away from himself. Special
Investigation, Tom had been in an Alien unit. Terrestrial
warfare, a destabilized venue, Tom's LAPD, they had him as
its assassin. In this massive multiplayer online game, it was
coached and perverted into his mind, as Ronald had led Tom
into his shroud. Spelunking, they had went somewhere and
away. Sinkholes on the Internet, it had left Tom with a horrid
jolt of himself. Raked with an online astringent, it had spilled
out on everyone.
A bombardment of Ronald in an Alien abode, people had fear
of this baneful monster, as Ronald had leapt from its
cyberspace. Wild and raunchy Web behavior, an uproot, there
was no server. Exiled from him, it had destroyed them.
Globally and with or without state or city, of this drop-down
menu, it had come from an extraterrestrial domain. Their
cherry-red works, bleeding of interactive viruses, present, it
was with any computer screen, mobile device and or within
technology. Without a beckon and or call, Chi Chi had been
struck with what it was that had made her dumb. Outflanked
by Ronald, Chi Chi had been on the extremity, as it was before
another lethal surge. Ronald's rock, it was high flown. Sinking
into her face, done for with no defense, its smack, it had
sloughed Chi Chi into this despondency. Sanctified in the
shade of a grim-faced and vulgar retardation, this serial killer’s
neat knives, they were unsettled and in her heart, as Ronald
would of had cut it out. Stabbed by his deuce, there would of
had been no redemption. Without an hour of any destiny, it
had ruled their Macrocosm. The balls of Ronald's beast, they
had done their body-blow on Chi Chi.
Taken from bad to worse, ruinous in her graveness, they were
of their erotic differences, as wrenched out of Ronald's
dangling and abusive declaration, an extraterrestrial domain, it
had been jangling in and of an online wilderness. Scattering
Ronald's riotous outcast on the Internet, slinking away from
Chi Chi and after his ejaculation into her, Ronald's smattering
glob, it had landed on Chi Chi's head. Shuddering from
Ronald, his murderous shrill, it had not been there, yet she
had given of herself. Timid absurdity, caught neither dead nor
alive, tied in an Alien Cyberspace, his ghost, it was wandering
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with these spirits, and they had been called up and into an
Alien abode.
Torpedoing down from an extraterrestrial sphere, its terrestrial
recklessness, of an unimaginable amnesia, it had made him a
fool. Spilling this seed, his tedious craftiness in an Alien
Cyberspace, there would of had been no settled fear. Knelt
and knee-deep, an easing into the Asian whore, there had
been this unclouded fixation of Ronald, for his mutilation of Chi
Chi in the hot dirt, it was with another rock field in a terrestrial
sector. Stabilized in an extraterrestrial orbit, Ronald had done
her first, and then his jackknife, it had plunged deep into all.
Bloody-minded penetration, his rapt lust, it had been of this
sinister senility with an Alien God.
"Hi."
Juliana was lying low in and of their first meet.
"So, here we are?“
Ronald had mulled Juliana into his mob, as she was for his
sweetened urge. Ronald had been no derelict, for his carouse,
it had climbed into her spaceship. Pomona pet-shop, she had
been using his Spelunking Website network to drum herself
up some clients, so Ronald, he had been permeated into
Juliana. From an absence, neither had known of each other,
as their minds, they had went into this Alien sepulcher.
Juliana, she had breathed some of its life into Ronald. Virility
and delusion, it was an Alien illusion and of her daddy.
Bouncing off the floor with his last gasps of air, Ronald's
weak-kneed vengeance, it had been put into Juliana. His leer,
it had come from an unpolished and of a well-timed departure
from himself. An indecent throb, it was of such a little hole. No
explanation, she had been with her witless and disgusting
papa. Echoing and pre-cooked in an Alien abode, it had come
from these streaming videos.
"See Daddy?"
Larry should of had backed off of this demon-child. Naked
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underneath her pink nightgown, she had shown of herself.
Impregnated by Larry, her mother, she had kept Julie looted
into these whoredom ways, as Juliana, she had the ability to
make a stunning impression. Ronald had not yet crept up on
this godling, yet an Alien, it was of Ronald's deviant mind.
Made of its Web into Juliana, she had been at his someday doomsday. Ripping livers out of others, they were without a
brain and or of a body part. Seduction of others, they had
been thrown to his dogs, and they were without a bark. Ronald
had bred them into Juliana's tribal surrealism. Larry and
Sherry, they had brought her into an artlessness, as their
fevers, they were blowing Juliana hot and cold.
Ronald had hung his head in an Alien mixture, and it was
giving him an uneasy and chilling muddle of an online activity.
Weighing, the Alien's heavy heartedness, it was pumping into
humankind on the Web. A radioactive stability, they were a
submission of themselves. Ronald's victims, she had sworn
them off of her. Swallowing Juliana up in an Alien abode,
Ronald’s godsend, it would not of had been there. Riding his
pony, the surfer phony, it was in an Alien Cyberspace, as a
fathomless horse-head of himself, somehow and or of the
other, they had a rosiness, yet their blossoms, they were not
seen.
"What is it with you?"
Juliana had made a wisecrack. Loathed and conking out of an
Alien God, she had been kneeling over the edge of a
terrestrial existence. Full of Ronald's destabilizing zeal, it had
been sapping out of her each time. Her contemporary skirt, it
had been shifted high above her thighs. Spurning beef, her
flesh, it had been opened in and of an igniting ire. Around-theclock, a fibrous thrill with Juliana’s ill-omen of Ronald, his
nectar, it was with an unheeded Alien dormancy. Angels, they
were running down from an extraterrestrial definition, as their
cosmos, humankind had been striking out in and of its
technological prison of them.
Put out of order, their starry-eyed trick with fortune on the
World Wide Web, it was brought about by Ronald. Juliana's
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travesty, it had hit her on his home-page. Clashing with him,
she had been trying to cleanse herself, yet this blackballing
obstruction of an Alien God, they had been sitting at a picnic
table somewhere in nowhere and on their way to Montana.
The open sky, Juliana was before his notebook. Ronald had
been flying his head into and onto an Alien World Wide Web.
His eyes, they had been lined with the packets that had been
of his fire flies, yet they were out of light and at the end of their
day. Shooting their voyages, his abnormal shellfish, it had
been on their computer screens. Ronald had lived and levied
into a cosmological connection. Keeping mankind in their
humdrum lack of spiritual strength, they had been weaned of
their habit. Finally, Juliana had gotten herself into shape.
Pulling her skirt down, her ragged passion with Ronald, she
had been left in an air of his hammering, so she had a hate for
Ronald at this point. Fake, Ronald had left her online. Lost in
its beforehand appeal, his disheartened and unbalanced
bursting of himself, Juliana's pious fraud with Ronald, it had
been dilating in and of her on the Web.
Double-dealing, Juliana had been trying to launch herself into
his dire church. Controlled deflection, its effect, it had been
drafted by an Alien. The thermodynamical blood of this Christ,
it was shed by this no show Devil. Ronald’s poignant and
deleterious guilt, it wasn't online. Bled in with its something on
the Web, its architecture, it was with this cup of an Alien blood,
and Juliana had drank from it. Surpassing kinky shame, she
had racked her sight upon him.
The Child's Plaything: Miss me?
Teddy Bear: Where are you?
The Child's Plaything: Where am I?
Tom: Ready Teddy?
Sweet Stuff: Rocky. Don't let Daddy have me. Stick me. Stick
me Rocky.
Then, the chat, it had dissolved into: Spelunker. Purple letters,
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publishing Ronald's infamy in an Alien abode in real time, the
Website network, it had transcended all computer code in this
massive multiplayer online game. Even though they had to
wait, it would always come up. Sold deep into the crevices of
mankind's thoughts, Ryan had been submerged into Ronald's
delusions. Illusion, his apartment, it had been cluttered with
subscription after subscription.
Tainted and haunted by this notorious Rock Field Killer, Ryan
would sit in front of his Web TV. Feasting on what it was that
had devoured him on the Web, Ryan had been in the darkest
halls of this freak peep show. Racing into a dead-heat to
nowhere, this no tie-breaker for him, it had not shown through
their mirrors, as he had been held in this Alien depository of
Ronald's iniquitous apparitions. A sparse latrine on the Web,
feigning for Ronald as an FBI agent, Ryan was fulminating
with a serial killer's murderous escapades, as Ronald would
come through in an Alien domain. Inundated, it was itself and
with all these others, as they had trolled into Ronald's
Spelunking Website network.
This turpitude, their surreptitious stupor, it had become an
Alien God. Dominating the World wide Web, of its wayward
ominousness on the Internet, all these exotic excuse me's,
they were salivating as the mouthpieces of an Alien
Totalitarian God. Hurled out from one of Ryan’s demons,
Ronald’s next serial murder, it had come from their brains.
Copulation, a donkey, it had gone reckless as a kiddie ride at
a two-bit fair, so its baby in the woods with the baboon brains,
it had been part of the Darwin dilemma. The attire of an Alien
Cyberspace, it was with a coxcomb crab cracker. Words, they
had called the ladies, yet an Alien, it had no need for a
woman. Emilia's dark meal, extorting her a place on the World
Wide Web as the love-child of Ronald's Spelunking Website
network, Snake had been packing Ronald’s Jane, for he had
cut into Emilia with and or without any cheese.
"You didn't think it so?"
Snake had lamented. Sissy milking animals, they were crossdressing with its DNA. Pinched from its account, at the nearest
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ATM, Snake had on baggy shorts. Over wrinkled with his
wear, light material, the paraphernalia of his terrestrial realm, it
was from an extraterrestrial, as a thug life, it had been fried
into him with this LSD. Ignorant illusions, of Ronald's
delusional delegation, Emilia had been wedding with his
juices. Raping her out of this world, an eerier clinch with
Ronald, Emilia had dived in on Snake's Devil, as an upbringing
with Ronald, a demon, it would of had been gone all this way.
Snake had sold Emilia’s soul up its streaming river, so she had
met his aborigine. Burning with his brute that had been
breathing these daggers into her heart, the extortion of
Ronald's Devil, it had been found in Snake's violence.
"I told you we’d be what’s up didn’t I?"
Homo Sapiens hors d' oeuvre, they had been sloshing within
Snake’s fungus. Forged with this impending sexual excitation,
Snake’s overcooked cadence, it had been thumping out in and
of this wrong rhythm. Undamaged, his laborious worm, the
Alien God's food of itself, it had been coded into the
Spelunking Website network’s massive multiplayer online
gaming application by an Alien God. Many an epitaph, of
Emilia's leverage, she had been in a Martian bondage.
Balancing lines, they had disturbed all of mankind. Black-eyed
Susan, she was given a velvet hole, for she had been in an
extraterrestrial wire pulling act.
"Go on, get it goin'.”
Ding-a-ling, it was withering of its six-and-a-half. Snake's
hoodlum, it had been discharged into Emilia. Overkill, randy
blobs, collisions on the windshield of their stolen chariot,
Snake had an insensible beingness. A way, of their Chinese
Buddha sticks, they were smoothed into Ronald's romping girl.
Morbid lies, they had entered into Ronald's Spelunking
Website network. Emilia's Prince of Darkness, of an innate
meaning, their boundaries, they were before it. A channel, of
an extraterrestrial oblivion, it had seduced Emilia and all the
rest. They had come to Montana, and Emilia had picked
Snake up at where she had left him off.
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Satiating saliva, it had come into her silken pussy. Nose hits
from the stools of headhunters, they were from Ronald’s gang
of goofs, and they were participating in his serial kills in this
massive multiplayer online game. Jerry was sulking of her
beef-eater, for it had turned her fate into a weird and false
belief. Madly possessed, Ronald's demons, it was of her
adulterous Satan. Immaculate conception, it had been
extirpated in an avariciousness. Stupefied by the vandalism,
they were singing of their fiery needles, as a zombie-eyed-noman's-land, it had been a deviation of itself.
Ronald was of an instantaneous real time, for Dale was driving
onward on its Superhighway. Leeches were sucking up his
lamina. Festering contortions, of his body, it had kept him in its
regeneration. A vicious and libidinous application, it had
been of his holiest now. Luring him into these Alien hailstorms,
of his monkey on the Web, Dale had been taken into the
abode. Dropped back down, now in on the secret, he was part
of this World Wide Web rudeness, as an Alien God, it was
prevailing with its facts. A fountain prison of himself, putrefied
with a guilt, it was not there, yet it had loaded many a sixshooter. Seamier excuses for the addiction to watch Ronald
kill in an online cave on the World Wide Web, the obsession,
their fan-frenzied disobedience, it was of these intense
moments. Swallowing their tongues, they were choking on this
oversized Alien heart.
The Child's Plaything: It's easy.
"Screw this world bro!"
With ripped computers, Dale had snatched some old woman’s
purse with a boot. His first hit of the day, clicking his mouse
from house to house, wandering in an Alien Cyberspace, she
had plenty of plastic. They had ordered up the trashiest
Websites that they could of had found on the Net. Fast of their
hustle, all they had need of was a credit card number. Presto,
Ronald had become their greasy online slut. Quelling
underground, stewing into and of their queasy snare, they
were discrediting Ryan. Attempting to catch this pugnacious
carnival, law enforcement, they had come about by an Alien.
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An ignoble and invincible dribbling out of their terrestrial
sector, of this decay, it had been stabilized into an inhuman
osmosis. Without their priori condition, of all the young men,
they had been depressed, so their deadpan antigravity, it had
known of their organic matter. Biochemical activities in an
electromagnetic architecture, initiated by an Alien God, it had
wanted them for Ronald. Retaliated for an injurious impiety, it
had come from what they had known as their God of love, yet
a forbidden hate, it had them hyped up. This bladed ace in
their hole, righty was tighty, and lefty was loosie.
Christ Killer: Like it?
The Child's Plaything: Lovely.
Christ Killer: Sup?
"Dale dude. He’s on with yah."
Dave had given Dale his thoughts, as this hush hush session
with The Child's Plaything, its elation, it had brought them into
this Spelunking Website network’s massive multiplayer online
game. Tricks pacified with their nervous hits, generic
beers, an upchuck of Ronald Reese, they were conveyed into
its whole enchilada. Brainless fish, they had wanted to thump
them on their heads. The boat with their belated and done of
time fathers, they had taken them out of their country woods.
No longer desolate morons, they had been delivered onto its
Information Superhighway. Picking their noses, they had wiped
their snouts on everyone's sleeves. Bafflement, a long way, it
had erupted as an urgent virus. Reveling into them, their dryeyed and dagger-like slabs, they had been flopping of this
schismatic and homophobic revelation.
Ryan's caginess on the Web, they were of Dave’s blistering
moments in the dark, and they had sent Dale deep into Ryan's
bulldog. Vigilant and of an inflamed swindle, they were in
Ryan's small apartment in Los Angeles. These two good for
nothings, they had their chewing tobacco stained between
their teeth, for the breath of Ronald's antagonism, it had been
stirring up a nasty bacteria. Preserved, Ryan's confabulation
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on the Net with Ronald, it had been of these ill-favored
sermons.
The Child's Plaything: Tired of Teddy Bears?
Dave had cocked his head over and around at Dale.
Thrashing empty flesh, it was over a bitter shoulder. Ryan's
undying pathology, it had been draped in this wickedness.
Consumed, his inner self, it had been online with Ronald.
Ryan was an aged man with a hard-on.
Inflicted, two of contamination, Ryan had led a double-dyed
and naked Federal subsistence, as an illogical freak, an
always, it was of its beingness. Stuffed aside in this drab and
ill-tempered dirty mind, nippy, his stalking rebelliousness, it
was crude and of this burning gut. Bursting out of him, an
Alien God's anger, it was liquidated into Ryan’s lily-livered and
loony pushup daisies. Rare and of olden times, they were left
on the Web with the horror of Ronald. Without his raised Devil,
of Dale and Dave, raunchy and razzle-dazzle, Ryan had been
irking up and into this putty head, for he had sent screwballs
into these two-brained turds. Unwashed and branching out
from this crooked trunk, drunk, they were groping in the dark.
Sneak preview, of the unwanted, there had been an upsurge,
and it had been taught to ghetto bums.
"Don't- in my. Not in my-."
Dropping out of his whipping time with Ryan, fervid chest,
Ryan's rot, it was drooling into an obscene passion with Dale.
Joystick, of Dale’s Alien center-point, it had been lubricated for
a full blown ejaculation. Ronald's rigid strength, it had come
from an Alien bestiality, as Ryan had been about it for weeks
on end. Sleeping on Ryan’s floor, Ronald's molestation of him,
it was sent overboard, as there had been no guilt. Sliding his
profane and brutal bleak nonsense into Dale's cavern,
strangling Ryan's six inch, of a beingness before Dave’s
degeneracy in a Fed, they had been mashed into its diseased
blood.
"Ass."
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It was a belated and submissive plead, yet it had been shot up
Dale’s testy geyser. Splashing up and onto his chin, Ryan had
shoved it in harder. Calves, they were on Ryan's shoulders.
Relished, the men and their booze, cigarettes, of their dead
self esteems, it had sent their spirits online and into this murky
gloom. Nether world, their heads, they were rolling in and of a
witchery. Balled off the two legged goat's slingshot, their hips,
they had been with its base scum.
"One hundred dollars!"
Ronald had maintained his numb and cold shouting bird, yet
Chi Chi, she was screaming her price. Souring of this dark
bungalow, a Website application, they were inflamed and
pared away from mankind. Things, they had gotten rotten with
this fresh fish. Caught by its sweet honey dew, of her hideous
spells, they were floating in a digital shot. It was of a lava
lamp. Feeding the Alien Totalitarian God in an underpass, a
semantic overview, it was of an epistemology. Crashing down
and onto their terrestrial computer architecture, of a bionic hotkey, cattle rustlers, they had been worked up over these
bizarre punk-rockers. Flunking into these monkey teasing
cowboys, dudes, they had their buzz saws. Alien
repercussions, they were of these bedpan commandos.
Scalding into them with this deafening chamber music, this
lavender dope, it was its offspring.
The Child's Plaything: Case notes?
Chi Chi: You will be nice?
The Child's Plaything: Yes.
Chi Chi: I will for one hundred.
The Child's Plaything: Do you have Amazon tits?
Chi Chi: My tits, one hundred dollars.
The Child's Plaything: Never never land will slither you a
chortle.
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Chi Chi: A what?
The Child's Plaything: Ah, wonderland.
The suffering womb, it had been slammed in on the World
Wide Web. Criminal astronauts, they had been traveling in this
Alien Cyberspace. An awkward nerve with all of humankind,
exclusions of their spirits, they were of its irrelevant
documents. Squirreling with an un-cared for banner, Old
Betsy, she was chucking of her dummies, as they had went
down this Mississippi. Her Pedro, he was at the Gulf of its
Mexico, and Ronald's rendezvous, they were flown out. Torn
of flesh - disembodied, Ryan's hound, it was dead on the
Web. Slimy ooze, it had been missing in a panhandling
manure. Patched bows, of their straight-line chauvinism, they
had come from a harpooned Albuquerque.
Invariably burning in and of its African fly, George's cardiology,
it was full of this sleazy malnutrition. Without their soul-spirits,
they had been astounded into this Internet lockjaw. Mauling,
this comatose state, it had stopped his heart, so it had
become one with an Alien Cyberspace’s mainframe.
Absorbing these reprehensible deliveries, they had been stew
potting with and or without a word processor, for there had
been an Alien God in and of its simultaneous premonitions.
Booted up from its nether world, it had been downloaded from
an extraterrestrial. Hiding in this corner of its world, George
had caught onto Ronald, as he had sold George this Devil
policy.
Fading away from this massive multiplayer Spelunking
Website network’s online game, its hue of all occultism, they
were of these meteorites. Sailing to the center of George’s
heart, Ronald had become this Alien's operating system.
Sling-shooting the serial killer as this World Wide Web cherry
picker, of its hot corners, the private sector, it had been
providing George these circular files, for his cosmos, it was
rapping hard on this chimney. Full of its bloodcurdling
coagulations, Ronald had become this uninterrupted serial
killing mongrel. The United States Government, it had been
shuddering in disbelief, for Ronald’s trump cards, they had
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been burrowing through these corridors of their Information
Superhighway. He had been out of their sight. Binary
claustrophobia, the Government, it had been processing
trillions of this amount of datum.
A lost mannequin as an unethical machine, it had been
vomited up from this bad whiskey. Downloaded into their dead
cables, they had been connected to humankind. Alien gutters
for eyes, Ronald's low belly, it had been stripped of his soul.
His back-end and gravid words, they had been placed into its
deep cover. A catbird of a technological seat from an
extraterrestrial, it was with an application. The funny dipper, it
had been of its dough-boy. Mashing paper into its shreds, this
art-house, it had come from his double-beggar, as an Alien
Totalitarian God, it had become this nefarious World Wide
Web leper. Solitaire, Ronald's mouse, it had gotten caught in
this Alien Cyberspace. This trap, Lucifer had been quibbling
with him. Without his habeas corpus, it was of this terrestrial
beingness.
Squatting on the Web and below these planetary craters,
down-linking into him, of this smorgasbord, humanity had
been placed in a radioactive stability. Siege, starvation had
boomed in on them, as a drag queen sword swallow, she had
played with these bowled balls. Distant, a court martial by an
Alien God, of an everlasting persecution, it was of this endless
time. Kinetic energy, it had been frozen into its cyberspace.
The airways, they were of an unknown emotion, as an
absolute majority, Ronald was pile driving into them. Stomping
of a wrangling pitter patter, its cold rodent, it had been tossed
out of an electronic architecture.
Amused by Ronald's bane Internet disease of himself,
freeloaded on and into a cavity, he had been dropping an iron
on the Net, so this chewing gum, it had gone pfft. Ears, they
had been blowing themselves off. Cookies, of their nebulaphobia, Ronald had been prodding to get people to bend their
knees for him, as they had all been caught in an Alien
Cyberspace application. Its behalf, a smoking gun, the
Internet, it had been of this strange lust. The Web's
street bully, it had been placed in an Alien abode.
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Human blackout, of his sudden uploading, an upheaval - the
Devil, it had been turned into an Alien God, and its def ear, it
had been murmuring of this gossip. Thorniest moments, they
were from an Alien abode. Conscience, the Alien Totalitarian
God's carnal knowledge, it had put humanity on all their fours.
Their unprotected necrophilia, of Ronald's demented
interludes, serial killing for them, an Alien talisman, it had
intersected the World Wide Web with an electronic
architecture. Isotopes, of their vehement cat's whiskers, they
had been micro-waving in and of its terrestrial sphere, as an
extraterrestrial on an Alien planet, it had been about another
galaxy. This was an actuality of humankind's observational
coordinates, and they had been with Ronald's delusions, of
their terrestrial illusion - an Alien Totalitarian God.
"He ain't here."
Tom's head, it was manically washing him away. Cosmological
attire of this extraterrestrial God, Tom had no immunity. The
instigator, persecution, it had belied everything else. Ryan had
no care for the outer limits, yet its quietus, it had sunk into him
from the Internet. Taunto Street, it was gleaming of its burnish
horizons, as they were on his computer screens. Warranted,
his eyesight, they had gotten disoriented in Ronald's foray.
Pensive horror, Ryan had sat daily behind the wheel of his
sedan, or he would stare at the World Wide Web and wait for
Ronald to come online. Juliana's warrior, flatter of an obscene
gesture, this had been with Ronald's Spelunking Website
network. Cyclone, an Internet migraine, it could never of had
kicked the Alien God habit.
Techno unisex in an Alien Cyberspace realm, they were in
their woodsheds. Ronald had been eating Ryan’s dog food, as
it had come from an Alien God. Swelled tumors, they had
inflamed the Internet with these fiery Web veins. Lattice
structure, it had been from the proud flesh of Ronald's
demons. Always ready to burst, of a panicky art, it had come
from the Alien Magi. Ardent wanders, they had slid their
tongues into cowards, for they had closed their eyes on the
Web. Conspiring with his soft flies, of the Alien's cracker
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barrels, they had been with Ronald. An ear bender, it had
them in an Alien Cyberspace. Dealing them their gameplay, a
flash in their pan, it had shook them down from an Alien
abode, so the darkness, it had been taken out of their eyes.
Remained, only of their whites, fourteen nights, they had only
left a day, as the Alien Totalitarian God, it had made itself as
this superior mankind. Polarity known, it had not been
spinning of this blue ball. The child's toy, a top, it was of this
bone breaker. Watching their movies from an extraterrestrial
reel, their gab, it was under a cloudless and mutant menace of
Ronald's awfulness.
Radioactive instability, it was of these ambulance chasers'
hatchet jobs, as an Alien Totalitarian God, it was of this unholy
metamorphosis. A cyber-spatial euphoria, of an ill-natured
counter-attack, this criminal intent, it had been decomposing
for an Alien God. Fiber optics, they had been of this
extraterrestrial host. Ronald's dance with death, diminishing of
its other, an Alien mortification, it had been eclipsing with
Ronald. Following him as with this Internet search for want of
a behavior, such as a herpes simplex, it had been popping in
on Ronald with its biotech. Chasing death and mayhem, police
radio in his hand and whatever else, airwaves, they had gotten
hot, as Ronald had been apart from himself and others.
Known of its something on and over the rest, Ronald’s Santa
Clause, it had been of an online gargantuan thaw.
Mugging away the heat of his blood, searching for himself,
they were of this stabilized demonology. Mushrooming of
these lackadaisical seizures, an Alien God, it was this teetertotter fodder. Along with Darryl and with Tony in the back of
their ambulance, they had been screening for this radical
insurance policy. Tragic numbers in the online gameplay, this
Information Superhighway robbery of life there, it was of this
nonbeliever. An Alien God, of this Antichrist, it was displaying
their gangrene shots, as they had been in this Pope's shorts.
Carrying this big stick of mortal sin, an immortal beingness,
Ronald had been taking out his insurance claims, and they
were made in an Alien Cyberspace. This monotonous cloakand dagger serial killer, it had an unflappable fester on the
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World Wide Web. Armpit hair, it had been of this draconian
sprawl. An invertebrate chaos theory with space-time, it was
this biochemical space warping of humankind. The Alien
Totalitarian God, it had come from this kingdom of light.
Stench of relativity, it as themselves, a beingness and a
reflection of this cosmological divinity, Ronald had grabbed his
laptop at this point. The whites of his eyes, they had no pupils.
A milky sickness, thunderbolt of this Universe, he had shied
away from the flesh.
"Are we dead?"
Juliana had questioned Ronald. Conundrum, of this stabilized
terrestrial existence, an always, it had been with them. Finally,
it had crept from out under Ronald's bed. Darkness, of the
Alien God's illumination, its something, it had been deceiving
mankind, so the Alien God's song, it had been ringing true.
Year after year, there had been a never. Fascinated by
Ronald, of the extent, their mutilation, it had inspirited them.
Self-evident and of an inevitable Alien Totalitarian God, it had
been eating off of their suspicion.
Doubt, anger and or resentment, with and or without, he had
been of its neither-either, as Ronald's lay-stall, it was weeping
into the Net. The paradigm for the Devil's work, frayed of this
silicon wafer, of morbid scenes on the Web, Ronald had been
exhausted into this never never land. Boyhood phobia, it had
placed Ronald into this Alien surveillance. Wasted and away,
its worms, they were chinking in and on the rest.
Basting time, there had been a cattle call, as Ronald’s
mankind, they were at its slaughterhouse. Flesh, its holistic
glue of stability in an Alien Cyberspace, mankind had lost their
glove money. Their hands, they had been singed, as the Alien
God's slice of this dice, it was of an ear banging nonexistence.
An Alien hardware, of their human spirits, they had been
overcome, as Chi Chi's immortal goblin on the Net, it had been
lighting this bonfire. Fractured out of space-time, it was of an
extraterrestrial. Swerving, it had eased in with an estranged
forensic, as this shadow of all the rest, it had been tailor fitted
into an Alien feedback loop. Defying Gound-hog Day, the
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squirrel, it had not eaten of any chestnuts.
Dripping cold-blooded secretions, this scorpion, it had been of
this bugged out insect. Squashed and of its extraterrestrial
equivalent, mashed potatoes, they were eating at Ronald's
brains. An outlander entryway for the Alien Totalitarian God,
intersecting on the Internet, the Alien God, it had been
molding mankind into this lifeless hot-list. Intestines, they were
with an architecture. Stabilized, an Alien abode, it had growled
of this pesticide. It should of had killed the cows, and they
were eaten. The Alien, it had been devised of this mutation,
and it had went into this silica. Halted with another rock in
hand, Ronald was in its corridors.
"Ring around the Chi Chi. Bashing, bashing. Now I've foundAnother one!"
Arrays-rows and columns of computer code, they had been
melted by a radioactivity. A geophysical instantaneousness,
cosmological explosions, of this stock yard, the cows, they
had become this solid-state, as the Alien Totalitarian God's
transistor, it had been working these contraptions. Culturally
deprived, they were of these cattle. Singing of their moo,
Ronald had been cutting his cud with a thud-thud.
"Ron."
Her voice was seductively scorned. Little, full of Lucifer's
maliciousness, Ronald would not of had turned. His back was
to her, as she had stepped out of this Alien Hell.
Ronald had quaked of this horrifying silence. In its places
though-out, the Alien portal, it was of this insane laughter, and
it had been echoing through-out all real time. Ronald's shame,
it had become this Alien face-off, so this knuckle-headed
disorder, it had come from this online sardonic cloak.
Poisonous, an inauguration in a gameplay, the Devil, it was of
this cyberspace blackguard, and Ronald's reprobation, it was
of a bloodcurdling launch window. Executed by this methodical
murder of this Asian whore, ghosts, they had intercepted him,
and this spirit, they had followed it. Not led by his body, it was
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keeping Ronald in this bleary asylum. Chunks of his
mutilations, they were mish-mashing at him with this sloppy
online sewage. Turbulent tissue - muscles, bones and body
parts, they were put down from an extraterrestrial abode, as
an Internet dog-fish, it had been grappled by these snarling
cats. Locust, they had come to Ronald, so a crosscurrent, it
had been ripping off his skin. Waves, they were wailing of their
synthetic and or exotic bad blood, as Ronald had pulped Chi
Chi.
Borderline obsession, it was invading him with its necessity.
Pathological behavior, murdering whores, co-eds in a rock
field of the sort, the cosmos, it had started an alienation. This
gravitational perpendicular, it had been hauled by this dawn.
The large rectangular and metal barn, it had been used to
house and feed cattle, and it had stood alone. In the open
space, topped - about every twenty-five feet, there were these
three to four foot oval vents. Aligned in and of their
symmetrical placements, they were across this roof. An
eccentric, it had been seen on the outskirts of this Redding
California area. Scary chemistry, a depletion of mankind,
fumbling for their dog-hair, this solid bender with Ronald, it
was of this staggered dust. Licking his chops, contemplating,
of caked dirt that was on his face, Ronald's pow-wow-chitchat, it had been this viable clay pigeon, as they had fallen
from an extraterrestrial sphere.
Particle physics, they had been lurking into its all over the
place. Chip-heads, they had been shredded from the cattle
machination. Clamoring for Ronald's acid-head, raining from
his cock and bull story, he would of had presented Lucifer to
those that had been in this massive multiplayer online game,
yet a love potion, it was laced with an old man's hands.
Without astonishment, between these silken chopsticks, they
were feeding him into an idiot death. Cognitive comma,
cheated out of a representative self, Ronald had been
searching for this resting place with his Devil. Craving for a
right to choose Lucifer, engaged by an Alien Totalitarian God,
it was of his sparse and loaded online manic-depression. It
had him in an Alien Cyberspace. His spirit's separation point, it
had been taking its place at death's door. The reporter had
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drafted a blank question for Ryan.
"All of them?"
Paralyzed, the sight of a small teddy bear, it was lying
lopsided in these pools of blood, as an inane online
extermination, it had been swarming in this Alien Cyberspace.
Ronald's risky and sickening squabbles, they had been of a
credo. Farfetched melees, data transfers, their cubes, they
were thawing into a staleness. Liquidity, the Alien water, it had
been splashed on all the innocent infants. An unholy act and
pollution, siphoned away from their bodies, patterns of
behavior, they were left by an Alien God. Indolent grief,
stricken, it was of their ossified selves. Skull, it was capped by
this black Marry, so Ryan’s neurosis on the Internet, it had
come from all scorned dreams.
Ryan had left Berkeley to get a job in San Francisco. From
flower to flower, from page to page, click to click, a
somewhere on the Internet, it had been of this Alien
Cyberspace. Ronald had been sending out his messages too.
Plenty, the San Francisco FBI, of this opium that Ryan had
been smoking, it had been hibernating into him, as he had
lost his brain in Oakland California. Ryan’s life, it had become
a drainpipe for an Alien God. Excluded, of his erratic stupor,
Ryan had portrayed such thoughts, for he had no mind.
Blackmail, on a gangplank, Ronald had been selling this Life
Insurance to the dead. Trying to devise a way to contact the
Devil on the World Wide Web, of an effort, the pieces together was not there. Quarantine strength, Ronald’s spirit, it
had been siphoned away, for he had been placed in a
radioactive stability. Humankind had been malfunctioning
online. Estranged particle physics, science and technology,
disposed into this pipeline of instability - an Alien abode, the
mental case poet, he had been taken away from himself. Foulmouthed encroachment, the Information Superhighway, it was
replaced by this Alien Cyberspace of misinformation.
Singing his vulgar songs of murder and mayhem, of a sold-out
crowd by an Alien Totalitarian God, it had made mankind into
this dunce. Knife happy surgeons, they had gone numb and
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cold. Ostracized from their own skin, Ronald had come from
another planet. Known doubt, its Alien strangeness, there had
been no intelligence of its own. Beingness and a foreign
charm, it was of his uncouth mortification. Cashing in on the
killing of others, Ryan had been surfing the World Wide Web
with an Alien monkey on his back. Throbbed gander, not
answering the reporter, Ronald had bashed this Asian to
death in a rock field. This local freak and side-show, it had
been ordered up by Ronald, so Ryan had interacted with its
terrestrial domains. Controlled by its extraterrestrial means, it
was unraveling of its bits by bits and bytes by bytes. An
interaction, it had been fed into an extraterrestrial.
"All of them."
Ryan had finally given into a duplication of the reporter's
quest. Picking up the fuzzy and fury warm thing, it had been
lying in this cold blood. A grimy hole that Ryan had put himself
into, of its burrowed furrow on its rump, Ronald had been
charging into Ryan from an online communiqué, as Ryan had
wanted Ronald back ever so bad.
"We will meet again."
Ryan had spoke of his thoughts. The cattle, they were still
lukewarm. Standing amongst Ronald's rampage, the heathen
freak, it had been taken out of Ryan’s rebellion. The Asian
whore, she had been lain for Ryan. A dark chamber, of an
Information Superhighway, Ryan had been placed in a
dungeon of this stabilized humanity. Cemetery, it was The
Child's Plaything, and Ryan had been drawing on that screenname in this game. These cows, they had been food
for this Alien star sailor. Interaction on the Internet, it had been
warming the benches that had been placed between their
projected lobes. Brain dead, Ronald's duress, this spirit of his,
it had been chasing an Alien body. Ronald’s face, it had been
bleeding into these moles. Modulating into him with this
biochemical interaction, computers, they were of this synthetic
field space.
"Hit them Ronnie!"
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Moraine had come from out of an extraterrestrial weirdness. A
terrestrial entryway, of this Alien abode and cyberspace, this
Alien God, it had been telling Ronald his fortune. An evil
sustenance, it should of had brought him his Lucifer. Running
after himself, Ronald had ate the farmer. The same mill, it had
been designed by an Alien God, so Ronald had muscled up
this nine pound sledge hammer. Straddling this walkway
above these cattle, they had been feeding below him. An eerie
motion, of his docile trinkets, bobbing for an Alien God, these
cattle, they had been chewing their extraterrestrial cud for his
thud. Its terrestrial domain, it had gone blank-eyed. An ejected
calling, this murderous raven, it was of his baboon. Pondered,
an intelligence quotient, it was of an Alien planet.
"Whack'em!"
Moraine's body, it was covered with these hideous boils and
fiery worms. Crawling out of her lacerations, spastic
movements, they had come from her Devil's birthday suit.
Pissing out hot and green parasites, of its fiery fulmination on
the Internet, igniting into black flames, it had been burned into
her red, white and blue.
Obscurities, they were set in motion. Unknown caverns, they
had been of these Indian dances. Calling upon their Gods,
screams, they were heard as a distant terror. Ronald's heart, it
was beating down and out of his extraterrestrial stoop. This
self-realization, its effect, Satan had to of had made a deal
with an Alien, for this alienation of their selves, it had taken on
a navigational coordinates. Empty bodied, Ronald had no
ability to make a decision. Captivated by Moraine's mutation
as an inhuman form, her abscesses, they were feeding her
maggots. Hibernating, her ulcers, they had been from where
the Alien God had been siphoning in for its feed. Hideous
parasites, they had spiraled their tunnels. Exploding with her
perverted brains on the Internet, bursting on the Information
Superhighway with Ronald's damnation of himself, this
haunting into an instability with humankind, it had been
stabilized, so an Alien God, it could of had been feeding off of
their radioactive decay. The metal barn, past the creek,
Ronald had straddled this two yard wide bridge inside it.
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Stretched of its twist and turn, it was over and across the
cattle. Moraine had stood afar, and she was watching
Ronald's confusion.
"Hit them Ronnie!"
She had screamed. Nefariousness, it had been accentuated.
Misrepresented, it had been of Ronald's search for the Devil.
Snakes, they were protruding from out of Ronald's body,
as they were of this haywire and frenzy extraterrestrial abode.
It had dropped its dime, for its terrestrial application, Ronald
had smashed their beef-brains. The Alien God's gut, it had
weakened Ronald’s soul. A spirit havoc, Ronald’s yellow fever,
it had been launched into this information revolution. An
inscription of itself, Ronald was thwacking the cows over the
head with a nine pound sledge hammer, as an interface and
word wrap up-linking of himself, dark matter, it had been taken
away. Raining Chi Chi on the World Wide Web, cosmic dust
of an Alien Totalitarian God, she had been initiated by Ronald,
as an incredulous curdle of himself on the Web, an Alien
abode, it was this space-time. Ronald had been fried by
Saturn, and this repeating information, it had been oscillating
outward. Downloaded on the World Wide Web,
misinformation, its stability of mankind, it had become this
oddball world-wide cognitive. Reckless passwords, their
spirits, they had gotten lost in this insipid haze. Their decay, it
was glowing of its doom. Crashing into each other, of their
divine rite, this serial killer's climax, it had conjugated a bond
with an unannounced Alien union with a Totalitarian God, so
this mechanic's ash-can, it had been warbling, nodding of its
lost babes and at a time. Born into the Alien architecture, of its
abode and application on the Internet, they had gone into its
keypunch.
Dangling from an extraterrestrial sphere, an awkward
adornment, it was of their terrestrial and outdated selves.
Without radioactive decay, its cosmological clothing, it had led
them into an Alien Cyberspace. Deflated humankind, a
stabilized state, an extraterrestrial mind, it had consumed their
instability. Muddling into Ronald's shroud, humankind, they
had been siphoned away and left without their spirits. Born
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into Ronald's blood-sport, of his incubus, it had been funneled
into these ghoulish distractions, as an extraterrestrial, it had
been devouring their online time.
"I don't get this?"
Tom had cried of a shaker to Ryan. Terrestrial support, the
two of them, they were cross-examining Taunto Street.
Murderous acts in caves, they were carved out by other
people's pain, as Ronald's warranted application of an Alien
God, it had been with this Internet free-for-all. Their cards,
they had been played by Ronald. Fool's paradise, life on the
planet, it had been modified by this Information Superhighway.
This pulverizing diagnosis of themselves, it had left them
without their eternal beings. Their bodies, they were after
itself, and their observational Universe, it had been redefined
by an Alien Totalitarian God.
Thriving on chaos, on instabilities and of its infinite varieties,
humanity’s subsistence with it, they were its retroactive
displacement. Origin of their biological existence, it had been
explained online. Revenge of and by themselves, each other,
they had been falling astern. Giving them their bum's rush, it
had been envenomed into them. A redefinition of all
information on this electronic Superhighway, it had amputated
them from life. Breached of an existence on the World Wide
Web, an inflicted humankind, it had placed two strikes against
one. Flip-flopping on the Internet with the word called "God,"
this information, it had been transferred.
"You notice anything different?"
Tom had asked. Wanting to break its spell, he was trying to
make some sense out of the nonsense. This anarchy, it had
been delivered in an incomprehensible human existence.
Stabilized into them, of an extraterrestrial application on the
Web, it was leading their lifeless lives into this terrestrial world.
Soul, its everything, it had been placed in this perfect order. A
doll-house, it was of its extraterrestrial beingness, and it had
coordinated and manufactured an online God. Followers, none
could of had divulged as to the how and or of its why, yet it
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was online. Ryan had went from gone fishing to a beady
gesture, as Tom had been lost and of himself.
"There."
A lethargic reverie with an Alien Totalitarian God, it could not
satisfy him. Brooding into them, it had been amplifying into
their coexistence. This hunt for Ronald, Ryan had lost his
soulfulness. Stagnated direction, of this cohabitation, it had
become this online activity, and Ronald, he had been its cutthroat. A far-fetched and horrendous hint with himself, an
entryway into the radioactive stabilization of humankind, it was
placed in this Alien architecture. Abode, the extraterrestrial,
it was utilizing humanity. Tedious, a feedback loop into itself,
muted mankind, the human emotional state, it had been time
worn. Synthetic application, a terrestrial real time on this
Information Superhighway, they were surfing into an
extraterrestrial, and it had shut down humankind. Setting out
his first steps, Tom had lurked close. Ready, a gun-point was
dangling from his hand. Wary moments, he was combing the
World Wide Web with these fast glances.
"This is a set up."
Tom had griped at Ryan. Plowing into this viciousness, there
was a representation.
"Tom."
Responding, forcefully being hurled from this Hell and into a
oneness with an Alien, Ryan had unraveled of its voice.
Ronald had remained on Ryan’s back, and this archfiend, it
was ready to leap out of Ryan's skin. From his outer-space,
after catching himself, of the prey, he had been looking for
their eagles. Flying on the World Wide Web without an animal
instinct, Ronald had shelved all their books, so Ryan had a
poker-faced deal.
"Keep it together."
Ryan had delayed conversation with him. Leering at Tom, of a
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same belatedness, Tom was of a drained selfhood.
"Yeah."
Common suffering, it had brought all of mankind into Ronald's
lineage. There was no analgesic, so Ryan and Tom, they were
feeling an alienation of themselves. Secular animus on the
World Wide Web, of Ronald's spawning maniacal penchant
for serial killing, they had been imperiled in his Alien
Cyberspace, for they had been handed down from an
extraterrestrial domain. Onto an online terrestrial mandrill and
of itself on the Internet, flagrant and gutless with Ronald, their
reactions, they were of this Alien God. Comatose, it was of a
corporeal statement on the Net.
This radioactive stability, it had been of this obnoxious boxing
in and of their Global cognizance. Weight, un-chaste and of a
yellow complexion, their evil work on the Internet, it had been
of a pungent Goddess. Pluming of herself on the World Wide
Web, she was with her hatchet man. Whacking, of his oddball
ax, it had been splashing this red gore. Poignant and of
precipitous microcosms, its any moment, they had been
flicked from page to page and from site to site. Ronald’s
seizures with this Alien Totalitarian God, it had been heaving
him online in and of this Alien Cyberspace initiative. Placed
under his bed, he was in his closet with an Alien God.
Spiritless entities, they had been at where Chi Chi had been
lain naked - wraithlike. A scatterbrain, it had put her in this
Alien morgue. Fracas and collisions, she had been the both of
them. Fouling with themselves, an upload of an Alien
Totalitarian God, downloading, they had cringed from Ronald's
vault on the Web, as this electroconvulsive therapy, it had
settled into Emilia.
Stubborn face, there had been a bent rule in Ronald's waste.
Broken even, of her Alien conclusions, their well-advised and
razor-sharp long suffering, it had been of this white coated
nomadic Indian from India. Stabbed in with this serrated
invigoration, the Alien God's juice, of an enigma, it had liplocked into humankind. An online crevice, of its terrestrial
hallucinations, they were replaced by its reality. Half-cocked,
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Tom was trying to blast some significance into this nonplus.
Uncouth, he was of a man-eating caveman. Fresh blood for
the Alien Totalitarian God to drink, the terrifying silicon, it had
went up and into an Alien abode, as mankind, they had been
ambivalent of themselves. Indolent and averse, woven of an
Alien God, it was of their agonizing droll. This candid yet
artless duplication of mankind, it had put them at a standstill.
Radioactive stability, manifest, of an Alien Cyberspace
entryway, they were taken in and then out of its nowhere.
"This is getting it together!"
Tom had ruthlessly and frantically fired his gun. Alien gravemen, they had been robbing mankind of their illusions.
Clashing and faulting, humankind's eyesight, it had been
snubbed from an inwardness, for there had been this
percolation of an Alien Totalitarian God on the World Wide
Web. Their thoughtlessness, Ronald was coexisting with
them. Perversions with him, this chasm, it was of his base
atrocity. Drenching into them, their neediness, they had been
conflicting with an irksome Alien God. Multiple personalities on
the World Wide Web, they had molded humankind into an
Alien Cyberspace, and it had led them into their deaths. Tom’s
words, they were agape. Ape of this perpetual stand-still, the
air, it had become a delicacy.
"It's like before."
Shattered by an uncaring sneeze to disrupt the information
flow, of this Alien Cyberspace, they had germinated from this
sinuous Alien abode. A cul-de-sac, of her sleazy burnt
offerings, they had been blotching out and all over the Web,
as she had been night-walking with Ronald. Endless days,
they had been bleached out of their nights. Undeviating
congestion with themselves, of this stabilized application, it
had come from an infallible extraterrestrial. Inducted into its
nervous breakdown of mankind, a pointless depression of
itself, it had encompassed all computer systems. Capturing
mankind in its phantom radiance, it had been flashed before
their eyes.
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Expulsion, Hell on Earth, Jesus Christ was not found on a
pony to ride, and the clouds, they weren't meteoric with an
almighty's power. All mothers, they were for the Alien
Totalitarian God. Sadistic seduction, of a stable and
radioactive duration, Ryan and Tom, they had been dashed to
pieces. Insubstantial and illicit panorama, murderous
exploitations for Lucifer, this culture-shock, it was of this ne'erof had done well. Bio-chemical rules of mankind, an
extraterrestrial field space, it was their stigma on the Web.
Tiring of the human flavor, a cyberspace denigration, lechery,
it was of Ronald's passion. Interceded, Ronald’s tracking of
this Devil, it was a hindering application. Computer
technology, violent for its chorus girls, they had been online to
sing of his murderousness. Information transfer, it had beget
the radioactive decay of humankind in an Alien Cyberspace.
"Where are they goin'?"
Tom had spoke. Bloodstained idleness, he had fell short.
Unburdened - a meeting with an Alien Totalitarian God, it was
this point of departure, and an entryway, there was
nowhere to of had gone. Already there, sighted things, they
were in the shade of this joylessness. Second ideas, Tom had
gone sour, and his head, it had shrank into a grape. Screwball
queasiness, it was from his stability. Dulled, of his senses,
they had come to him with a barbaric and ill-defined
somberness. Quantum disposition, personal information, it had
been passing its hat on the World Wide Web. Otherworldly deadheaded and null voids, they were of Tom’s mob, and they
had been turning into this duct.
“There. In front."
Ryan had spotted them. Stumbling block, triskaidekaphobia, it
was of the Alien God's numbers. An incubation period, it was
of this radioactive stability before its decay. It was the makings
of the Alien Cyberspace. Ryan and Tom's minds, they had
become amoral, as they had tried to go berserk. Barely known
of themselves, a dolorous and lethargic loophole, they were
processed in this terrestrial domain. This makeshift kitchen for
the drooling extraterrestrial Alien God, they had lost their
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spirits. No convalescence, its coercion with Ronald, it was with
an online epidemic. Brought out of this ill-fated crises, it was
with this nonentity. Tom had need of Ryan to feel and or grope
into his illogical spirit, as it had come from an Alien abode.
Not disappeared and or even appeared, of Ronald's skillful
tactics, they had brought in the doubt. Alienation and of an
entry-point with an Alien Totalitarian God, this murderous
disobedience in this Spelunking Website network’s massive
multiplayer online game, it had undercut them. Confinement,
of a human stability on the Web, Ryan had become this Alien
subterfuge with himself. The isolation, it was of this other
oddity. One driveling, this butted bulldog, it had been part of
Ryan’s perversion to compete with Ronald, for these punitive
powers, Ryan had delusions about a cessation. Liveliness, the
sadism delivered, Ryan had lacked Ronald’s pandemonium.
Sought of a clue to follow, Ryan’s blind alley, it was of a
relationship with a behemoth malefactor, as these psychotic
gremlins, they had been lain in an unsaid online storehouse of
itself. Fluctuating visages, they had been in and of the Alien
Cyberspace. Ethereal diffusions, they had been bouncing off
their star clusters. Playing Ryan and Tom at both ends of
themselves, it had run right down the middle of their
Information Superhighway, for they had come down. They had
stood in the center of its Universe.
"See."
Damson was smiling softly - passivity. An uncouth exhuming
of himself, this corpus delicti, Albert had made a simple reply.
Ryan's space-out demeanor, it had seen Damson. Albert was
impeccably dressed in this dark suit. Definitely not the kind of
thread that one would of had found at this level - pink tie,
French one over a black shirt. Stupid narcissism, Albert had
been keeping up with an extraterrestrial terror. His placid and
nonviolent submission, Tom had wanted to blow him a
squeeze. Point-blank, Tom could of had tasted his brains at
close range. Tom’s up an at'em, it was of his primitive warfare.
"No way! No way!"
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Tom’s nautical starvation, it was of this Alien God. It had eaten
of this fulmination, as his confusion, it couldn't of had been
healed. A breach of reality on the World Wide Web, Tom was
of this self, and it had gone into these computer pixels.
"Where are they goin?"
Tom couldn't of had grasped this delusion. Without any
illusion, this Alien Cyberspace, it had taken him from its first
and last. Wagging himself on the Net, prelude, it had been
going back and forth with and into him. Albert and Damson,
they were waiting for them, for they were at this death's door.
"Where are they going?"
Tom had been denied a trick pony and a magician. An
extraterrestrial phobia, they had finished off their rodents.
Prey, they had been captured on this trail. Devoid of
themselves, they had killed. Law of the jungle, it had been
taken away from them. In their misinformed states, of no
beingness, their stasis, it was searching for them.
"Tom?"
Ryan had seen them about twenty feet in his front.
Examination - their field space, there were these totem poles.
One had Damson sitting atop of these shoulders of a strong
Indian man. Carved in wood, a bone-handled knife, it was
sharpened on both of its sides. Attached to the wooden arm
and of this form, Tom had no understanding of its Alien place,
for their terrestrial world, it was placed in this perpetual
nonintervention and odyssey. Cohesive bio-tech, a porous
refrain of this human condition, it had curved their thoughts, so
they were in its idiot rodeo. Ronald had been their clown, as
their wild-animal, it was in a defiance. It was of their sharptongued Alien destiny. Exotic, wind-blown by this two-sided
tweak and diddled of a world's essence, their hearts, they had
been changing in this Alien abode. Chambers, they had been
of its plain style. Ronald's delusions, they had been struck
below ground by this unwillingness. Formlessness, of this
Alien architecture, a galaxy without human beings, this babe, it
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had been born in this manger, and it had shown of its God.
"Ronald?"
Wretched, a disbanding of technology, it was still mixed and
fading in and out of this online time, as Ronald's ill executed
nightmare with an Alien God, it was unfurling itself on the
Web. This stony-hearted mental case, it had gone from bad to
worse.
Mingle, an introspection of themselves, this black-eyed good
for nothing on the internet, it had entered this blue moon. Its
thereafter and of their inevitable ride with Ronald, it had
led them into themselves. Fall, their never ending upload and
or download, they had been controlled by an Alien Totalitarian
God. Ronald had dispensed with himself, and it had seemed
like forever and a day. Unlike this one, double parked, it
had been savaging her. Sluggish decrepitude, human kind
was of an off-linking. An unseemly guise of himself, Juliana
had been brought into a moment, as she had questioned
him.
"We'll be leaving soon.“
Ronald had answered her. Turning away from his laptop swashbuckling handsome, they were sitting in this park
somewhere. Leftovers of a day, ink-blotting fat off his brain,
Ronald was dressed in a jean-shirt, denim stuff - unbuttoned
down and mid his muscular chest. An Alien radiance, it was
coming from his laptop. Somber in and of its green aura, it had
lent Ronald this odious anemia. Absorbing Juliana, the
aftereffect of this Alien cohesion with Ronald, she was lain to
waste by Ronald's deepness. A sea without water, it was
stagnate and stripped of a spiritual essence.
"Why don't you just let me go?"
Juliana had strolled forward, as a beingness, she was wornout. Collapsing, she was without a direction and or a soul.
Ronald's face, it had scowled at Juliana’s question. Picking
her way toward him, a ripping off of her flesh, Juliana had felt
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the small bugs, and they were crawling all over her. Exploded,
Juliana had tore long gaping valleys into her mousy skin.
Falling apart, head jilting in and of its spastic quakes, her body
was contorting into these gruesome postures. Unimaginable
movements - decomposition, a painter had been peeling away
her phantoms, so this brush, it had been saturating her with its
battery acid. Doused, her carelessness, it was of the means to
her end. Kept in an Alien cyber-spatial stability by an Alien
Totalitarian God, its soul-food lattice - instability, it had been
fracturing into an extraterrestrial abode. Decaying carcass,
it was of a stubborn fungicide, as it had suddenly worm-holed
back into Ronald’s laptop. Sitting in front of him, Juliana
was back to where she had been and nearby. Ronald was
regenerating, a rehashing, as it had come from out of his
laptop. Juliana's port of call with the Alien God, she had
postulated as to of its how, for this serial killer, he had fried his
guts into her mangled brains. Juliana was not fighting the
outlander, as it had her in an online levitation.
Sweet Stuff: She doesn't know Rocky.
The Child's Plaything: Why?
Sweet Stuff: Tell her I’m you’re sweetie.
"No more bugs."
Mated, her un-sacred serial killer, he had been of this
nothingness. Same things, fluid flowing and ongoing in rivers,
they had come together between buoys. Dangling on each
side and between this Alien, of an Internet mania, its sorcery,
it had been taking place in an inhuman application. Alienation
and stability, it was numbered and of this self-styled decay, as
Juliana had wanted Lucifer as her escort. Struggling to grab a
gander, Ronald was behind her with a push and shove.
Euphoria, it had been of this faint biochemical chemistry.
Technological field-space, she had been of these
thermodynamical fractures. Space crystals, they were
reflecting through-out all her online time. Resolved of her past
moments, a quiescent gesture, she had met Ronald in this
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virtual reality. Surfing Ronald's Spelunking Website network
and playing its massive multiplayer online game, Juliana had
wagered herself bare. First for skin, Juliana had pulled up her
t-shirt. Awkward, an easy escape for this knit wraparound,
it had been hugging her tight holes. A cheap something, it was
of and as this mid-eighties school-girl.
"Did you kill her too?"
Naked, Juliana’s nipples, they were erect on hard breasts, and
there had been parking in the rear. Juliana’s gull mildness, it
had brought her online with this dope. Previous invocations for
him, overrun by an Alien God, Ronald's psychotic and panic
stricken ghost-town, it had been the host for his Lucifer.
Hollow-eyed infirmary, it was of this terrestrial.
"What's a matter Ronny? Don't you love me anymore?"
Moraine’s reverberation, an extraterrestrial beingness - she
had been this terrestrial definition of Ronald’s online behavior.
There had been this wearisome online and Internet persona.
Lack of all human feeling, cold and of a cosmological sphere,
it had been this Information transfer.
"Don't."
Juliana could tell that Ronald had been no lover, as he had
given her no wisdom. Ronald's eyesight, it had been of these
wraiths. Jacuzzis, they had been put into Juliana. The Alien
God, it was of this un-mindfulness. Lack of natural
phenomena, it was of this two-faced fiend, and it had been of
this everlasting readiness. Gleeful serial killing, rearranged
fingers, they were of Juliana’s unsociable graces.
"Have me first."
The black arts, Juliana had been united with this pleasure.
Thrived, the pain of humankind, their murderous online blood
was donated. At the interior of its Universe, rituals were
maintained on its World Wide Web, so humanity, they had no
way out. This Godforsaken and deprecated dimness of
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humankind's view, it had been before this sunshine, yet it was
lost in their moonshine. Without their ability to play their
Devil games with Ronald, averting back from where it was that
he had been dropping them on the Web, of this Alien abode,
there had been no pickax that Ronald could of had delved into
another with.
An organ grinding alienation of himself, he had been this
lurching application. Bringing him online with lurid wads, a
World Wide Web inoculation, it had been this balmy
pleasantness. Preserved in an off-the-wall oil, a well-bent and
out of shape cyberspace, Ronald had led them into this
extraterrestrial definition, and it was of their terrestrial selves.
An Alien Totalitarian God, it had dragged them all into their
blank. Estranged, an online masseur, it was never received as
an Instant Message. Electromagnetic, an application of its
biochemistry, it had been of this information - lost.
Sweet Stuff: Tell her, Rocky. Tell her that you'll have me
instead of her.
Juliana had wanted to get her driftwood butt out of this Alien
abode. An unadorned class with this stabilized deception
place, humanity had been chucking out of themselves. Artful
dodge, weak-kneed, this bamboozler, it had been shutting
them out. Vagueness, it was of its round-about ways. Kiddypeeps, an inventory of its human existence, their relative
junctures, it had caught most people off guard, as Ronald had
bashed their heads. Beaten to death - thirteen of this USDA
choice, knocking in an infection, it was of his World Wide Web
vertigo, and it had held Chi Chi in this Alien Cyberspace.
Taken, of this Alien Totalitarian God’s swan - sung of her
song, hymns were performed at their convictions.
Befogging mankind, Ronald's serial killing workbench, it had
not been penetrated by the best of the best. The hacking and
cracking, they had tried to get to Ronald’s server, yet none
could of had explained these particle physics and or its source
codes.
Architecture and applications, all these morons, they were
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uploaded after her glimpse, for she had been portioned out on
the Web with Ronald's online crimes. Obscuring visions,
unwary ones at first, they had been broke down into this
charade of himself. One-sided depravation, the human pith, it
had been impacted by this radioactive stability. Estranged
brainwashing of humankind, this illusion and synthetic fabric, it
had been with these people. This yoke, it was around the
necks of mankind. Ronald had been touting the when and how
of his killings, so their betting, it had been on these variances
of themselves. A treacherous power, it had de-spirited them
from their radioactive decay.
Bio-electric applications, it was of their electromagnetic field
space. Captured in and of its cognitive stabilities, Juliana had
been downstairs and at the back of her pet-shop. Logging in mindful of this serial killer, Juliana had been burning him into
her. Mixing her blood - fiery menstruations, they were born of
her malice with these animals. Witchery with Ronald on the
World Wide Web, she had been putting herself online with the
rest. Trying to bid this charlatan, it had come about and at
where their bodies had went after it as itself.
The decay, this radioactive instability - an occupation of fieldspace, it was used for this growing extraterrestrial, as it had
been redefining humankind. Another planet, an Alien
Cyberspace, it was defined by an Alien Totalitarian God.
Radioactive decay of humanity, the Alien Totalitarian God, it
had Ronald steal from the cattle feeders. After his sodomy
and bludgeoning of this undocumented Asian prostitute, a kill
in this massive multiplayer online game, the beckon and or of
its call, it had been seeking to unite with Ronald. Chi Chi had
been of this mustard seed, and it had been planted into an
instability. The Alien Totalitarian God, it had uploaded Chi Chi
into its Alien abode. Its stake, stability, Ronald had placed Chi
Chi into its particle physics. Terrestrial real-time, it had
drug him into an extraterrestrial infinity.
The Child's Plaything: Hi Julie.
Juliana had been meandering online all night, Monday - seven
at one and with no advantage, especially if it were a Sunday,
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banished in an ignorance, flickering of its screen-saver mode,
Juliana had been combined with Vodka. Intoxicated enough to
enter the Alien Cyberspace, Ronald's delusions, they were of
her illusions of him. Stymie, of this incombustible rage, at a full
stop, this foreigner, it had been an online non-person.
Snubbing snickers, it was of this condescending serial killer.
Particle physics, they were of this dehumanization of their
world. Buzzing on this Information Superhighway, in all cities,
towns and through-out all countries, their closets, they had
been giving Ronald his VIP treatment and service, as Ronald
had been of its fiery furry in this Alien Cyberspace.
"The Child's Plaything."
Juliana had whispered it to herself - an awe. She had found an
open portal, so her Devil, it could of had been online with her.
The Child's Plaything: What is it, Julie? An empty nest
syndrome?
Juliana would not confess to Ronald, for this online game, it
had accused her of killing her parents. Downstairs and
standing about five feet from her computer, it was nestled up
and against the wall and at the back of her pet-store. Above,
her animals, they were gobbling up their meals. Below, they
were in their wire cages, and Juliana had been with them.
Filthy reminisce, it was of this lynching law. Underwriting, the
computer, it had promised her of his visit. Underworld, surfing
there, it had come from an Alien abode. A virtual wreath, it had
been gyrating into her. Unscrupulous cunningness, a spastic
paralysis of humanity, Juliana had been screaming her
meemies. Pig-skin, an original arousal, her hot spots, they
were of its firm grip. Clasped deep inside of her well-oiled
body, it had been mesmerizing her into this vortex. Palpating
steel, her poles, they had made her this witch. Winching up
her head and into these extraterrestrial clouds, her eyes, they
were rolling back. Lashes fluttering from page to page on the
Web, of matched screws, there was no Heaven.
Serpent, an Alien, it had been wearing her naked body on the
World Wide Web. A panacea of herself, she had been panting
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for Ronald, for Lucifer's marauding semblance, it could of had
been with her prince. When she had gained control of her
orgasmic hurry-scurry, the cat that she had lassoed, it had
made its jump from what it had been of its edge. Ronald's
meal ticket for the Devil's banquet, it had been of these finerdrawn foods. Juliana had grieved for the little kitten. Starving
for its soon to of had leapt, they had been tossing dog-crap in
the park and at an hour and of the day and at when the
sunshine had called for its more flies. Gruesomeness, an
infirmary, it had been in an unvarying twilight for an
extraterrestrial. An afflicted beingness, the disfigurement of
particle physics, they had been kept under the key of Ronald's
serial murders. Perilous intimidation, Juliana’s daddy, of a
lame excuse, he had been agitating her on the Web. Trying to
manage as her own councilor, they were of Juliana's lonely
vagina. Ronald's unrestrained phallus, an unscrupulous
hoodlum on the World Wide Web, Juliana’s notorious
pleasure with him, it was of this desolation, as they had been
fragmented away from their very souls. Self-searching
extremism and of their selves, their spiritlessness as an
extraterrestrial body, they had been following an Alien
Totalitarian God, so Juliana, she had thrown her bottle of
Vodka at the computer. Smashing it against the wall, as this
little kitty, it had made this flying leap; Juliana, she had hopped
onto Lucifer's demons. Sorry reasoning, of this rationalization,
deviated, she had required Ronald's home-page. Smear and
animal sacrifices, her computer, it had been of this wraith.
This godliness, it had been of a mad face, for there had not
been this homely Hell. Juliana had to play-act her lover's spat.
Manufactured denseness with this particle physics, of her
soul's departure, an evil creation, it had been bursting into her.
"You leave them out of this!"
The dread, it was of her - passed away.
The Child's Plaything: Is it for me?
Relieved, Juliana had wiped herself of her smirked
tears. With a little girl’s nod and without a dance on the piano,
Juliana had been giving him her panty shots.
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The Lie

In this juxtapose position, counterbalanced vigor, it had been
of Ronald's instabilities. Juliana could not of had fathomed
forward with a gentle poem, as the peon was in this Alien
Cyberspace.
"Damn it."
Juliana had drifted in and out of her intoxication. Blemishing
her, it had come from out of her past. Descending into her as
an awe-inspiring - an uncanny ungodliness, calling out this
serial killer, it had brought her to what it would of had been of
her Devil. Decorated thoughts, they were of him, as she had
been downstairs and at the back of her Pomona pet-shop.
Juliana had wanted to of had been Ronald's street walker, so
out of his ghost on the Internet, the Alien God, it had been with
this hidden spirit. Ether, this senseless incomprehensibility, it
was talking of her inaudible and nonstop robustness, for she
had staggered closer to an extraterrestrial.
"Shuaijan?"
She had bumped into the hung cat. Stretching its neck further,
shimmering of an online shell-shocking, it had went into an
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Alien abode. Reopening, the instability, it had been of this
radioactive decay. Penetrable motion, its stability - ponder,
able and peevish, a combination with a synthetic realm, it was
of this extraterrestrial definition. Cognitive accumulation,
bipolar disorders, they were of its flash-point. Indescribable
superstition, it had been goose-fleshing Juliana, so she had
stared off and into an exterior.
The Child's Plaything: It’s hanging out.
"What’s hanging out?"
Trying to come back, she was empty of knowledge, as her
double-blind crematory, it was of Ronald's double-barreled
balls. Snitch, this unspoiled witchery, it had been of this online
fantasy, yet it had become all too real. Cold objectivity of her
red eyes, they had been wiped from black to brown, as her
biodegradable make-up, it was an hourglass, and it was
weighing in on her spaced-out cheek.
The Child's Plaything: There’s a little turd.
"Where?"
Juliana had asked it. Without any of the wind that would of
had set her a-sail, evil eyes, they were hanging between the
legs of these matadors.
"You're back."
Inertia, fighting a sterilization, prim and proper, Juliana had
peed her panties. Tight and tailored slacks, light sports coat,
he had a good fit and feel for her. Intangible conspiracy, it had
been between them. Searing wounds, they were of each
other. They had come from this Alien architecture,
and it had violated them and all of humanity on the World
Wide Web. A disembowelment, the Alien Totalitarian God’s
transmutation of this serial killer, it had cascaded from an
Alien abode, as an extraterrestrial, it was of a terrestrial
conciseness. Shrewdness, Ronald had delivered it on the
World Wide Web. This decimation, it had been of this
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existence. Signs of a vitriolic distemper, there was no human
fever or life-blood.
"Butte Montana, right?"
Emilia had slid herself up and into Ronald. Backside with a lay,
gulped of this Alien Totalitarian God, Ronald had given her an
evenly matched smirk, followed by this nod.
"Saved its mod on a flash-drive for you."
Emilia had continued - thereafter. The goods were for him, as
it was of an issued quest for his Devil. Tom had not been
sure of himself.
The Child's Plaything: Having fun?
Tom: He was a punk.
The Child's Plaything: You want to get me?
Tom: I got you mofo.
The Child's Plaything: Have you counted?
Endurance, he had been fading in and out and into this Alien
Cyberspace. Ronald was renovated in and of his inferiority,
and it had been shooting out at Tom. Humanity's harsh loss, it
was of their spirit strength. One way and or of another, with
themselves, it had left them deflowered and defiled.
Shallow profundity, without any bothersome dirty tricks, illconceived, the sensualist, it had been going whack for all. Felt
in this stillness, the membrane of a domino effect, it was with
a God-awful grave robber, and it had been passing into an illnatured prowess on the Internet. Inaccurate, a dropping away
from humanity, a picker up and after the fall from this Alien
abode, a romp, it was of Ronald’s immortal blunder with an
extraterrestrial.
Tom had held it with both hands. Another's peg-leg, it was of
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this evil, and it had returned as these exotic social ethics.
Biochemical function, Ronald had been this deliverer, and it
was at the dark of this darkness. Drove after drove of his
thunder, it had pulsated with a nine-inch portion. Backfired
bacteria, it was not disarming Tom, as fountain-heads, they
were of this digital signature. Dancing with the number of
all these game theories, this gamble, it had been introduced.
"Give daddy some of my momma's boy. Come on."
Demoniac, of an operating system, different procedures, they
were being captured in this Alien abode, as Tom had been
going off from place to place. Firing his nine millimeter from
space to space, one dead, the next was splintered as himself.
A scurrilous repository, it was of this claustrophobia. Black and
drug on down, his memories, they were going nowhere in a
defeatism. Incapacitated from an any moment, of his
ransacking self, he had been run as a riot act.
"You ain't gonna do nothin'."
Abandoning himself, Tom’s wishy washy gun toting, he was
readied to blow the head off of this Chicano-Chinese. In this
massive multiplayer online game, a hateful queerness, Tom’s
boyhood, it had been of these lost dreams. Full-fledge
distortion, it had been of Ronald's illusions with the Devil.
Everybody had known Ronald, yet nobody had a knowledge of
what it actually was of this particle physics. Superlative
tenacity, parties, they had been thrown, and their royal jelly,
loosened, they were of this palsy limbo.
An intensive care, the Government, they had been tracking it,
as it had been placed on an illegal contraband list. There had
been threats of felony charges. The such was of this online
frenzy, as Ronald’s helpmate, it was of this same nautical
mile.
"Mommy?"
Tom had been obliterated into this spurious and ubiquitous
sabotage. Evaporating, his spirit, it was of these radioactive
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stabilities. Augury, Ronald's poison, it had been of his goalless search. Chasm, filling the bandwidth of the Internet with
these tattoos, it had been making these quantum leaps. Weak
links, they had been of its neither. Not of a fish nor was it the
flesh, midnight oil, it had been melting down and out and into
this nowhere. Quagmire of humanity, it had been fermenting
of Ronald's ill-wind. Blowing into a pointless application - unretrievable particle physics, computer code, none could of had
deciphered it, so Tom had been trying to catch up with
himself.
Homicidal rioting on the World Wide Web, Den was gaming
too. Competing with Althea's soul food, the Alien God, it had
partaken of her, as she was of its delight. Unsuitable human
consumption, Althea and Den, their corruption as this Alien
God's incorruption, it had been of this unbeliever. Exhausting
humanity of their ingenuity, Den had hobbled Althea. Jumping
this gun, Althea’s life, it had been sold to Ronald. An hour with
its mainframe, this was of a mass transit system board.
Tainted and polluted with an unknown architecture,
indecorousness, it had been warped as and of this
humankind, and they were of this online vexation. Loathing
him, his kills, they were of this reckless concavity.
Whammed in an Alien abode and without the Devil, Ronald
had been bonding with an Alien Totalitarian God. Motif's eye, it
had been negated by this godlessness. Inviting the Grim
Reaper to his dinner table, of an extraterrestrial abode, Den
had killed Althea a long time ago. Sealed with an
atrociousness, it had been of an embattled outrage. An upload
of neurotic depressions, they had been driven into Althea, so a
stalemate madness, it was of all these bleary-blue-eyed
communities. Forming in this massive multiplayer online game
in a Spelunking Website network, this polytheism, it had been
on the brink of an Alien portal. Unholy dread, of an unsanitary
site, it had Sunday written all over it. Blank and with a blink, of
an owl from outer-space, Althea had been taken back and into
her terrestrial sphere, as this feedback, it was in an Alien
God’s kitchen. Hips a shaking - jiggle, back and forth, Althea
had mixed them into Den's fried eggs. Adding this bacon,
some trepidation, it was near enough.
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The chow’s demons, they were made of an estranged effect.
Radio waves, they had been playing of its signal, so with an
erratic spouting of her latest gospel, the Harpers, they had a
king-sized rot iron bed. Taking up most of their bedroom, they
had not been there. Their bathroom, right-angled off, the
entry-way, it was hung over its top. Draped in and of this bluesilence, it had been in and of this perpetual dimness. An
apparition of a vacancy, its darkness, it was hidden in their
shadows. Second-hand decor, the usual water-scene and
background type of a painting, there was this African tribe's
woman's face. Another frame, a plasma panel, it had been
placed behind the laptop, as it was sitting on this dresser.
The Child's Plaything: Ah, Desperado.
Den had squirted out and into this Alien overflow. Without any
swearwords, Den had no intention of getting Althea in on the
action. A pain in his neck, shrouded, of a makeshift
soberness, his vindictive uproar, he had been brainwashed by
an Alien Totalitarian God. Doubt, Den had hit this stone wall of
faithlessness, as Ronald had jumped down Den's throat.
Unfavorable, Den had been uploaded into its high-born
trashiness. Floating out and into this deep water, figuring
cheap and with misused words, he had been baptized with its
milk and water. Straddled, of dog-hungry testicles, foul-play,
he had been drafting these funds into his checking account.
Tangible evidence, an outlander idealism, it was of this
interstellar and terrestrial interspersing, and it had shook them
down on the Net.
Den: My game's blackjack.
The Child's Plaything: Is Jack black?
Tom had been in an erratic and unfathomable in-place
encroachment of himself. Mouth watering, flash-flooding into
this shelter, bypassing him as and of himself, its own product,
it had come online. Run-down melancholy, it was walking the
chalk of a serial killer. An Alien God's pocket, its something, it
was of its shot.
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"Is this for you?"
Disillusioned rebirth, yielding into its breath, of an unhuman
respiration, Tom had waved his automatic. There was no
terrestrial space, so Ryan had been sickened into his
absence. Tom had heard Ryan, for this voice, it had come
from his own mind. Transferred, of Ryan's chatterbox, it had
been making its last moves on this planet. Its make-believe
Alien God, it was of itself. Regressed and progressed, it was
out of a delusion - a response.
"If I'm dead, you are too. If I'm alive- Shoot me! Get on with it
without the baloney. Lest you're too deep in this to find your
index finger?"
Ryan had wanted to break on through to Tom’s other side.
"It ain't snake."
Tom had said it with a low and crude spiritlessness. An idiot
face, of a right hand, it had went into its left. Stretching of this
short fuse, it had been ready to go off, as a timorous wild cat,
it had been chased into this stall, so it had scratched their
eyes out.
"Is he messin’ with you too?"
Tom had asked. Inaugurated, Ryan had found some empathy
for Tom’s derangement. An excuse to rethink themselves,
they had been exchanging counter-blows with an Alien
Totalitarian God. Riveting and of its perilous egg-on, the
primordial Alien, it had been oozing into each of them, as
farmhands fists, they were into their loony widows.
"They're afraid."
Ryan had jibed in an effort to regain control. Bulldozing into
them, of this deep-rooted never say die on the Web, it had
been sponging Ryan back, as Tom had shouldered his nine
millimeter. This spiritless rebel, whatever, they had come from
all quarters. Severing their heads, war-horses, they had been
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misleading them, as an immense and grisly sequel,
murderousness, Ronald had been disrobed by this Alien
Totalitarian God.
"You ever?"
Tom then had stopped - a moment. Ryan had nodded,
question - answered.
"The Child's Plaything?"
Tom again had heard Ryan in his own head. Prying of its
bond, Tom had wanted to reassure himself, so Ryan had
made a statement relative to his query.
"He's here."
Ryan had defined their problem. Devoid afterthoughts, shown
as the Alien God, they were floating around in Ryan’s head.
Eyes back, Tom had caught Ryan’s extraterrestrial gleam. A
lack of understanding, it was of their car. Components, they
were driven into this Alien Cyberspace.
Juliana had been risen from her deportation, as an
extraterrestrial world, it was of its real time. Giving birth to this
Alien on the World Wide Web, onward and into Ronald’s
dogged devotion - the Devil in Montana, it was sinking from
these shafts, for the Alien, it was holding up these poles.
Major constellations, their crystals, they had been watched
and gathered - pixels. An Alien firewood, it had been lacking
their required information. Burned, introducing its flames, they
were from out of this world. Ethereal and disordered and of its
ups and downs, there wasn't any water. There wasn’t any
human blood. Just thinned, funneled and put out of this
observational Universe with an Alien Totalitarian God's visage,
Juliana had made this slumberous blunder, for she had
brought Ronald into her. Unaware, their link in this chain, it
was of each other’s habits - an exclusion.
"Where we going?"
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Juliana had no flood control, and there was no prayer or
method to reinvent the wheel. An incandescent lamp,
something and or of the other, Ronald had no answer for her.
Even himself for that matter, Juliana had no care for the facts,
for this Devil for hire as a serial killer, computer rapt with
murders and of heinous cruelties, Juliana had wanted to
straighten him out with a firm grip. Holding on with her finer
muscles, Ronald had subsisted with Juliana. Beyond this Alien
Cyberspace, a nonhuman, it was this something of an always
missing, so Hell, it would of had been fine. Stars, they had
been richly saturating her with their velvety-black. Tingling in
and on her computer, an ingenious gap, it had opened
up. Its never and of a night, tacky in and of its streamlined oil,
it had been dimming in on her. The Alien, it was for the Lucifer
switch, and it had clogged her up. Delving into this contrasting
duality of Ronald, it had taken her into this excommunication.
Pulling all these serial killing escapades off on the Net, Juliana
had been knocked up with Ronald’s online shortcomings.
"Jack?"
A jittery absorption, it had been holding mankind in and of their
thoughts. Strangled squandering, these children, they had
been in this feedback loop, and there had been no skillful
return. Enlivened selves, they had been placed into this
cipher, and they had been hatching into Ronald's Spelunking
Website network’s massive multiplayer online game. Thing,
happening again, between and of two, Jack's perplexing
erection, it was held as this microphone. Doug had asked
such a question. Trying to understand their new machine
work, Alien chasms, they had given Doug his mouth-full, as
Jack's newfangled deal with Doug, it was of an Alien God's
spell. They had both pitched in to buy this laptop.
Turning their minds with these incidental and cognitive words,
reading, they were roped off. Without any stand, dominate and
of calm thoughts, they were though done twice. Grain and of
its salts, their brains were leftover by an Alien Totalitarian
God. Dashed hopes, toiling in vain, disunited composure, it
was their uprooting stabilities, so there had been two sticks.
Questioning a father's betrayal, an ill-defined cross, it had
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revolted into these dead-house flies. Influence, Ronald had
taken Juliana as his token and hole. Porridge, it had been of
this selfsame porthole. Surplus, sanitized and of its stabilized
sperm cells, they had been of a serial killer, as an Alien
Cyberspace loophole and feedback into a terrestrial definition,
it was of its extraterrestrial domain. Ronald had slurred out
and into this Alien download. Jerry had made it into this
boundary, and it was of her psychosis. Dead ducks, they were
of this deadline.
Deadlocking of deadly and deadpan dead-weights, they had
been left behind. Lobes, the minds of its mankind, bald-faced
and a rattle headed, Jerry had picked it up. Ransacking in an
effort, Althea's gesture, of the same bed, the Alien God, it had
been casting itself into them. An iron will, it was of this illfamed spitefulness. Jack and Doug, jellyfish were put into this
down-heartened mankind - indifference. Without a stamp nor
of the letter, Ronald's rawboned jettisons, they were of its
spattering discourses. Abrupt and into this blankety-blank, it
had been halted into them.
"Find her?"
Jack’s lard, it was of an abandoning self. Discomfort, humanity
had been of this nonconformity. Instabilities, they had been
feeding an Alien Totalitarian God, so an extraterrestrial, it had
been giving them their identities. Inching up to the dinner
table, of a grave beingness with them, there had been a fivegallon can. Sitting in front of their single bed, placed snug up
against this cabin's wall, Marc had his taxidermy, yet Jack and
Doug, they had only the small stuff. Succoring with this paint
thinner - plump of Jack, hysteria, his fingers, they were on
these computer keyboards, and they had breached their
warnings. Vaporous, they had meshed with its humankind's
terrestrial definition of an extraterrestrial. Cooking them up
and online, creeping out of this dangerous batter, an Alien
consumption, it was this something, and it had no matter with
them. Doug was responsive to Jack's wanna junky.
"She'll be back up."
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Turning tricks in this Montana town, distinguished not as men,
she had robbed them of their spirits. Promising the beast, they
had been flimflammed into it.
"What’s that?“
Jack's numbskull, it was put into an eternal garage, as an
unknown existence, it had come after his death. Heart
glowing, of his never ending and wolfish laziness, they
had bonded with Ronald.
Ryan: Where are you?
Sweet Stuff: He's coming.
Ryan: Who?
Sweet Stuff: The Child's Plaything.
Indecent, wasted beingness, Ryan had been the online
patient. Searching for a cure, there was an occupation.
Infected with an obsession, of an aversion, Tom was left in
this half-witted, lit-up and intoxicated Alien hounding - blunt, a
foul reservoir. Cluttering up the Internet, fixated humankind,
their chaos, it had been without an instability. Ryan's rakeeyes, they had been unfulfilled, so nutty and of outlandish
nymphs, they had been dropping in on them. Intimidating and
of a deliberate weakening, it was bearing this false witness, as
Ronald had been of their unfounded speech. Caught up in
their glances, they had made Tom pull his nine millimeter.
Pivoting side to side, of the Alien God's well-oiled lever, his
arm, it had a handful.
"What are they?"
Ryan had no answer for Tom, and he had snatched a shotgun
from out of their car’s trunk. Hooking it up, intrusion, the bate
for this Dragon-fish glare, it had them as an entree for an Alien
Totalitarian God. An already, it had ate, as they had been of
its unthinking - odious observances. Ill-behaved and of an
impending death blow, it had been surfing the World Wide
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Web. Orgies with Ronald, they had been rebuking mankind
into this banishment from Heaven and Hell. The prowl, of his
cat's feet, they were landing on the Internet, as these Indians
from an India, they had come into this Alien Cyberspace.
Dwelling, around them - they had been of these fifth cousins.
Worming out of them, of their infiltrated muddle, it had not
been screaming, as there was this mix. The dumbfounded,
they had been smashed to smithereens, and an Alien God, it
had eaten of their private parts. Dressed like space cadets,
they were of these silky and silver one-piece suits. Unaffected,
this house full of Ronald's furry, it had been died in the wool
and forgotten. A burden upon mankind, Ronald had turned
them sour.
Spent, no longer paying for the scores of Ronald's badges of
infamy, these Indian outlanders, they had reached the Internet
in this massive multiplayer online game. Beyond their
humankind’s ancestry, a terrestrial plank, it had been of this
extraterrestrial. Ronald's grim sinking of humanity, swimming
upstream, singled out and of his murderous moments, there
had been these daredevils with him, so Ronald had gone up
and in his arms and with this Alien Totalitarian God.
The Alien God's whore, she had been shook down. Devoured
by an extraterrestrial, this wrathful pus, they were eating his
blisters out of an online hole - sore. Thrilling deaths, they were
played out in real time. Hollow outrage, each others
personalities, they had been of their spaced out communities.
Instinctual and of a world-weary beingness, these Alien
Indians, they were dressed for an extraterrestrial funeral. Run
of the mill, nit-picking and of its freakish real-time instants,
cats, they had been leaping out of their bags.
Done, their bunk hits, they had been of their obnoxious put-up
jobs. Laying down with a serial killer, of his methodical and
online murderousness, counterbalancing, this Federal Agent,
he had been with a bulldog. Transferring information, Tom
was bewitched as the big man who couldn't of had worn his
thong panties. Ryan had reached for more shells. Dumping
the box in the trunk of their car, shoving more of them in this
issue, an apprehension, Ryan had thought that he had been
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idiot proof.
"Butt bucking time."
Ryan had wheeled, as Tom was popping them off. Empty, of a
hair raising and interstellar visage, they had been at arms
length in an Alien war zone. Along, at his side, with and of his
jammed shotgun, Ryan had held it out. A telescopic view, of
an evolution, Dale and Jerry, they had come too. Dave’s
uploading in this replacement, it was of their before.
Downloaded, curtailed of their abandoned selves, it was
invalidating Ryan and Tom. Loaded into this handgun, another
clip, it was of these erratic upheavals. Exploited into its
obscenities, cruel and of overflowing instabilities, they had
been feeding an upload into this Alien Cyberspace. Un-availed
on the Internet as a miscarried stabilized instability, it was of a
terrestrial definition of mankind. Everything and everywhere
and in all things, an underlying separation of radioactivity, it
had been with this obstruction. Instabilities back, their
radioactive decay - stabilization, it could of had been of their
estrangement. Banishment, it had put them in this World Wide
Web basement. Jerry had lurched into this vicious move.
Stealthiness, it had her wild- eyed, snarling.
"Still want to fist me? Come on, put your fists into me!”
Unhurried, her tribal nature, it had been ripping through the
Spelunking Website network’s massive multiplayer online
game. Hung of her murky cover - weakened, she was put out
and before this. Diminished of her intentions and at a time, it
had shown of her madness. Suppression - an underprivileged
outlook, of Tom's oversight, the extraterrestrial, it had brought
her into this inflexible occurrence.
"Shoot her!"
Tom's squall couldn't get his handgun off, for his beast, it had
been deliberating in this Alien Cyberspace. On an
extraterrestrial back-burner, of a shot in this checkout, Tom
had been fried in with this preliminary worship of Ronald.
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"Shoot me! Go ahead and shoot me!”
Jerry's phlegm, it had foamed from her mouth. Raging of a
begging terror, barefoot and filthy, Jerry’s urine, it had
drenched out of its vinegar. Down one side of her pants, an
odorous stench, she had been vomiting in this Alien
Cyberspace.
"Shoot the witch!"
Tom had seen that Ryan had been stalled in and of this Web
application. Getting caught and or stuck, one page was to the
next on the Internet. Ryan had held out his shot-gun, yet Jerry
had made her leap with this butcher knife. At this juncture,
displeasure, it had mortified two. Unsteadiness, it had been
itching into them. An electronic architecture, a closeness
between the two, veins, they had been knotting at where
naught one would of had cared. Voraciousness - an Alien
God, sinister, it had been occupying their stabilities. Occult,
Ronald was conjuring in and of this Alien Totalitarian God.
Consuming their instabilities, this radioactive decay of
humankind, Ronald had been supplying all these onlookers a
disfigured, mutilated - a murderousness. Mesmerizing them,
vague sabotage - no valor, Ryan had let himself go off with
the shotgun. Blowing out of his brains, big head, a vapid fog, it
was fading in and out of himself. Not shot nor of a suicide, fire
had been eating down and into this terrestrial down pour.
Vindication, his lack of wit and moments, eventually, it was
pulled out. Spilt milk, it was mixing in with some sort of a
concoction. Rabble-rouser work, it was sending Tom out on
this pressure-cooker. Ronald's misconception, they were of
Ronald's uncouth and ungodly anchor. Depravation of
themselves, it was of this Internet apathy. Tom had to open
himself up on Ryan. Time and again, Ryan was of Ronald's
repellent.
"What did he do?"
Befouled into Ryan’s self indulgence, maiming and killing,
Tom had lost his face in this question, yet Ryan had been in a
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quandary for far too long. An own expression, Ryan’s bulldog,
it was looking down and at his nose.
"The Child's Plaything."
Ryan had answered. Sunlessness, it had gotten Tom's
attention.
"He's messin’ with us."
Tom had validated Ryan. Experiences, their shock, they were
of Ronald’s malicious and nasty fatalities.
"It's this game."
Ryan had started to talk shop, but Tom had just flipped out on
that.
"Ain't games! You're messin’ with me too! Aren't you?"
Juliana had been making this unequivocal and unforeseen
deal. Feckless, of shrinking spirits, Ronald was occupying
himself. Sinless incredulousness, an extraterrestrial - mankind
had lost their brightness, and Juliana, she had been imperiled
on the World Wide Web with this serial killer. Murdering in
rock fields, Ronald had been standing there with her in this
computer store. Outskirts, suddenly stopped, it was in the
middle of this road. Midst, of their plight, a flight and or fight
for Lucifer, Ronald had left Juliana. At a particular point in
time, it had become all too unreal. Unaligned, her hair, it had
been splitting at their ends. Invoking her into this
estrangement, this puzzlement, Juliana had been poaching
between herself and of this serial killing outlaw. Hooked up
with an Alien Totalitarian God, extorting the spirit out of
mankind, Juliana had been this first class slut.
An assassination in and of this cold-hearted callousness, it
was a momentous jostle in an extraterrestrial nether world, as
this Prince of Darkness, Juliana had been drained of its
dosage. Double-crossing and or of its make believe tantrums,
they were this magus. Slurring her words, degraded of an
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ecstasy - toppling her, Ronald had let Juliana go, as he had
been on his feet. An awry intrusion, it had been soiling
Juliana's cavity. Coughing up with these counterpoints,
contradictions on the World Wide Web, delving women, they
were of the Alien God's embryonic sluts. Social networking
sites, they were of this Alien communication. Juliana had
heard them, their movements, they had been of this stroke.
"Where are they?"
She had whispered in and of her delusion. Consumed with
turbulence, sight of its hand, a baby carriage, it was a cheap
one. It was left in the middle of this sidewalk, and there had
been a pick-up. In its back, there was a ton of straw, and there
was this two-horse trailer.
"They don't have a horse?"
Again, pondering in an Alien Cyberspace, Juliana had been
wound in and of her lack of volition. Disrupting her into an
Alien’s heavy hand, the kinky scraps of her human existence,
they had thwarted her enlivened self, as it had compressed
her into these particles physics. Misinformation, they had been
holding her crews. Caught in and of its online communities,
tempering them into its sci-fi stabilized beingness, it was from
the back of the two horse trailer.
Juliana might of had seen this Devil-child, yet - then again, it
had not been there. It had been just there though, so Juliana,
she had bolted from her stout-hearted and duel beingness.
High prism, it had been wringing of its fuss. Slobbering this
plethora of human stability, weakened by an Alien Totalitarian
God - siphoned away, instabilities stabilized, radioactive
decay, it had created itself.
"What are you doing?"
Juliana's voice, it was cracking of an online revitalization, as
cataclysmic disaster, this world, it had a grave heart attack.
Uninspiring moments with Ronald, there was this spiritual
fusion, so a lapse, it had been interfusing into them. No good,
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there had been no bad. Neutralized, this untrue and maladroit
sojourning of himself, psychoneurotic squeezing, its juice, it
had come from all human beings. Their stabilized human
relationship with the computer, humanity had surfed into this
Alien Cyberspace, so the Alien Totalitarian God, it had
prevailed from Ronald's outrage.
Celestial fancy, indignation, it had sent Juliana between its
aisles. Solar systems, galaxies, they were duplicated.
Revolving around themselves, looking into this mirror, there
had been this other form. Communicating to her, Ronald's
expressionless part of this body, it had been rewriting Juliana’s
fantasy, so she had went unnerved.
"Did you do this to the world?"
Ronald had remained aloof. Unpleasant disturbance and a
beingness - repercussion, they were of this transformer.
Unseating mankind with this nonresident - themselves, error
was taking place in this small online Montana town. It was of a
tribunal with an Alien God. Unlocked execution, of this bad
temper, it had been throbbing on the Internet. This summit
with himself, it had come to this end. Surfing for the Devil, he
had been descending from an extraterrestrial abode. Made
from human instabilities, of communities, they were sallying
for Ronald.
Sweet Stuff: Stick me Rocky.
It had come online in and of this upload. An insipid hunt,
Juliana was in its revolt.
"Stick her?"
Juliana had bellowed with a wild laugh. Recoiling, cohering
with Ronald, of an authentic alliance as this con trick, Juliana
had sneered at Ronald's Spelunking Website network.
Unconcealed depravity, a sphere of influence, it had been
falling through these laws. Dim-less sin, it was of their travels
to Montana, as Ronald had lain his blood-soaked hands into
this stained trip. Befouled of an unbroken loss, Ronald had
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greased in his instructions. Free-and-easy, hoaxer, Ronald
was keeling over. Bazaar, an uniformed drain, they had been
of this deliberate glossing over, as it had put them into these
witless shrines. Upwind, they were on their thrones, and their
eternal outhouses, they were of their observational Universes.
It was swirling from out of their idiot brains. Juliana had tried to
coax him out.
"You can't have sex with a computer!"
Probing of its warhead, it had filled his balls with this serial
killing formula. Juliana and Ronald, they were together with
Moraine. Overhasty and schematic, an untidiness, a disorder
of humanity’s online behavior, they had been put into this
stabilized meshwork. Faultfinding, it was of this gelding
spatial, yet he had been called a lady's man. Prowled balls,
these madwomen, they had been swallowing this Internet
hearse. In one ear and then out of the other, heads, they were
punch-drunk. Asleep and of a goaded madness, this silent
partner with Ronald, any paragon disease, it could of had
explained this existence of mankind.
Sweet Stuff: Kill her Rocky.
Julie: He rubs my bones!
Juliana had taken herself to the closest keyboard, as dickering
priests, they had been puking of their deeds. Vatican choir
boys, their Lord would of had come online. Waving bye bye to
this haywire and idiot insanity, over-swarming - flaying
outwards and at arms, of a contorting offbeat, recklessness,
there was this zaniness. Bleeding of their spirits, its flaccid
holes, they were of Juliana’s compulsion. An Alien God's
serum, she was rapt with Satanic lust.
"There you go!"
Bursting inside her with a dreadful dominion of himself, he had
gotten lost in this gruesome lesion. Carved open, an
abscessed resurrection, its stabilized repulsion, it had clouded
mankind into a disdainful and violent opposition, so hot and
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red bug houses, this terrestrial application of humanity, it had
been hailing of itself. Distant crud, Ronald was holding them
together. Indisposed voodooism, the computers, they were
quaking. Blowing their screens out, Juliana was standing in its
disorder. Her pelvis was shoved upward, and her knees had
been angled out. Slight squat, without its hanging out, frozen
in its dump, highlighting her thigh muscles, her bonsai was
wide open.
"You're not doing me with that thing!"
Fused into her with Ronald's ball-breaking wickedness, it had
been rat-pained into Julian. Round the clock - quick and dirty,
anxious to of had been moon-holed, Juliana had taken it deep.
On the extremity of this Universe, Juliana wasn't ready yet, so
she had jumped up!
"So las tu som ma te!"
She had malfunctioned with a whirl and squat. Off-center, pink
hits, they were this bend of its time and space. Everything had
went bad, and she had been down in the mouth. Whacked out
of destiny, without a Devil, Juliana had rattled her three
fingers. Jimmying them into her hyperventilation, she had
bowled over. Taken on the other and without her parts, she
was between sixes and sevens. Puckered razor blades, they
were suckin' of an Alien’s wind. Juliana had no panic button.
Mutant, it was of its hemorrhaging diarrhea. Out the mouth of
babes, Juliana's red camellia, it had given him another curse.
Streaming, screw-balling into this Alien God's minced pies,
Ronald had been locking horns with what it was at a distance.
At times, there were these burnt candles, and they had been
of its spaced out light.
"Sem it tam met se!"
Ronald had screamed of its fistulas. Contorting of its proud
flesh, it had been germinating into him. Live-wire, of a
corkscrew trickery, it had been fumed into an invasion. An
Alien God, it had brought into him these boils, so pus, it had
been spewing of their hot geysers. Worms, crawling things,
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they were gnawing into him.
Both, two yet of the same one, they had been fleshed-out.
Shower, they had gone debunk. Nasty instinct, it had been
vanquished into Juliana. Brainlessness, of her radioactive
rearrangement, she was slugged out and with a moan. Battle
cry, the cheek of her face, it had been lying on this hard floor,
and her palms, they were faintly giving into a support. An
imperturbability, beingness of a well-oiled hole, it could not
nullify her. Liquefaction, this planet, it had been on this
Information Superhighway, as their might and main liaisons,
they were with an Alien God. There in place of the Devil,
somehow thrown, money raw and a hash-head, poles apart,
Ronald was trying to get Juliana into a roll.
Ronald could of had just ripped her open, as his sunken rod, it
had been in her hole of iniquity. Lolita Jail-bait and San
Quentin Quail, they were hot of a thrown curve. Starry-eyed
hopelessness, Ronald had pulled himself out of their scumsucking romance. Pressed pants, he had lain his white shirt.
Beaming down at Juliana, she was bent over backwards. Fully
endorsing Ronald's recapitulation, aroused of her agreement,
Ronald had infected her flesh. Juliana had not become ruffled
nor spoiled by Ronald's viciousness, so she had adjusted
herself. In a contemporary blouse, she had thrown men into
their online catacombs, and her business skirt, it had been
dyed in and of its wool. It was perverted up high.
Panties, they could of had been ripped off. One side had been
holding her in and of its half-kept grip. Cosmic coitus, she had
cloned, for she was going with him. Ronald had unraveled this
closet door. Straight from outer space, mankind had been
taken down a few pegs. GIGO, it had crashed on the World
Wide Web. Bag-hitting - knocked into an extraterrestrial
download, an Alien God, a lapse of themselves, Juliana had
went for her feet. Bedazzled, her black box, it was full of maneating worms. Catch twenty-two, she had been put up its
creek, and she was without a paddle.
"What do they want?"
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Juliana had been axed in by these Indians. Spanned out,
spread, of their silver one-piece jump suits, they had their
matching slippers and hats. Dressed for a space-aged
autopsy, blinded and of this bat's hole, this extraterrestrial, it
had hatched up these sticks into this cosmic mud. Stabilized,
of its instability capture, an unemotional profusion, it had
blotted out humankind. An emasculation of their terrestrial
world on the Web, of a spineless and undisciplined turmoil, it
had been weighing in on these Indians. Young and old middle-aged, out of reckoning, they were toothless. Their
guard, an upsurge from Hell, the orphan, it was this pilot in the
cockpit of these online communities, as its hysteria, Ronald
was of an over exploitation.
Offered as his token, of her submission, it had come from
Ronald's heated passion. Infested with this murderous blush,
those instabilities - left humankind, unforeseen fabrications,
they were of this terrestrial existence. Moodish ogles, they
were of its copulated vision, so an expedition, it was chucking
and jiving with these dirty deeds. In a tizzy, Ronald had
whacked the cattle with a ball pin sledgehammer. Lopping off
their heads, human and of the same beef, it had weakened
their knees. Downloading - an application, chasing bad blood
into its rat holes, Ronald had been coming apart at the seams,
and it had disfigured him into this demon-man at times.
"Ronny?"
Supreme forces, they had been halted in his saucepan.
Whirling, of his dreadful outbursts, they were thwarted by an
Alien God. Before him, the revolting Moraine, she had entered
this Spelunking Website’s portal. She was as this space cadet
kid. Put in an upload, in her all silver suit, she was wading
through the blood. Sweating from the cow-heads, they had
been bashed in by Ronald. Languishing of their last breaths,
pregnant beasts, their kinky offspring, they were trying to get
out of this last ditch, so Ronald, he had hopped off the small
bridge. Overhead, a place, Ronald had sauntered there with
the hammer. Gunning his download, of a slaughter and after
he had done Chi Chi in the rock field, Ronald had lurched in
with his psychotic riot. Spotted in Web hysteria, of this
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blackness, a face, it had run wild in a murderous madness,
and it had went toward Moraine. Notorious famine, its spirit, it
had spoke of this strenuousness - vulgar bonfire. Gross
injustice, exotic eyes - worsening in at its no window, there
was no soul. Asleep to life yet wide awake to death, alarmed,
the pellets, they were dropped into these tin troughs. The
cattle would have had been standing there, yet Ronald had
sent them back into this devious dogfighting with an Alien
Totalitarian God.
"Get'em Ronny! Get'em!"
Moraine had yelled back at her monster, for it had come from
out of young Ronald's closet. Charging at her with this nine
pound sledgehammer, Ronald's khaki pants, they were grimy
and green, and he had on an army t- shirt. It was speckled
with gore.
"Somethin’ goin' on. Ain’t it?"
Snake had been lifeless in the danger. Feebleminded
guzzling, it was of this warm eighteen ounces. Showing
himself, his nose hits, they had come from out of his joints.
Too little and of its too late, he was freaky and cutthroat.
Angel-dusted in his haze, it was of this sine vector. His
cologne, it had become of this sweat. Repealing him into a
radioactive stability, bullheaded and retarded, he had been
kissing his own. Circus act, of the same pavement, misplaced
marbles in an infant Zen, it had killed the Buddha, so its chain
reaction, it was coordinated into this radioactive decay. It was
of their own ruinous detour. Ronald had provided Snake this
bend, and it was out of its shapes. Collusion, there was this
crossing of swords, for they had been backhanding their pony.
Blotting out of their landscapes on the Internet, of these other
holes, they were surfing with Ronald.
Hops, they were in for a ride, as curtains, they had fallen on
their schematic structure. Dances rehashed, this stability, a
walk home and of an only page, Snake had been hiding in its
ghettos. Winding into this single pad in Los Angeles, a
disunion, of shouldered arms, scarce from his storm, Snake
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had no likes and or dislikes, yet he had no intentions to of had
been the licked spittle. Tortured, it had beat him into the good
man and or of his woman. The darkest side of the moon, it
was lying in plain view. There had been this doubtful dead
symphony. Slob, Snake had been going into the massive
multiplayer online game night after night. Blow after blow, it
had racked him into this serial killer's murderous nerves.
Placed, this dry rotting of the human spirit, its vexation, it had
been growing into their own, as their outrageous acts, they
were of an un-surpassable marauder, and it had been
dropped as a download. Tom had been put into this damnable
contempt of himself. Cut-off from Snake, he had found interest
in Ronald's Devil. Tom had been going in circles.
Pole to pole with an extraterrestrial instability, Snake had his
packages delivered at times. He had his tapeworm out, and
body fluids, they had hit the dirt. Wrack and into this ruin, it
had made him stand at his guns. The big-shot, of the done
number, it had hit the right spot. Spelunking delusions, they
had been flogging him with these illusions, for he had all but
forgotten about the fifty grand and the jewelry that he had
stuffed between the mattresses. Ordering off his home-boys,
they had stood down and or left town, yet Tom was still
hunting Snake. Grueling and of its wild-ass gas-firing, at the
core of an Alien God's belly, Ronald had cut the babes out of
others. Playing the game too, sending his girl-scout out,
Snake had found her. Jockeyed, Snake’s computer near, he
had wiped it with a leopard-skin bedspread.
The Child's Plaything: She’s for you.
Shrewd intolerance - thrift, far-fetched on the Internet, its
wrath, it was of an usual upload. Snake’s screen-saver, it was
of this dark maroon. Dialogue, it had been taking up a major
portion of the computer screen. Lips, they were pushed out, as
it had courted him. Iron clad, of an online nut-job, light, it had
been at night, so this computer screen, it had broke in on
Snake. An innocent and urban babe, she had been sent to
him. Offering the sister, never as many times, reaped of its
conclusions, whirlwinds, their stones were redefined.
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"This one. She’s mine all the time."
Snake had spoke it with a somber note. Ended, he had blown
his computer away with his three-fifty-seven magnum.
Landed, he had taken it. Behavior, a mangling of this mind, it
had canceled him out, as this screening, of an eventual and
sinister sister, she never would of had phased him out.
Locked in a stability, cringing with an intense pain, forging of
his unfeeling and malignant moments, Snake had gone crazy.
Breathing, an outer-space, Snake’s obscure gaze upon
himself, an African bug, it had crept up and into this murk.
Savage dignity, Den had no desire, yet virgins, they were
crying upon him. Ordered of its next meal, taking his cop
stance, Den had erupted into their mouths. Stealth
destinations, they had come from their felonious
tempestuousness. Ronald had chanced upon Den on the
Web.
The Child's Plaything: Do you want it to die?
Den: Is it dying?
The Child's Plaything: Are you going to be there?
Den: Yes. Only if it dies.
The Child's Plaything: I'm betting you die too.
Uploads, downloads and pop-ups, they had unraveled in
infinite variations. Usually when Althea was cooking Den his
breakfast, it had been of her sly now. Detached on the
Internet, a shroud of a wariness, it had known of her.
Incredulous insults, she had lobbed them at Den. Swelling
carnality, two and sometimes three at a time, of her voodoo,
The Child's Plaything, it had been calling her. Psychotic
tribulations - ungodly spasms, heart-rendering frames of her
mind, Moraine was there with Ronald, as he had been having
these random urges. Abnormal good for nothings,
overstepped at one time, of his sporadic indulgences, it had
sent Moraine into an ignominious online infection. Landing
head first into its nothing, it had been under this extraterrestrial
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sun. Foreboding contamination, humankind was on a short
end of this stick, and it was of these radioactive dualities.
Beingness, it was of a one and without the other.
"We had a nuclear war. That's got'a be it."
Althea had said. Reduced to its foreign mean. Dark of this
unsafe ground, she was without a human anchor.
"He’s gaming us nuclear from outer space."
Den had made a baneful attempt to explain it to his wife, as
their sun, it was fulminating a redness.
"It's in the cave."
Den had resounded from out of his audio playback. Mute, it
was staring out of its nowhere, yet he had sought more.
"We're goin' in baby. We're goin' spelunkin'."
Den had taken charge. Disarming, Althea had been smeared
with an infirmity. Rearranging his ditch, it had been winding
down in Montana, as Den had been impaired with Althea's
unending obsession on the Net. No way of an ever, an end,
she had been of this condemnation. Whipped by these choir
boys, they were singing Althea their lullabies. Life and death
missions, the evil doer, it had been sucking up to Althea.
Viscous grips, they had been bedeviling Ronald. Sinuous
rumpuses between Heaven and Hell, they were placed into
this lackluster and spasmodic short-life cycle. Feedback loop,
Ronald had taken his raunchy gnaws. Way out and in, spirit
strength, it was fractured into a stabilized humanity. An
uprooting - Ronald's deviant witnesses, they were squirting of
its squeeze. An un-human gap, it had been tightened around
all throats, and Ronald, he had been stomping on their heads.
Unwavering, a cold-hearted barbarian of a serial killer, he had
been sporting an unrelenting violence and venom.
"They're coming."
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Den had taken a hold of himself. Bloody minded, unprotected
and vulnerable, cranky cats, they were squashed under the
feet of their fire-house. Home-pages, its guts, they had been
mashed. Forged - accidental and unwell, it was out of his
focus. Lurking, slapped dashed - back, of the question, it was
between the two. Not the other and of no turkeys to shoot for
Thanksgiving, they had been struck by lightening. Running
cold, sorrow was untainted and off the record. Craftiness, it
was ranting into toil, tumble and turmoil. Seen, it was cut out
of Den. Evacuated, an impasse of humankind, Den had been
mauling with himself. Species, the Indians, they had come
from this Alien abode, as a cyberspace opening, it had
appeared seemingly irrelevant. They had given Den claws,
and they were of their three inches. Yellow curved toughness,
he had these pointed, coniferous and befouled teeth.
Too many, they were in his outstretched mouth. Contoured on
a contorting body with boils, blisters, worms and bugs, fiery,
winery-tight vessels, they had been seething of this hateful
armed force, yet an Alien God, it had made the Devil its dead
records file. Overtime, Ronald had become a real-time
application. One Indian to the next, there had been no fight,
for Den had been ripping them apart. Mad-doggedness in this
massive multiplayer online game, flaying limbs, Den could not
of had gotten to their perdition, as all code, it had been burned
into this online seal. Its last book, the Indians, they had
come from all points of its compass. They had no bones to
pick for themselves, and their double-speak, it would not of
had been mended.
An accounting, The Child's Plaything, it had reached Den in an
upload. Slammed, there was no Lucifer habitation. The
Indians, they were going from place to place. Den nor Ronald,
neither were of its way, yet they had wanted it. This cave, they
had gone spelunking. None and of no idea, Satan was
supposed to of had been pulled from this bottomless pit, so
this strange code, it was hidden on the World Wide Web.
Fetishes, they had been sought. This was no laboratory
experiment. Looking for some deign something, an
extraterrestrial, it was a blanket of its time.
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"By jaw tot em! By jaw tot em!"
Althea had chanted it over and over. Machine-gunning an
incantation for this Devil, Althea was down for a moment. Its
extraterrestrial dwelling house, Althea had went silent and
away.
"It's over there."
Then, Den had pointed. Still safe, Althea and Den, it would of
had come back, for The Child's Plaything, it had been coming
to them. Diabolic dip, they were catching these instabilities, as
they were in this maximal and monstrous rehashing of this
extraterrestrial deity. On this seedless tree, tedious
undernourishment, it had been crying out in this forage.
Unspeakable and disbelieving salaciousness, its oblivion, a
terrestrial redefinition, it was moldering on the seat of their car,
for they had come in behind Ronald. Boggling, there had been
this stymie, and it had Juliana in its insides. She had come out
of Snake's simultaneous culmination. Integration, overthrown
constipation, a vindictive syntheses, it had been of an outrage.
Scorching venom, Ronald had come out of this computer store
with Juliana alongside. Seemingly holding themselves in and
of this burial chamber, running blood, Snake could tell that his
perverse whipping boy days were over. He had been killed.
"She’s not your sister!"
Snake had sprayed the bullets of his conscience. Stricken into
this revitalizing application, from this Internet stronghold and
tether, it had been funneling the spirit of mankind into its pass.
Wobbling, it was of this unraveling shock, and it had been of
Ronald's unexpected tirades. Hosting these serial kills, of his
murderous online acts in rock fields throughout America,
Snake's miscalculations, they had made Emilia go online with
him. Daydreaming, this European white Devil, he had taught
Emilia how to fall through this numberless mode, so she had
linked up to Ronald. An unruly spell, an effect, it was mixing
up her biochemical chemistry with an unknown field space.
There was this entrapment of humankind. Sacrilegiousness of
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a hornet’s nest, misinformation on its Information
Superhighway, mankind had been deformed into this
ungratefulness. Spoil of an online stability, varied on the
Internet, ludicrous and unstable orbiting, it was of this
affliction. Terrorizing others, of their slithering schemes, it had
begun with Ronald, as an underhanded double-cross, of a
wretched catastrophe, they had been jam-packed. Knocking
over these spaced-out freaks, the Indians, they were in and of
their tangled waylay. Petrified dismay, threatening a
metamorphosis, of his slow-witted and erotic dwelling, the
ragged edge, its screws, they had come loose. Jumping
quickies, triggering a warping off of arms, calamities, they
were cascading into humankind with these shadows of doubt.
Waxing and waning, Emilia had been left by Snake. New and
bad dead blood, they had been of the mermaid and merman,
and Ronald had been of their foul fiend.
"666!"
Hell-born mania, it had been unbridled into this witchery, and it
had set Emilia into her stance. Legs open for this serpent, she
had taken a hot wiz. Quivering and quaking in her
gaseousness, flopping of an uncouth revelation, razed eyes,
her mouth was lathered. Lashing a whip with her arms up, she
had gotten off the rest of this semiautomatic. Catching its
rhythmic beats, truculent deviation, there had been this
massacre. Indians, perpetuated in this real-time, they had
provoked Snake. Tasteless, of its planet, they were back in
their terrestrial realization. A murderous rampage on the
outskirts of Butte, this unpredictable hothead, a hasty attempt,
they had been ambushed. Snake’s leap in their dark, he was
back on this wrong side. They had been hung by its thread,
and they couldn't scrape themselves back together. Dynamic
wrecks were of its distaste. Ruffling them into this serial killer's
disillusionment, scorned and ruined reputation, its slaughter, it
was of this symmetrical emission. Bootlicking and of a tingling
restlessness, they had no rapport with humankind.
"Them Aliens ain't gettin' their way!"
Snake had been put into a panic stricken chill. Blasphemous
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and of a downhearted download, mania in these rock fields,
real-time murderousness, it was of this intolerable subject
matter, and Emilia's fountainhead, it was of their larceny. She
had dropped her empty magazine, as she was a ready made
killer. Ryan was at the wheel of misfortune, and Tom was his
passenger.
"Where they going?"
Tom’s beingness, holding him, of Ronald's madness, they had
been without their own words. Deranged, Tom was of this
double conformity, for Ronald's ill-treatment of others, his
murderousness and mayhem, it was a bondage, and they had
been given this misinformation. Broken down smoke, it had
been slipping through the hands of mankind. Jerry had been
taken of its pogo stick. Dale and Dave, their blood, it was
boiling into these psychotic beliefs. Drawing strength from
mankind, of their cold-blooded past, Jerry had been riding
these trucks up and into this online Montana, yet it was full of
Indians from an India. Making her turnaround loop and back to
LA, first she had loaded up. Filling herself up with its last meal,
Dale was of its constant mouth. Dave was driving them on this
Information Superhighway.
"He's in there. I can tell."
Doug had readied his thirty-thirty, for there were these wolves.
They had lingered about its doorway.
“He's gettin' away with somethin'."
Jack had pulsated for his friend’s skin, as it was Doug's idea
to buy the laptop for this gameplay. Jack’s in a rut sickness, it
would of had slid up Doug’s tight cowboy. Busting Ronald's
broncos, their despondencies, they were of these broken
words.
"He stabbed them in their backs."
Moraine had sunk her hatchet into this knee-deep bull.
Butchery, there had not been a carving knife. Blood, it had
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been cemented into Ronald's rough-draft. Moraine, she had
been this extraterrestrial embryo. Tapping away mankind's last
breath, they had went into an Alien abode. Moraine was from
Ronald's gruesome blows. Dangling a nine pound bloody
sledgehammer, it was in her crybaby hand, and Moraine's
eyes, they were bashed out on a crushed face.
"He used this."
She had lobbed the sledgehammer before Ryan. Deviant
witchery, she had made the handle position itself before him,
so he had grasped its shut-down.
"He took'em all!"
Moraine had pointed at them, as above each stall, the control
chips, these electronic devices, they had been timed to
release the pellets. They would of had been dropped in the
cattle troughs.
"The cows. They are madder than him now!"
Moraine had curdled back into this hideous and done away
existence, and Ryan had been put into this habit.
Cavernous annihilation - deteriorating over the years,
Ryan had been spending his ample time playing the massive
multiplayer online game with Ronald. Trying to swindle his
way into Hell on the World Wide Web, Ronald had been
writing these serial killing chronicles, as they were of his realtime murderousness. Underwriting himself, The Child's
Plaything, it had become Ryan’s online companion.
A churlish designer, it had been of this cultist fad on the Web.
One would of had never known of when that it was that
Ronald would of had made his entrance, yet Ryan had thought
that he was an exception. Culminating with this evil awakening
of humankind, stabilities and instabilities, out of proportion,
Ryan’s point had been insured by this dogged aid. Sharp-eyed
and unyielding loneliness, undisciplined and of its random
black magic, Dale and Dave, they were after Ryan’s bulldog,
for they had climbed into the caverns of Ronald’s delusions -
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illusions on the World Wide Web. Ryan, abolished of his
choleric confusion, a lugubrious consumption, it was of an
Alien Totalitarian God. Stabilized permeation, it had been of
this subdued witchcraft with Ronald. Not cutting into the
grooves of Ronald’s online deliveries, they had come to Ryan.
Lifeless intimidation, it had been inflicting this pain. Ryan had
spent a better portion of his life trying to catch this clog in the
Los Angeles FBI burial chamber. Ironic, Ryan had been
emancipated from them. No ups and or downs, defiant and
unraveling, it had been enshrouded with this crass network.
Hosting this stabilized unscrupulousness, a neither here nor of
its there, it had been this terminus.
Coming out in turns and of its infirm purposes, it was derived
by Ronald's serial killing. Dropped of Heaven, banished from
its Hell - annihilation, no upload and or download, Ryan had
come from out of the Bay area. Into Juliana's pet store, she
had sent him for this bulldog. Robbed of himself, he had taken
a second flight. Found, Ryan had tried to capture an Alien
God's order, yet disorder, height and fancy, humankind was of
this deathless aversion. An innkeeper, it had been hosting
Ronald, for his beasts, they had been eaten by an Alien
Totalitarian God. Thrilling void, it had seized upon itself with
this black plaque. Wonder and wander, they could never of
had found it.
A mirage as a stabilized humankind, they had been incurring
harm, as it was at a swarming intersection of them. An
extraterrestrial domain, instabilities, they had come from this
flinching and predaceous blacklisting of mankind. Everlasting
interment, floundering, Ryan had been living in this stupor.
Meatless t-bones, stashed at times, he had been eating filets.
Deflected with a lack of spirit, Ryan had been neither alive and
or nor dead. Least of some small-minded shame, of his
bulldog, it had been walloping Ryan on the head. Wound, of
an obscene and criminal gesture, Ryan had been indefinitely
delayed in this skin. Gutted by an underlying impotency, of
trapped mankind's stabilities with its own means, coordinated
spitefulness, he had become this slattern oddity. Ryan’s door,
it had been rapped, and the bags, they had been left. Unusual
mutilation ezines, a multitudinous lot, they were ordered from
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this Spelunking Website network.
The Child's Plaything: Enjoy your dinner?
Ryan had wiped his mouth on this sleeve. Slugging down a
good portion of the brew, tonight, it had come - somewhat
different. It had tasted of this strong liver. He had not thought
about it then, for Marc had not been with him. Ryan had ate it.
Den had to restore himself, for it had sent him into this blunt
blowup. Sapping even the dust that had between his eyes,
gathering there, pulling off of his hammer, not hidden, Den’s
three-fifty-seven magnum, it had been of this countercharge,
as Ronald's toxicity, it had been of this self-same sin. Sinking
Den into a noxious oblivion as a police chief, he had been
raping and murdering all these boys. At this level in the
gameplay, the press, they had been going out in droves.
Stripped at night, the light of day, there had been this no way.
Worming himself through the Internet - a spelunker, of its
pages on the Web, Den had his laptop at a hotel room. Den’s
fluke, it would of had been managed by a serial killer’s ways.
The Child’s Plaything: Kill the little stud.
Den had no shame. Odorous holes, they were of his
afterthoughts. This one wouldn't close his mouth. Smoking
pot, rolling extra fat joints, of his arsenal to get up, whereafter, Den had realized that it would of had been too
unrealistic. There had been this inferno, and it had been
germinating online. Luminous, a dialogue box on the computer
screen, it had come up in this center. Nowhere to turn,
motoring for an unforeseen gun, not of this shy dog, he had
been wagging his tail in Den's face. Licked up and of its treat
for the chief, Den had taken the wrong mutt camping. Inciting
this ghastly ghost of mankind, they had been put in an
everlasting bloom, yet there would never of had been any nut
for this flower.
Hunting for Lucifer - spelunking, of his real-time serial killing in
rock fields, fourteen and a first-class-A1 and a number one,
this ticket, it was for a sexually transmittable disease. Orange
stub-hairs, they had been dyed in a two-toned blotch of a part
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done. Bleached over his black, cheap golden earrings, an
undefined career as this criminal's son, it was of the hardest
row to hoe.
"So why you’ve been doin’ me?"
Devised for this shot, he had little life, yet there had been no
reason for such. Everything had become of its impossible, as
possibilities, they had been taken away. No self, of no
alarming mechanism, Den had made no flight away from
Ronald, for he had been running at him. Without screams, of
no fight, the copycats, they were cornering these beasts in this
massive multiplayer online game.
"Se tan ut ma."
Den had busted of his real-time boils. Lacerations, they were
bleeding into this green and bullet proof delusion.
Decentralizing outward, eating Den's proud-flesh, of his hot
fistulas, they were contorting up Ronald's deranged and online
metamorphosis. Den's ghoul, it had come from this gibberish.
"My mouth. Do my mouth!"
No place, desperate, he had pleaded for this shot. Nursing
these outbursts, he had been a babe, as an unpredictable
salvo with a serial killer, Ronald had been mauling, murdering
and mutilating them. Sinister walkways, Den was of this
inexorable brute. Slithering into these chasms in this massive
multiplayer online game, these communities, they were of his
three-fifty-seven magnum's handle, so Den had pounded this
hip-hop into an un-sheltered and naughty homicide. An
unrestrained snag, Den had taken up with Ronald.
Serial killing, he had taken part in the infamy. Up against his
own stabilities, stonewalled of himself, this auto-theft, Den had
played this murderous game.
The Child's Plaything: Miss me?
Imitations, they had been vaulting into Den's intestines.
Weighing, of his evil mind, it had gone into a madness. An
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unbalanced grotto of himself, verging his finger tips, they were
skimming an online book. Deleted, it had burned all mankind's
bridges. Seductive acquaintance, their urgencies, they had
been running up this bill. Charged off by an inflamed king, it
had gone dead. No content, no bodies, no legitimate essence
of humankind, an unknown affliction, its gutless shroud, it was
drooling of an Internet grudge.
"How many?"
Fuming too long, of a matched notion to notice, Althea’s
anything, she had a sapless question for Den. Stirring, her
face had blushed of this pent-up and vapid bog. Thrown, her
spirit overboard, it had misfired of her compulsion. Following
Ronald, it had lead them into this disorder. Perpetual stability
on the World Wide Web, Ronald had become this wire-puller,
as the Alien God, it had hatched itself into their real-time. Marc
had brought into this Montana town an unseen darkness.
Seeking to encounter the Devil, their serpent, it was of this
bosom denied.
"What difference does it make now?"
Squandering her spirit strength, the Indian space cadets, they
were of these windows to an Alien Totalitarian God.
Whispering its lies to them on this Information Superhighway,
of its terminal communities, they had been formed in Ronald's
Spelunking Website network. Althea, a nothing, its maze, it
had been of this ill-use. Staggering in this furrow, there was
this bone sickening and lionhearted emptiness of humankind.
"You bests get us out of here!"
Althea had the real-time right, yet Den's moments of
introspection, they were of his bad taste. Known of this
unwavering rudeness, it had held humankind in this obscurity.
Pie-eyed-out, it was a post mortem of themselves. Their
human spirits, they were shrunken and surprised by an Alien
God. Upheaval, their instabilities, an Alien Totalitarian God, it
was of their loony interruptions. Transferring their energies
into an Alien Cyberspace, it was from around this rendition.
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Leaving humankind, their car, it had been stalled aimlessly up
this hill. The plateau, of the unfinished construction site,
it had been tapping into an acquired lechery.
"You feel it?"
Earth moving machines, they had made their groans. Not
moving, the workers, they were rambling about their
construction work and chores, yet they were not there. Den
and Althea, they were caught in their high-tech and ill-timed
latitude of their bodies and spirits. Put into their half-selves,
machines and of those mechanics, their launch window, it had
become of their quarantine. It had met them head-on. Margin
masterminded, collisions of humankind, there were these
chain reactions in an extraterrestrial abode. An uncanny
homelessness, its unstable uselessness, it had been goggling
out of this serial killer’s Spelunking Website network. Screwworming, this murderous real-time, Ronald's cross-eyed and
scurrilous fiendishness, it had been of this fluctuation, and it
was from an extraterrestrial's heart. Beating on the World
Wide Web, blistered of its reddening bruises, outside-inside,
paleness, of its nondescript poles, there were bulbs on their
tops, and they were in this extraterrestrial orbit. Large, bugeyes, they were of their ionosphere testicles.
"They're outside."
Juliana had made a cautious approach. Exiting the computer
store, she was undeterred. Ryan and Tom, they were stalking
the carnage of Snake and Emilia's violent disorder. Ronald’s
battle between his selves, the computer store, it had been
fractured into this smoldering ruination. Initially, they were
putting crack houses out of business. Bolted into its own
doings - tendencies, an escape of this reality, it had taken
Tom away from the pack. An imperfection, picked brains, they
were of this numbed lamb. A constant apprehension, it was of
this unyielding pester. An insult, this badge, it had been put on
his chest. Self-same and self-interest, it was of his low-born
knife. An edge, Tom had dejected his black. Referring to his
pig as a poke joke, getting the last laugh, Tom had popped
this hole. She was a nervous wreck. Evaded, fierce and of an
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overwrought sever, it was of her own blindness. Tom was
trying to read into her false impressions. Grotto cult, gangbanged and falling, Tom had been meeting a fate of this hate,
as his finger, it had starved her. Tom had barked out at this
addict.
The Child's Plaything: She's onto you.
"What’s this?"
Tom had asked.
"It's fencing stuff."
It was of a criminal’s reply.
"Sit!"
A twenty dollar piece and a thief, the whore, she was of fives
for hands and tens. Full of sores - an inflammation, it had
labored from her toxic shock syndrome. Low-lying and into her
eyes, under an extraterrestrial abode, contusions, they had
made her duck into Ronald. Her discrepancy with his duality,
an existence, it was of a hoax on Tom, so one and the same
and of the other, it was of this nothing.
"Whatever you want."
She had tried to get herself out, yet Tom was with this strange
serial killing freak of nature. Stained into his brain, she was of
an offbeat response.
"I know that already!"
Tom had no uncertainty, so she would of had been close to
this disaster.
The Child's Plaything: Four for four.
Tom: Who’s counting?
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The Child's Plaything: That’s not too many.
Tom: She was a creature.
The Child's Plaything: But, it was you that had spoiled her.
"There’s something else with him."
Ryan had made an analysis, as these Indians, they were
massacred in an unbalanced way. Explained, the threat, it was
of their bodies, for they had been put into this murderous
disarray. Repudiated peace, it had been swarming into all
these victims.
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The Child's Plaything

Critical sight, an elimination, of an indisposed objectivity, its
other times, it had remained.
"Killin' them mangy wolves didn't help nothin'."
Jack was grief stricken, as Ronald's pogrom, it was of an
entertaining idea on the Internet. Encounter, the wolves, they
had convulsed in front of it. Dry rot, Doug's failing
observational Universe, it was of Jack’s face, as their scumsucking romance, it had brought these two together.
"It's okay. I'm alright."
Damson was standing midway and in front of the cabin, so
Doug had dropped him off of his gun-sight. Tilted out of whack
and balance, a bewildering struggle with this bed of concrete,
it was advertising Ronald’s murderous escapades in this
elusive Spelunking Website network.
"Doug? He's- He’s back alive?"
Doug wasn't all there. Indiscriminate, of his languishing
moods, they were forbidding an embryo. Ejected and out of
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nowhere, nothingness, it had been lobbed in on him. Stupid
mar, untried and smoldering, an unbalancing act, it was
between radioactive stability and of its instabilities - decay.
Essence left, it was of these ripples. Forlorn and unchaste,
flogged by a sloped degradation, it had generated strength in
this extraterrestrial abode and domain. An online prison,
scandalous arsenal, they were of these remaining states.
Banishing them, idiots, they were in a vortex.

"It's not right."
Albert had the mainstay, and he had brought Jack and Doug
out of their fall. Impassioned, it had presented him. Not this
mutilated boy, Damson was grinding of an unpolished wrath.
Out of kilter, entombed and cranked up and into a rigid
disorder, an insulting life, Ronald had been eating it with a
cannibal vengeance. Albert had tried to pick their brains, as
human sacrifices, they had been put in an absence. Right,
wrong, they had all been in the dark.
"We will be going now."
Again, Doug and Jack's pith, an aura of Albert, Damson had
them going in and out of their minds. Sudden aversion, no
data, no destination, Damson's head, it was larger than
normal. Wobbling on the top of his shoulders, a beingness bloated, small ears and of these baseball eyes, they had no
pupils. Gesturing in an oscillating space, it was glinting of him.
An extraterrestrial mechanism, it was distorted into this Alien
Cyberspace ether. Their realm, he was wearing a silver onepiece suit. Round and roped cords, they had been of these
uppermost shoulders. Encircled under his arms and next to
their pits, transparencies and radiance, they had seemed to
replicate his movements and functions, as a rectangular plate,
it had been on his chest.
Its petite circuitry, lights, they were casually flickering. Fronting
them, Jack was dented away and without. Striking into
mindless aversions, they had been inverted back and into him.
Existence in and of no great shakes, an enlivened selfhood,
Damson had held Jack in and out of its line. Distance, of an
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interaction, foreign parts - particle physics, they had been
going from page to page. Other worlds, Heaven and Hell, they
had been long since been gone. It was from beyond - wide
and clear and at pole to pole through-out the Universe.
"I should of never shot those wolves."
Doug had whispered of a heated - neurotic rationalization.
Jack’s futile volley to kill these extraterrestrials with his thirtythirty, it had been left empty. A chilling steel, Damson's word,
it had not been a slip of his forked and Alien tongue. Passed
away, of a first shooter, it had gotten their picture. No
capacity, it had developed into a beingness. Sapped of an
erroneous anguish, a fragile beam, its fragrant saturation, it
had been scattering itself among human beings. Ill-sorted
subversions - subdivisions of mankind, they had been this
interlink. Gouged out of mankind, two peas, self-same pods,
Doug and Jack, they had become foregone conclusions.
Divergent selves, misinterpreted, of an optical illusion, it had
been flying with these dead crows. Confirmed, of his
demented and deep seated end, foul, a foreign hull,
it had been dashing its teeth on an edge. Quavers, they had
been separating into fours, yet there had been this two. Its
mistress, Juliana - Ronald was strewn into her wilderness.
Playing out on the Net, serial killing in its real-time, one by one
- apparitions, they had been far and near. Bolted illusions, of
their counterpart delusions, there were no blue skies. Their
screams of agony, withered away, they had dropped jaws, as
they were in an involuntary exile of themselves. Their human
viruses, disputed, playing an online game, Ronald had a hold
of its main toggle-knob. Torn away from its lead time, they had
been in this one-sided database, so their statistics, they had
them locked away in this Alien Cyberspace. Controlled and
erected of this uncanny radioactive wall, of its hypothesis, a
stabilized mankind, it had been paralleled by an instability.
An extraterrestrial application, biochemical cells, they were its
patterns of behavior. Infused into relative navigations, this
dyslexia, that latitude - a cyber-port of an Alien God, mankind
had been put into this Information Superhighway tumbler.
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Momentous, an empty-handed secretion with this particle
physics, of its real-time discharge, it had endorsed a force.
Streaming, the trespasser's fester, it had touched down. On
the tip of this scope, their computer code, it was their
pathogenic bacteria. Endorsed, stabilized maliciousness, it
had come from their enemas. Uncanny, it had emanated from
between these lines, as all were logging in and out of its
systematized facts. Evacuated, they had entered the
Spelunking Website network. Luminary mathematics, they
were spoken of by these voiceless idiots, as they had been
trying to read into each other's lips. Giant mouths, they were
moving with an ethereal symbiosis. An online symmetry, of its
tongue twisting dialogue, it was of an unlimited radioactive
consumption, and it had categorized mankind into these
cataclysmic thunderbolts, a hieroglyphic ethos.
"Stop them."
Juliana's thoughts, they had become words, as all notions,
they were in this cave of Ronald's delusions. Manifest
illusions, Ronald couldn't resume himself. Extirpation of his
spirit, it wasn’t his evil strategy to deliver an Alien. Defunct,
Ronald had been playing this massive multiplayer online
game, screen-named: The Child's Plaything. He had wanted
Lucifer as his threshold. A downfall, the Devil, it could of had
incited him into this wickedness, yet still-born in a Spelunking
Website network - a launch pad, no Hell, clever and cunning,
Ronald would of had taken humanity into this ghetto of online
murder and mayhem.
Captivating their darker sides, he could of had been seducing
an evil. Its creative wickedness, it would of had united with the
Devil's genius. Misconstrued, of his World Wide Web game
with Lucifer, Ronald had pulled the Devil's member, so its
data, it had been processed. Assembling, all had entered his
Spelunking Website network - assassins on the World Wide
Web.
"Hi Ronny."
Pointless, of an electrifying outlandishness, it was maximizing
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Ronald into an intoxication of himself. Intonations, they had
come back twofold. She was again lost, for Ronald had
delivered her into his elsewhere. Brute force, Ronald was
shackled on the World Wide Web. A settler, it had this
unfeeling quirk. Rammed, an extraterrestrial stability, it was
down the throats of mankind on this Information
Superhighway. Spurning an evil infection from his serial killing
on the Internet, it had been plucked down from where there
was no Heaven. An un-forgotten volley, operating in an
unwritten upward directive, Moraine had caught the top of the
wooden toy.
"The Child's Plaything!"
She had held it out. Voltaic prisms, they had left Ronald in her
bloody vulva. Substance returned, of his past, Ronald had
raped and killed her in a rock field. He was just a boy who had
been trying to find the Devil in his bedroom closet, as Ronald
had made this deal with Lucifer. Moraine had become not of
an avenue, for she was his nemesis. Ronald had been
seeking it on the Net, yet she had given him this unpleasant
alternative - an extraterrestrial. A lesson from this evil gridlock,
purported of its savage capture - time and space, it was a
priori, as humanity’s perverse id, immoral and of wicked
things, Ronald had swaggered forward. Evincing a drainage of
his spiritless self, it had leached from his pores, so he had
become this torchbearer.
Fury, his annoyance, of its reached fissures, mankind had
been held into this child's game. Screen-name, The Child's
Plaything, flip flopping, there had been this repugnant chorus.
Human madness, of his blue eyes, they were bleeding with a
pain raiser. Undermined, wicked faith, it was of his oddities.
Unknown reasons, the culprit and prevarication of Lucifer,
Ronald had become this plague. Blowing summits off the
brain-dead, Ronald had bashed his fist into this murkiness, as
a skull-capped toy, it was of his criminal crusade. Hanging
from his hand, of its suspicious repressions, deviant and
irrational cross-examinations, they were of an outcast, and it
had become this fulsome liaison. Splattering his blood-stained
hands, he had yanked it up. Tethered top, it was at the bottom
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of this toy.
It was The Child's Plaything. Pulled up from his thigh,
engaging this prowler, an onlooker, Emilia had questioned
him. Well-fed and embittered, an unrewarding folic, it was of
her doomed and dormant self, as this indigent blackmail,
narrow minded, it was of her dingo. Ronald had let The Child's
Plaything fall. Missing the catch - its face, of this demon, it
had been carved into its wooden top. Burnt same as its
handle, stained with bloodshed, it had come out of an
antiquity. Emilia had foresaw all the indications, as a serial
killer, he had been defrauding her into these shadows on the
World Wide Web. Jungle, unnerving her spirit, she had gotten
tangled in its recklessness. Berserk thoughts, they had gone
into this lapse, as this Montana’s turmoil, it had no negotiation.
Ronald had made some sort of blunder, for he was online and
without his Devil. Reformatted, Emilia had come back from its
funnel. An extraterrestrial, of her well-hung stud, she had worn
her plain and grey dress. The Child's Plaything, it was
vibrating into her, and it had kept her.
Round the clock, it had been inside of her, and Juliana, her
cold-blooded depressions, they were placed in an online
abysmal. Lurked in and around - front, entwining her
on the Internet with an indulgent parricide, Ronald had The
Child's Plaything clutched, and its demon-head, it was still
hanging by its string connection. Sordid and a sullen wrangle,
pummeled of its blackhead and cloud, Emilia had seen him
approaching her. Compelled, of her monotonous upshot, she
had stuffed a pen-knife into her hand. Turned back and over
her shoulder, before her pecking pandemonium, overwrought
in an unreal and horrendous racket, Ronald had yanked up
The Child's Plaything. An atrocious inference, Emilia was of
her scream - a squalid and ear-splitting shriek. Invading, Soo's
caving in, a violent and unforgiving remembrance of this
game, it had her in its upload.
The Child's Plaything: The Demons are fickle Soo.
Again, Soo had found herself before her computer screen,
and Snake had been waiting there. Scoundrel, it had been of
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his disheartened state. Violating the rules, Snake had glared
at it. Shattered by these bullets, they were from one of his
many favorites. With his well stocked arsenal, Snake had
opted out of this mutual deal. Dwindled, of a heart rendering
specimen, a protruded application, it had been of these
lacerations. Etched into him, of his forsaken and ruinous
struggle, it had come from this particle physics.
Wavelengths, they had been of their white lights. Bent out,
Ronald's spirit, it had been in its prism. Lingering of this rack
and ruin, it was of these belated refractions. Snake had been
passed over. Hideous illusions, blowing up, they had been
shut down. This demolishment, its monitor, it had been
fractured from this forty-four magnum.
"Didn’t miss doin’ your sisters."
Trigger happy, tripping with him, mind on and offline, they had
been of this Alien Cyberspace.
"Game’s not goin' the way you think it does."
Snake had heard Ronald snarling at his backside.
"The Child's Plaything."
Ronald had responded. After he had caught its top, of this
device, he was holding an objective. Its toy and skit, he had
resounded of these blind eyes. Sat of his weak head, Snake
was facing the other way, as Ronald had brandished The
Child's Plaything out before him. It was for Snake to take. A
shake and or of a fake way, Snake’s revolver, he had it with all
his hands.
"You ain't for real. You’re out of here."
"Se tis mu te it."
Ronald had spoke back in tongues. Ravished words, they had
been coming out of him.
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"You ain't real! Fake’s out of here!"
Snake had fought Ronald’s obscurities. Leaking spaces, they
were these dark arts of headhunters, and they had been
chanting of their frenzied binges. An Alien God, it had been
sowed into their stabilized seeds. Hectic noons, those nights,
they were of its streams.
"Se tu mas cud!"
Ronald had let out some more arduous and methodical words.
Begged, fresh water, Ronald had drank of its sour acid trip.
"You ain't real!"
Fatalism, it had been downloaded upon Snake. Never ending
exhaustion, Snake hadn't turned to shoot. Perceived at his
backside, of a fit with his computer, he had blown it away.
"Try my sister!"
Snake was ready to go off on Ronald, and he would of had
turned - shooting for his brains, yet a supernatural tribulation,
of this contempt for Ronald, dehumanizing and burned out,
there was this half-measure. Snake’s hopped-up depression, it
had been of this erotic nettle.
"You'll be dying."
Unburdened, it was punching out of this other. Snake had
been dropped off of this top, for its extraterrestrial domain, it
was of Ronald's child's-toy-game. Tethered, Ronald had been
yanking on an Alien God.
"Do my lil somthin'."
Emilia had come in and at where Ronald was supposed to of
had been, yet Snake was still having these supplementary
delusions. Emilia had put on a black negligee. Foredoomed, of
its false front, it had given Snake his stumbling block. An
undiagnosed sham, it had been of an after, for Snake had
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been in its previous chaos.
"Still playin' with that little string on a stick?"
Eradicated by the Alien God, Emilia’s stability, it was
feeding off her instabilities. Ricocheting off the wall, she had
none, as a thrown toy, it had bounced about. It’s finality, it had
landed on Snake’s toe.
"Ain’t playin' with you or it."
Ramble of an inarticulate lingo, disjointed of his shrewd
holograph, this nuclear fission, it had come to Snake in this
zero hour, for The Child's Plaything, it had been wavering in
and out of its brief blinks. Eyes flashing, they would of had
taken a look. Spectator of mankind, it had vetoed their
stabilities on the Internet. Consuming, of these instabilities,
Snake had been containing himself. Profusion of his human
demotion, it was this selfless and spirit raped - a hailed
madcap of Ronald Reese's Spelunking Website network. It
had led Snake into a fool’s paradise. Originating into Snake,
there had been none to spare. The cursor, it had come out of
nowhere, so Snake had blasted holes into his computer.
Entertaining this illusion of a word processing device, it was of
this risqué and sardonic insanity. Infiltrated, a reasoning
nonentity, it was glowing in an eerie silence and in front of
Snake, as a recent gun volley, Ronald had started to haunt
him.
"Come and get your sister."
Snake had heard the voice. Murmured of a fiery Ronald, a
courting of Snake’s gangster death, the amplification, it had
come from every corner, and it was from all over the Earth.
Booted up, Snake had stood up, yet Emilia had been in her
stud's paradox. She had watched Snake rise up and in arms,
as Snake had held them out. Emilia had known of these
minutes and hours.
In a sanitarium, cunning and unsound, of her witchery, it had
been brought to her by a demonic promise. A date with the
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Devil, Emilia had held The Child's Plaything. Deliriously
dowsing in an online feud with herself, clumsily jerked, the
demon head, it was on top of The Child's Plaything. Nose
diving of a magnetic field, it was a point and or a click away,
as Emilia’s malady, there were no sperm cells. The type,
software could not install his juices into her hungry snatch. A
genetic scheme, it had calumniated into an online disaster of
mankind, so a table-turner, it had been given of this stellar
strife. The bed, it had risen behind Snake, and he had his
arms raised. Forty-four, brandished, out of his right hand, it
was about ready to burst into an unholy terror. The walls, they
had started to buckle, and the ceiling, it was warping of this
prognostication. Grim, a reprehensible reminder, underworld
ulcers, they had come upon Emilia. Fiery blisters - bursting of
her boils, spitting hot and bloody pus, Emilia had become this
withered vine. A brownie, it had been shriveling in an
obliteration of herself. Gnawed away, of an unsteady evasion,
inner strengths, they were coming and going online, as a
corresponding anomaly, humankind was in this online
labyrinth.
"The Child's Plaything."
Unhallowed, mumbled of this tyrant, there had been no Devil
allowed by an Alien God. Denigrating Snake in an
interconnection with the events, Snake’s thoughts of control,
interplanetary domiciles, moronic ways, this figure, it had
found its rest on this top. Its handle - a symbol of Ronald's
hang-man, Snake had slowly turned into this malaise. Typhus
resentments, they were dredging into him, so Snake had
leveled his forty-four at Ronald. Briefcase in one hand and
below his crimson tie, Ronald had also held The Child's
Plaything, and its ghoul head, it was dangling in and of his
right hand. Out of its mouth, a God-awful and woeful war, it
had been ditched into Snake’s spirit. Plundered, droves of his
divisions, they were sponging up all Homo Sapiens.
"Get out of here."
Snake's rapture, it had been of an immunity, for he had kept
pulling the trigger. Instabilities, of rage terminated, Snake had
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hungered for the human pith, so he wouldn’t buy into this
change. Switch, a vigilant and vicious malignity, spoiled of his
delusions, Snake was restrained into an Alien abode. Between
himself, events, they had been breaking Emilia's vertebras
out. Oozed out guts, fractured ribs, gore, Emilia had been shot
to death. Hot from her fresh-spilt blood, Ronald had set his
case down and loosened his tie.
Snake had been caught up in an all knowing moment. Just
before the feed of an Alien Totalitarian God, Ronald had given
the hand-held toy a flip. Instant, the goal was to catch the top
with its handle. A beingness, it was tethered by its string
theories.
"Missed."
Juliana had been waiting in her infirmary. Worshipful, of a
spare room, reincarnated Sherry and or Larry, they were of
this flash in her online pan, as Juliana had logged in at their
death's door. A tenebrous blizzard, it had been verging into
her. Spirit revolts, his cursed stabilities, their instabilities, they
were thrashing of a beaten down mankind, as this surplus
glue, it was of its instead. Unthinking, an application of
mankind, they were driven into these mathematical corners.
Stabilized self-hoods, the back of Juliana's head, it had been
banging against their walls. Hands, they were the leverage of
a serial killer. Ram, frenzied, they were of his one that had no
two, and it had made them all together. Unadulterated and
pornographic, it was no holds barred, and Juliana had held
them wide open. Pulsated, of a hole, a vessel, it had made
Ronald swell even bigger. Reproached of its something, there
had been no ejaculation. Embellished in a suspension, there
was this gloat of hers. Fixations gulped down, not toward Hell
nor of any Heaven, Juliana was out in its Universe.
Mandate of a mundane ransom, Juliana was fried alive.
Untreated, a manner, she would of had given him these
honors. Doctor’s investigations, she was wearing this thin and
silver dress. Metallic material, short and lose fitting, Juliana
had sat at this small desk. In the back of her modest pet shop
in Pomona, she had a computer there, and she had been
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pirating into this illegal Spelunking Website network. Pitching
into his ball-game, Lucifer would of had been on the hometeam. In the game, she was sacrificing all these little animals
at night. Taking drugs, drinking and chain smoking, it had
become her whole life there, and Juliana had loved it. Nothing
would of had been able to take her away from Ronald’s realtime un-wiring. Irreverent vagueness, there had been a
betrayal by Juliana.
"You had better come into me!"
Fish-markets, of her darkness, an all consuming passion, she
had gathered Ronald's tether. Rewarded with an eternal
vendetta, she had been exchanging blows with him. Hit and or
miss conscience, stricken in an ambush, taken of her
delusions, an illusion of Ronald, she had went into an Alien
abode, as it had stabilized all dreams. Juliana had called out
with this gag-inducing persecution.
"Have me!"
An emancipation with Lucifer, Ronald had been altered. Vista,
Ronald had worn this silver metallic shirt, and it had hung
about his mid-thighs. Juliana had no desire for a beast that
would of had been tamed. Spatial, Juliana had read Ronald
back into her riot act.
"The Child's Plaything!"
She had called out to Ronald with a red-hot fever. Fires, of her
dog screwball, it had been barking into Juliana’s abode.
Ronald's meat, it had been surging into all her scores, and
they were paid-off in this blow after blow. Comatose, a
standstill, Juliana's consternation, it had come from where her
mommy and daddy had ceased to exist. Passion, an
unfortified dead-beat, it had been of this extraterrestrial.
Juliana had not opened her eyes for him. Licking his fingers
and kissing this palm, tenderly nibbling up a forearm with an
unmerited gratitude, her papa had her. The creeper, a
trespasser, it had been lying in wait and in this Alien abode.
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"Julie?"
Larry had given Juliana his love with goof-eyes, for Juliana's
indolent moments, of her father, she had been filled with this
suspicion.
"Daddy?"
Swallowed, Larry had coaxed Juliana into a digression.
Aspirations, they were of her foul servitude. Eluded into an
extraterrestrial domain, it was of her embryonic attachment.
Responding, of an eternal defamatory colic, it had been
impeding her into Sherry's volatile and dead-pan overshadow.
Not of any pity on her daughter's halfhearted attempts,
instilled, Juliana had been grilled into this solemn and
subordinate eradication. Unplanned, an intrusion, it was an
anything and or of its why not. Strange, it was of an
overthrown stigma. Tough and tedious misconceptions misleading notions, they had come from Sherry.
Julie's untidy and lopsided grapple, it had been of this
impractical iniquity. Screwed down on Sherry's index finger, of
The Child's Plaything, Juliana’s future, a derringer, it had been
loaded. Forthcoming and of a serial killer, readied to blow her
head off, she was rigid, cold and of a stagnant stab. Sherry’s
delicate paralysis, it had been of her daughter's lifeless
vertigo.
"Is this what you want Julie? Is it?"
Melting down on her from an outrage, bewitched, a soul, it had
been placed into this heterodox concussion. Round and round
on the World Wide Web, Juliana would of had no answer.
Finally, Sherry had thought - a reprieve from her behavior, it
was of a contrary to this reason, yet Sherry had no need for
one.
"He’s my daddy."
Julie could only think - intimidation, as she would no longer
hold her mother. Fear, it had fell out of this scourge. This day,
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Juliana would of had elevated herself enough to attack her
mother, so Sherry's devastation, it had been wrecked into her
mind. Harassed, Sherry had been at the brunt of Juliana’s
hatred for her. Juliana’s provocation, it had sent Sherry into
the throes of her daughter's death wishes. Faded dogs, they
had been brought up in the rear of Sherry's life. An eye on
Juliana, it had hit Sherry with a body-blow. An estranged
space, it had stowed Sherry up and into these bad graces. Its
blackout anguish for her future, it had wept in from this
technological expunging of her spirit, so an opening, it had rid
Sherry of her pain. Juliana’s barrage, it was run-in blood-red.
Breathed in an Alien Cyberspace, Sherry’s ghost, it had left
Juliana in a psycho-psychedelic scorn of her mother.
"He’s my daddy."
Juliana had reached up and into herself, so the love that she
had never gotten, it had jimmied her little kitty.
"Daddy’s mine."
Julie’s argument, it was with her mother’s then, as she had
started with Larry. Humming herself away, Althea had been
frying her eggs and bacon. Radio waves, they were playing of
this irresolute static. Lawless weight of this serial killer’s toy,
The Child's Plaything, it was threatening an entryway. An
outcast, of the murderous mutiny, there had been this
lingering wrath, and Althea, she had been fusing herself into
its togetherness. Inert mindlessness, of sterile uselessness,
Den had been treating Althea with an irreverent behavior.
"We better go on back with our laptop."
Althea had wanted Den to rethink Montana, for she was
witless and worn-out. Gambling, Den had been one of the
players in Ronald's massive multiplayer online game.
Entertained balls in and of its dirt, its dice, nights, Althea had
been waiting for Den’s flesh and blood. Revolting with this
ridiculous idea, she would of had her Devil, yet it had
disembodied her. Transfer, this tether, beyond a member of
the human race, Althea had been kept in this stability as an
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obscure chasm of herself.
"What we have is not our child."
Checked, stopped in and of its brutal brood, dank warping, it
had been breaking up and into her. Injected, Althea had been
encumbered. Not able to blow out her candles, she was a kept
woman, for she was in a cloak-and-dagger communion with
lust.
"I'm goin' in first."
Tom had let himself out of a gander. Ready for this pitched
battle, a dumpy chain of events, they had been ebbed and
knocked about. It was of this venom. Deflected - an instability
of a villainous maze, Ryan had wanted to infiltrate into its
forthcoming as an enigmatic wretchedness. Backed into an
irking mortification, Ryan was not catching Ronald dead.
"He will lose."
Ryan's abrasion, it was of an unbending quirkiness, as their
cesspool, atrophied selves, they were disillusioned and led
astray. Ronald had first met Ryan at Berkeley. Sent into
Juliana's pet shop, given desire - power, bucking with the
beast, Damson wasn't troubled or even wasted away, yet
Ryan wasn't for this space cadet. Either this kid had turned
blind and or was lain bare, or this damnable sneer of The
Child's Plaything, it had been of a redoubling of these efforts.
"Get him out of here."
Tom wasn't buying into this appearance of the unknown
Damson, for this kid, he had been taken another angle.
"Don’t be surprised. Ryan has always hung out with our kind."
Then, Damson had vanished. Feasting on blue Devils, Tom
and Ryan, they had went inside this electronics store, for
Damson was in their illusions. Delusions, they had loomed in
and of their online mysteries. Tom had taken their front. Inside
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of this looking glass, two shakes were of a forgone conclusion.
Lubricated of its leer, fluid gridiron lines, they were connected
to his brain. Mislead, it had been flaring of its fat fire, as its
fluke inspiration rites, of this warmness, Ronald's cold blooded
murdering, it had been thrown over the sun. Dropped online
and at midnight, engaging his time, Ronald had been readied
to burst into its space. Tom's mean spirit, it had sought
a connection, so he was slithering in an anecdote for the
condemnation of mankind.
From kill to kill, an evil craft, it had come from Tom’s stonehearted creed, as he had marched through these gutters.
Obsession and death, it had lured mankind into this
roughshod nightmare. Unraveling on the World Wide Web, a
silo, it had gone off in this cyberspace electronics’ store. The
brunt of Ronald's cloudburst on the Net, it had been in an
online sea. Baseless smug, senselessness, it had reckoned
with Tom. Perceived pieces, they had put him back together
again. View, of this dark looking glass, humanity had sought it
as and of their own enlightenment, so they had all become
these secluded sculptures in an extraterrestrial abode.
Tom, Den, Althea, Emilia, Snake, Jack, Doug, Dale and
Dave..., they were poles, and they had been erected by this
Alien headhunter. It was feeding on them. Ronald had come at
their front. Being more plain - an interconnection of this online
brainchild, they were all as these space-aged totems. Known
of no wood nor of any carvings on them, pillars, they were
holding their dummy heads. Growing above, an Alien
Cyberspace, they were of this canopy. Cosmic rays were
hurled about. Its extraterrestrial strokes, they were of an evil
genius. Instabilities, they were siphoned into this radioactive
decay. Ronald's head, it was prompted, so it gave the World
Wide Web its measurements. Ronald had been downloaded,
and Tom was uploaded.
"Hello Tom."
Ronald was clean-cut and tight-ass dressed. He had come to
meet Tom, for Ronald would inflict his pain on all. The Child's
Plaything, it was dangling from his left hand as a replica of
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Tom. Hanging from its string and attached to the handle,
inflamed with an abscess, it was of this stable state of a
mumbo jumbo. Creeping emptiness, it had been chasing after
their spirits. East LA, its occupants, they had been changed in
an Alien Cyberspace. Ronald was in a bottomless pit. An
atrocious torment, it had been spoiled with these token laws.
"What’s that?"
Tom had uttered out of his streaming self. Trial, it was of his
inevitable error, as illusions, they were of Ronald's likeness on
the Internet. Tom could incur no blame for his crimes.
"This?"
Ronald had held up The Child's Plaything. Black as black, an
ace of spades, it was of Tom's sculptured head, and it had
been hanging from this handle. Drawn out for its drip - of a line
and tether, Ronald would yank it up.
"Yeah that. It’s in your hand."
Tom had followed up with a pull of his nine milli. Running
amuck, jumping down all throats, they were mashing into this
face. Giving The Child's Plaything its flick, Ronald had caught
Tom's likeness on the top of its handle, as it had become this
nucleus. Unpredictable and infectious voices, they had been
out of control. Online communities, they were in Ronald’s
Spelunking Website network. Playing its massive multiplayer
online game, of its lifeless heartburn, Tom was falling apart.
Counterbalance, its disdain, it was wrought out of an
instability. Iniquities, swindled in an ignoble raid, it was of this
cognitive misinformation.
Rootlessness, transferred and traveled, they had arrived in
East Los Angles. Activity, of their real-time other place, offline,
it had not expired online, as Tom had taken this immortal
leave in a polemic underground Web. The outcasts, they were
with Ronald, as an opening, an Alien portal, it was of The
Child's Plaything. Outlet alight, an iron clad confusion, beget
of Tom - they had all come his way. Approaching Tom, these
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depths, his murderousness, it was of this cross-pollination,
and it had made Ronald this space weapon. Another planet, of
an unstoppable combativeness, they were all wearing these
silver and metallic one-piece suits. They had stopped - waited,
as they had surrounded Tom. There had been no hay, for the
bull, it was taken by an Alien God's horns.
"No way."
Tom had done his jungle bunny. Dancing rude, crude and not
even funny, Tom had dropped his weapon, for he wouldn't let
himself be dragged into this nebulous funeral.
"No way!"
Tom’s soul, it had left him. Sensed by his separations, of a
quantum jump - radioactive applications, they were left in the
dark. Impulses, they had strut forward and into Tom’s crackshot. Flying into this electronics’ store, of an unbeatable
feeling - excitation, helter-skelter, Ryan had no Devil to pay.
Brewing of a horrid uproar, Ryan had no might nor a maim
with Ronald. Conjuring with its nothing, Heaven and Hell, they
had been overthrown. Extreme, point-blank and of an illnatured navigation, Tom and Ryan, they were side by side and
out of order. Lulling with it, between their heads, it had been
holding them hostage. Fodder, it had put them into this nonscheduled eternal standstill. It was up on all of the computers.
Sweetie: Kill her Rocky.
Its whacky red font, it was flashing in this Spelunking Website
architecture. Upheavals, rage - Ryan and Tom, they had
boomeranged back into an online blindness. Arrested in this
schism, they were out of their bodies. Ceaseless burrow, its
leftover essence, souls, they were of this inflexible fawn.
Flagrant mischief, slow-time, they had been going at fullspeed.
"We have to stop it."
Muffling her self-awareness, voice, it was heard in an
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extraterrestrial vacuum. Pliable pieces of metal,
brokenhearted and bold spirits, they had been of the Alien's
cloven hoof. Wearing this badge of infamy, an inflexible
clobber, it was her destiny on the Internet. Underhanded, an
application for this unvarying constriction, human electronic
architecture, stabilized of this radioactivity - no decay, worn
away and into Juliana, it was dispersed into an Internet
apathy, as there had come this downfall of all these stars. The
sun, it had been blotted out, and their sky, it was fading away indefinite, of an unpolished self-contradiction.
"No."
Juliana was oppressed with unclear words. A foreordained
blunder, Ryan had entered the electronics’ store. Held captive
in this hollow obstruction, blown of this bugaboo molder, it had
been cutting him short with a stabilized burden. Uploaded into
its nerves, they had went into this bad way with Ronald. Data
processing, it was of his downturn, recoiled - odds and ends.
"Can I help you?"
Ryan had stood there dumbfounded. Online yet in real-time,
he could not answer. Dispatching himself - visage, it had come
to its nothing. Indians, computer salespersons, a young Indian
woman, she had been standing directly in front of him, as
Ryan had been uploaded into this pasture call. Bad terms, a
shy and afoul side-blow, fighting these battles on the World
Wide Web, it had been of this adamant and destabilized
suspense. Dispatched into his life, its solitude, it had opened
an online portal.
"No. I don't need any help."
Ryan had nervously affirmed, so it had sent this Indian
saleswoman hunting another make or model. Tom had whirled
at the herd.
"What you gonna do?"
Same time - straying from his online ramifications, Tom had
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veered into its tumult. Spiritual slump, banished, it had many
faces, as Tom had launched himself into an eternity. When
Tom had gotten around, it was Snake, and he had poured the
guts of this sawed-off shotgun into Tom. Anchor, it had been
racked into this madness. Back to back - circuitry, it had been
worming under their skin. Destabilized, a vein of spirit, it had
been feeding into itself. Inoculated, Tom had been feeding an
extraterrestrial. System on the streets, interrogated, of its
dreary dungeon, it was turning all these stomachs on the Net.
Indigent brothers, the violence, of its taken, Tom was away.
Falling from his spirit, schematic black magic, it had been
tottering of his freak. Shooting him as the star, Ryan had been
chasing Ronald. Worsening of an effect, the human condition,
Tom had no honor, no valor, and it was his fault. Eyes opened,
a vista, it had deposited Tom into this drawing room. Doubleparked, there was a nothing of his senses.
The Child's Plaything: I made a mistake.
Ryan’s wings, they were clipped into their last place,
for he was running out of this electronics’ store. Midst these
thick files, they were of the same case. Verifying some of
those names that Ronald had collected on, Ryan's
investigation, it had always been directed astray. At another
turn, Emilia's grandparents, of its weirdo whack-off, a
line for Ryan, Ronald had paid himself twice. Emilia, Ronald
would of had killed her too. Distraction, Ronald had been
frightened out of Montana, yet Marc had come in as a perfect
scam. Alongside, Ryan had brought up these virtual computer
keyboards.
Ryan: My connection in Montana has booted back.
The Child's Plaything: Blame it on Rio.
Ryan’s brains were of an eye, and it was blinking of The
Child's Plaything. Sitting on all these books, they were stacked
at his right. Head hanging from an Alien rod, an upload of an
online empire, Ryan was lunging in its sunless moments.
Engaging this stranger on the Wed, a coagulating
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biochemistry - an ignominious display and fray of its
murderous behavior, instabilities, they were being disbursed
into this asylum, for mankind, they were seeking their spirit
strength in an unsparing vacuousness of their selves. No
belief, it had been full of something less than doubt. Ronald
had held The Child's Plaything, as he had its pole in his hand.
A demon-head, it was dangling from this oversupply, and
Ryan had misfired with the rest of mankind. Their spirits, they
had come to an online dither. Ronald's tongue-in-cheek
serpent, it had not seen the light of any day.
None of any night, an Alien God, mankind was banished as a
procreation of itself. Accumulating and amassing, Ryan had
made its rate of acceleration, for the tether, it had withdrew
the demon to the top of The Child's Plaything. An Internet
rope, it was jumping up and into these Websites. Ronald was
its beast of an Internet burden, as there had been no memory
space in this information transfer. Ronald's cattle feeders, they
were alerted mechanisms.
"You still have time."
Moraine had been at the opposite end of this seventy-foot
aisle. The cattle, they were feeding, as it was before their
slaughter. On both sides of Ryan, Moraine had pointed at the
large barns-yard doors, as they had been left unraveled.
Splitting an opening into other galaxies, Ronald and Chi Chi,
they were occupying an Alien Cyberspace on its World Wide
Web. Ryan had seen their beacons - without and within.
Bloody hues of this cosmological light, they were coming
inward and toward him - a haunting, a hunting of an Alien
God.
"He’s out there. With her. You can get him now if you want."
Ryan was staring into an online restraint of himself.
Unshackled, witching hours, a beingness, it had gone from
place to place, for Ronald, he was this monstrous moon-raker.
He had crushed the cattle with a nine pound sledge hammer.
After his brutal murder of Chi Chi, a crossbreed, it was of an
eroding online confusion. He had taken the microchips out of
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the feeders, for they were responsible for this mechanism. The
cattle, they had been fed. An application - microchips, of
electronic control modules, the canisters, they were to drop
their allotted portions. Ronald had pounded them
to death. Dripping muck, of an incurious pathos, Ronald had
burst at the seams. Copycats, Ryan had been sent into a
tailspin, for he had been caught with a bulldog. An unexpected
meddled-headed Ronald, he was popping up.
Notions and excuses, gonorrhea from the teddy bears,
scepter, mankind had found their eyesight, as they were
hanging loosely by this rope. Wrapped around their necks,
swarming with warm smack, of a conjuring - restless souls,
they had been searching for his online Devil, yet there had
been an outlander behind the scenes. Ransacking, its
Christian, it had been systematically slipping away from
Heaven. Perched in an unacceptable plague of himself,
murdering in rock fields, his papal, an Alien God, it had been
propagating itself. Prostitution, the podium, they were beating
their meat, for Lucifer wasn’t lying between their pages.
Baptisms, weddings, funerals, it was of an emerging blend. A
methodical and radical extermination, its flashback stability payload, Ronald had put the cattle feeders out of order.
"They're hungry."
Moraine had spoken softly, as Ronald’s apparition, it was at
the other end. Light had come through the crack of the large
barn door. Full of darkness, Chi Chi had become restless.
Lumbering, an annulment, it had come back to Ronald online, unattached. Murderous ways, all these others, they
were in this massive multiplayer Spelunking Website
network’s online game. Habit, a presence, it was of their
stabilized lives, so Ryan had been dwindled into this Web
application. There, gesturing in this space-age suit, all silver,
of a one-piece metallic, Ronald was twenty years younger.
Diverging into this murderous abode, Ryan had wanted to
stick a hot poker into this beingness. Bashing into its dogheaded beast, Ryan would get this dreary life.
"Where are we now?"
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Ryan had asked. Enough of himself, also dressed in this
space-age attire, sterilized, soulless and stabilized, Ryan had
been removed from the cattle barn. Internet, a tether, the
backbones of mortals, they had been aligned in these long
extraterrestrial corridors. Synthetic replicas of oversized
human brains, they were sitting on all of these enrichment
poles. The Child’s Plaything, it was this breadth of its space
and time. Loveless revulsion, it had incapacitated Ronald. Not
finding his Devil, withering away from his spirit, of an
underestimation - life, Ryan had been bottled up in and of a
shameful queerness. Holding humanity in its seclusion, of its
murderous spells, Ronald had been brandishing The Child's
Plaything. Keeling over, a spiritless defection of himself,
Ronald had been under the weather. A lifeless engine, it had
been of its questions. No shot, no answer, Ronald had flicked
The Child's Plaything, yet the top, it had touched its wooden
handle - a clumsy rod, itself. Absent, absurd lewdness, it had
been dividing mankind into their halves.
"Where are we?"
Ryan had moved in more close. A lone-wolf, Ryan was
wearing it. Searching into its shadows of darkness, Ryan’s
flaccid and white flesh, hanging devil-broke in Heaven's gutter,
Ryan had wanted to turn its tide. Spirit deficiency, dragging in
its chain of yesterdays, thoughts for tomorrow, Ryan had
come back. Heaved of himself, Ryan had needed this teddybear embryo to trample it down, for it had crowned him as one
of Ronald's hollow-eyed visitors. Unpaid vendetta, Ryan had
needed a weapon. Broken down and spitting of all this blood
and guts, Ryan had capitulated out of a dog's demon. Same
rock, it was used on the Asian whore, so Ryan had become
this Federal scum. Criminals, of its heinous crimes, a majesty,
Ronald had lifted his head in its shaft. Pillars, enrichment
poles, they had resembled humankind. Slight curve, lined up
and side by side, each one had their cerebral and concentric
tops. They were radiating in and of an Alien iron lung. An
enlivened energy on a technologically tiled floor, it was of this
same architecture. Ronald had taken them out of the cattle
feeders, as the microchips, they were of their dense circuitry.
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"Get a good feel?"
Ryan’s brainless instants, they were of their real-time. Noticed
effigy, The Child's Plaything, an image of Ryan, he could have
had been caught on its top, yet Ryan had plummeted into
Ronald’s mange darkness. Draining himself, Ryan’s hands,
they were wrapped into this torn hair. Impelled in an acerbity,
his raciness, it was of an on and off again application.
“He's with them out there."
Ronald was still in the rock-field with Chi Chi. In the stockyard
barn, the cows, they were quietly being fed by these electronic
control canisters. Dropped, of their allotted portions - bins, of
an incremental timing, it was depleted by their feed. Grinding
into what was done, murderous and with Chi Chi in this rockfield outside, Ronald was reveling in its rape. An after of his
kill, the dead Asian whore, she was of this inflexible
veneration. Godforsaken and graceless carnal thrills - serial
kills, Ryan’s pants, they had been dropped. Groped of a
denouncement, an obnoxious and browbeating rampage,
Ryan was butting Damson. Holding him from behind, over the
toilet - browsing his inside, of an illogical uprooting, Damson's
throat, it had been slashed in an ill-defined antisocial act.
Ryan had been stabilized into this nomadic overblown quarrel.
Notorious, an out of the ordinary hot hole, Ryan had wrought
himself up and into a bulldog pup. Pushing himself into this
greater damnation, edging a combustion, on his guard against
Ronald, Ryan had wanted to sow in his dissension. Few and
far and in between, of this jangled craziness, words, they had
escaped from his lips - a restrained throat.
"The Child's Plaything is with me."
Ryan’s influx, his spirit, it was being gouged out. Deposited
into a radioactive stability, exiled in an infection, Alien demons,
they had taken charge of this serial killer's Spelunking
Website network - leftover decay. Insurrections, they were of
this famine-stricken Alien Totalitarian God.
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It was from a none. A tether of the Internet, it was this
deflection of mankind's instabilities. Sick and heartless,
sapped of their foundations, there had been this powder keg.
Clashing with this strangeness, un-warned - not seen by the
naked eye, there was this murderous compulsion on the Web.
Unclean and stabilized of its spiritless foul-fiend, screennamed - The Child's Plaything, flooding months, they were of
his murderous Sundays. Dumbness, defiling all things,
impairing the souls of mankind, Ryan had abandoned
Damson. Dead-head, first, his brains, they had dived into this
bloody pool. After Ryan had used this toilet, it was flushed
automatically, as with these microchips in this cyber-spacedout stockyard barn, they were reaching out and onto the World
Wide Web. Ryan had pulled his pants on in a swirl and a suck,
and Damson, this little boy's body, it had been taken away.
Ryan had been pieced together in its hard, fast - heaviness,
as he had tipped its scales. Uselessness of mankind - an
uncompromising mistake, blunders, they had been strained
into its stabilities, as their imaginations, brunt of an Alien
Totalitarian God, off-glancing, a compass was threatened.
Humankind, patterns were seeking an Alien God, as an
extraterrestrial bin on the Web, this spare room, it was of a
timeworn mankind. On the outskirts of themselves, their
innuendos, they had been these dirt-cheap children, and they
were hidden in the darkness of a soulless application.
"They're starving."
Moraine was standing in the doorway of this electronics’ store
bathroom. Finished with Damson, Ryan was in shock. A
visage to check again, Damson was gone. Clamped down in
his vouchsafed delusions of Ronald, Ryan’s dreams, they
were damaged. A piece of an Alien God's meat, it was ready
to blow of its dynamite, as Ryan had become torn apart.
Throwing him the bull, an incurable umbilical cord - necktie
parties, without curves, Ryan had inched out of the
electronics’ store rest room. An overturned consignment, it
was of this graveyard. Lurking in an ill-assortment of these
Indians, meandering about, their sight had went from stem to
stern.
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The Child's Plaything: Where are we now, Ryan?
The dialogue box, it had come up in a red animation.
Bleeding in at the bottom of these computer screens. Space
cadet Indians, they were sulking in and of their solemn festers,
as there had been this nothing. An aim of Ryan's real-time, his
brain teaser, it had come from this troubled and unsteady
state. Mortified into an engagement, dousing himself into an
interface, there were these battle cries.
The Child's Plaything: I want you to get me.
Casting skin before the wind, Ryan’s body, it was antagonized
by a vanishing point. A purposelessness, a jet lag - flown
in an Alien abode, quickening of its rapid slouch, Ryan had
been placed into this silver and metallic one-piece suit.
Physique, this representation of mankind, repulsion as its
diversion from the norm, it had made Ryan this sicko. The
ground, it had been cut from under him, and Ronald's rocks,
they were in Ryan’s head. An untidy mucus breath, it was in
his open mouth. An unavailing opportunity - its window in the
back of a time, no alley-way nor a sally, it was spurned and
disengaged into him with its perversions. Ryan had missed his
mark. With no head shrink probing into him - an anticlimax,
meteoroids, they were of this dead flight. No un-spared rods,
infusing into three, they were of an unknown son. Interlocking
in an interlude with space - a timelessness, there had been no
dementia.
None observed, a sphere - it was siphoned off, null. Hung
by its hangman, stalwarts, of this abominable and underfed
queerness, this was it - their heads: Ryan, Tom, Den, Althea,
Snake, Emilia, Juliana, Larry, Sherry, Doug and Jack, Dale
and Dave - Jerry. All of them, they had been funneled back
into this domino effect. An extraterrestrial infinity, struck in
poses, they were dangling in an Alien Cyberspace. Without a
Heaven nor of a Hell, there had been no known God nor a
creed - cult, religion either. Reigning in Ronald's
murderousness, Ryan's moments of truth, they were visited
and nursed in by its overkill. Weathered of the storm, enduring
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the pain, Ryan had been exhaled up and with the bulldog.
An off-center, the heads of mankind, they had been dropping
into their bowed beingnesses. Downloaded, of an Internet
noose, feces-faces, they were germinating into Ronald's bonehead, for its mole, it had closed all eyes. Their hearts, they
were cold and stilled in an Alien abode. Lifelessness, their
decapitations, they had come from its spiritlessness. Luring it,
Ronald was seeking to reenter. Self-seeking of Ronald's
devilish ways, they were without any Messiah. An Alien God, it
had been using Ronald's hand to flick its wrist. His screenname, a device of strangeness, The Child's Plaything, it had
become a symbol. Pulsating of its fermenting uploads,
downloads - loads and loads, together, the bodies of mankind,
they had been sold into an Alien God's harvest. After Ronald
had raped and killed Moraine, of another planet, she
was redefined on its World Wide Web.
"He's out there! Get him! Get him!"
Moraine had made no request. No upload, no download, no
point nor of any click, Moraine’s numberless rocks, they were
of Ronald's serial killing calamities. Treading on the heels of
this bloodthirsty drug, there had been no market to contest.
Evening out in an impure dimensional purity, a painstaking
verdict, it had been made from all their instabilities.
From beyond, they were in these corners, as an unknown,
it was waiting at dawn. Engines, they were of its
classical definitions.
"Two dollars!"
Quantum and cognitive implications of an Alien God's
observational Universe, a rock field killer, he had been up in
an extraterrestrial cosmology.
"One hundred! One hundred dollars!"
Chi Chi had tried to find an inroad to freedom. Wailing, she
was of this entangled lifelessness. Full-blown, a riot of Ronald,
fiends, they had taken their human shapes. Their radioactive
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stabilities, they had stung Ryan to the quick of his selfhood.
Shivering, Ryan was back in this Montana electronics’ store.
Business as usual, a murderous repulsion, Tom had been
standing in this sudden and real-time application. Driving them
into this zenith, shaken in and of its exotic heads, they had not
dare to disturb this unpredictable. Raising its spirit,
instabilities, they were dipped into these rapes and murders.
Full of his gall, Ronald had been no nine-day fugitive.
Swooping down into its abode, of its humankind, space had
misfired in his Spelunking Website network. Blotted out, a
copy of mankind, an unreasoning, it had been lying in wait to
embody them, so there had come this crossing of those
swords - stability and instability. Tom's spade in the grade, it
was of his spook, and Ryan could only glance about. The
Indians, they had become distant.
"We’re not in the right place."
There was a time lapse of Tom.
"It's in that cave."
Ryan had echoed it too.
"Yeah."
Tom had heard Ryan. An encounter with Snake, it had rankled
the beast of an Alien God. Thoughts were postponed, so a
past recall, it had become of this segregated and gross dross.
Emancipation, an Internet trajectory, it was this unknown
memoir of himself, for Ronald had been spurting Ryan up. A
frightful blood, untold omissions, movements in this Alien
abode, they were of these indignant iniquities of an Alien
Totalitarian God.
The extraterrestrial magnitude, it had become this pointless
intuition of mankind. Stabilized, they had sought refuge in their
World Wide Web illusions of Ronald. Tom and Ryan, they had
carefully made their exit. Entering their sedan, they were trying
not to trigger this intermediate balance. Moving slowly up this
misinformation superhighway, playing bingo under the nose of
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this abdomen, Ryan had inched the sedan forward. Guidance
and self-talk, an Indian woman, she had parked in front of
them.
"Take it easy. Easy."
Contemplating as its rather, her husband was tending to her
last movement.
"They’re gone again."
Tom was looking at himself, and Ryan was in his back-draft.
Driving their blue sedan up this Information Superhighway in
an Alien Cyberspace, they had been on this Montana road.
Real-time, the Indians, they had vaporized into a heavy haze.
Lying low, of this dip, they had entered Ronald's Spelunking
Website network’s massive multiplayer online game on the
outskirts of Butte Montana.
Sweetie: Sup?
The Child's Plaything: I am.
Juliana’s jaunt, it was of an unsystematic imp. Returning, her
empty-headedness, it had been submerged under an Alien
God's impressions. Anointing herself, stabilized of its telling
beads, a destabilized beingness, it was scrubbing this
download into her. An unholy order of him, Ronald's renegade,
it had been of this uncommon worth. Its pains, they were
delivered in this massive multiplayer online gaming
community, and the World Wide Web, it had become this
bloodless complexion. Its thermodynamics, a free for all, its
fall from an extraterrestrial, it had been fetching their
radioactive instabilities off the World Wide Web. Its stabilized
blow-back, it had been of their double-think. Its prurient liaison
with Juliana, an ill-looking scrounge, it was an abnormal
aberration of herself. Inebriated into this stabilized existence, a
loss of a Satanic capacity on the World Wide Web, no
windfall, it had been boiling into her. His quarry, stripped of
their offensiveness, their kill-times, they were at a full stop.
Mutinies, of their online selves, they were placed in an
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abysmal of Ronald's Spelunking Website network’s massive
multiplayer online game. It was said in an Alien God's voice.
"She’s with us."
On the edge of the World Wide Wed, it had been spoken as
this truth. The Indians, they had been in their online
transparencies, for their silhouettes, their bodies, they were of
its slackening spirit tumble - downloaded, moments. Juliana
had been an online condemnation of them. In a Montana
electronics’ store, they were in their blue uniforms, and their
vests and accompanying white shirts, they had red name tags
on their lapels. All were carrying their technological tablets.
The product orders of an Alien Totalitarian God, it had called
itself down. The Child's Plaything, it was embroidered in blood
on the backside of their vests. Frozen in Ronald’s quandary,
they were seeking a communication with his Devil. Grappling
of an iron fist, it had uplifted him into its World Wide Web.
Obtained stabilities, this false pretense, it had entered with its
lack of Lucifer. There in and of its place, they had become this
Alien's turnkey. It was from Ronald's serial killing scrawl on the
World Wide Web - a black marked screen-name: The Child's
Plaything.
"Ronald?"
Juliana was pondering his silence, as its salmonella, it had
been salivating from their Information Superhighway. They
were of these star gazers. Dropped out of an extraterrestrial
abode, tangled in this Alien petulance, its real-time
perspiration of humankind, it had been this annoyance. An
affliction, an oppression, rambling down on mankind, Ronald
was of this bad actor. Breathing into an extraterrestrial's
longbow, Juliana had been rung of its untruth. Delivered,
Ronald's mind, it had been off its keyboard, so an Alien
tigress, it was of this dialogue box. Flashing in the corners of
midnight, it was on this other side. An eternal lunch-break, a
beingness, it was without its dinner. Brains scrambled in
Ronald's face, they were glum in a maelstrom, as a bellicose
scorn of mankind, it had been intimidated in and as their
condition. Against this grain, these Indians, they were at this
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juncture, so its diamonds in the rough, the cattle, they were of
this application. Ronald had given them their evil eye, as it had
been gouged out from his two. Without the third, a poisonpen, it had been checking Ronald off. Crushing those cow’s
heads with his nine pound sledge, it was of an outlander - a
mutation, and Moraine, she was of Ronald’s foul attacks.
Ronald had a flight from himself again - a deja vu.
"They’re here to play with her."
These Indians, they were volatile extraterrestrials, so a serial
killer's main course, it was to devour the chef. Ronald had
been caught on its top.
"The Child's Plaything!"
Moraine had made the catch, for she had caught the cow's
head on the handle of this wooden toy. She had taken the
Indian's places. Duplicated, celestial beings, they had become
entwined with a stabilized mankind. Juliana could see Larry
and Sherry.
"You piddled you panties again."
Pathetic ludicrousness, it had come from Sherry. Wraith, it
was of her nonhuman core. Larry was alongside of Sherry,
and he was of this breathless gander. His mouth, it was
hanging open in an all inclusiveness. Gaping holes as an
eyesight, of these unknown terminals, excluding good and
evil, it was of itself. Living among its stabilized humanity, it was
of this unremitting serial killer - a psychopath. Out-and-out, its
slaughterhouse, it was of this mass-production. This strange
food, it had been tunneling from page to page. An infection,
Juliana had detected a pulverizing poignant prick, and it was in
her hotty totty.
An inhospitable debasement, Juliana was defunct of her
human application, as an uncontrollable carnal knowledge, it
had insulted mankind. Aboriginals, they had their hatchets,
and they were plotting - stunts. Jeering rampages, spoon fed
as their unaccountable selves, straight-faced Aliens, they had
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been done in and of its affect. Lack, bad intentions, they were
of this rarity, as it had put mankind into its atomic shells. Their
biochemical application, of a field-space behavior, it was
running as these false witnesses. Raptures, they had been of
his murderousness. Juliana had been taken in by his insurgent
rage, as she was his dirty virgin.
"Mom."
Juliana was condemned in an enlightenment, and an
unkempt swill, it had ushered out. Juliana had made it
available. Between her legs, dressed in her nightgown, it was
driveling of her blunders, so peons in their halfway houses,
they had been regressed from this dead force. Its riffraff,
they were surfing into its shady delusions. Playing on the
human spirit, put at a cross purposes, it had cut a passage for
the Alien God, so the stilted charades of their selves, they
were creeping out of this paranoiac paraphernalia. Idiocies,
they were footing the bill on themselves. Its ledger, it had no
ability to pay or even deliver the goods.
"You want your daddy baby?"
Larry had grabbed at himself. Groping an oversized Alien
rooster, he was back and dueling with his daughter. They
were in this electronics’ store. Somewhere in an online
Montana, it had been animating in its hues. A purple
haze as a black occult, it was of an oscillating screen-saver.
Sparking excrement, Larry’s soul, it had been jetting from the
fringes of an extraterrestrial Universe. Mankind's eyeballs,
they had been put into these exotic monitors, for the sun, it
was ricocheting off its plane surfaces. Lending to this blinding
daze, it had pushed away their souls. Blown by the breath of
an Alien wind, they had taken their air from its sunshine. Twofold images, Sherry and Larry, they had been melded into the
center of this room. Standing in its framework, wearing their
one piece metallic suits, they were drowned, dead and sunk in
an online oblivion. Sleep-walking, of an Alien obeisance - it
had come from this no judgment. Murderous upheavals,
Juliana had become bloody minded. Severed from her spirit,
she had been sticking Ronald deep into her throat, so
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Juliana’s censure with Ronald, of his bungling wand, this idiot,
it could not produce their Devil.
"Come."
They were vacillating of this hungry extraterrestrial, for a
hunter, it had been sending them out to find the pith of
mankind. A parched thirst, Ronald’s testicles, dice - Juliana
had been rolling them. Her gamble, Juliana had been feeding
herself into Ronald's online infamy. Refusing to believe in
anything, courting him in this magnifying glass of herself, it
had been inside Juliana’s cave. Taken to the end of his
rainbow, she should of had found this pot of gold. Turning her
back on Sherry and Larry, they had been of Juliana’s dormant
self.
"I'm not going anywhere."
Juliana had whispered. Shaking her head at Sherry and Larry,
her soul had been torn from her body. Defecated, a defacto of
herself, it was of her grotesque online id. Mis-devotion, an
unappropriated fixation with an un-repenting serial killer,
Juliana had been this hurt little tabby, so whoring on the Web
with an acrimonious impulsiveness, an own ideation
- salvaged, her father had ripped her. Devised as its fodder,
the extraterrestrial had forbade her to re-enter. If Juliana could
of had relieved herself from its upper hand, Sherry and Larry,
of their launch window, she was with Ronald, yet her mother
and father, they had zoomed in from this abode. Slab, astral
beings, they were being maintained in an unannounced
invitation. A ruffled decoy, moments, Juliana had cursed God.
A stoic muffle, it had been tainting her body, so her gloomy
grave, it had come from this tacky killer. Aroused to spread, of
her inner organ, this Internet, it had been shoved up her
backside. Dingy, a cadaverous downfall, of this Alien, Juliana’s
trench warfare, it was an ebb and flow. This false-hearted and
baseborn prodigy, preordained, it was of Ronald’s bizarre and
murderous blasphemies. Echoing out of forgetfulness,
mankind was applying themselves to its data - no trace
evidence, human pith.
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"Ronald?"
Juliana’s stream, of these ill-at-ease words, vainness, she had
no veins. Women, they were screaming bloody murder.
Computers, they were sighted in this vibrating confusion, as
the Universe, it had been rearranged by an Alien God's
genitals. Pitching her grievance into their schismatic turmoil,
thrown into a spinner, Juliana had made her way to Ronald.
With him, upbraided, of an extraterrestrial tyranny, Juliana was
in a weak vengeance. Sex with her father, spasms of the past,
they were put into this other world.
Sweetie: Manage trios?
Every computer, nobody - all had been gone. Juliana was
there alone, for she had been the only one that had survived
this crash. Juliana had refused an Alien. A naught - unget-atable, she had been marooned with this mindless Alien God.
Puncturing her into these holes, of insidious and real-time
consumptions, infiltrations, Juliana had let her heart pump up
these boils, and they were of a combustible irritation.
Architecture, of her little hole, it had been spoiled by her
daddy's stiletto, for Larry had torn into her. Quivering for her
father's blade, Juliana’s mother, she was a dreadful witch, a
clashing of conclusions - past memories. Inescapable
orgasmic ecstasies, Juliana had been throbbing in this
wigwam with an Alien Totalitarian God.
She had been this hanger-on in an unconnected spiritual self,
so Juliana’s dance attendance, it was of this radioactive
duality. This combat team, mankind had been held in its house
of detention, as Juliana’s self-awareness, it was of an upset
apple cart. Conflagration, the knowledge of good and evil, they
were of Ronald’s graven images. Humankind replacements,
they were of this none-entity. No-man's land, Juliana's body, it
was of a tethered line, as its Internet, it had placed her on and
of this World Wide Web. From this past and of an online
future, Juliana was with and of The Child’s Plaything.
"No!"
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The Taking

This computer cord, it had been dropped out of an Alien
abode, so Juliana’s thought transfer, of quantum cognitive
instabilities, they were of this unplanned misfortune. Truncated
counter-parts, of their head-on collisions, Juliana’s refuge, its
bits and bytes, they were banding together with this
uninspiring hindrance. Anatomized and hard fought, its
psychedelic visage, it had been handed down infrastructure. Oblivious Indians, they were without their India.
Their never, its sky, it had been impounded and held down.
Misleading paradox, wrenching in and of this squeezed fruit that vine, its violent and twisted trunk, it was of this tree.
Relishing a delight, a store bought juicer, fed - the
slaughtering of pigs, a king was sold to the latest terrorist. An
intrinsic vulgarity, mankind had been failing in their ability
to self distinguish themselves.
Stabbed, its backbone, it was right between Juliana's eyes.
Perplexities, they were dwindling into her heartless and
unshakable deception - an ungracious sneer. Its outlaying
parts, an unchangeable progression, of its applications,
Juliana had challenged it. Taken into an extraterrestrial infinity,
of an uncoordinated celestial belly on the World Wide
Web, it was of a tiled matrix, and its electrical circuitry, it had
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been rattling them. A spiritual beingness, it had been
supporting their online craniums. Radiance, its spiritual wind, it
had been blowing under them. Juliana had no feet, for they
had been bitten by her own hand. Juliana had no ability to
speak, yet she was pleading for help: Den, Althea, Emilia,
Snake, Tom, Ryan, Jerry, Dale, Dave, Jack, Doug, Sherry,
Larry, and the host of the others, they had been with it on this
World Wide Web.
"Ronald?"
Juliana's skull, it had been obliterated in an exhausted vision.
Rerouted in an Internet pipeline, of an interlink, Juliana had
been more than lied to by a misinformed serial killer. An
injunction, of Lucifer's streetwalker, Juliana was this hell-bent
goddess, as her soul, it had been uprooted. Stubborn, a
surgeon of herself, it had been cutting her to pieces. A
fabricated body, sought in a navigational spirituality,
sapped away, Juliana’s oversized head, it had the
circumference of a medicine ball, and her features, they had
been replicated in an Alien architecture. Conclaves, pitted as a
golf ball, a mainstay, she had been dragged from this device.
"This one isn't ready."
Damson had come from out of this gaseousness. An
extraterrestrial, he was of a celestial bloat, and his basketball
sized head, it had been bouncing off this Internet.
"We'll send her back."
Albert had materialized right on cue. Unattended of their
selves, they had been of these acting bodies - a communal
cave. Determining a tomb of Juliana's body, the cipher thing, it
was into her, yet it was of no good for an anything.
"She has love."
Damson had moved in closer to this space-aged totem pole of
Juliana. Human war paint, it had been shining through her
crone, and it was of her tortuous heels. Slack of a reason, a
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turning point, it was fused into this social error. Damson had
dropped Juliana's top in a simple push of an online button, and
the mechanism, it had released her pillar. A space-aged totem
of Juliana, her Internet spine, it was held in this realm of
closed eyes and ears. Cast into this shade, stupefied and of its
unloved spirits, a distorted mankind, they were losing their
grips on themselves. In the rough, it had been playing havoc
into their lives, for an incombustible Internet rope of sand, it
had been replacing their pith. In its up-wind, empty-headed, it
was of their stabilized drudgeries - themselves.
"Do you want me back?"
Moraine had held out The Child's Plaything for Ronald.
A known point, Ronald had come to this cornerstone.
Deadness, mankind was reckoning with this celestial
navigation.
"Back to the rock pile?"
Ronald had asked, for he was gone for this little girl. Up, an
instead, then straight, Ronald was of this whacked out little
boy, and he was with a neighborhood girl. She was the one
that had expelled Ronald from this no good and or of its no
evil. Savage agitation, it had uplifted Ronald into this Alien
abode. An unkind sickness of mankind, Ronald had been
deluding all that had entered his Spelunking Website
network’s massive multiplayer online game. His devilish
premonitions of himself, it was spontaneous and of undefined
and white-hot subjections. They were in a rock field, for a
serial killer, he had been peering into his boyhood. Naked,
rapt with his coat of arms, Ronald had been imposing himself
upon this word of God, as it had become this slaughterhouse
of mankind. Put asleep, of their insomniac insults, they were
rushing into its eye-catching kills. It had been tricking
mankind into this suicide. Grilling them into this serial killer's
down-cast of himself, a feather-brained bedeviling, absorbed
into their turmoil, instabilities, they were inflicting pain upon
mankind. Curving in and of its vicious cosmos, interruptions,
they were of these thoughts, and those were of these
voracious assaults.
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"You want The Child's Plaything?"
Ronald was stymied into his infamous past, so he had
reflected on it. Under his counter, neither and or of its without,
Ronald’s promiscuous abandon of himself, it had wanted to
pop him up and into Moraine, for Ronald had taken her out of
their world. A jigsaw-puzzle, Moraine was of a beingness.
Mauled in an exploitation of this irascible rabble rouser, it was
percolating into Ronald’s staggering spearhead. Switching
radioactive orientations, phonies, they were of their stabilized
incarnations. Rejecting a communion, it was of their unholy
ghost. Participating in and of his real-time serial killing, it was
in those rock fields. Cosmological junctures, their online
coordinates, they were of an insidiousness and heartless
harvest. Scurrying contrary, of an impassable grave, they had
been speaking to themselves, so their broken words, they had
been under-minding them. Worshiping of the Devil, it had
been vetoed by an Alien Totalitarian God.
"Play for the Devil and get an Alien!"
Moraine had answered Ronald, as their rock pile, it was this
Earth and or of its terrestrial sphere. Burning out of its night,
this sun, it was seen in this torrid silence. Moraine had shook
her head. Holding space - brandishing The Child's Plaything
out in front of her, the cow, it was to cap the makeshift handle
- a wooden milk-can. The child's game, it had been played in
this slaughterhouse barn.
"You’ve changed the game Ronnie!"
Moraine had shouted. Dare not say or of an even, Ronald had
taken his quantum leap into this enthralling decoy. Juliana's
spread-eagle, it was there instead of the cow. Dangling from
his inverted stiletto, its crucifix, it was serrated into this gory
point, for it was of a murderous replica. This rapist with
Moraine, Ryan's hindrance, it had been melded back. An
unstable clashing of this plasma, seizing, Ronald had entered
the Alien Cyberspace, so Tom had tried to evaporate. An
instead, of their sabotage, Ryan was this wounded man.
Poking his nose into this intervening constriction on the World
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Wide Web with a serial killer, bisecting with an Alien
Totalitarian God, Ryan had been a nonplus. Diabolism,
opening its doors of doubt, Ronald had defrauded Chi Chi of
her life, so her ghost, it had been concentrated into this
interlinking with an Alien Totalitarian God. Flying into their
faces, distress in this other world, it had this course of action
with an evasive obstruction. The forces of nature, they had
been redefined.
"Stop him! He's out there! Stop him!"
Moraine was standing midst the cattle that had
been massacred. Beingness, blood-stained and contaminated,
gifted of his course and actions, Ryan had been lain in the
open, and it was of a tormented view. Weightlessness, Ryan
had cast his sheep eyes. Undone, Ryan’s guide, it was rolling
in an extraterrestrial's revolting guts.
"Feeling dejected?"
Ronald had come to Ryan. Strategy, plunging down into this
matter of a fact, an appearance, it was out of nowhere. A thief,
it had caught Ryan as this other. Moraine was there to steal
the show, as a bystander, it had been trampling Ryan down.
When the bulldog had expired from Ryan's hands, he had
went out of his head. Missing their marks and meeting an
Alien Totalitarian God, it was of these shades, differences.
Ronald had wanted to render onto others, for his null, it was
for the sake of this Devil, yet an Alien God, it had him in its
control. The World Wide Web, it had become this
slaughterhouse. Sterile, a meeting place of mankind, this
stabilized Internet, fiends, they were wandering into their
blacks and blues. Contorted with fistulas and blisters, they
were bursting on this hideous body. Between them, its tinge, it
was of this blue and silver magnetism. Saturating into them
with this luminous mist, Ronald had asked in his gentlemanly
manners.
"Tired of playing with yourself?"
Inching closer into Ronald’s pipeline, Ryan’s pester, it was of
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Ronald's eminence.
"Still poking teddy bears?"
Tried again, it was of his cordial tone, yet the nine pound
sledge hammer, it was suspended from Ronald’s right hand.
Wearing his khaki cloths, they were filthy with his sweat. Smut,
he was blood splattered with cow brains. Referring to the
extraterrestrial ghosts that had been lurking about and on their
fringes, of Ronald’s madmen, they had emerged in this Alien
God's dwelling, for it was capturing their instabilities.
"What are they?"
Ryan had asked in an unguarded slippage of himself. Booted
up, Ryan had pulled his pea shooter side-arm. Checking it for
ammo - its firing chamber, Ryan had rarely, if ever - intended
to use a weapon. Bulldog bucking, Ryan wasn't stupid.
Federal, he had their knowledge. Understood, there were
others, and they had played with their guns and knives. True,
a mechanical FBI, Ryan was of this unbending machine in the
Federal bureaucracy. To roll in the gutter, Ronald had been an
enchantment for Ryan. An uncouth violation, Ryan had passed
the point of no return. The Child's Plaything, a screwed-up
alias, an idiot child's game, it was of this serial killer. Real-time,
its fingering, it was a tight grip with this black art. Ryan’s
mulish FBI preoccupation with this sinister killer, it had been
giving him his lumps of false hope. Deferred, Ryan’s
instabilities, they had been running wild and away. Shot out,
Ryan’s stabilized and bespattering lobs, they were on his
computer screen, so Ronald’s artificial tricks of fortune, its
mankind was of this baleful visage. Gyrating as strangers,
they had returned to this stockyard barn.
"Nuclear Fuel?"
Ryan had asked Ronald, for it was after Ronald had bashed
the cattle and of the murder - Chi Chi.
"I fed her my male member."
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Ronald's accentuated quip, it had made Ryan pucker. An
apprehension for Ronald, the heifers of the sort, there was this
butchery. Ryan had wondered again. Sanitarium fixation, it
was sent into these missing microchips, and they were from
the cattle feeders. Ryan and Ronald, they had filtered back
together and in of this stockyard barn.
"The feeders?"
Ryan had aimed in an unsympathetic sieve, as his rebel in an
impoverished self, a repugnance of Ronald's Spelunking
Website network’s massive multiplayer online game, it had
riveted him into this underground. No demon nor of any Devil,
Ryan had taken his shot at Ronald, so disaster, it had gone
through this serial killer’s head. Science, it was of Ronald’s
leftovers.
"You have The Child's Plaything."
Damson was in this massive multiplayer online game, for
Ronald was hailed from this Spelunking Website’s scheme. An
unremitting filing of an information on the Net, there had been
this past refrain with an inordinate and warlike terror.
Possessed by an Alien Totalitarian God, of the
extraterrestrial’s antisocial invasion, it was of this dim view of
mankind. No warning light, entering for its Hell, they had went
in and of their own accord. Deprecated into this transmission,
it had taken mankind into its feedback loop. Ronald's head, it
was of an unsteady glow. Copulating the soul out of man, of
an incurable disease, it had started this cause of death. A
cavern, it was of this stumbling block, and Ryan was in the
Alien God's kitchen. Preparing himself as its food, pulled of his
soul's ripcord, blinks, they had come before their slams.
"Where is he?"
Interrogating Damson, after Ryan had fired his gun at Ronald,
as a space-aged cop, Ryan had been trying to pry into this
serial killer’s injustice. An understanding - itself, Ryan had
spoken to Damson in and of his full throttle. Seriousness, all
but lost, bursts of anger, they had been in this cold blood. An
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envenom, its slow and burning fermentation, Ryan was
reminded of the bulldogged sodomy.
"He will stabilize."
Damson had come to Ryan in an extraterrestrial parade, for
his handle, it was of this Internet. Ryan had been dangling as
its string puppet on the Web. A strange effigy, Juliana had
been suspended from The Child's Plaything. This perverse
one, its feet, they had been sharpened, so Ronald had
stabbed his toes into Juliana. Parting herself into his shiver,
boyhood, Ronald had taken craps in this closet. The cows,
they were eating. Tossing and turning in an extraterrestrial
silence, its peculiarity, Ryan had been hitchhiking on the back
of this radioactive decay. His stabilized zombie, he was trying
to catch a serial killer, as it was hosting Ronald’s
treacherousness. Ryan’s dissension from the holy to achieve
an unholy, mankind had been drenched into this spoilt blood,
so an unbroken exertion, it had no formulating form of itself.
Roaming the World Wide Web, this vagrancy of mankind, it
had been digging into these alleys. Jostled by this
degradation, Ryan would of had tail-ended another bulldog.
Squeezed into this serial killer's maladies of misfortune, Ryan
had no hard and fast rules. Drizzling out of their liveliness,
they had been taken into this fleshlessness. Pith funneled into
an Alien Totalitarian God, it had absorbed their spirits. Droppooling into Ronald’s toilet of murderousness, rape and online
tumultuousness, an extraterrestrial intruder, it was of this
intrusive online engineering of an Alien God.
No longer alive, it never had said it was dead, yet they had
died. An uncultivated and lethargic sorcery, it had been at
where mankind had been put into this shade of themselves, so
Ryan was of this trailing bunk mate. Duped by an Alien
Totalitarian God, Ronald had been of an extraterrestrial
putrefaction. Gyrating, a turbine, Ronald was of this straight
descent as an Alien bastard. Pup-sex, Ryan had been trying
to tap into the online root of Ronald’s demons, yet everything
had come to a stop. Any matter, Juliana's whore, she had
been of Ryan mistress, yet Ryan was going to make this
switch. A blood relative of an Alien God, it had been sown up
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and into Ronald's trepidations with an extraterrestrial. Juliana,
an easy, getting the score, of Ronald’s stampede, it had been
satiating into his sack, so Ryan had wanted to push all these
buttons.
Beating this whoremaster's tigress, of a senseless spoliation
of Ryan, Ronald had been this round holed - square deal.
Ronald had been out of his order. Ryan had shouldered his
firearm, for it had been pounding Ronald in and up the
slaughterhouse yard. Cast into Moraine's spell, Ryan was hit
with this pup, for it had been yapping to him. Ryan had been
fouled up and with its extraterrestrial something. Baiting his
hook, Ryan had to make an upload in this unclean and
imperious perversion, for he could never of had stopped to
unravel his real-time dog-doo. Picked up and tossed into an
Alien God's wrongdoing, Ryan had found its day. Animal
sacrificing, his ducking, doings of the dog, he had been
dropped out of San Francisco. Freak swan songs with
Ronald’s infamy, Ryan had been masturbating with stuffed
toys. An extension, of Ronald's demeaning human discord,
scattered to the four winds by this insurance swindler, Ryan
had to stick his hot-rod into Juliana's hot-seat.
His rash concubine, it was of these dog-dealings. Resurgence
and upheavals, an Alien God, it had put mankind into their
pulmonary stupors. Animal magnetism, it was with Ronald's
profane resuscitation of himself. An extraterrestrial
resurrection, it had come after these torrid states on the Web.
Stealing thunder, Ryan had to cut Juliana down, so he had
turned at where he had seen Taunto Street. The Indians from
India, they had been withering about in and of this gone
wrong, as an Alien cynic, it had malfunctioned into their
temperamental selves. An obstinate and un-systematic rattle,
it was of these unsafe back thoughts, and they had been
rebuking mankind into this Alien Cyberspace. Stabilized into
this grotto, their round-the-clock liabilities, they were perishing
into the fumes of his ammonia.
Chemistry, it was of this negation of the human condition.
Horrendous and decimating, an Alien God's meals, they were
being prepared, as the extraterrestrial, it had been unraveling
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Ryan. An invader, Ryan had seen Juliana dressed as his slut
in blue jeans. Her flannel shirt, it was unbuttoned down to
her breasts, so they could of had been easily groped. Slugging
down this cheap wine, she was bleeding of her mushroom and
Meth eyes - crisscross nights. Treated roughly, a frenzy, it had
been fused into an overdone lack of commotion. Waiting for
the extraterrestrial on this street corner, a phobia, it was of her
salacious and outrageousness with him. Its jungle of an online
Butte Montana, it was nestled into these hills.
Celestial, a beingness, it had come from their totems, as they
were animating of this stabilized and radioactive life. Infused
with their MDA, acid, peyote, their hemp, speed and heroin, it
was of so many chemical combinations, as the online sorcery,
it had been of such strangeness. Way, its outlander, divulged
of on the Web, Ryan had come into this strong feeling, for its
beast, it was smelling of his salts. Ryan’s narcissistic
straightlineness with an Alien Totalitarian God, it had mowed
him into an everlasting - an online slumping of his spirit self.
Ronald’s disagreement with Ryan’s real-time Spelunking,
between the eyes, an Alien God's third eye, it had been of an
extraterrestrial carrier pigeon.
An incorrigible outbreak, infractions, they were dangling in an
extraterrestrial abode, as it had transcended Heaven and Hell.
Coordinating the conception of an Alien Totalitarian God,
plowing through his own self-destruction, they were smashing
into themselves. A slop pale - celestial, it had clobbered
humanity by taking away their online instabilities, so they had
been placed in a dead-heat with this serial killer on the Net.
Endurance and pain, it had become a shakedown.
Spiritual deaths, an embodiment of an Alien God, fatality,
mankind's pith, overshadowed by an Alien God, this line of
descent from an Alien abode, it had cut mankind up and into
this stalemate. A muffled destruction, Juliana had gotten to
Ronald, for he was having trouble putting two and two
together. She had raided into him a long time ago, for
Moraine, she was of this Alien God's disguise. An alternating
furnace, its heat, it had been speaking out of its turns.
Ronald’s rock fields, his kills, an extraterrestrial cosmology on
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the World Wide Web, it had been of this crevice, as a crater
on another planet, the Alien God, it was festering into Ronald’s
outbreak. Torn by this black widow, it had spun its Web on the
Net. Tearing him and mankind from limb from limb, messing
them up, of their deviant brains, they had been displaced of
themselves. Fanning the flames of a radioactive decay, its
black balls, an Alien God, it was feasting of these thrown
hands. Horror received, they were walking away from their
selves. Overworked swill, a terrestrial fireplace - facsimiles,
they had been blackened out, as a chapter and or verse, it
was divulged in and of this insolent murderousness.
"One dollar!"
Chi Chi had come back, as she had rung true in a forbidden
ride. Ronald’s old car, it was her dreadful hearse. With an
Asian whore, Ronald was fleeing from Montana again, for Chi
Chi's face, it had been bashed into an extraterrestrial
repugnance. Shirk, with some fear, Ronald had let up on
the gas pedal. Weighing in on mankind, their sudden loss of
impetus, it was of their destination.
"What's a matter? Your meat not big enough for my hole?"
She had spread her chopsticks. Tight and black stretch of a
mini, it had been slid up, wet - red panties.
"My pussy one dollar!"
Chi Chi was of an unstrung clitoris. Plunged, her fingers, they
were deep. Squeezing into an orgasmic vaginal secretion, an
Alien God, it had been of her morbid stupor. Brought back into
an ungodly revelation of herself, Ronald had shifted his hotrod into its higher gears. Face quirks, Ronald’s boils, they
were regenerating into their steam geysers. Oozing out of Chi
Chi, popping of his pus, the Alien Totalitarian God, it had
made him indifferent, strange and inhuman. Cognizance,
Ronald had been made wrong in this observational Universe,
for it had been controlled by an Alien Totalitarian God.
Spiraling into an extraterrestrial application, Ronald was out of
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control, and the rest of humankind, they were in this Alien
Cyberspace. Interfered and of this stabilized mankind, its
radioactive decay, this instability of mankind, its centrifugal
force, it had opened up a hole - Chi Chi. Disarray and laughing
madly, Chi Chi’s bulletins, they were deranged and of his
bewailing groans. Ronald was hijacked by this Asian.
Tormented by him, of his misbehavior, morbid foresight shambles, invoking Ronald into Chi Chi’s inconsistencies, it
had crashed through fire-walls, and its fences, they were
made of its wood. Dust had been risen in an information
transfer, and it had been colliding with these extraterrestrial
rocks. In Ronald's terrestrial sphere, they were standing too
high off its ground. Not clearing, its sunken weight, it was of
this loose and space-aged silt. Twitching in an irregular tint, its
kiss on her cheek, an ulcer of his treachery, it was driven into
her - a traumatic implication. An extraterrestrial light, another,
the same as the other day, Juliana’s animals, they were
restless at this point.
An Alien abode, its cavern, it had shown out of Juliana's
screen saver. Online agitation, she had been surfing late in
and of her sternness. Packing her up in all this World Wide
Web nonsense, cross purposes, they were of a coma.
Contiguous assignations, their crucifixion, it was of this
unsettling firebug. Jinxing Juliana, swarming out of this
extraterrestrial mainframe, unbridling her human internment,
not moving, she had been under its sky. A tight-fisted
hooligan, of Juliana’s hot hole, she was not without its planet.
Silk and soft, sweet - selling and with some gentle flowering
too, it had been gathering Juliana’s clouds. Sleeping
downstairs and in the back of her Pomona pet store, Juliana
had taken this turnpike, as an Alien God's feces of Ronald,
dirty fights, an undefeated mania, it was an out and out
mission, yet Ronald could not fasten mankind to his Lucifer.
Displaced, a shutdown - humankind, it was of their online
stabilities. Suddenly, it had hit Juliana, and her computer, it
had stopped. Holes, they were bore into her. Seething wanton
flesh, shell-shocked and of its overkill, this cutthroat
confiscation, it was her substance. It had kept all its
priests in their tongues. Séances, Juliana had been routed into
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a spurn of an unholy - unholiest, so her fountainhead, it had
steered her on a course. Impulses and demented addictions,
they had been plunged into Juliana. Syringes, they had been
deflected in an extraterrestrial abode. Aimless attention, last
rites, they had been pumping out of her thick and thin. Hard
backwater, they had been washing their hands in this cesspool
of their online space-time. Drinking of their moronic bath, they
had been beating their retreats into these radioactive
collisions. Time after time, they had been disowned, as the
fool-hearted, they were eating of its body and blood.
Bombarded and saddened, they were thrashing in this Alien
Cyberspace. Driving humanity mad, they had come from this
extraterrestrial flesh and gore. Their instabilities, they were
sent packing into an Alien Totalitarian God. Psychoneurosis,
Juliana’s hands, they were shaking in an online quiver.
Checked, her face was belching of these burn holes. Inflicted
upon her, superfluous insects, Juliana was sitting with her
knees knocked together. In front of her computer, of a
miserable and broken down tumult, an exertion - an unstable
tribulation, Juliana’s instabilities, they had been with its
radioactive decay on the Web. Kicked back into a reciprocal
vagabond of a toxic inception - a stabilized suspension, it had
been raved up and into this Internet, of this Alien Cyberspace.
A trough, it was of its wasted ways.
Not able to extinguish this intrusion, Juliana’s tangent, it was a
relapse of his hellish emptiness, as it was of this diagram
- a disunity with Lucifer. An Alien God's gluttony, Juliana had
come from all these fallen women. Forever and a day,
gangrene was drank - toxic leather. Juliana's hardened flesh,
it was of her internal defenses. Bloodsuckers, Juliana had
come back and into her stabilized self. Hunting, of an Alien
God’s radioactive decay, mangling with it as themselves, they
had wanted it more and more, war in this massive multiplayer
online game.
"Stop it."
Juliana's throat, it was burning of this tale bearer.
Demoralizing her, it was of her silent prayers. Ether, it was
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distorting her radioactive life. Leery born, a concavity, it
had been splitting their personalities, for it was of an
unquenchable - a manic depressive, Ronald.
"The Child's Plaything."
Juliana had let her mind whisper in an everlasting backfire.
Roaring beneath her sod, a burning bush, it had been setting
her at naught, for she was in this blind alley. Toppling her
mind, she was boggled into its sickness. Juliana's nose, it was
clenched in an online constriction. Vacuum, its bag had the
capacity to heat itself. Motor, it was of Juliana’s lost breath Larry. Her father had taken his last, so Juliana was blown into
a force with Ronald. Seeking, cursed by God, a contentious
snot, it had avalanched out of their past and into its heads. A
small online town, Butte Montana - Juliana had gone
backwards in its real-time. They were absent of right and
wrong.
"Join us, Julie."
Extraterrestrials, they had stole in at Juliana’s backside.
Distracted, they were of Ronald’s purported underworld. The
bounds of Juliana’s mercurial missing of her mark, she was in
this unknown frame.
"No."
Juliana's eyes, they were swollen of an extraterrestrial’s blood.
Know of no tear, Juliana had been feeling this pain.
Thresholds, Ronald had done the cattle, and Chi Chi was in its
extraterrestrial rock fields.
“You know why he was with the cattle Julie?”
Sherry had wanted Juliana to know. Proliferation, Juliana was
staring into her computer screen. Out of countenance with the
human spirit, its relationship to the cosmos, Juliana had been
hoping for it. In one fell scoop, in reverse, it was an in-depth
thieving of Ronald’s own soul, as there was this rerunning of
these life insurance policies. Stretching their legs in and out of
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this idol worship, surging in this Alien’s online hole, Ronald
was dominated by an Alien Totalitarian God’s stronghold on
the Internet. An interruption, it had undermined Juliana, for
she had been removed from her skin.
"Your mother and I are waiting for you there. Come with us
Julie. Everything has been prepared."
Rapture, they had been set on fire by this extraterrestrial. It
had redefined mankind's sun. Center, of a solar system, an
outbreak had been taking place. Weirdness, this radiation,
Sherry and Larry, they were in its cosmological definitions on
the World Wide Web. Retreating in an incandescence of a
stabilized mankind, without their solar center pieces, they had
been in this darkness of Ronald's Spelunking Website
network’s massive multiplayer online game.
"Why?"
Juliana had wanted to buy some time. An infringement, she
could of had deceived these strange beings. Celestial, they
were drawn from Ronald’s wrong conclusions. Failing to
accurately observe this radioactive integration, the
conglomeration of her stabilized application on the Web, it was
corroding into her with this cognitive recognition. Juliana would
never allow herself to of had been captured by this
extraterrestrial - an unknown. Mishandling, an Alien
Totalitarian God, Juliana was repulsed. Stable as a radioactive
non-entity, of her bodily processes, she had no ability to decay.
Instabilities, the radioactive stench, it was of a no complete
paralysis, as Ronald had been this poisonous insertion of an
Alien Totalitarian God. Radioactive instabilities, they were of
Ronald's serial killing dilemmas. Seeking the Devil, Ronald
had been caught in an abode. Excluded from his Satanic
mission's goal, Ronald had been bargaining with Juliana.
"We're not those cows!"
Juliana had whirled out of her words. Scolding Sherry and
Larry, Ronald had come to Juliana in this darkness. Sky, there
was this flicker, and its voltage, it was lighting an Alien
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Totalitarian God's realm. Downloaded onto the World Wide
Web, a devouring of mankind's fool-hearts, a beingness
without an ether, Ronald had been put in this one-piece and
silver metallic suit. His ashy face, it was bloated into this
penchant for Juliana's soul. Spreading for him, an orbit,
Juliana had made the extraterrestrial mistake in the first place.
"No."
Juliana had been shaken in her head. Signal, she had
changed her mind, for her version, it wasn’t supposed to of
had been unraveling in a space-aged attire. One-piece
metallic suits, an extraterrestrial, it was draping their exteriors.
Hollow-eyes, they were of these pot holes for an Alien God.
Displaced into its extraterrestrial planet, the Information
Superhighway, it was this redefinition of mankind's stabilized
terrestrial sphere, for they had been placed on the darkest
sides of all moons. No suns, no other planets - solar systems,
they had been doused in their online applications. Their
stickiness and chemistry, saturated by an Alien Totalitarian
God, cheap, beloved smoked fish, they had been of this
polymer thermodynamics.
Cosmological fractures in those hairline slivers, it had been
catching mankind in this sugarcoated dentistry. Heated family
photographs, a radiology, it had been tethered to an
extraterrestrial’s jaws in an Alien abode, as their synthetic
selves, there was no organic nor of a biological
representation. Cosmological facts, they were of an
extraterrestrial downfall. An unreal excavation of the human
pith, mankind had been stabilized into this double-faced
hysteria.
Before her hung cat, of her Vodka and late-night smoke outs,
its black box, it was neither dead or alive - an alien!
Downstairs and at the back of her pet store in Pomona
California, this Devil, it was of a freak. He had a screen-name
of The Child's Plaything, as an inescapable enmity of herself,
Ronald had been uploaded into Juliana. At arms reach, a
trigger, spitting of itself, it juices, they had went into Juliana.
Cuffing replicated balls, choking of his prosthetics, it had been
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this unwanted outsider. Siphoned away, it had been
downloaded into Ronald.
"You've got to be kidding me!"
Juliana only had words, and they were of her vile traumas. An
extraterrestrial device, Ronald had tethered it into mankind.
Seeking his passage way, of an unnatural contrivance,
humankind’s debasement, it had become Ronald's real-time
penis. Extending three feet from his groin, erect - its
forty- five degree angle, it was of this three and one-half inch
shaft. Blue and silver magnesium, its black bulb of a head,
it was for Juliana. Radiating of its magnetic field-space,
Ronald had been sent in from of what it was of this beyond. A
substitute, it was coming from its extraterrestrial stars, for its
everything, it had went astray. Their very substance - an
existence, it was of this terrestrial sphere.
Dating in an extraterrestrial abode, Juliana's mind, it had been
in this lucid counter-attack. Critical moments with Ronald,
Juliana had been using Ronald’s makeshift duplicity. An urgent
human element, there was not an emergency nor of an even.
Periodic tables, Juliana had been computing rather than
thinking with thought. An analysis, of Ronald's game, it had
passed Juliana into an Alien Cyberspace judgment. Dying
away with the rest of humankind, an own understanding, it
was of their selves. Same, a misinterpreted observation, this
was of their delusional terrestrial sphere, for they had been put
in an Alien Totalitarian God's illusion.
"You can't! Not with that! You cannot shove that thing in here!"
Juliana had exposed her extraterrestrial self. Disjointed and of
a misshapen entrance, it was her vagina, as a technological
entrance for an extraterrestrial, computerized, the effect
of her silo hole for an Alien Totalitarian God's missile, Ronald
was loaded and ready to go off inside Juliana on this
Information Superhighway. Nuclear fission, Juliana was an
extraterrestrial slut.
"You messed it all up!"
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Juliana’s mania and manic explosion, it had blown off her
head. Taking the Alien's shot, she had known of no man.
Nothing but a sense of guilt, an abuse, Juliana's mother,
Sherry had been a spaced out amphetamine popper. Sexually
transmittable diseases, Sherry’s brains, they had went into the
ceiling of Juliana’s childhood. An incestuous baby rape,
Juliana’s daddy, he was strangling her. Trust, Juliana had
known of how to play his nursemaid. Weaseling his asthma
medicine, she had taken it away. Pampering her papa, Juliana
was of a drenched embryo.
Locked in its bedroom, she had known of its creeping
misdirection. Geophysics, this had redefined geology and its
radioactive decay. It had been consumed in these rafters, and
those dark closets of time, the pyramids, they were etched into
this trail. Fire hydrant, its right was tight, and its left was loose.
Entered patterns, they were of its geological dates in its
terrestrial sphere. Biochemical applications in their field-space,
electromagnetic - mankind had become tainted in and of this
loss of information, for there had been no decontamination.
Demarcation of radioactive dualities, its spatial
representations in an Alien Cyberspace, senselessness, it had
been this extraterrestrial sense. Weaponry, it was of this foodstuff, for this radiation, its humankind, they were of a
contradiction in this habitation - a redefined terrestrial sphere.
Carbon dating, it had been of another sun. Further along, its
coal, it was of those gems of an Alien Totalitarian God. Their
belittling, it was of its own exodus.
"You're back."
Damson, possessing a conclusiveness, he was of this
extraterrestrial bewitchment - zombie. In a stockyard barn,
Ronald had demolished the cattle feeders.
"In there?"
Ryan had asked Damson. The next page, it was of his
demented demeanor - a requisition of himself. Searching for
this serial killer, Ryan had surrendered to an online definition
of radioactive decay. An extraterrestrial abode, Butte
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Montana, Juliana had been meandering, wandering about in
an unguardedness, of a drug-induced stupor, and Ryan had a
palatable taste for Juliana’s skin. Expunged, Juliana was out
of her own spiritualness. Cave, it was of an unearthly fire, and
it was fighting with Ronald's Devil. Ryan’s bulldog sodomy in
an Alien Cyberspace, of a depression that had gone off,
Juliana was this enlarged buffet, so its orgasmic craps, they
were of Ryan’s pillared blindness. Diverged and adrift, there
was this lack of human flavor. Dissection of this ant decomposed knowledge, it was an ignorant concealment.
Inner ugliness, its declining decay - its beingness, they had
lacked a perception of worldwide beauty. Raping their souls an own, of its obedience, it had them disobey, for their
terrestrial carbon dating, it was of this radioactive application.
Wheels, its broadcast disk, round and around, un-right
- round, of this spinning blue ball, it had been turning on the
top of The Child’s Plaything. Jaws, its quackery, it was of their
shapelessness. Rejection of right, this wrong, their starry-eyed
serial killer, there was this pumping out of a direction.
A radioactive dating of mankind, it had been an opening - a
fissure, so it was descending into an Alien abode - a
radioactive meshwork. Misconception, misfiring in a
terrestrial sphere, its evolution, it was of their intentions, for
mankind's guts, they had been buried on Earth. A planetary
system, it had been redefined by this radioactive highpointedness in this Information Superhighway. Clenched fists,
grabbing onto a lost Devil, a denied Heaven, its intercourse, of
a compendium hard fought, an idiot was vying for this union
with Hell. Dropped off in a non-fiction memory, of Ronald’s
Devilish dreams, Damson’s sightedness, it was this fantasy.
Creating an autocrat in an Alien celestial sphere, an Alien
God, it had been making itself clear, as Ronald had been this
extraterrestrial poacher. Phobia, of a God’s methodical
stabilized reflection, it had been tossing Ronald and all souls
out of a whack. Without their bodies, of an invalidation, their
existence, it had been counting them out.
Derogatory existences, a waywardness, of a soul-spirit
blackout, it had them sinking into an online stabilization and
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submission, yet Ryan had become this committed man. A
tree, this bulldog, it was making its yap, for an unfair objection,
Ryan had been doing it with a dog. A villain, desperate Ryan’s pup, it was up the bulldog with a dialectic approach, so
a Federal fingerprint, it was of a dog's herpes-like simplex.
This keyhole of mankind, they were looking for Ronald's
results, yet blunderbusses, they weren’t blunting a bogeyman.
Observatory delusions, they were of this short sighted illusion,
and a subcutaneous trade mark, it had enticed an entourage.
Indissoluble scandals, they were of an apex index. An
electronic and biochemical field-space, a tetrahedron, of its
triumvirate - dejections, mankind had been kicked offline and
into an Alien Cyberspace, so humanity, it had been hanging
from its real-time gallows. Their babies, they were out of
their mouths - chow mien chasms. Body suits, secretion, it
was irradiating into this manganese. Casehardened sterility,
their strep throats, they were burning of a cold heat. Damson
had dissolved into a nothingness.
"It is between you two now."
Ryan had been standing there - of a dog-screwed up mind.
Next moves, an unconsummated voucher, it had been
stockpiling mankind into its friendless redemption. Salvation,
Ryan was back, and the cows, they were feeding. Ryan was of
his younger age, a beingness displaced. Slaughter, Ryan’s
delusions, they were of an illusion - encampment. Celestial
and of a ceremonial loiterer, it had pushed itself into a
stabilization - extraterrestrial limits.
Ryan's face, it had twitched into his spine. Rushing, of
dreadful serial killings in this Alien abode, their craniums, they
were swelling into Ryan's chest. Crammed densities, they
were trampled down. Ryan was gag-puked - airspace, for he
had been put out of an action. Constriction, it was of
this beaten path, as Ryan had been transplanted in and with
its rest. Destitution, their spirits, they were interwoven into
these radioactive stabilities and instabilities, and Ronald had
been their renegade. An unmarked cohesion with an Alien
Totalitarian God, a serial killing suspect of Ryan's, this
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mocked-up terrestrial world in an extraterrestrial real
timelessness, it was these vivid and fallacious mirages.
Repelled into an indentation, Ryan was eroding away.
Stomping into the marrow of mankind, exploited, a murderous
tramp had been playing them. Formed on Ronald's behalf,
Ryan, one of the many, he had fell off an Alien God's handle.
An extraterrestrial manipulation and pathos, Ryan had been
screaming in an online agony. Culling in this extraterrestrial
domain, of cosmological proportions, Ryan had hit its
pavement. Poor spirited and of a soft-spoken kiss ass, sucking
up its pigeon heart, farting, Ryan had gone blank in a
despondency, for he had went to Juliana. Vices, they were
with Ronald, so their terrestrial dating in its radioactivity, it was
of an extraterrestrial interpretation, a facade of mankind. A
bold frontage, Ryan had been downloaded into this double
vision of himself. Trying to swim upstream, a foulness, it was
of Ronald's traveler's tales.
Sharing his murderous escapades on the World Wide
Web, Ryan had been back and of that same real time day.
Stint, an authorization - there had been this decimation of
mankind on the Web. Twisted, Ronald’s annihilation, an
opening, Ryan had to beat Ronald’s fishwife into his intrusion,
for Ronald had not invited Ryan into their orgy. Juliana
had given birth. Ronald was over the edge of his bed as a boy.
Courting this darkness, Ryan had come back to her through
an online now, of a priori. Montana, this virtual town of Butte,
years had yet to come, and Juliana was of this blind alley. It
was of her Pomona California pet store. Witchery, it had
brought her to Ryan. Open for business, its next day, the sun,
it was glaring in through the front of her store.
Normalcy, a bizarre integration, it was of her space-aged
Information Superhighway. The garbage truck, it had arrived
to take the early morning trash away. It was about 8:30
AM, and she had been spewing into this perplexity. Detracted
from her stabilized compartment, of an extraterrestrial sideshow, Ryan’s eyes, they were meeting this bulldog pup's.
Sitting in its kennel, Ryan was at this nearness, of this door Juliana's pet store. Backward and forward, Juliana had been
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clapped into the irons of a fired-up fundamental psyche.
Firm and of Ronald's cold-blooded killing in those rock fields,
Juliana had taken this footing - negotiating with Ryan.
Bulldogged, of Ryan's infamy, an extraterrestrial slithering, it
had come in as a stagnation, so a co-instantaneous
derailment of her spirit, an amalgamation, Juliana had
swallowed her tongue. Stamina, an application of her spirit
strength, Ryan was pounding on the front door. Not budging
much with this freaked out Federal Agent, their patterns of
behavior, Juliana had been pulling herself together. Settling
this idiot into a handshake deal, Juliana's bulldog, it was of her
own rituals. Brought leakage, it was of this Alien God's
conspiracy, for mankind, they had been knocked-up in and of
an upload. An Alien Totalitarian God, it had been with them.
Former times, of their radioactive stabilities, they were
boasting of themselves. Homogeneous and multifariousness,
an extraterrestrial, it had been of their far-reaching isolations.
Between their lines, of a middle course, Juliana had been
debating - a steady.
"Miss Pombra?"
Ryan had called it out of his tortured self. Obvious and
hardhearted hatred, of an eruption from his boxers, Ronald
was grinding down and into this crude hope. Mobbing back
into his darkened spots, groin spoiled, Ryan - of its badtemper as a Federal Agent, his predilection for a bulldog pup's
hole, it was his fever. Fraught with Ronald's serial killing
dangers in rock fields, Ryan had been tormented into these
delusions, and they were distorted of Ronald's illusions - a self
diagnosis, an Alien Totalitarian God. Biologically impossible in
an effect, Juliana's field-space, it was for this strange pole, and
Ryan’s shabby trip, it had an enlivened existence on the World
Wide Web. An extraterrestrial definition of their Geophysics, it
was of a biochemical and electromagnetic radiology.
Preordained, there was an islander’s guest for Juliana. Its
host, beating her with its straw boss, Ronald was of its
cryptograms. Fermium fusions, she was gluing herself at
where her legs had been spread - an intersection. Warheads,
of a body mural, there was this slack of all seasons.
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"Miss Pombra, I’m here."
Preying on the minds of mankind, Juliana's spirit strength, it
had been demolished, for she had been on its pony as the one
horse rider. Selling a bulldog pup to an FBI agent, Ryan would
smash its head into these Internet smithereens. Kicked
upstairs, an extraterrestrial upload, it was of those
downloading intervals. Expansion of itself, its huntsman, it was
gnawing on these random voices, and they were verging into
Juliana, of no certain terms - architectures. Their bodies, they
had been unoccupied.
"I'll be right with you Mr. Derth."
Null exhale, Juliana had become an extraterrestrial hot-spot.
Unpleasant, disillusionment, a strange blush, bemoaning and
of a depraved mindlessness, its strictness, it was a
pointlessness. Catty sewage, Juliana had been riding this
serial killer’s storm. Verging, it was of this twice-told tale.
"Juliana- Are you there?"
Floodgates, Juliana was of this anti-polarity, of an inheritance,
for she had been this absorbent tiller. Defined into this
extraterrestrial cosmology by this "Rock Field Killer," banging
on the front door of her small pet store, Ryan was ready to
blow his brains out. Reaming her, it had percolated out and
into this Alien Cyberspace. Overwrought, it had been boiling
up her spine. A quorum, it had been pluming into the graves
that had been dug up, so a downloading vindication, it was this
maid of honor. Moraine had been inviting Sherry and Larry, so
Juliana had her homecoming with this Alien Totalitarian God.
Fighting with each other, this radioactive dosage, Ronald was
the lord of this mortuary. An iron maiden, Moraine had
redefined his Information Superhighway. Again, Juliana had
not resigned to these unbolting extraterrestrials.
"Hold on."
Interlopers, Juliana was making her doggy deals with the
Federal Government, and Sherry and Larry, they had seemed
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pressed for time. They were in this Alien Cyberspace portal
behind Juliana. Wearing their one piece silver and metallic
jump suits, they had these radioactive tentacles that were
fingering out of their heads. Burning at their tips, gone - they
were flouting in and out. Juliana was in a plain and cotton
dress. She had worn it the night before. Humming of an
activity, Juliana had on just enough cloths to break the chills,
and they were from her night sweats. In the blue, her pink
hole, it was open to this black. An open closet - accessible,
cheap and playing a dope with a serial killer, the Alien God's
spectrum, it had been compressed into this ravaging of time.
An everlasting apathy, it had been made of an extraterrestrial
permanence.
"Sorry."
Juliana had opened the front door of her pet-shop. She had let
her ten dollar slut of a dress dip to its bare fringes, so Ryan
was upright - a positioning for her. Blood flowing into Ronald’s
murderous rampages, a publishing on the World Wide Web,
Juliana was of this sight in an online flesh. Sensuous, tender
and hard, of white breasts, Juliana had collected Ryan into her
privations. Recurrent perils, Juliana had not let Ryan go all the
way. A stacked up tally, Ryan was her new boy, and she was
his new girl. Ryan had changed into Damson. With an
oversized head, castrated and bloodless, he was wearing a
silver magnesium metallic suit, and it was irradiating of its
stabilities - an ionic magnetism. Speech, its gobble-gook, it
was talking to Juliana. Inventiveness, Juliana had changed
into this replica of this little girl Moraine.
More unstable and smaller of these two heads, their peas different pods, both were gyrating with this radioactive energy
- transformations. Celestial foreplay, an extraterrestrial
parameter, Damson was of Ronald’s disregarded notions.
Consequences, sacrifices for his online Devil, Moraine’s
refusal to obey, it had dilated in and out of this oval shape.
About four feet wide and a length - such tall, in the same one
piece suit, Moraine’s facial features, they were this
superimposition of her feminine. Body characterizations,
Juliana’s interrelationships, they were downloading into its
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type - particle physics. Found under magnification, of these
molecules and atoms, they were whirling around in this
stabilized and simulated metamorphosis.
Its systemized self, Juliana had beat herself into this online
periphery, for she had been seducing this serial killer.
Incinerated into an Alien nomad's land, it had interlinked with
her as a stellar computer. Viaduct, an understudy, Juliana had
been lain bare midst this Montana Land Development Project.
Intermingling with her, technicalities - uncommunicative
conversations with an Alien Totalitarian God, Juliana was
screaming of her bloody murderer. Sky in an extraterrestrial
abode, distant and detached, there were these sharp rocks.
Biting into Juliana’s feet, venting their slap-happy hit and or
miss spewing of her spleen, she had been downloaded into
this system’s crash. A serial killer’s sinister plans to materialize
Lucifer, gravitations, there was this headlong mesmerism. This
star-struck mind of an extraterrestrial cast, in its spare room,
mankind had been behind themselves.
"Is it because that I didn't piss in them? Is it?!"
Larry wouldn't fondle his daughter, for Juliana would of had to
urinate on herself first. Juliana’s undignified garb, of his
avaricious appetite, it was for his little girl.
"Give me my pajamas!"
Trying to leverage herself back and out of this system’s
working order, it was of Juliana’s hazed mania on the Web.
Cosmological rocks, they were of Ronald's fields. Mutilating
Juliana’s feet, her soles, they were bleeding, and the ground,
it was drinking her up in an Alien Totalitarian God's thirst.
Juliana’s emotions, they had been crushed. Saturated with
radioactive stabilities, this devastation, they were of these
women. Wrapped in and of their straight jackets, its vaginal
fluids, they were waxed into these cosmological floors.
Radioactive instabilities and decay, their real-time
cosmological definitions, they were of this tamed spiritedness.
Fervid, leftover and re-systematized, there were these
experiments in chemotherapy, as there was this online
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radiation. Pickled into mankind's online behavior, delicacy, it
was of their fragile and unwanted lives.
"Give me my pajamas!"
Interlocked fingers, they were into its hair, and Juliana was
going to pull it off her skull. Torrid bellowing, Juliana’s
sustenance, it was of Ronald's rapes. Vertical, staggering, she
had landed hard on her knees, for she had eloped into those
uppermost thoughts. Shivering in its medley, there was this
mucous, and it had been running from out of her nose.
Dissipation, of a funeral oration, eyes - an extraterrestrial
medium, it had postponed Juliana, for an absorption, a
suspension, its animation, it was turning her brain into this
maddened flesh. Battering into Juliana with its rams, of this
slow and pounding sledge, it was hammering in this stockyard,
as Ronald was with Chi Chi as the Rock Field Killer.
Inoculated, Juliana was held in and of its own interrogations,
yet there was no understanding of this stabilized burden. Its illuse and ill-fame, it had evicted mankind’s souls.
"Do you have the dog ready?"
Ryan had asked. Sickness, Juliana would never recover, for
she had been in full flight - airborne, of a woozy spirit. She had
been death blown by an Internet dichotomy. This
extraterrestrial abode, culminating into Ronald's impending
genocide of the human spirit, particles, they had evaporated
into this rapid nothingness, so there was this torrent of
mankind's alternative energies. Juliana's fallout in this
meltdown of humanity’s instabilities, its stabilized
nymphomania, it was between her legs and ears, as a
cerebral hemorrhaging, Juliana had been straddling an Alien
Totalitarian God. Technological patterns, its classical
mechanics, it was of this - surgical and open. Fusion, bombing
in and out of this symbolic logic, ghosts with these Internet
tongues, they had taken their licks. No punitive descent, Ryan
had met Juliana in its real-time application.
They were together. This last resting place, it was redefined
into the perpetual stability of an Alien. Juliana had seen this
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darkness, for its moon, it was held into a cold sky. Glossy
visions, they were fraught with teary blurs. An extraterrestrial
revelation, it was an application of mankind. Linking, Ronald's
worldwide solution, Juliana had turned her head in and of this
stringed puppet. Nightmares, they were of these contrasting
contradictions. Umbrage, Juliana was of an inundated
abortion, for her soul and spirit, they had wavered - a
bewildered paralyses. Bad habits, radioactive phantoms, gone
beyond - of no human-kind’s measurement other than an
extraterrestrial definition of its Information Superhighway, Chi
Chi was disdained into this online evil.
Knocked up, the Alien God's womb, it was for this whore child.
A shading of mankind's differences, Ronald’s demarcation, it
was of this false front, for its boundaries, they were meeting in
his boyhood. Semblances of the past, Ronald had picked up
this nine pound sledgehammer, as a filthiness, it was sweating
of its blood. Smudged through his pants - khaki cloths, of a
dirt beaten and dead Asian whore, Ronald had slid it into her
mangled meat. Apprehension, of a fragmented mankind,
diabolical and of its diametrical bouts, drained - its beingness,
it was of this eternal bay-side. Knowingness, Moraine had
taken Ronald into an Alien portal. Wrecked in havoc, doubletalk - Ronald had fastened himself to them.
Bodies as its straws, their pith, it was sapped into an
extraterrestrial's schismatic apparatus. Willful denial of an
eternal being or even an everlasting damnation, it was of
these heinous murders and rapes, as these rock fields, they
were defined in an extraterrestrial cosmos. Misinformed - a
terrestrial definition of the Information Superhighway, their
hellish provinces, devilish and of its serial killing murders on
the World Wide web, it was all financed by these Life
Insurance Policies.
Categorized murderousness, of its radioactive decay starvation, Ronald had been hungry too. Eating Juliana’s
strangeness, Ronald’s screen-name, it was between Juliana’s
thighs. Strangling him, Juliana was affixed into an application,
and it had raised Chi Chi. Vaginal juice, an aura, coagulating
with an outlandish divining rod, it was smoldering of its
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smeared mankind. Disjointed into a steel-iron, Ronald’s
polarity with this radioactive dating, of his tyranny, Chi Chi had
been calling this serial killer into her online bounds, for he had
come from this slow and burning tantrum.
"My ass? My ass five dollars!”
Chi Chi’s mole-eyed quad, it was of a weird body. Prototype,
Ronald had become this dormancy. A slattern slaughter mankind, an extraterrestrial abode, there had been this
creation of a malicious and scorching recoil. This veil and of
those shades, wolves, they were waiting at everyone's doors,
for there was this pogrom of mankind. From another world,
defined by an Alien Totalitarian God, alone, its darkest corners
- nooks and crannies of mankind, it was an extraterrestrial
resting place. It was of this seed - a resurrection. Blisters, they
were defecating into its extraterrestrial outbursts - an
outhouse. Juliana was this vixen, and she had been
impregnated. Foul stomach, it was of this pell-mell bedlam of
mankind. Sine, bloodthirsty and of this malice, aforethought,
mourning of its dry weeds, they were struck with these scabby
throats.
"My pussy two dollars!”
Beaten, Chi Chi’s eyes, they had been gouged out. Hanging
off of her mutilated face and cheekbones, swollen, black and
blued, her blood contusions, they were lumbering into this
radioactive stability. Implication, of an indecency, it had been
goading into mankind’s underworld, so an extraterrestrial
sphere, it had been out of wedlock. Not known of any History,
not Adam nor Eve, Ronald was its human sacrifice. Doubledaring, this inexorable repulsion of the human spirit, it had
degenerated mankind into this hopeless pummeling of others.
Uncovered, it had been shown of and as them. Desolate in
and of their unimaginable obligations, it was this horrifying
terror.
Running before Montana, a despotic adversary, it had
benumbed Ronald with an interchange, as an abhorrence of
something else, the consumption of its everything abused,
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women were blurred into this delusional vision. An about ready
to cross into its never to end on an uncrossed road, Ronald
had been driving recklessly. Fueling up with this carbon dating
of an Alien Totalitarian God, it was between Ryan and him.
The bulldog, it had started to climb its glass cage. Guesswork,
it had flown back, for her mother and father, they were brought
to Juliana.
Modified, it had come between twos and threes. Mockery, a
throng, it had made her their star. Capturing this serial killer's
guts and gore, glaring at these mice in this three-foot high
glass kennel, Juliana had filled the bill with a python. Donned
off, it was of her day. In jeans with its leather belt, dangling of
those frills, she was in bare feet and cotton panties. An easy
show and passively bound, Juliana had made herself
available. With a sleeveless t-shirt, they would flop. Drooping
of their bulbs of flesh, they were fondled into these things.
Strange and unpredictable, it was modulating on the World
Wide Web. Crashing into this meted extraterrestrial
meshwork, of a leviathan microorganism, all particle physics,
they were bathed into this macabre bacterium, and it had
covered up mankind in an extraterrestrial cosmos. Aligned,
mankind was of their separate yet combined columns.
Radioactive contamination, a serial killer, he was stirring up all
these instabilities. Hanging from an extraterrestrial abode, its
fallen star, it was skewered and of an essence. A cosmos on
its Information Superhighway, landing stages, Juliana’s
life, it had been enmeshed into this Spelunking Website
network’s massive multiplayer online game. Waiting for its
dinner, Juliana was enwrapped with it and of her python.
Linking up, it was hung over her shoulders. Seventy-five
pounds, of a bloody mindedness, flagging its tongue, Juliana
had scooped up mice in each hand, so her cat's paw, it had
been licked of its gore. The rodents, they were hand-crushed
into their latest and last. Touched and maintained in a
ritualistic killing and wearing her black leather gloves, a deter,
its painting with a python, Juliana’s snow-white panties, they
had looked of its daggers. Computer monitors, their spaceaged screens, they were radiant. Sparked and sailed into its
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vertex, Juliana had been waiting for these delusions of this
serial killer to boot up. Then, she would of had gone
spelunking, for its purple lettering, it was read off this black
background.
Tell-telling introductions, they would enter its massive
multiplayer online game - spelunking. An extraterrestrial mire,
their minds, they were immigrants. Genuflecting into this
ludicrous migration, this foe in this virtual Montana, it was of
this weirdo effect, as this succession of a serial killer's flaring
annoyances, it had been persuaded by this confounding
confusion. A senselessness, there had been this paradox
of eternity. Falling headlong into these rampages, rumpus and
outrage, they would of had been deep-fried into themselves.
Occupational hazards, they had called mankind’s codes into
this hard drive.
Thrown into its online gauntlet and driven into this extremity of
mankind, no foundation, its particles physics, stones, they
were cast before an Alien Totalitarian God, for its
cosmological application of carbon dating on the World Wide
Web, this redefined Information Superhighway in an Alien
Cyberspace, mankind had been taken back and into
themselves. Enticed and sucked in by this serial killer on the
World Wide Web, an autocrat, it had been melting into
mankind's minds, for their carbon, it had been dated into this
extraterrestrial feedback. Stabilities, they were of this adjacent
line. Connecting to cosmological other worlds, cognitive, this
was of its redefined Geophysics.
An extraterrestrial domain, it was of an Alien Totalitarian God’s
download. This stellar definition, it was of this foul online play.
Intermixed into this spatial collision, biochemical collapse, it
was of an uncouth repulsion. Not purified from an incurable
disease, their lives, they had this cause of death, as mankind,
they had stopped decaying in this redefinition on their World
Wide Web. A radioactive portability, it had been generating
this nuclear fission.
Core chaos in this dichotomy, it was of this biochemical and
electromagnetic application on the World Wide Web
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architecture, for its Alien Cyberspace, it was of an
extraterrestrial abode. Captured radioactive decay from
Ronald's Spelunking Website network’s massive multiplayer
online game, infinite variations, they were feeding into an Alien
Totalitarian God. Classical patterns, they were of his inhuman
behavior.
Stolen, of those chips, Ronald had taken them from the cattle
feeders, so after he was with Chi Chi, of her heinous
beginning with Ronald, Chi Chi had been sown into Ronald’s
doubt. Suspicion and fear, there was this cloak and dagger,
and it had been plunging into an Alien God. Inflammation,
larva, it had been submerged into these celestial woods.
Dripping, snatched - it was of this destabilized extraterrestrial
abode. Spelunker parties, they were wrenched into this other
worldly earmark. This uncanny appetite, a radioactive wasting
of mankind, it had sapped their marrow right out. Bleeding to
death, an extraterrestrial transfusion into its concavity, it was
of this concurrent and unfading illogicalness - differentiation.
Cosmological chaos, there was a weightlessness, and scales,
they were of these headstones. Geophysical, extraterrestrial
dating of this Information Superhighway, somebody in
Washington DC, they had sent it back into this online town, so
its ground, it had been lain down in an outmoded derivation of
their selves. Impediment, truths, they were impounded into
their understandings of this cosmology, for it was of their
terrestrial spheres. Born in this Alien Totalitarian God's
slaughterhouse, it had been cultivating itself.
Targeting this online élan, an extraterrestrial abode of an Alien
Totalitarian God, it had been enlivened in this emptiness.
Dead ends, they were splintered into these fractures.
Cosmological technology, instabilities, they were of this serial
killer's intolerable murderousness. Hailed up, its black project,
a chaotic redefinition of the World Wide Web, its Geophysics,
they were of Ronald's Spelunking Website network’s massive
multiplayer online game. Stripped of their decay, instabilities Juliana had become its hungry python, for she had re-entered
into this Alien Cyberspace.
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"This isn't the way it was."
A cold-blooded hole, it was stuffed with another mouse. A
snatch and trap, of a python in her pet store, infused into
these looking daggers, Juliana was downstairs and at the
back of her pet shop. Out of focus and dashing into infinities,
Juliana had been breaking even with these parallels of herself.
Alienated and converging into this reorganization, Juliana had
been bypassed by radioactive decay - an exhaustion. In a
boundless breakdown, it had been connected to her
intestines. Combat, Ronald had been of this dehumanized and
stabilized clone of himself, so Juliana, she had went back into
this other frame. A reference point, of a mindlessness, Ryan
and his Federal Agent mentalities, they had been in this
schematic information transfer.
An instantaneous projection of herself, Juliana had been
sunken into an online deflation, as the provider of Ryan's
savagery, Juliana had been plummeted back and into an Alien
Totalitarian God’s deposit. Windswept spiritedness, of a
beingness deluged with an extraterrestrial radioactive stability
- delusions, they had swallowed Juliana's will power, for she
had been obliterated online - technological guts. Torn away
and into this extraterrestrial surrendering of mankind,
stabilized instabilities, an Alien Totalitarian God, it had been
bursting out of their solar plexuses. Tactless, a serial killer, it
was put into this out-and-out World Wide Web butchery, as an
extraterrestrial, it had positioned humanity into this terrestrial
sphere. It was of this domain, and it had made them these
trespassers on its Information Superhighway. Data had been
lost, and ambiguous decisions, they had been of this
disconnected ratio. This radioactive dictatorship, Ronald was
this disparaging warlock, so Juliana's heartbreaking cauldron,
it was of this Alien God. It had been technologically transferred
into this indecorous game plan, and it was designed by
Ronald. Ryan's question, it would of had devoured Juliana.
"How will you take payment?"
One end, pendulum, Juliana had been at the other. Ryan had
been waiting for her, and Juliana, she would of had provided
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for him. Burning of this re-defined solar system in this
extraterrestrial Alien Cyberspace, of an Information
Superhighway, its radioactive applications, they were of
this carbon dating. Put into this online chaos, an everlasting
fatigue, it had wanted to mash Juliana’s eyes shut. She could
of had slept into its calamity. Weighted in this light, its
hydrogen meanings, they were of Juliana’s depravation. In
and out of her spiritual balance, an internal time-clock, it was
feeling her up, for Juliana’s bush-tree, it was filled with these
rotten apples.
Its spoiled barrel, it was catching this sagebrush between her
legs. This whirlwind with Ronald, dusty - an Internet desert, it
was damping her thighs. No spiritual reprieve for her
radioactive stability, she was in an upload, and it was feeding
an Alien Totalitarian God her decay. Ryan had come into this
feedback loop. A difference and a differential of this Alien
Totalitarian God, he had been on this lookout for Juliana.
Hemming and hawing, of a squelched and sleazy
operativeness, its impetus, Ronald had found Ryan’s pup. An
infliction of mankind, Ryan was of its beingness, and he was
seduced into this silent agitation.
"I’ll take whatever form you have."
Juliana had been transmitting in an emptiness. Rambling, an
idiot, of an uploading - an extraterrestrial, it had made her its
beacon. Beckoning of this sameness, Juliana had been
winning rounds at this level in the game. She was left in this
quarantine, so an online self, a serial killer, he would of had
come into her. Brutalities, Juliana had been his tramp.
Uploaded, Ryan had come from Juliana’s deep-roots. The
Child's Plaything, of his soul-spirit-direction, its navigational
coordinates, Ryan was without his cutting-edge body.
Transferring information, if Ronald could of had gotten his
Devil to come online, their bodies, they had followed this evil
spirit, so there would of had been this Hell on Earth. Juliana’s
Lucifer, this Santa Clause, it was of this bubble-headed
extraterrestrial. An exasperation, Juliana would of had starved
it. Unfilled, Juliana had lifted up her dingy and blue cotton
dress. Pressing for Ryan, dumbfounded with this Federal
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Agent, a flood-gate, Juliana had pissed it into them - white
cotton panties.
"That’s where it is in my Montana game."
Juliana had given Ryan his bush-shot, yet he had been
blocked by another idea. Interlocked, Ryan had went into the
bulldog.
"There?"
Juliana had made another move for Ryan, and she had
shoved her fingers up an unctuous means. Settled
apprehension, gaping in and of his unfounded creep, Ryan
had been brainwashed. Dehumanized in an unwavering
canceling of their enlivened selves, triggered into an
extraterrestrial firing-pin in the cattle yard, Ronald was of its
shaky spots.
Fueling an online turmoil, of an erotic and murderous waylay,
Juliana's mouth, it was trembling in disbelief. An apathy, this
frigid mankind, it was full of their selves. Momentum, a birth, it
was a freakish overshadowing of them. It had been
underwritten into their radioactive stabilities. Radioactive
decay, it had been of an unverifiable information transfer.
Their priori terrestrial applications, they were raging with this
malnutrition of mankind, as Moraine, she had been
downloaded from an Alien abode. She had met Chi Chi, as an
uploaded Asian whore, risen to meet herself, Chi Chi was this
fallen star.
"My pussy for two dollars!”
Chi Chi had come back, and her mouth, it was full of this serial
killer. An Alien God's lollipop, a sucker, of its coddled balls, an
extraterrestrial evidence, it had been sending her down into a
spread. Her cocoon, of its technological load, it was this
radioactive carbon, and it had been dated into an uptake.
Mesmerized into a rapt ecstasy, it was of Ryan’s doggie
ejaculations. Unstable, wounded in this terrestrial field space,
its biochemical applications, they were reconverted into a loss
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of direction, and Chi Chi, she had been squirming in and
of this rock field. Alternating, she had been working on
Ryan’s beingness.
Disjointed blood-sports, they had been unraveling with the rest
of mankind. Checking each other out, an Alien Totalitarian
God, it was scheduling its meals. Real-time incidents, Ryan
had been captivated by Ronald's serial killing. In his Los
Angeles apartment, unsanitary stimulations, Ryan had
connected to the Spelunking Website network’s massive
multiplayer online game. Lily-livered and of insipid squirting, it
was caked on his computer screen. Asphyxiated, an Internet
noose, it was of this thread-bearing serial killer. Hands around
Chi Chi's neck, she had copulated Ryan. Extraterrestrial
information, it had made the Alien Totalitarian God. An
inversion, they were as these undivided berserks of
themselves.
Momentous movements, of Chi Chi's fright, Tom had come in
with this pride, and it had been puked into this denial. Jumped,
he had donned its stabilized flesh. Communion, Den had his
uniform starched into Tom’s crusty butt. Streaming, a
community on the World Wide Web, they had come to play
with Ronald. Stiff, of Althea’s whiffs, she had been sitting in
this court-room. There was this audience, for an Alien
Totalitarian God, it had been shot in as and of its wad. Fiddling
with these dials, Althea’s cheap radio waves, Ryan was not
part of this entourage. Stretching mankind into their online
infinities, the Alien Totalitarian God, it was their judge, and this
seventy year old, he had been getting three meals a day - an
overlook. Masterwork of his bifocals, they were flushed and of
its automatic toilets, and surgeons, their scalpels, they were
evoked in and of this power. Its turbulence, it had proliferated
in with a radioactivity.
Prolonged delay, they were of this incorporated gravity, as an
embryonic mismatching of their terrestrial sphere, Ryan was
on his trial run. Computer tested, carnal knowledge, it had
been translating mankind into an Alien Totalitarian God.
Stabilized humanity, it was of this intermission, for they were
of its parts - an extraterrestrial. Ronald was an uninvited
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guest. An infestation - Ryan was in his orange jump suit, as
the bailiff, he was clutching Ryan with his strong arm. A
classical pulley, there had been no redemption. Administering
these corrections of itself, an injustice, Ryan was of this
extraterrestrial depredation, as next worlds, they were burning
of their wreck and ruin. Running this spine up Ryan's
technological backside, it was of this wooden toy. Tottering on
the Alien Totalitarian God's bench, carved as The Child's
Plaything, of this device with a tethered top, it was dropped off
its handle, so the yo yos, they were caught on its top.
Damson, he had come into this juncture, as famished
mankind, they had been in a recognition of each other. Illnature, venom of a polecat, it had been mangled into this
fixation, so Juliana's computer screen, it had booted up.
Animated letters, they had read “Julie's Pets.” She had this
python draped over her shoulders, and its tail, it had been
fused into this computer. The Dragon, it had been
corroborating with her, and field-space, she had been of its
Phoenix. Juliana had brought her face in front of it.
“Akuma Sutra Abduction.”
In its beginning, it had begun with life, so it had this cause of
death - an application. This robot, it was...

The End

